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1 A Decade-or-More’s Progress
in Understanding Stereotypic
Behaviour

J. RUSHEN
1

AND G. MASON
2

1Pacific Agri-Food Research Centre, Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada;
and the Animal Welfare Program, University of British Columbia,
PO 1000, 6947 Highway 7, Agassiz, BC, V0M 1A0, Canada;
2Department of Animal and Poultry Sciences, University of Guelph,
Guelph, Ontario, N1G 2W1, Canada

Editorial Introduction

To open the book, we review the extent and nature of research into stereotypic
behaviour since the first edition was published 13 years ago. We compare the
numbers of recent papers on captive animals with those on human clinical
subjects or research animals experimentally manipulated to produce abnormal
behaviour, and also show some recent meta-analyses of trends within the former
group. Contributed boxes present simple overviews of the motivational explan-
ations typically used by ethologists, versus explanations in terms of brain func-
tion, and also review how the terms ‘coping’ and ‘pathology’ have been used. We
then assess the extent to which the research questions raised by the last volume
have been answered, and end by introducing this new edition’s website and how
the following chapters are organized.

GM and JR

1.1. Introduction

In this chapter, we review the scope and layout of the book and its
accompanying website, and introduce some key concepts that recur
throughout the volume, such as ‘coping’ and ‘pathology’. We also discuss
the extent to which this volume addresses the research questions high-
lighted at the end of the first edition (Lawrence and Rushen, 1993). This
was published more than a decade ago, and set out to review what was
then known about stereotypic behaviour with particular attention to the
implications for animal welfare. Why is a second edition warranted?
Presumably there has simply been enough new material on stereotypic

� CABI 2006. Stereotypic Animal Behaviour:
Fundamentals and Applications to Welfare, 2nd edn (eds G. Mason and J. Rushen) 1



behaviour of animals to convince the publishers, editors and contributors
that a new edition was justified. But to what extent have the issues
raised in the earlier edition been successfully resolved? What new
issues have emerged? And how does this new edition resemble or differ
from the old?

1.2. Research on Stereotypies since the First Edition

In the introduction to the first edition, Lawrence and Rushen (1993)
reported that a total of 63 papers had been published on the stereotypic
behaviour of farm animals over the preceding 27 years. Of these, nearly
a third were reviews, while the majority of data-based studies were
mainly descriptive, with few studies experimentally manipulating likely
causal factors. Lawrence and Rushen (1993) posited an unsurprising list
of potential reasons for the low volume of articles at that time. These
included a lack of interest, a lack of money, a tendency to ‘talk rather than
do’, as well as some more subtle issues such as seeing animal stereotypic
behaviour as a problem to be solved rather than a phenomenon to be
understood.

The second and last issues probably remain with us, but there is no
doubt that scientific interest in the underlying causes of these behav-
iours has increased substantially. In fact, a recent search of the ISI Web
of Knowledge (http://isiwebofknowledge.com/) reveals that since the
last edition, an average of 16 papers a year have been published on
captive animals’ stereotypies – a total of 188 from the start of 1993 to
the end of 2004 (see Fig. 1.1). This number is dwarfed by research on
the stereotypies of human clinical subjects and of laboratory animals
subjected to genetic modification, brain lesion or psychopharmacologi-
cal challenge (yielding around 120 papers a year – see Fig. 1.1). How-
ever, it nevertheless represents a substantial increase in rate, and a
substantial volume of new research to assimilate.

Three things are striking about the articles now being published on
captive animals’ stereotypies. The first is that a growing number – as we
will see in this volume (especially Chapters 5–8) – now draw explicitly
from those other main sources of research into stereotypic behaviour:
neuroscience, clinical psychology and psychiatry. The second is that
since the first edition, there is a far greater concentration on trying to
understand why animals perform these rather bizarre-looking behav-
iours, i.e. more investigations that unravel the causal factors rather
than simply describe what the animals are doing. Although there re-
mains the very practical desire to prevent these behaviours from occur-
ring wherever possible (see e.g. Chapters 9 and 10, this volume), it is
thus clear that researchers have recognized the need to base such ‘pre-
vention or elimination’ strategies upon a greater understanding of why
such behaviours occur. Furthermore, there is also a growing realization
that such behaviours have much to tell us about how ‘normal’ behaviour

2 J. Rushen and G. Mason
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is organized and controlled, and even about the likely psychological or
neurophysiological normality of many of the millions of animals kept by
humans worldwide.

The third change in the last decade or so is that a diverse array of
animal species is now being studied. In 1993, most work on stereotypic
behaviour focused on farm animals, or on drug-induced stereotypies in
laboratory rodents. Although zoo biologists had carried out pioneering
work describing these behaviours, and had raised attention (and some
alarm) as to what they may mean for welfare, there were few systematic
attempts either to understand or to prevent the occurrence of such behav-
iours in zoos. In the last 12–13 years, however, a great increase in interest
in zoo animals is very evident (see e.g. Chapters 3 and 9, this volume).
This has been paralleled by more research on ‘spontaneous’ cage stereo-
typies in laboratory animals (Chapters 4, 5, 7 and 8, this volume), and a
growing interest in the ‘problem behaviours’ – including stereotypies – of
the cats, dogs and horses that we keep as companion animals (Chapters 2
and 10, this volume). Indeed one reason that we added a website to this
new edition (see http://www.aps.uoguelph.ca/�gmason/StereotypicAnimal
Behaviour/) was to illustrate this new diversity with images and
video-clips.

One result of the increased volume and taxonomic diversity of
research into cage stereotypies is that it has recently allowed meta-
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Fig. 1.1. The number of refereed publications on stereotypy, annually over the last
12 years. Records are divided into: Series 1 – papers on human patients, plus lesioned,
pharmacologically treated or otherwise manipulated laboratory animals; Series
2 – papers on stereotypies emerging ‘spontaneously’ in captive animals.
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analyses, in which the data contained in existing papers and reports are
pooled for further statistical analysis to look for overall patterns or even
test specific hypotheses. Such analyses are useful in revealing broad
trends that would not be evident in single studies involving a small
number of individuals of a single species, and can even test hypotheses
that would be challenging to investigate otherwise. Two nice recent
examples are presented in Chapters 3 and 9, this volume. We also give
three other instances here, to further help set the scene for this new
edition. First, Mason and Latham (2004) were able to estimate the total
number of stereotyping animals worldwide. Although approximate, it
does illustrate the vast scale of this phenomenon (see Table 1.1). The
same authors also investigated the relationships between stereotypic be-
haviour and other measures of poor welfare. The authors pooled several
hundred papers, and sorted them by the control group used as a compari-
son. In one type of study, animals performing stereotypic behaviour were
compared with low- or non-stereotyping animals that had been raised or
kept in different conditions. In the other type of study, the low- and high-
stereotyping animals under comparison came from the same treatment
conditions, but showed spontaneous individual differences in the behav-
iour. The particular treatments that led to a high incidence of stereotypic
behaviour were, as we have long suspected, often linked with other signs

Table 1.1. Estimated total numbers of stereotypers for some major species/production
groups (modified from Mason and Latham, 2004). Totals here represent those occurring over
a period of approximately 6 months; true annual figures would be larger because of those
animals generally kept for less than 12 months (e.g. laboratory mice).

Species
(system)

Estimated
stereotypy
prevalence

(% individuals)

Estimated
number of
stereotypers

Notes (see Mason and Latham, 2004
for details of all data sources)

Pigs
(confined sows)

91.5 15,393,000 Estimated for Europe and North
and Central America only

Poultry (broiler
breeders)

82.6 56,498,000 Estimated for Europe and
North America only

Mice (research
and breeding
establishments)

50.0 7,500,000 Stereotypy prevalence is a conservative
guessed estimate; prevalence data
are published only for a very high
stereotypy strain where almost all
individuals are affected; more data on
common strains are therefore needed

American mink
(breeding females
on fur farms)

80.0 4,680,000 Prevalence estimate here ideally needs
data from more farms
(N ¼ 2 in this estimate)

Horses (stables) 18.4 2,724,000 Population size is for the
‘developed world’

4 J. Rushen and G. Mason



of poor welfare (see Fig. 1.2a). However, high stereotypy individuals
within such environments often seemed ‘better off’ rather than ‘worse
off’ than low-stereotyping animals (see Fig. 1.2b). This overview shows
that the environmental factors that elicit stereotypies are not the same as
the individual characteristics that predispose individual animals to de-
velop the behaviours, an issue that recurs throughout this book. The third
meta-analysis, also by Mason and colleagues, broke down abnormal be-
haviours (including stereotypy) by taxon, to show that different orders of
mammals typically favour different types (see Fig. 1.3), and highlighting
the value of research across a wide range of species.

1.2.1. Clarifying terminologies

One issue of note, as we survey these diverse pieces of work, is that
researchers from different fields have, unsurprisingly, different interests,
terminologies, assumptions and modes of explanation. Therefore, in an
effort to help non-ethologists appreciate motivational explanations of
animal behaviour (including stereotypies), both within these primary
publications and in the chapters that follow, we present a box at the
end of this chapter that gives a basic introduction (see Box 1.1). To follow
this, and to likewise help ethologists appreciate how the vertebrate

Bad
68%

Neutral
20%

(a) Good
12% Bad

22%

Neutral
18%

Good
60%

(b)

Fig. 1.2. How stereotypies and other welfare measures covary (modified from Mason and
Latham, 2004). Accounts reporting additional welfare measures along with stereotypy (e.g. heart-
rate changes, approach/avoidance behaviour, corticosteroid outputs) were scored as to whether
they linked high stereotypy with decreased (‘bad’), unchanged (‘neutral’) or improved (‘good’)
welfare relative to no-/low-stereotypy controls. (a) Shows results from 196 reports where
stereotypers and low-/non-stereotyping controls came from different treatment groups (e.g.
different housing conditions or feeding regimens). (b) Shows results from 90 reports where
stereotypers and low-/non-stereotyping controls came from within the same population/treatment
group. The resulting patterns are significantly different from chance, and also significantly
different from each other; see Mason and Latham (2004) for more details.
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brain generates behaviour (including abnormal behaviour), we give a very
simple introduction in Box 1.2.

Furthermore, some terminology is used across multiple disciplines,
but has connotations that are either rather vague or that vary between
fields. Two such terms particularly relevant to discussions of stereotypy
are the concepts of ‘coping’ and of ‘pathology’. Boxes 1.3 and 1.4 therefore
review these, to provide a reference definition or level of understanding
that many other authors will then refer to in the chapters that follow.
Again, these are given at the end of this chapter.

1.3. Issues Resolved since the Last Edition?

At the end of the last edition, Ödberg (1993) summed up some of the main
issues concerning stereotypic behaviours that were then taxing the minds
of investigators. He also made research recommendations for the future,
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Fig. 1.3. The taxonomic distribution of different forms of abnormal behaviour (from
Mason et al., in press). For this survey, abnormal behaviours were defined as not known
to occur in the wild, with no obvious goal or function; they thus included stereotypies,
but also other behaviours, e.g. overgrooming; regurgitation-and-reingestion. Animals
with apparent severe CNS dysfunction (e.g. experimentally treated with psychoactive
substances, or performing self-injurious behaviours) were excluded; and husbandry
differences between taxa were controlled for as much as possible (see Mason et al.,
2006, for details). Abnormal behaviours were categorized as: (i) pacing and similar (i.e.
locomotory movements); (ii) oral (e.g. sham-chewing); and (iii) other
(e.g. non-locomotory body movements like body-rocking or repetitive jumping).
The 61 carnivore, 26 ungulate, 15 rodent and 19 primate species for which reports
were obtained were each classified according to their sole or most commonly
reported form. The frequency of different typical forms varied significantly with
taxon (x2 ¼ 51.17 df ¼ 6 P < 0.001).
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as follows (his italics): ‘(1) Carry out as far as possible developmental
studies, trying to induce stereotypies and investigating what changes in
the organism; (2) Study individual differences (high/low, stereotypers/
non-stereotypers, between stereotypers, between non-stereotypers), in-
vestigating in which aspects they differ other than in performances of
stereotyping; (3) Use increasingly interdisciplinary approaches, espe-
cially neuropsychological and biochemical ones, with more attention on
cognitive processes; (4) Keep an open mind for different hypotheses’
(p. 187). Has his advice been followed? We would have to answer with
a resounding ‘yes’. For example, Chapter 8 is one nice example of the first
recommendation, Chapter 7 of the second, and Chapter 5 of the third; and
all the chapters in the book show a desire to put forward and evaluate
alternative hypotheses.

Of course, far more could be done, however, and both the overviews
above and the chapters that follow reveal a number of omissions or ‘blind
spots’. First, much relevant literature is still not adequately used or
referred to by those seeking to explain stereotypies. For example, the
literature search behind Fig. 1.1 threw up a lot of hits (not included in
the figure) about naturally stereotyped responding in simple neural sys-
tems (e.g. some insect movement patterns), or in what used to be termed
‘fixed action patterns’ such as some bird songs. These types of phenom-
ena were discussed in the first edition (e.g. Mason, 1993) yet seem to have
been forgotten in the last decade, an issue Mason returns to in Chapter 11.
Second, the flow of ideas from neuroscience to ethology and related
disciplines seems so far to have been one way. Third, research on avian
stereotypies, even those of poultry, seems to have all but disappeared.
Fourth, researchers using different types of animals have tended to also
use different research approaches and techniques; this means that we
quite simply do not yet have a complete understanding of the motiv-
ational, developmental and neurophysiological underpinnings of any
single model. Chapter 11 takes this last issue further, but first, let us flag
the main issues that were taxing researchers 12–13 years ago, and see to
what extent they have been dealt with here.

1.3.1. What is a stereotypy?

The question of how to define or classify stereotypies was an important
issue (Mason, 1993), not only because it was evident that different inves-
tigators were using different methods to decide which behaviours were
included as stereotypies, but also because many of the disputes about the
causes and functions of stereotypies arose partly because of a mistaken
assumption that the class of stereotypies was homogeneous. Difficulties in
interdisciplinary communication about stereotypies were thus thought
partly to result from the fact that stereotypy meant different things in
different disciplines (Ödberg, 1993). Couldwe assume that the same causal
factors were responsible for stereotypic rocking in maternally deprived

Understanding Stereotypic Behaviour 7



primates, stereotypic pacing in caged lions and stereotypic bar-biting by
tethered sows? Should other behaviours, e.g. polydipsia in schedule-fed
rodents or non-nutritive sucking by milk-fed calves, be included as stereo-
typies? Did the occurrence of all forms of stereotypic behaviour have the
same implications for welfare across these very different animals?

The decision to classify any given behavioural pattern as a stereotypy
depended, primarily, upon the way that the behaviour was performed, i.e.
whether in a repetitive and invariant manner. Here, the question focused
uponhowmuch the performance of a behaviour actually had to be repetitive
and invariant for it to count: detailed studies of stereotypies revealed that
therewas quite a deal of variability both in the timingof theperformance and
its repetitiveness. Clarity of the description of each instance of stereotypic
behaviour is essential in comparing different studies. However, many ‘nor-
mal’ behaviours are also performed in a stereotypic manner, yet go unre-
marked. What was striking about the stereotypies being studied was that
they appeared to have no function, which implied a certain degree of
abnormality (however vaguely defined). It was this quality that focused the
minds of researchers interested in animal welfare upon the possibility of
using them to assess welfare, and to some extent a suggestion of ‘abnormal-
ity’ was often implicit in the decision as to whether or not any given
behaviour would be included in the category of ‘stereotypy’.

So, to what extent have we made progress in the way that we describe,
measure and classify such behaviours? As we will see, the issue of classi-
fication and definition remains a very live one today, indeed one rendered
even more important by the growing use of psychopharmacological treat-
ments that might simply be inappropriate if we mistake the true aetiology
of a particular behaviour (Chapter 10, this volume). Thus, calls for classi-
ficatory schemes are made in Chapters 2 and 4, and responses, in the form
of suggested frameworks, are proposed in Chapters 5, 10 and 11. Some of
the diverse behaviours that may or may not be included in future schemes
are portrayed on this book’s website, again to help illustrate the diverse
properties of the behaviours discussed by different authors; see http://
www.aps.uoguelph.ca/�gmason/StereotypicAnimalBehaviour/.

1.3.2. What causes stereotypies?

Lawrence and Rushen (1993) complained of the relative lack of systematic
research to understand the causal bases of these behaviours. According to
Ödberg (1993), what causal analyses had been undertaken consisted of a
list of factors that might affect the occurrence of such behaviours rather
than any theoretical framework based on an understanding of the organ-
ization of behaviour.

Understanding the basic causes of the behaviours is important, not
only to advance fundamental scientific knowledge of how behaviour is
organized, but also because the appropriate use of stereotypic behaviours
to assess animal welfare requires that we understand why animals per-
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form them. Further, it would seem likely that attempts to prevent stereo-
typies from occurring would benefit from a greater understanding of their
causes. In the first edition of this book, the causal basis of stereotypies
was approached from an analysis of the motivational (see Box 1.1), the
neurophysiological and the emotional underpinning, but most ap-
proaches were essentially behavioural. A genuine theoretical model of
the causes of stereotypies, however, requires that we pool our insights
and adopt a more interdisciplinary approach, uniting neurophysiological,
motivational and cognitive approaches (Ödberg, 1993).

To what extent have we done that? Readers must decide this for
themselves as they read through the volume, but several chapters in the
present volume seem to represent major advances, for instance discussing
novel and hypothesis-driven cross-species comparative work on carni-
vores (Chapter 3, this volume), beautifully designed ethological experi-
ments on rodents (Chapter 4, this volume), new and innovative uses on
animals of the psychological tests used on human patients (Chapter 5, this
volume) and sophisticated investigations of the behaviour’s neurophysio-
logical underpinnings (Chapters 7 and 8, this volume). Furthermore, one
general proposal that has resurfaced in recent years is that stereotypies are
pathological (see Boxes 1.2 and 1.4 for background). This term had been
used in a rather loose way with respect to stereotypies for decades, but as
Chapters 5, 6, 10 and 11 of this edition illustrate, it is now being used with
much more precision, with uncomfortable implications for the way we
currently house and use animals, and generating hypothesis-led ideas for
future research.

1.3.3. How do stereotypies develop and change over time?

Ödberg (1993) drew attention to the need formore ‘developmental’ studies,
following the history of such behaviours in individuals. This had been
found useful for generating hypotheses about the causal basis of such
behaviours (Cronin et al., 1985), and had also shown that with time,
stereotypic behaviours could sometimes become emancipated from the
underlying causal factors, so that different factors affected stereotypies
early in their development than when they had become fully ‘established’.
This finding potentially has important implications for research that tries
to understand the causal basis of the behaviour, and equally for attempts to
prevent or suppress stereotypic behaviour (see e.g. Mason and Latham,
2004). But has our understanding progressed? Some developmental effects
are focused on in Chapter 6, which discusses the role of early social loss in
primates, and Chapter 7, which discusses the role of early physical com-
plexity. These all add substantially to our knowledge of 1993. Chapters 2, 3
and 4 also review the long-standing ideas about how developed stereoty-
pies then change with repetition. However, the real lack of longitudinal
studies of stereotypy, i.e. following individuals over time, remains striking
– an issue Mason returns to in Chapter 11.
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1.3.4. What is the welfare significance of stereotypies?

One question that was inadequately addressed in the first volume is a
central question in animal welfare: to what extent does the occurrence of
stereotypies reflect emotional suffering? Stereotypies were often assumed
to occur when animals were ‘stressed’, an assumption undismayed by the
lack of any clear definition or broadly accepted marker of stress. Since
1993, we have developed far more sophisticated, and diverse, notions of
what constitutes stress, and when it is most useful to apply the concept
(e.g. Moberg and Mench, 2000; Chapter 8). Has this advanced our under-
standing of stereotypies as part of the stress response, or as an indicator of
poor welfare?

Although discussing cause rather than welfare significance was the
remit of our authors, Chapters 2–8 do show how the causal factors of
stereotypy are all essentially forms of stress or deprivation, while Chapter
5 presents a fascinating attempt to understand the mental world of ani-
mals performing stereotypies, from the view that they reflect some func-
tional brain pathology. Chapter 8 even proposes a new definition of stress,
central to which are the types of brain change that stereotypies may derive
from. However, several chapters also provide evidence that it would be
very naı̈ve to assume simply that ‘high stereotypy ¼ bad welfare, no
stereotypy ¼ good welfare’. Mason discusses this further in Chapter 11,
but let us briefly look at one potential reason for this: ‘coping’.

1.3.5. What is the function of stereotypies?

Those with pedantic minds might complain of attempts to understand the
function of behaviours that are, by definition, functionless. But the de-
scription of stereotypies as being apparently functionless was always
more of an admission of our ignorance than a genuine description of the
behaviour. In the early 1990s, particularly in the domain of farm animal
welfare, there was considerable interest in the notion that the perform-
ance of stereotypic animals might actually help animals cope with stress
(Dantzer and Mittleman, 1993; see also Box 1.3). For example, some of
this earlier work had raised the question as to whether the performance of
stereotypic behaviour helped reduce ‘arousal’ in animals. However, it was
the finding that the performance of apparently stereotyped behaviours
might be associated with a reduced hypothalamo-pituitary-adrenocortical
(HPA) axis response to stress that led to the ‘coping hypothesis’ of stereo-
typies and which generated considerable research attempts to demon-
strate this. By the time of the first edition of this book, however, these
attempts had produced somewhat mixed results and only limited support
for the coping hypothesis (Dantzer and Mittleman, 1993; Ladewig
et al., 1993). Have we progressed? Box 1.3 certainly helps to illustrate
how sophisticated ideas have become about this; and recent evidence
that some stereotypic behaviour brings with it benefits is presented in
Chapters 2 and 6. It is clear, however, that as yet, more questions are
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raised on this topic than are answers, an issue Mason returns to in
Chapter 11.

1.4. The Structure of the Book

In this book, we have selected authors who present very different per-
spectives on stereotypic behaviour. Chapters 2–4 (Part I) come from an
ethological perspective. They discuss behaviour, including stereotypies,
in terms of its motivational bases, and implicitly (or sometimes explicitly)
assume that their stereotyping subjects are normal animals responding in
species-typical ways (typically maladaptive ones sensu Box 1.4) to abnor-
mal environments. The emphasis here is on the mismatches between the
environment an animal has evolved to deal with and that into which it is
placed by humans. Thus, species differences are acknowledged as an
important source of variation, and even as a source of useful data with
which to test hypotheses further. Furthermore, species are typically seen
as important in their own right, rather than as ‘models’ for other organ-
isms or conditions. The work in these chapters helps in particular to
explain the form and timing of different stereotypies.

In contrast, Chapters 5–8 (Part II) have closer ties with clinical psych-
ology, psychiatry and neuroscience. These authors typically work on three
assumptions that differ from those in Part I: first, that their stereotypies of
focus are the product of dysfunction, i.e. the animal is abnormal, not normal;
second, that the fullest understanding of themwill come from investigating
the neurophysiological mechanisms involved and third, that the processes
involved at this level have great cross-species generality. Thus, animals are
often used as ‘models’ believed to display at least some of the features of the
‘real’ subject of interest – in practice often humans with clinical conditions.
The studies reviewed here help to explain the extraordinary invariance
and/or persistence we see in some forms of stereotypic behaviour.

In Part III, two chapters (Chapters 9 and 10) then illustrate how
stereotypies can be tackled and reduced by those concerned about their
unaesthetic appearance and/or welfare implications. These efforts are
usually post hoc reactions to stereotypies that have emerged and been
deemed problematic, typically in zoo and companion animals, whose
abnormal behaviours ironically have attracted the least fundamental re-
search. Finally, we end (Chapter 11) with a synthesis, suggestions for
future research and suggestions for how terminology could perhaps im-
prove.

Note that all chapters contain ‘boxes’, sometimes by the chapter’s own
authors, sometimes by others, that are designed to be delved into or
skipped over at will. These have a number of functions. Sometimes they
elaborate a self-contained ‘sub-topic’; sometimes they add relevant ex-
amples, from other areas, to the topic covered in the main text; sometimes
they expand on central issues that may not be familiar to all disciplines
and last but not least, sometimes they flag topics of disagreement or
controversy.
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Box 1.1. Motivation and Motivational Explanations for Stereotypies

R. CLUBB, S. VICKERY and N. LATHAM

Motivational explanations of stereotypies seek to understand how they arise via an animal’s
internal states and responses to external stimuli. These internal and external factors are
considered the same as those underlying the initiation and termination of adaptive, species-
typical behaviour patterns. Motivation is thus an ethological construct used to describe why
normal animals do what they do, in terms of their choice of behaviour pattern at any moment,
and the time and effort they devote to performing it (e.g. Blackburn and Pfaus, 1988; Mason
et al., 2001; Toates, 2001).
Motivation used to be thought of in terms of drives; thus a high hunger drive would lead to

increased foraging and feeding. However, drive theories have been replaced by more complex
models (see e.g. Barnard, 1983) based on motivational states (e.g. McFarland, 1993) that are
determined by an array of internal and external factors. Thus, an animal’s likelihood to feed is
affected by internal factors (such as an energy deficit), but also the availability and palatability
of different foods, and the presence of factors eliciting competing behaviours, such as the
presence of predators. Motivated behaviour often has an appetitive preparatory phase (such as
searching), which culminates in a more stereotyped, species-typical consummatory phase
(such as eating, mating or fighting; e.g. McFarland, 1981). In some cases, motivation is
controlled by negative feedback, e.g. if consummation is successful, this reduces motivation
by altering the internal state and/or eliminating the relevant environmental cues. However,
motivational mechanisms often involve more complex patterns of feedback; for example, the
performance of appetitive behaviours per se may also serve to reduce motivation, or the
performance of consummatory behaviour may actually increase motivation via positive feed-
back (e.g. Toates, 2001; see also Chapter 2, this volume).
The failure of such negative feedback loops is often thought to underlie stereotypies. For

example, in captivity, some highly motivated consummatory behaviours (e.g. mating) may be
impossible, regardless of the degree of appetitive behaviour (e.g. mate search) performed. In
other cases, consummatory behaviour (e.g. feeding) may occur without the normal appetitive
behaviours (e.g. grazing; Chapter 2, this volume) being possible. If such constraints leave
animals in states of high motivation, this can result in frustration-related stress (e.g. Mason
et al., 2001), and a number of behavioural phenomena (e.g. Dawkins, 1990) including ‘inten-
tion movements’ (e.g. the restless escape attempts of a migratory bird confined to a cage,
Dawkins, 1988), ‘redirected movements’ (e.g. the sucking that calves direct to pen-mates and
pen furnishings in the absence of a teat; e.g. Jensen, 2003), ‘vacuum activities’ (e.g. the ‘mimed’
dustbathing movements of hens kept on bare wire floors; Lindberg and Nicol, 1997), and/or
‘displacement activities’ (e.g. ‘out of context’ ground-pecking or preening by birds during
conflict situations, e.g. Tinbergen, 1952). If sustained, these activities can then develop into
stereotypies – a view supported by two types of study. The first is observational, tracking in detail
the development of a stereotypy from one of these ‘source behaviours’ (cf. Mason, 1991b).
Ödberg (1978), for instance, described the emergence of a paw-raising stereotypy from the
repeated courtship movements of a male okapi prevented from reaching a female; and Duncan
andWood-Gush (1972), the development of pacing in food-frustrated hens repeatedly trying to
escape a cage. The second is experimental, and involves identifying the specific internal states
or external cues key in eliciting the stereotypic behaviours. These are often the same factors that
elicit normal behaviour patterns (e.g. the role of hunger in pig oral stereotypies; Chapter 2, this
volume; and the role of frustrated burrow requirements in stereotypic digging by gerbils;
Chapter 4, this volume). Ödberg (1978) thus asserted that ‘there is one common factor to all
conditions [in which stereotypies develop]: frustration. In all situations some tendency is being
thwarted, some goal cannot be reached, some homoeostasis is disrupted’. Since then, much
research does indeed suggest this to be the case (Chapters 2–4 and Chapter 9, this volume).
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Box 1.2. A Quick Systems Sketch of Brain and Behaviour, and the Key Systems Implicated in
Stereotypies

J.P. GARNER

To understand stereotypies in captive animals, we need to understand why it is that repeated
motor patterns or sequences are called up repetitively within a bout, so that they occur again
and again despite no obvious goal or function; and why it is these bouts themselves are
repeated from one occasion to the next. In some instances, we also need to understand why
they are incredibly persistent, despite costs to the animal such as self-harm. In others, we also
need to understand why they are so incredibly unvarying, such that animals perform exactly
the same movements each time, for example, always placing their feet in the exact same spot
while repeatedly pacing or climbing. Here, I give a brief overview of the brain systems
involved, to help non-neuroscientists appreciate neuroscientists’ accounts of these behaviours.
How does the brain turn internal and external stimuli (e.g. motivationally relevant cues) into
behavioural responses? The figure below gives a simple illustration of the three main steps
involved when behaviour is generated.

Internal stimuli

Memory

External stimuli Behavioural
responses

Executive
systems

Information from the external world (via the senses) and about internal state (e.g. blood
sugar levels, hormone levels) is processed and reduced to biologically meaningful information
by separate systems. The cacophony of raw information arriving from the sensory organs is
processed into biologically relevant representations by many dedicated perceptual systems
operating in parallel, and the processing of information through these systems is called a
‘stream’. For instance, visual information is first separated by the visual cortex into streams that
identify form, movement, depth and colour. These visual streams are broadly integrated into
an object recognition, or ‘what’ processing stream (located in the forebrain’s temporal cortex)
and a spatial and movement, or ‘where’ processing stream (in the parietal cortex).
All of this processing ultimately provides representations of the identity, position and

movement of objects encoded in the ‘cortical association areas’. The broader meaning of
this information is integrated across the senses by the ‘limbic system’. Associative memories
are integrated and formed in interactions with the hippocampus, but the actual memories
appear to be stored in the association areas that encoded the original representations. Internal
physiological stimuli (cf. Box 1.1) are processed by the hypothalamus and relayed to other
limbic areas. Further processing in the limbic system, especially the amygdala and orbito-
frontal cortex, encodes emotional and value-related information (i.e. are the stimuli rewarding
or aversive?) which together are termed ‘affective’ information.
The breadth of this information (i.e. perception, internal stimuli, memory, affect) is then

processed by the brain’s ‘executive systems’, to select and sequence both learned and
instinctive behavioural responses for performance. These executive systems thus serve as a
central hub for translating information into behaviour. Different executive systems have subtly
different functions and are located in different areas of the brain. Probably the most important
system for stereotypies is the ‘contention scheduling system’ involving the dorsal striatum of
the basal ganglia, which selects individual movements (see Chapters 5 and 7, this volume for
more information). The ‘supervisory attention system’ located in the prefrontal cortex may also

Continued
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Box 1.2. Continued

play a role in some stereotypy-like behaviours, since it selects the overall ‘plan’ or behavioural
context to be pursued (see Chapters 5 and 10, this volume for more information). Lastly, a
system involving the nucleus accumbens (in the ventral striatum of the basal ganglia) may also
be important since it plays a key role in determining the motivational importance accorded to
a given behaviour (see Chapters 8 and 11, this volume, for more information).
The behaviours themselves are then produced by the motor systems. Motor ‘programs’ (the

sequence of movements involved in a behaviour) are encoded in the premotor cortices,
and are sequenced into individual movements by circuit loops running to the putamen
(the posterior dorsal striatum) of the basal ganglia, these movements then being generated
by the primary motor cortex. Thus, while sensory processing and motor functions are distinct,
the executive systems are finely intertwined with the last stages of sensory and affective
integration at the start of the executive processing ‘stream’ and the first stages of motor
integration at the end of the executive ‘stream’. The cerebellum modulates signals passing
down the spinal cord from the motor cortex, aiding in fine feedback of movement and helping
(together with executive and motor systems) coordinate the learning of highly automatic
repetitive motor tasks (such as riding a bicycle). The cerebellum may thus play a role in
changing some initially variable repeated movements into very predictable ones. For further
details see Hubel (1988); Rolls (1994); Passingham (1995); Dias et al. (1996) and Brodal
(2003).

Box 1.3. The Coping Hypothesis of Stereotypic Behaviour

H. WÜRBEL, R. BERGERON AND S. CABIB

Originally the term ‘coping’ pertained only to acutely stressful situations (e.g. electric shock;
Dantzer, 1989; Wechsler, 1995), with ‘coping response’ referring to any behaviour apparently
attenuating stressor-induced physiological responses (e.g. HPA activity, gastric ulcers). For
instance, rats allowed to chew inedible objects during foot-shock showed less physiological
stress than controls exposed to the same stressor but which were unable to perform these
behaviours (Weiss, 1972; Tanaka et al., 1985; see also Berridge et al., 1999). More recently,
the concept of coping has been extended to any fitness cost (e.g. Wiepkema, 1982; Wechsler,
1995) or perceived cost (i.e. negative subjective states; e.g. Lazarus and Folkman, 1984).
‘Coping’ then covers a broad range of responses, including both learnt behaviours (e.g. active
avoidance) and unlearnt ones (e.g. hiding; fighting; displacement activities), which can either
have very specific effects (e.g. reducing the HPA response to a specific stressor) or act as a
‘general panacea’ (i.e. attenuating negative subjective states in any adverse situation). Fur-
thermore, some even use ‘coping’ to mean any behavioural attempt to control a situation, even
if unsuccessful; thus Cabib (Chapter 8, this volume) presents a neurobiological conception of
how unlearnt, species-typical ‘coping’ responses like escape attempts (which for caged
animals, obviously fail) underlie stereotypies.
When used in research on stereotypic behaviour, however, ‘coping’ typically refers to a

learnt response, which does have benefits (i.e. is at least partially successful) and may be rather
specific in both cause and effects. Thus, the coping effects associated with performing a source
behaviour are hypothesized to reinforce it, thereby leading to the repetitive performance
typical of stereotypies. It has also been proposed that the coping effect of a stereotypy may
not actually be bound to a specific situation, with the same stereotypy coming to act as a
coping response in different situations, and serving as a panacea. So, what is the evidence for
this idea? In the 1980s, some farm animal studies showed inverse relationships between

Continued
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Box 1.3. Continued

stereotypy performance and gastric ulceration or heart rate (Chapter 2, this volume). Other
studies found that the opioid antagonist naloxone selectively disrupted stereotypy perform-
ance in sows (e.g. Cronin et al., 1985), and in analogy to the ‘runner’s high’ (e.g. Pargman and
Baker, 1980), a theory attributing euphoria during long distance running to the release
of endogenous opioids, these authors suggested that animals perform stereotypies to self-
narcotize. Further support for coping came from laboratory rodent studies of amphetamine
stereotypy (e.g. reviewed by Mason, 1991a) and human studies on the reported subjective
consequences of stereotyping (e.g. reviewed by Mason and Latham, 2004). However, the
1990s saw much criticism of this idea. Evidence in favour of it was discounted as merely
correlational, anecdotal or invoking ‘coping’ when other explanations were equally plausible
(e.g. Rushen et al., 1990; Mason, 1991a,b; Rushen, 1993; Garner, 1999). Thus, for example,
Dantzer (1991) concluded ‘there is no evidence at all that performance of stereotypies results
in increased opioid activity’ (see Stoll, 1997 for a similar critique of the ‘runner’s high’ in sports
science). Experimental research on rodents also yielded findings at best ambiguous in their
support of this hypothesis (Chapter 4, this volume). Furthermore, several other studies yielded
results inconsistent with specific predictions of the coping hypothesis (e.g. Rushen et al., 1990;
Terlouw et al., 1991; Dantzer and Mittleman, 1993; McGreevy and Nicol, 1998).
Overall, there is no evidence that all stereotypies inevitably help animals cope or that a

single mechanism (e.g. stress reduction) is always involved. Nevertheless, increasing evidence
indicates that at least some stereotypies, in some species, do have some beneficial effects.
Chapters 2 and 6 give some examples. Furthermore, the sheer number of correlational links
between stereotypy performance and measures of improved welfare continue to intrigue, and
to generate hypotheses as to how such effects might arise (Mason and Latham, 2004).
However, whether any coping effects are truly causal in the development and continued
performance of stereotypies, or merely beneficial side effects, remains unknown.

Box 1.4. Behavioural Pathology – Attempt at a Biologically Meaningful Definition

H. WÜRBEL

Pathology and disease are common words in everyday language, yet their precise biological
meanings are elusive. This is mainly because ‘pathology’ – like ‘abnormal’ – is a normative
rather than a biological term. According toWebster’s Medical Dictionary, pathologies are ‘the
anatomic and physiological deviations from the normal that constitute disease or characterize
a particular disease’, with disease being ‘an impairment of the normal state . . . that interrupts
or modifies the performance of the vital functions . . . ’. Thus, Novak and colleagues (Chapter
6, this volume) describe stereotypies as ‘pathological’ when they take up excessive time or
cause self-harm. However, what constitutes impaired performance often depends on circum-
stance, and on one’s level of focus. Fever, for instance, might be classified as pathology
because it has some negative side effects, yet fever is an adaptive, functional response of the
organism to infection by pathogens. Thus, pathology might better be defined by its causes
rather than its consequences, e.g. as ‘a maladaptive phenotypic expression caused by dys-
function of one or several parts of the body’. This resembles Mills’ (2003) definition of
‘malfunctional’: ‘expressions of direct disruption . . . (with) no functional value in any con-
text’, seizures being one such example. Such responses differ from expressions caused by
mismatches between an animal’s phenotype and its current environment (Bateson et al.,
2004), or what Mills (2003) terms ‘maladaptive’ responses, defined for behaviours as ‘attempts

Continued
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Editorial Introduction

With millions of affected animals worldwide, ungulates are the most prevalent
mammalian stereotypers. Agricultural ungulate stereotypies were also the first to
attract serious scientific study. They therefore dominated the first edition of this
book, and it seems probable that more individuals with stereotypies have now been
studied in this taxon than in any other. Examples of the behaviours that Bergeron
and co-authors consider here include crib-biting by horses, sham-chewing by sows
and tongue-rolling by cattle and giraffes. Concerns about animal welfare and
economic issues (e.g. stock value or productivity) have meant that many studies
aimed to reduce these behaviours, rather than understand the niceties of their
underlying mechanisms. Nevertheless, motivational explanations for ungulates’
oral stereotypic behaviours have been developed, and to some extent tested. Un-
gulates are primarily herbivorous, and much evidence supports the hypotheses
that their oral stereotypic behaviours derive from natural foraging. The forms of the
movements are often similar, with some abnormal behaviours even involving
ingestion (e.g. wood-chewing by horses); they typically peak with the delivery of
food or end of a meal; and, like natural foraging, they are often reduced by factors
increasing satiety. Thus, in practice, replacing captive ungulates’ typically low-
fibre, high-concentrate provisions with more naturalistic foodstuffs successfully
reduces oral abnormal behaviour across awide range of species. But what exactly is
the link between natural foraging and oral stereotypic behaviour? This is less
certain, and Bergeron and her colleagues review three principal hypotheses.

The first is that captive ungulates’ diets do not fully satisfy them, because they
give too little gut fill, are deficient in specific ways (e.g. too low in salt, protein or
fibre), or supply too little energy (pregnant sows, for instance, are routinely fed a
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fraction of what they would eat ad libitum). Stereotypic behaviours are then pro-
posed either to stem from unlearnt, persistent attempts to find more food, or to be
learnt behaviours that help redress the animals’ underlying deficits (wood-chewing
to gain fibre being one possible example). The second hypothesis is that captive
diets take too little time to find, chew or ruminate, leaving animals with unfulfilled
motivations to perform these natural foraging activities. If natural foraging is re-
inforcing per se, quite independent of nutrient gain, then oral stereotypies can be
seen as vacuum or redirected behaviours supplying at least some of the feedback
normally provided by natural foraging. The third hypothesis is that oral stereotypic
behaviour is not caused directly by diet quality or the minimal foraging that it
requires, but instead by its consequences for gut function. Low-fibre, carbohydrate-
rich foods have long been known to cause gastrointestinal dysfunction in ungu-
lates, including gastric ulcers in horses and pigs and ruminal acidosis in cattle.
More recently, experimental manipulations of both stereotypy performance and of
gastrointestinal acidity have led to suggestions that oral stereotypic behaviours are
a response to gut health, andperhaps evenhave some beneficial effects, for instance
generating saliva that, if swallowed, helps to rectify gastrointestinal pH.

There is, however, evidence both for and against each of these hypotheses, and
the next few years clearly need to see less post hoc explanation (valuable though
such ideas have been) and more hypothesis-driven research, ideally combining a
good physiological understanding of how various diets affect satiety and gastro-
intestinal function, a better understanding of the aetiology of pathologies like
ulcers, and a cross-species appreciation of the different modes of ungulate foraging
behaviour. Indeed different forms of oral stereotypic behaviour may well prove to
have different underlying aetiologies. Some further questions posed by this chapter
are as follows: How do ungulates resemble pandas, chickens and walruses? Is it
ethical to physically prevent horses from stereotyping, without first tackling the
underlying causes of the behaviour? And last but not least, which of the many
behaviours discussed here should we actually call ‘stereotypies’?

GM

2.1. Introduction

Repetitive, seemingly functionless oral and oro-nasal activities are preva-
lent in captive ungulates. Indeed in contrast to other taxa, they are this
group’s typical abnormal behaviour (see Fig. 1.2, Chapter 1, this volume).
Common examples include bar-biting and sham-chewing by sows,
tongue-rolling by cows and crib-biting by stabled horses. Similar behav-
iours also occur in exotic ungulates in zoos, for instance object-licking by
bongo antelopes (Ganslosser and Brunner, 1997), dirt-eating by Przwals-
ki’s horses (e.g. Hintz et al., 1976) and tongue-rolling by giraffes and okapi
(e.g. Koene, 1999; Bashaw et al., 2001a). These behaviours have long
caused concern, for both practical and welfare reasons. Crib-biting in
horses, for example, increases energy expenditure and causes tooth
wear (e.g. McGreevy and Nicol, 1998a), while oral stereotypies in sows
similarly increase energy-use (Cronin et al., 1986), reduce weight gain
(Bergeron and Gonyou, 1997) and perhaps exacerbate the effects of food
restriction on hunger levels (Rushen, 2003).
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The occurrence of these behaviours has also prompted more funda-
mental questions about their ethological origins and putative functions.
Acrossmultiple species, captive ungulates’ oral behaviours often resemble
species-typical feeding movements, tend to be performed at high rates
around feeding and are usually affected by diet and the way that animals
are fed. This suggests they share a broadly common cause relating to
foraging behaviour. This chapter therefore reviews how similarities in
the feeding and foraging of free-living ungulates, and in the ways they are
fed in captivity, underlie these phenomena. We discuss the natural for-
aging biology of ungulates in Section 2.3, then review the various effects of
captive diet (especially fibre levels, calorific restriction, foraging time and
effects on gastrointestinal function) in Section 2.4. In Section 2.5, we
consider the possible functions of these behaviours. Because of their
strange appearance and apparent lack of function, stereotypic oral behav-
iours are often described as ‘abnormal’, even as ‘vices’ in horses (although
many dislike this term, e.g. Houpt, 1993). But are ungulate stereotypies
reallymalfunctional (in the sense of Box 1.4, Chapter 1, this volume), or are
they merely maladaptive – or even adaptive? In Section 2.6, we briefly
consider the possible contributory roles played by early experience (e.g.
early weaning), and the physical environment (e.g. restraint), before con-
cluding with a summary of the likely bases of ungulates’ abnormal oral
behaviours, a discussion of their welfare significance, and suggestions for
further research. First, we look at the basics: what forms occur, how preva-
lent are they and why does their basic aetiology implicate foraging?

2.2. Prevalence, Nature and Possible Behavioural Origins
of Stereotypic Oral Behaviour

The most common stereotypic oral behaviours in captive adult ungulates
are listed in Table 2.1 and shown on this book’s website. Some of these are
unambiguously ‘stereotypies’, being repetitive, fixed in form and serving
no obvious function (cf. e.g. Ödberg, 1978; Mason, 1991). Others, how-
ever, are less clear cut: wool-chewing by sheep and wood-chewing in
horses, for instance, are relatively variable in form, have apparent goals,
and so are generally not classified as stereotypies (e.g. Nicol, 1999). To
reflect this diversity, here we use the term ‘stereotypic behaviour’ as a
broad descriptive term, encompassing all repetitive unexplained behav-
iours, even if not highly predictable from one movement to the next
(Chapter 10, this volume). Weaned infant ungulates also show oral stereo-
typies, but we generally do not discuss these in this chapter because they
seem to relate to frustrated suckling rather than adult foraging behaviours,
and their relationship with adult stereotypic behaviour is unclear.

Oral stereotypic behaviour can be very prevalent, i.e. occur in much of
the population. Prevalence figures often vary between studies, but neverthe-
less do help give a general idea of the scale of this issue. In horses, the
prevalence reported in six questionnaire surveys ranged from 0% to 8.3%
for crib-biting/wind-sucking, and 5% to 20% for wood-chewing (Canali and
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Table 2.1. Common abnormal oral/oro-nasal behaviours in adult domesticated ungulates.

Stereotypic behaviour Species Description

Crib-biting or cribbing Horses Grasping the edge of a horizontal surface with the incisor teeth and pulling back, while drawing
air into the cranial oesophagus and emitting a characteristic grunt (e.g. McGreevy et al.,
1995c; Simpson, 1998). Air is not actually swallowed during cribbing, although the short
column of air that remains in the upper part of the oesophagus after cribbing could be
swallowed along with food (McGreevy et al., 1995c)

Wind-sucking Horses Same characteristic posture and grunt as crib-biting, but without grasping a fixed object
(McGreevy et al., 1995c)

Wood-chewing Horses Grasping wood, and at least briefly chewing it (Johnson et al., 1998). Not generally
considered a stereotypy, but may precede stereotypy development (Nicol, 1999)

Tongue-rolling or
tongue-playing

Cows Swinging of the tongue outside the mouth, from one side to the other, or repetitively rolling the
tongue inside the mouth (Sambraus, 1985). Tongue-playing may also occur in their
water-bowls (B. McBride; personal communication, Guelph, 2005).

Object-licking Cattle, sows,
sheep

Repetitive licking of non-food objects (e.g. Bashaw et al., 2001a). Tongue movements with
contact, such as licking or biting at fences, walls or the food trough, have sometimes also
been termed ‘para-tongue-playing’ (Seo et al., 1998)

Bar-biting Sows, sheep,
cows

Taking a bar (generally a pen fixture) in the mouth and biting on it (Sambraus, 1985)

Wool-biting Sheep Biting off and ingesting portions of fleece (e.g. Cooper et al., 1994). Not usually
termed a stereotypy

Slat-chewing Sheep Nibbling at edges of slats and apparent ingestion of slithers of wood and/or faecal material
(e.g. Cooper and Jackson, 1996)

Sham-chewing or
vacuum-chewing

Sows Chewing with nothing in the mouth. Often accompanied by gaping, and salivary foaming from
the chewing motion (Sambraus, 1985). Tongue-sucking (Whittaker et al., 1999) may
also be observed

Chain-chewing or chain
manipulation

Sows Chewing on a chain that has been installed experimentally as a focus for oral activities
(so that they can be logged automatically; see Terlouw et al., 1991a). Sequences vary in
their degree of stereotypy

Excessive drinking
(polydipsia)

Sows Drinking or manipulation of the drinker that exceeds physiological needs (Terlouw
et al., 1991a; Robert et al., 1993). Drinker activities are often performed in a ritualistic way
and incorporated into sequences of stereotypic activities, such as chain-chewing or bar-biting
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Borroni, 1994; McGreevy et al., 1995a,b; Luescher et al., 1998; Redbo et al.,
1998; Bachmann and Stauffacher, 2002). Waters (2002) summarized such
studies to yield amedianprevalence of 3.1% for cribbing/wind-sucking, and
12% for wood-chewing, figures which translate into well over a million
affected individuals, given ca. 15 million horses in the developed world
alone (e.g. Mason and Latham, 2004). One study of cows reported that 40
out of 95 stabled dairy cows (42%) showed stereotypies (Redbo et al., 1992),
mostly tongue-rolling (although this figure is probably higher than the norm;
J. Rushen, personal communication; Agassiz, 2005). A survey of giraffids
reported higher prevalence rates still, with 72.4% zoo animals (214 giraffes,
29 okapis and 14 unspecified individuals) showing repetitive object-licking
(Bashaw et al., 2001a). A few studies also report prevalence for pregnant
sows. Although often based on small populations, they suggest high rates,
ranging from28%(7/25 sows;Rushen, 1984) to 100%(117/117 sows;Cronin,
1985). Mason and Latham (2004) used such papers to generate a median
prevalence of 91.5%, from which they estimated that over 15 million sows
across Europe and North/Central America show these behaviours.

As well as being prevalent, oral stereotypic behaviour may be time-
consuming. For example, horses can spend up to 8 h crib-biting each day,
performing around 8000 bites (e.g. McGreevy and Nicol, 1998b; McGreevy
et al., 2001a), while in other species, even the average animal may spend
several hours daily in such behaviours. Thus on one site, tethered cows
spent 1% to 38%of a 24-h period stereotyping (Redbo, 1990; see also Redbo,
1992), although another study put the figure far lower, at 1–2% (Bolinger
et al., 1997). Likewise, pregnant sows spent from 7% (Broom and Potter,
1984) to 55% (Von Borell and Hurnik, 1990) of an 8-h observation period in
oral stereotypies; while one female giraffe spentmore than 40%of the night-
time hours licking and tongue-playing (Baxter and Plowman, 2001).

So what are the origins of such behaviours? Perhaps tellingly, forms of
dietary manipulation that reduce such levels of stereotypy in farmed pigs
(increased fibre and/or increased calories, as we review later), do likewise
for more natural foraging behaviours directed at grass, soil and stones in
sowsoutdoors (seeBraund et al., 1998;Horrell, 2000). This suggests that oral
stereotypic behaviour might be related to natural foraging. Its form and
timing further implicate frustrated natural foraging. It often physically re-
sembles natural foraging movements, with species feeding with tongue-
sweeps, such as cattle or giraffes, developing stereotypic tonguemovements
(e.g. Bashaw et al., 2001a), but sheep, goats, horses and pigs instead showing
biting/chewing behaviours (e.g. Terlouw et al., 1991a;Waters et al., 2002). In
cattle, abnormal oral behaviours even show developmental changes that
parallel natural changes in foraging mode, with young calves sucking their
tongues in amanner akin to normal suckling, but adults showing the curling
and uncurling tongue movements typical of grazing (Fraser and Broom,
1990). Furthermore, as we have seen, some forms of oral stereotypic behav-
iour involve ingestion, e.g. of non-food solids or of water.

These behaviours also often have a close temporal association with
feeding. In horses it may intersperse with food-ingestion (e.g. Kennedy
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et al., 1993), and in many species, when food is presented in meals,
stereotypic behaviour peaks around the time of delivery. However, typic-
ally it is then displayed most frequently after the food has been consumed
(e.g. reviewed by Mason and Mendl, 1997). Post-feeding peaks have thus
been observed in pigs (reviewed by Mason and Mendl, 1997; also Robert
et al., 1993, 1997; Spoolder et al., 1995); giraffes (e.g. Veasey et al., 1996;
Tarou et al., 2001); horses (e.g. Kusenose, 1992; Kennedy et al., 1993;
Gillham et al., 1994); cattle (e.g. Sambraus, 1985; also see Fig. 2.1a); and
sheep (see Fig. 2.1b). The stereotypies may be prompted by food-ingestion
itself (see Terlouw et al., 1993), although ingestion is not essential (see
Mason and Mendl, 1997). Interestingly, in the wild, free-living giraffes
also briefly show tongue-playing after feeding or drinking (Veasey et al.,
1996); while in wild boar housed in semi-natural enclosures, food-inges-
tion is also followed by rooting, and chewing at vegetation (Horrell, 2000).
In Fig. 2.1b, also note the contrast in timing to the locomotor stereotypies
seen pre-feeding (see Chapter 3, this volume for similar pre-feeding
behaviour in captive carnivores).

Next, we discuss the experimental and epidemiological evidence for a
role of frustrated foraging. We begin by discussing the natural biology of
ungulates, to identify what is constrained in captivity. After all, when
naturalistic foraging is impossible for caged primates or carnivores, they
seldom show the extensive sham-chewing or tongue movements so typ-
ical of ungulates (e.g. Mason and Mendl, 1997; Mason, in press), suggest-
ing that biological predispositions do play an important role.

2.3. The Natural Foraging Biology of Ungulates and How
Captivity Affects It

2.3.1. The natural foraging biology of ungulates

The obvious foraging characteristic shared by ungulates is herbivory (al-
though pigs are more correctly omnivores). Although different species vary
in their relative use of grass, broad-leaved plants and/or other types of plant
material (e.g. roots), and vary too in attributes like their selectivity (e.g. Van
Soest, 1994), in general herbivory has several broad implications for how
they naturally find and process food. The first is that because vegetation
typically needs bulk-ingestion for nutrient gain, ungulates naturally spend
many hours foraging. For instance, dairy cows on pasture spend nine or
more hours grazing daily, and, pooling this ‘prehension’ with rumination,
take over 72,000 bites a day (Linnane et al., 2004; Newman, in press), while
horses may graze for up to 16 h (e.g. Fraser and Broom, 1990). In the wild,
giraffes spend 40–80% of the day browsing (Veasey et al., 1996; Ginnett and
Demment, 1997). In semi-natural environments, wild boars spend a quarter
to a third of the day foraging and rooting (Blasetti et al., 1988; Horrell, 2000);
while domesticated pigs spend 22% to 28% of the day foraging, or 50% of
their active time (Stolba and Wood-Gush, 1989; Buckner et al., 1998).
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The second implication of herbivory is that natural food is typically
found in small, bite-sized portions, which may occur in clusters, e.g. one
bush may be rich with leaf buds, another not. This may lead to local food-
search being stimulated by ingestion: particulate food that occurs in
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Fig. 2.1. (a) Average percentages of time spent in stereotypies by cows during 2-h
observation periods across the day. Animals were fed at 06:00 and 13:30 h, and thus
stereotypies increased within 2–4 h after feeding (adapted from Redbo, 1990). (b) The
percentage of scans engaged in locomotor stereotypy (pacing), feeding and oral
stereotypic behaviour (bar-biting, slat-chewing, wool-pulling) over the day. Data came
from 30 restrictively fed lambs at 25 weeks of age. The lambs were singly housed, and
received a low fibre pelleted feed at approximately 08:30 h each day and no
supplementary forage. Most lambs consumed this ration within 45 min of delivery (from
Cooper et al., 1994). Thus oral stereotypic behaviour was relatively low pre-feeding, but
pacing was relatively high.
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Box 2.1. Ungulate Ingestion and Digestion: Anatomical and Physiological Adaptations for
Herbivory and their Behavioural Implications

S. LAMBTON and G. MASON

Ungulate digestion relies on cellulose digestion by micro-organisms in the gut. Ungulates are
either pre-gastric fermenters (ruminants, e.g. cattle, sheep, goats, giraffes and camels), or post-
gastric fermenters (e.g. horses, tapirs, rhinoceroses and to a lesser extent pigs). Adult ruminants
are polygastric, with a three- or four-chambered stomach. In the latter species (e.g. the cow)
these are the rumen, reticulum, omasum and abomasum (or true stomach), while camelids
lack the omasum (e.g. Robbins, 1993; Van Soest, 1994). The rumen is the first chamber, and is
a fermentation ‘vat’ of active bacteria, protozoa and fungi. Digesta is processed further in the
reticulum, from which it is regurgitated as ‘cuds’. After rumination, food passes back to the
rumen for additional fermentation, before passing to the omasum for further mechanical
processing, and then to the ‘true stomach’ or abomasum, where ruminal microorganisms are
digested (e.g. Schmidt-Nielson, 1997). This type of digestive apparatus has several behavioural
implications. First, non-foraging mouth movements in the form of rumination are a key part of
the behavioural repertoire; e.g. occupying 6–8 h/day in cattle (Phillips, 2002); interestingly,
such rumination can be accompanied by non-REM sleep (reviewed by Tobler and Schweirin,
1996). Second, the types of food selected and its intake rate affect ruminal microbial action:
constraints which help shape ruminant foraging behaviour (e.g. Newman, in press). Third,
because fermentation generates organic acids, ruminal pH must be controlled to protect the
stomach and sustain microbial fermentation. This is largely achieved via salivation, which
peaks during chewing and rumination (e.g. Meot et al., 1997), the salivary bicarbonates and
phosphates acting as buffers when swallowed (e.g. Sauvant et al., 1999). Fourth, stomach
development is itself shaped by the food ingested. In calves, for example, the digestive tract
only fully develops post-weaning, the rumen not beginning to function until animals begin
consuming solids (Van Soest, 1994). Thus if fed non-naturalistic foodstuffs, rumino-reticulum
development is altered, e.g. zoo giraffes can show grazer-like reduced ruminal surface areas
and very well-developed reticula, compared with wild, naturally browsing conspecifics
(Hofmann and Matern, 1988).
Post-gastric fermenters have a simple stomach, and most mechanical processing of plant

cell walls takes place in the mouth. Digestion is also initiated through chewing, by enzymes in
the saliva (Pough et al., 1989). Digesta then undergoes microbial fermentation in the caecum,
which is enlarged to create a fermentation chamber and in horses comprises, together with the
colon, around 60% of the alimentary canal (Frape, 1998). This type of digestive apparatus has
two main behavioural implications: chewing the ingested food is an important part of pro-
cessing, and thus these ungulates typically spend more time foraging than ruminants (e.g.
Fraser and Broom, 1990) (if one excludes rumination from foraging time); and food intake
rate – and passage rate – is relatively fast. Thus, in both ruminants and post-gastric fermenters,
chewing-type oral movements are an important part of the behavioural repertoire.
Saliva is thus important in ungulate feeding. As well as the buffering and enzymatic

functions described above, in some ungulates (notably browsers) it contains proteins that
bind to plant tannins that would otherwise be detrimental (e.g. Fickel et al., 1999; Clauss
et al., 2005). Browsers specializing in tanniferous plants also have much salivary urea
recycling (Van Soest, 1994). Small wonder then that vast amounts of saliva are secreted during
normal foraging: sheep may produce 6–16 l a day, and cattle, up to 100–190 l (Schmidt-
Nielson, 1997). Horses also produce fairly large amounts, up to 10–12 l a day, which even in
these non-ruminants helps buffer stomach acidity (Frape, 1998; reviewed by Nicol et al.,
2002). Finally, ungulate teeth are also adapted for herbivory, cheek teeth being high-crowned
so that deep peaks and folds of enamel and the softer dentine wear differentially with use,

Continued
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patches often stimulates local search, especially if it is also rather cryptic
and unlikely to flee while being searched for (Bell, 1991). Thus in wild
boars, for example, stomach content analysis shows that they typically
consume a lot of just one single food type at once, even though over
time they eat a very diverse array of food items; and ingesting a small
amount of food does promote further feeding and foraging (reviewed by
Mason and Mendl, 1997; see also Horrell, 2000). To some extent, this
dietary ‘patchiness’ may even hold for what look to us like uniform
swards, because a third implication of herbivory is that ungulates are
selective, responding to both specific nutrient deficits and gut function-
ing by carefully choosing the items they eat on the basis of fibre, sugar,
mineral and/or nitrogen content (e.g. Newman, in press). Thus grazing
sheep, for example, preferentially select either clover or grass at differ-
ent times (Newman, in press; cf. Rutter et al., 2004 on cattle). The
fourth implication of herbivory is that ungulates have sophisticated
adaptations for dealing with cellulose, tannins, silicates and other
plant defences, especially specialized teeth, salivary glands and gastro-
intestinal tracts. These, and their behavioural implications, are
reviewed in Box 2.1.

Together, it seems likely that these aspects of natural foraging are
what make captive ungulates’ abnormal behaviours so distinctive.
Cross-species comparisons give further support to this idea (see Box
2.2). As yet, we know little about the relative roles played by ungulates’
anatomical, physiological and behavioural adaptations, and indeed this
may differ between species. We can, however, analyse how together these
shape the likely impact of captive feeding regimes.

2.3.2. Effects of captivity on ungulate feeding, foraging and gut function

The precise feeding regime of captive ungulates varies with their
natural food preferences or habits, the availability of natural foods, and
economic constraints (see e.g. Henderson and Waran, 2001). In agricul-
tural animals, it is also affected by their stage in the production cycle
(e.g. pregnant sows are fed differently from lactating sows). However,

Box 2.1. Continued

forming effective grinding ridges. In some ungulates, e.g. the horse, cheek teeth are also ‘open-
rooted’ and continuously growing (e.g. Young, 1981; Pough et al., 1989), while in a few
(e.g. the vicuna; Bonacic, 2005) even incisors show continual growth. Behaviourally, this
means that chewing plays important roles in maintaining tooth function. Some authors even
suggest that certain specialized chewing movements occur specifically to facilitate appropri-
ate tooth wear, e.g. in sheep (Every et al., 1998), although this idea is controversial (Murray
and Sanson, 1998). Overall, these oral and gastrointestinal adaptations broadly mean that for
ungulates, foraging movements often have functions beyond direct nutrient intake, acting also
to maintain the ideal functioning of the teeth and/or gut.
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Box 2.2. Do Ungulate-like Natural Foraging Styles Lead to Ungulate-like Stereotypies in
Other Animals?

G. MASON

If oral post-feeding stereotypies stem from naturally time-consuming foraging styles, from
feeding on small, static, clustered food items, or even from herbivory per se, then they are
unlikely to be unique to ungulates. We might expect them in any animal whose natural
foraging behaviour has one or more of these traits, if it is fed non-naturalistically in captivity.
So far, every post-feeding oral stereotypy reported outside of the ungulates does fit this pattern.
Intensively farmed, trough-fed chickens thus display post-feeding spot-pecking, especially
when food-deprived (reviewed by Mason and Mendl, 1997, who also review similar post-
feeding spot-pecking in pigeons). Their less stereotyped, but still abnormal, ‘feather-pecking’
has also been reported after feeding (Blokhuis, 1986). Naturally, their wild equivalents spend
much time foraging for seeds, invertebrates and vegetation (e.g. devoting 60% of their activity
to ground-pecking) (reviewed by Mason and Mendl, 1997). Post-feeding oral stereotypies like
paw-sucking and tongue-flicking are also fairly common in captive giant pandas, Asiatic black
bears and sun bears, especially if fed non-naturalistic meals based on rice, bread or milk
(Vickery and Mason, 2004; Swaisgood et al., a,b in press). In the wild, giant pandas naturally
spend a large proportion of their time (e.g. 14 h a day) seeking and eating shoots and leaves,
while Asiatic black bears and sun bears do likewise for fruits and other vegetation, sun bears
additionally consume small invertebrates (e.g. reviewed by Schaller et al., 1989; Vickery and
Mason, 2004). Our last case is the walrus. For decades, captive walruses have been reported
performing repetitive oral behaviours like flipper-sucking, or repetitively rooting and sucking
at the concrete of their pools (sometimes wearing their tusks down to stumps; e.g. Coates, 1962;
Hagenbeck, 1962; Kastelein and Wiepkema, 1989; Kastelein et al., 1991; see image on
website); and a recent study reveals that these oral behaviours, too, peak post-feeding
(D. Reiss, personal communication, NewOrleans, 2004; Reiss et al., in preparation; see figure).

Pre- and post-feeding oral stereotypies in four adult walruses in an aquarium setting
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Although far from herbivorous, sure enough the walrus’s natural foraging style is ungulate-
like, with animals ‘grazing’ on patches of marine invertebrates rooted up from the seabed. This
takes several hours a day, with many hundreds of small items being processed and eaten (e.g.
Fisher and Stewart, 1997; Born et al., 2003), and contrasts greatly with the rapidly eaten fish-
based meals typical of captivity (e.g. Kastelein et al., 1991).

Continued
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feeding and foraging in captivity typically differ in three ways from
naturalistic situations.

2.3.2.1. Dietary preferences and/or needs may be unfulfilled, leaving the
animal motivated to feed

Captivity often constrains the amount or composition of food that can be
ingested. An extreme case is the pregnant sow, which is routinely food-
restricted (to control weight gain, andmaximize food intakewhen lactating;
e.g. Cole, 1982;Mroz et al., 1986). These animals are usually given just 2.5 kg
of fooddaily: half or evena third ofwhat theywould eat ad libitum (Ramonet
et al., 1999; Bergeron et al., 2000), resulting in prolonged high levels of
frustrated feeding motivation (e.g. Lawrence and Illius, 1989). Brief periods
of food restriction are also imposed on other captive ungulates (e.g. horses
before a race; e.g. Murray, 1999; Merial, 2004), constraining natural meal
patterning. Captivity often thwarts specific motivations for particular food-
stuffs too. For example, both sheep and cattle select different diets (e.g. ones
containingmore fibre) during sub-acute ruminal acidosis (e.g. Keunen et al.,
2002), while free-ranging horses voluntarily select soils high in copper and
iron for geophagia (e.g.McGreevy et al., 2001b), andpigswith a choice select
dietary protein levels in a state-dependent manner (reviewed by Lawrence
et al., 1993). Intensive housing conditions, however, generally prevent ani-
mals from expressing or satisfying such preferences.

2.3.2.2. Fewer behavioural demands are made on the animal, affecting the
foraging time-budget

On farms and in zoos, homogeneous foodstuffs such as hay, browse or man-
made diets (e.g. milled, low-fibre mash or pellets) are typically presented
directly to the animal, in a single manger or trough. Thus food-search, and
even consummatory behaviours like chewing, take a fraction of the time
they would naturally. This effect is even more marked if food is restricted
in quantity. Thus pregnant sows consume their daily meal of concentrate (a
low-fibre food made of grain and protein-rich ingredients) in under 20 min
(Ramonet et al., 1999, 2000a); while concentrate-fed stabled horses may
spend just 2 h feeding (Kiley-Worthington, 1983), or even as little as 20–30
minutes (Henderson and Waran, 2001). For ruminants, the situation differs
further in that less time is also spent on rumination when fed concentrates,
compared with diets high in natural forage (e.g. Abijaoude et al., 2000;

Box 2.2. Continued

Adding these six species to our ‘ungulate foraging story’ is of course a long way from
properly testing the hypothesis (cf. Box 3.2, Chapter 3 on cross-species comparisons), but it
is intriguing. Further data are now needed (perhaps from manatees? aardwolves? rodents? the
marsupials?) to see how consistently such stereotypies really do relate to natural foraging style,
and to pinpoint what aspects of feeding motivation, behavioural time-budgets or even gastro-
intestinal physiology are the specific predictors.
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Lindström and Redbo, 2000; Baxter and Plowman, 2001). This could be
important because natural foraging activities can be intrinsically rein-
forcing, regardless of nutrient gain (e.g. Wood-Gush and Beilharz, 1983;
Hutson and Haskell, 1990; Mason et al., 2001).

2.3.2.3. Captive diets may detrimentally affect gastrointestinal function

Low fibre, high carbohydrate concentrate diets can cause gastrointestinal
acidity, and thence potentially mucosal damage (especially in mono-
gastrics’ stomachs) and/or acidosis (especially in ruminants, where
ruminal contents become overly acidic, impairing proper fermentation).
Sub-acute acidosis seems very prevalent (e.g. 20% of dairy cows; Oetzel,
2003), and such processes arewell understood for ruminants. Here, dietary
concentrates decrease ruminal pH by increasing fermentation (e.g. Sauvant
et al., 1999; Schwartzkopf-Genswein et al., 2003) and reducing chewing
and rumination (e.g. Abijaoude et al., 2000) thence decreasing salivation
(e.g. in cattle, to around two-thirds the levels secreted when grazing;
Bauman et al., 1971; see also Hibbard et al., 1995; Meot et al., 1997).
Processed, low-fibre diets also cause gastrointestinal acidity in horses and
pigs. Thus in horses, grain feeding can cause hindgut acidosis (e.g. Rowe
et al., 1994; Johnson et al., 1998),whilebothconcentrate feeding (Roweet al.,
1994; Murray, 1999) and periods of food deprivation (Murray and Eichorn,
1996) increase gastric acid secretion and can cause foregut ulcers (e.g.
reviewed byNicol, 2000; Nicol et al., 2002). Such lesions are very prevalent:
in some breed/management groups (e.g. racehorses) they occur in the
majority of individuals (e.g. reviewed byMurray, 1999; Merial, 2004). Like-
wise, stomach ulceration is common in commercially kept pigs; for
example, in sows, O’Sullivan et al. (1996) reported a mucosal lesion preva-
lence of 60%, and Hessing et al. (1992) 63%; whereas in young slaughter
pigs, Ayles et al. (1999) report gastric ulceration in 32–100%of animals, and
Hessing et al. (1992) 36%.Again these problems are associatedwith a lack of
fibre, small dietary particle sizes, pellet feeding and restricted feeding (e.g.
Wondra et al., 1995; and reviewed by Blood and Radostits, 1989).

2.4. What Aspects of Captive Feeding Regimes Cause Oral
Stereotypic Behaviour?

In the following sections, we analyse which of these aspects of captive diets
underlie abnormal behaviour.We beginwith a caveat: many data come from
non-experimental studies, e.g. those reliant on cross-site comparisons; and
even when they do come from experiments, the research goals were often
practical (e.g. aiming to reduce stereotypy, or improve welfare) rather than
hypothesis-testing. Furthermore, much of this work predates recent sugges-
tions about the role of gut dysfunction. Thus it is often unclear exactly how
effects aremediated.Consequently,we start by simply illustrating the effects
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of the typical high-concentrate, low-bulk diets on ungulate oral abnormal
behaviour (see Section 2.4.1). We then lead on with three sections that try
and tease apart the roles of: dietary deficits that leave the animal with
unfulfilled motivations to ingest (cf. Section 2.3.2.1, above); altered time-
budgets, especially, reduced foraging and rumination times (cf. Section
2.3.2.2) and gastrointestinal dysfunction (cf. Section 2.3.2.3). We do this
partly by analysing the ‘high-fibre diet’ research in more detail, but also by
drawing on further evidence from other types of manipulation.

2.4.1. The effects of high concentrate, low-fibre diets

Many authors have shown that ungulate stereotypies increase with the
proportion of concentrated food in the diet. For example, lambs fed a
concentrate-based diet perform more bar-biting, licking and wool-eating,
than those receiving lucerne (Cooper et al., 1995); in heifers, decreasing
the proportion of forage, and increasing concentrates (while maintaining
the energy content constant) increases the frequency of tongue-rolling,
bar-biting and chain-chewing (Redbo and Nordblad, 1997); and in
giraffes, feeding more fibrous forms of hay and/or adding forage
(Koene, 1999; Bashaw et al., 2001a; Baxter and Plowman, 2001) reduces
tongue-playing.

Turning to non-ruminants, surveys of horses show that feeding forage
in large or frequent amounts, rather than more concentrated diets, is
associated with a reduced prevalence of abnormal behaviours including
crib-biting and wood-chewing (McGreevy et al., 1995a; Redbo et al.,
1998). A more recent study also reveals that foals receiving concentrates
are four times more likely to develop crib-biting than other foals, while
the feeding of hay replacers (fermented forages that are energy dense,
so fed in relatively low quantities) instead of bulkier, higher-fibre hay,
significantly increases wood-chewing (Waters et al., 2002). Further-
more, the behaviours emerge soon after weaning, a process typically
involving a switch to concentrate foods, with crib-biting initiated at a
median age of 4.6 months, and wood-chewing, 7 months (see Fig. 2.2).

In experimental studies, Dodman et al. (1987) also found that feeding
horses grain or sweetened grain rations increased crib-biting, whereas
lucerne pelleted hay had no such effect on the behaviour.

Pigs, especially pregnant sows, have received even more attention.
High-fibre diets such as those based on oat hulls reduce chain-
manipulating (Robert et al., 1993, 1997, 2002); pre- and post-feeding
stereotypies like sham-chewing and head-waving (Ramonet et al., 1999);
and post-feeding vacuum-chewing and the stereotypic rubbing or biting
of stall fittings (Robert et al., 2002). Post-feeding chain-chewing was
reduced by an oat bran diet even if lower in energy than a concentrate-
based control diet (though pre-feeding chain-directed stereotypies were
only reduced by an oat bran, full calorie diet) (Robert et al., 1997).
Furthermore, feeding gilts a restricted diet with sugarbeet pulp not only
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reduced the incidence of post-feeding oral stereotypic licking, bar-biting
and sham-chewing, but also rendered these behaviours less fixed in form
(Brouns et al., 1994). Figure 2.3 gives some illustrative data. Next, we
move on to discuss the possible reasons as to why these low-fibre diets –
and other types of dietary divergence from naturalistic foraging – promote
stereotypic behaviour.
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Fig. 2.2. The risk of developing a new form of stereotypic behaviour in horses at
different ages. Most foals were weaned between 4 and 6 months of age (adapted from
Waters et al., 2002). On a finer timescale than can be seen from the figure, weaning
(with its associated husbandry changes, including dietary ones), occurred at 15–35
weeks, and the emergence of new stereotypies peaked at 40 weeks. Note that the fall
in risk evident from 12 months onwards thus does not indicate a decrease in the
performance of existing stereotypies, merely a decline in the emergence of new ones.
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Fig. 2.3. Effect of fibrous and concentrate (restricted or ad libitum) diets on the
percentage of time spent in stereotypic behaviours and inactive by pregnant sows in the
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high fibre, High fibre and Control diets, respectively. Behaviours are expressed in
median percentage of time remaining once feeding time has been removed (adapted
from Bergeron et al., 2000).
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2.4.2. What are the roles of dietary deficits, or unfulfilled preferences, that leave
animals motivated to feed?

Concentrate-based diets may fail to induce satiety, even when they meet
nutritional needs, due to insufficient gut fill; thus animals fed such diets
might remain motivated to eat. It is also possible that in these examples,
and elsewhere too, specific appetites or food preferences are not met,
playing a further role in stereotypy. Yet other cases still suggest that
simple calorific deficits are also important.

2.4.2.1. Unfulfilled feeding motivations due to low satiety in low-fibre fed
animals

Nicol (1999) hypothesized that in horses, hay reduces the risk of developing
abnormal oral behaviour by reducing the feeding motivations via gut fill.
Certainly for pigs, we know that stereotypy-reducing high-fibre diets
promote short-term satiety. This is due to stomach distension (e.g. Lepionka
et al., 1997) plus altered nutrient absorption rates and post-meal blood
concentrations of glucose, insulin and acetate (Rushen et al., 1999; Ramonet
et al., 2000a). This satiety is often manifest in fewer postural changes,
increased resting time around mealtime and reduced rooting-/foraging-like
behaviours, e.g. to straw (e.g. Brouns et al., 1994; Whittaker et al., 1998).
A negative relationship between diet bulk and feeding motivation in the
post-feeding period has also been measured (Day et al., 1996). In one study,
high fibre fed sows even put onmoreweight, even though calorie intakewas
the same as on a control, concentrated, diet, perhaps because animals were
less active (Ramonet et al., 1999; though cf. Whittaker et al., 1998). The
stereotypy-reducing sugarbeet pulp, for example, causes a rapid satiety
still present 2 h after themeal (Brouns et al., 1997). Using operant condition-
ing tests for feeding motivation, Robert et al. (2002) also reported a lower
feeding motivation both before the morning meal and after the afternoon
meal, in gilts fed oat hull and lucerne diets compared to concentrate. Despite
the general positive effects of high-fibre diets, however, some authors failed
to find that they reduced feeding motivations (Bergeron et al., 2000;
Ramonet et al., 2000b). Apparent discrepancies between studies may be
explained by differences in the age of animals, methods of assessing hunger
or the timing of measurement. For instance, reduced feeding motivations
with high-fibre diets are often present only in the few hours after eating (e.g.
Day et al., 1996; Robert et al., 1997; though cf. Robert et al., 2002). This could
explainwhy somehigh-fibre diets only reduce post-feeding stereotypies but
not those that appear before the next meal.

Overall, the ‘dietary fibre’ studies of pigs thus suggest that hunger-
reduction does correlate with stereotypy-reduction, but that fibre alone is
often insufficient to achieve this around the clock: in the longer term, it
seems that energy level is more important. They also suggest that motiv-
ations to ingest more nutrients are indeed important in stereotypy. Thus
despite their high gut fill, high-fibre diets are less effective at reducing oral
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behaviour than are conventional diets served ad libitum (Bergeron et al.,
2000; see Fig. 2.3). In Section 2.4.2.2, we therefore ask – are calories the key?

2.4.2.2. Unfulfilled feeding motivations due to energy-restriction

The most striking evidence for a role of energy-restriction comes from
pregnant sows: energy-deficits play a major role in these animals’ oral
stereotypies (e.g. Appleby and Lawrence, 1987; Terlouw et al., 1991a).
Thus their stereotypies are usually greatly reduced when their daily food
allowance of concentrate is increased (Appleby and Lawrence, 1987; Ter-
louw and Lawrence, 1993; Bergeron et al., 2000). Furthermore, providing
sows with 1.7 times as much digestible energy – despite no more dietary
bulk – significantly reduced vacuum-chewing (Bergeron and Gonyou,
1997). Restricted feeding also increases stereotypies even when time
spent foraging is statistically corrected for, suggesting that hunger, not
just feeding time, really is important for sows (Spoolder et al., 1995). The
role of food restriction in stereotypies has also been investigated in rumin-
ants. The restricted feeding of a total mixed ration (i.e. mix of concentrate
and forage) compared to ad libitum feeding, increased the level and preva-
lence of oral stereotypies in dairy cattle (Redbo et al., 1996; Lindström
and Redbo, 2000). Similarly, food-restricted lambs performed more slat-
chewing, wool-biting and repetitive-licking (Cooper et al., 1994).

2.4.2.3. Unfulfilled feeding preferences due to specific dietary deficits

Specific deficits are also implicated in some abnormal behaviour. Bar-biting
and slat-chewing by lambs was specifically increased by protein restriction
(e.g. Whybrow et al., 1995). Anecdotally, deficits of copper, manganese or
cobalt can likewise induce tongue-rolling in cattle (Sambraus, 1985). Salt
blocks also anecdotally reduce crib-biting in horses (Fraser and Broom,
1990), while in dairy cows, experimentally increasing the salt (NaCl) levels
in concentrate diets reduced oral stereotypies (Phillips et al., 1999).

2.4.2.4. Frustrated ingestion in animals fed small amounts of motivating food

Feeding motivations can be stimulated not just by baseline internal state
but also by external stimuli associated with food delivery. Although
infants are not the focus of our review, this issue has been best explored
in calves, where the ingestion of a small amount of milk enhances suck-
ling motivations, and in the absence of a teat, promotes object-sucking
(e.g. De Passillé et al., 1993). Thus Dodman et al. (1987) and Gillham et al.
(1994) proposed that sweetened grain triggered oral stereotypies in horses
because it is so highly palatable (although their proposed mechanism for
the link was molecular rather than motivational). A related idea was
proposed by Lawrence and Terlouw (1993), who suggested that the
small amount of food offered to pregnant sows is not only insufficient to
reduce hunger, but actually increases short-term feeding motivations.
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This hypothesis was inspired by findings that feeding facilitates itself by
positive feedback (Wiepkema, 1971), and that food-ingestion specifically
prompts stereotypies (see Terlouw et al., 1993). Interestingly, as low-fibre
diets are less palatable to sows (Bergeron et al., 2002), this could be an
additional reason why they reduce post-feeding stereotypies.

2.4.2.5. Summary and potential explanations

Nutrient deficits and feeding motivations clearly potentiate ungulate oral
stereotypies. This has led to hypotheses that the behaviours represent
state-dependent foraging attempts, driven by dietary deficiency and/or
insufficient gut fill (e.g. Terlouw et al., 1993; Cooper et al., 1994; Why-
brow et al., 1995; Nicol, 2000; McBride and Cuddeford, 2001).

But why, then, should such behaviours be sustained hour after hour,
day after day? In some instances, the behaviour may actually redress
underlying deficits and so be reinforced. For example, horses’ wood-
chewing could be a functional response to a lack of dietary fibre (Redbo
et al., 1998); and the chewing of urine-soaked wood slats by sheep may
even be a way of gaining nitrogenous urea when protein-deficient (e.g.
Whybrow et al., 1995). This last could perhaps also explain wool-chewing
by sheep, since soiled wool from animals’ rear ends is preferred (Sam-
braus, 1985), although the rectifying of salt deficiencies could be another
possibility. Alternatively, it may be that it is evolutionarily adaptive to
food-search until successful (Mason, in press), and that such responses
are relatively hard-wired and resistant to extinction (though cf. e.g. Has-
kell et al., 1996). Or such persistence may instead result from some effect
of the barren environment, or abnormal early-rearing conditions, as we
discuss in Section 2.6.

However, the importance of nutrient deficits in all ungulate oral
stereotypic behaviour is uncertain. After all, most stereotyping ungulates
are not food-restricted, so this seems unlikely to be a general explanation.
Furthermore, in sows, high-fibre diets can reduce stereotypies even if
they do not reduce feeding motivation any more than control diets (Ber-
geron et al., 2000). This suggests that other factors are important too.
Restrictive diets and low-fibre diets do have other features in common
that represent alternative causal factors for stereotypy – they make food
take less time and effort to find and process; and they can also lead to
gastrointestinal dysfunction. We therefore consider these next.

2.4.3. What is the role of decreased foraging or ruminating time?

The time spent foraging and/or ruminating falls considerably when con-
centrated diets are offered. This may frustrate some need to perform oral
behaviours and/or give ungulates ‘spare time’ to fill with stereotypies.
But how important for stereotypies are these changes in the behavioural
time-budget?
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2.4.3.1. Increased foraging/rumination time and high-fibre diets

Many authors have suggested that fibrous diets act to reduce stereotypies
through encouraging more naturalistic oral behaviour (e.g. Rushen et al.,
1993). Thus in many studies of sows, high-fibre diets double or more the
time spent feeding (e.g. Robert et al., 1993; Brouns et al., 1994; Ramonet
et al., 1999), and using multiple regression, Robert et al. (1997) found
that this increased feeding time accounted for much of the differences
in stereotypy level between diets. Thus across several diets identical in
calories and major nutrient levels, but different in fibre level, low chew-
ing time per se emerged as the key statistical predictor of stereotypic
chain-chewing post-feeding. Similarly, in giraffes, feeding hay instead
of lucerne prolonged feeding time in one study (as well as reducing
tongue-playing; e.g. Koene, 1999), and prolonged the time spent rumin-
ating (Baxter and Plowman, 2001) in another, these last authors hypothe-
sizing that opportunities to ruminate are specifically important for
stereotypy-reduction. Likewise, in cattle, increasing dietary forage results
in longer feeding duration, along with reduced stereotypies (Redbo and
Nordblad, 1997).

Studies where foraging/rumination times are manipulated via diet
quality are clearly rather hard to interpret, however, so let us look at
other types of study too.

2.4.3.2. Effect of providing straw bedding or other foraging opportunities

Straw has low nutritional value and is often used as bedding. However, it
can serve as a foraging substrate, since animals may manipulate, chew
and even consume some of it. Correspondingly, straw also has an effect on
oral stereotypies. For example, in sows, experimentally providing straw
bedding or loose straw also reduces the incidence of oral stereotyped
activities (e.g. Fraser, 1975). Lambton and Mason (in preparation) also
found that amongst barn-housed beef cattle, individuals with tongue-
playing stereotypies spent the least time manipulating their straw bed-
ding, even though they had the same access to it as did non-stereotyping
individuals. The amount of straw actually consumed was not reported in
these studies, so its potential effect on gut fill cannot be assessed. How-
ever, adding straw directly to the diet itself does not decrease stereotypies
(Fraser, 1975) or feeding motivation (Lawrence et al., 1989). Thus it seems
that straw as a substrate on the ground is important, perhaps because it
allows naturalistic foraging (e.g. Spoolder et al., 1995; Whittaker et al.,
1998, 1999). Conversely, reducing naturalistic foraging opportunities
can induce stereotypy-like behaviour, seemingly independent of nutri-
ent-intake. Thus when the natural rooting and stone-chewing behaviour
of food-restricted outdoor sows is impaired with nose-rings which
make pressing the snout against the ground painful, animals instead
perform more grass-chewing, and straw- or vacuum-chewing (Horrell
et al., 2001).
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2.4.3.3. Effects of changing the foraging behaviours required to ingest food

Other research efforts have been made to specifically manipulate time
spent foraging and feeding, without adding straw, or changing the quality
and/or quantity of food in any way. For example, when mesh feeders were
used to force giraffes to work harder to obtain their food, this successfully
decreased stereotypic licking from 13% to 2% (Bashaw et al., 2001b; see
also Bashaw et al., 2001a). Similarly, sows fed a conventional diet in a
mash form instead of pellets, which increased their feeding time, showed
decreased chain-chewing after eating (Bergeron et al., 2002). This latter
manipulation did not reduce feedingmotivation in the post-feeding period
(Brouns et al., 1997), perhaps unsurprisingly since it was nomore calorific
or bulky, and yet it still clearly had an effect on stereotypic behaviour.
Finally, Lindström and Redbo (2000) used invasive techniques on cattle to
dissociate the behavioural components of feeding from the nutritional
consequences. They found that a 50% reduction in food allowance in-
creased cow stereotypies (see Section 2.4.2). However, they also found
that this effect vanished if the animals either received compensatory
rumen content (delivered direct to the rumen), enabling a high rumination
level; or if they received a high food allowance, and thus could have a long
feeding time, even if their rumen content was then maintained artificially
low. Together these results suggest a generally beneficial effect of oral
manipulation per se, through feeding and/or ruminating, on stereotypy.

However, increasing the foraging behaviours required to ingest food
does not always reduce stereotypic behaviour. For example, a chain-
based device inside the trough that increased the time food-restricted
sows spent foraging, did not have great effects on their stereotypy: it
decreased post-feeding vacuum-chewing, but chain-chewing and man-
ipulation remained high (Bergeron and Gonyou, 1997).

2.4.3.4. Summary and possible explanations

These studies suggest that expressing foraging behaviour, particularly in a
complex and variable way, can per se reduce stereotypies, regardless of
nutrient intake. This has led to hypotheses that ungulates cannot or will
not completely abandon naturalistic levels of foraging, even when captivity
renders this redundant. If correct, this could indicate that complete flexibil-
ity in ungulate foraging time has not been selected for by evolution, leaving
ungulates unable to reduce foraging behaviour to the low level required by
captivity (Mason, in press), especially if concomitantly nutrient-restricted.
Alternatively, defending a certain minimum level of daily foraging could
have brought with it evolutionary benefits (independent of nutrient intake)
such as information gain, appropriate tooth wear and/or maintaining digest-
ive tract function (cf. Box 2.1). Indeed thepotential role of these last factors as
proximate drivers of stereotypy, not just ultimate ones, has recently been
suggested, as we discuss below. Furthermore, because stereotypies were
typically reduced but not abolished by the treatments described above, this
further suggests that issuesother than foraging timedoneed tobeconsidered.
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2.4.4. What is the role of gastrointestinal dysfunction?

2.4.4.1. Individual differences in gastrointestinal pH and lesions, and their
relationships with stereotypy

In low fibre-fed animals, individual differences in gastrointestinal acidity
may predict individual differences in stereotypy. Relationships between
concentrate feeding, hindgut acidity and oral activities such as grasping
and wood-chewing have long been observed in horses (Willard et al.,
1977; Johnson et al., 1998), and tooth-grinding and crib-biting have also
been associated, at least anecdotally,with gastritis in these animals (Rebhun
et al., 1982; Blood and Radostits, 1989). A recent study by Nicol et al. (2002)
investigated these links in more detail. Foals that had recently started to
crib-bite were compared with non-stereotypic foals, their stomachs being
examined via video endoscopy. The crib-biters had significantly more in-
flamed, dry and ulcerated stomachs, along with lower faecal pH. Similar
associations have been suggested for pigs: in concentrate-fed pregnant sows,
Marchant-Forde and Pajor (2003) report that a weak link between oral
abnormal behaviour and gastric ulceration has been established, probably
based on the findings of Dybkjær et al. (1994).

A different picture seems to emerge in cattle, however.Wiepkema et al.
(1987) found that 67% of veal calves bucket-fed on milk replacer showed
abomasal ulcers, the scars of past ulcers, or erosions (NB at this stage
calves’ stomachs are not fully developed, and thus the abomasum or ‘true
stomach’ is their only functioning chamber). However, of those animals
which developed tongue-playing, none had ulcers or scars, while those
animals that did not, all had ulcers or scars. The same was not true for
stereotypic biting of the crate, nor for erosions which appeared in different
areas of the omasum. Canali et al. (2001) also found that veal calves with
more abnormal oral behaviour in total had fewer abomasal ulcers, although
this was not true if only strict stereotypies were looked at. Furthermore, in
adult cattle, Sato et al. (1992) found that tongue-rolling was more common
in individuals which later, at slaughter, proved not to be suffering from
internal organs lesions, such as enteritis (gut inflammation) or hepatitis
(liver inflammation). This finding could reflect a low incidence of ruminal
acidosis, because this condition can have a range of deleterious effects
throughout the body, including liver abscesses (e.g. see references cited
by Keunen et al., 2002, and by Hanstock et al., 2004).

2.4.4.2. Individual differences in gastrointestinal motility

Crib-biting has been associated with altered gut transit time in the horse
(McGreevy andNicol, 1998a;McGreevy et al., 2001a). Thus longer total gut
transit times were found in crib-biters compared to control horses, al-
though oro-caecal transit times did not differ significantly (McGreevy
et al., 2001a). This shows that crib-biters have reduced hindgut (but not
foregut) motility. Their relative hindgut stasis suggests that the oro-caecal
digestion of crib-biters is less efficient than that of non-crib-biters, perhaps
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because they have poor mastication and/or emulsification of food in the
foregut (meaning that fibre has to be retained in their hindguts for longer),
or because they have some imbalance in hindgut flora (e.g. as a result of
acidosis) (Nicol, 1999). Indeed, as we will see below, the crib-biting of
these individuals may actually help to reduce their gut transit times from
levels which otherwise would be even slower (with the cribbing behaviour
thus seeming more efficacious for foregut motility than for hindgut).

2.4.4.3. Experimental alterations of gut acidity: do these affect stereotypy?

Four studies have investigated whether altering gut pH alters oral stereo-
typy. Johnson et al. (1998) focused on hindgut acidosis in horses. They
found that antibiotics controlling lactate-producing bacteria (and thence
increasing faecal pH) do reduce abnormal oral behaviours (though normal
eating was reduced too, making interpretation a little tricky). Turning to
foregut acidity, crib-biting in horses was also reduced by oral antacids
(Mills and MacLeod, 2002; Nicol et al., 2002). Thus in the latter study,
crib-biting foals were allocated to a control or an antacid diet for 3 months.
Crib-biting foals receiving the antacid diet tended to reduce their crib-
biting duration to a greater extent than foals on the control diet; and foals
showing the greatest reduction in ulcer severity score with the diet also
tended to show the greatest reductions in crib-biting. Finally,workingwith
pregnant sows, Marchant-Forde and Pajor (2003) have preliminary find-
ings suggesting that adding a bicarbonate buffer to the diet may reduce bar-
biting, though not all stereotypies were affected.

2.4.4.4. Summary and possible explanations

The results above have led to suggestions that stereotypy is not a response to
nutrient deficits or reduced foraging time per se, but instead to their gastro-
intestinal consequences.Manyof these studies aremerely correlational, but
themore recent experimental work does indicate that gastrointestinal acid-
ity canplay a causal role in stereotypies.Whymight this be so?Onepossible
explanation is that gastrointestinal discomfort exacerbates stereotypies by
being stressful (see Chapter 8, this volume), but another is that stereotypies
are an attempt to alleviate such problems via the production of buffering
saliva (see Box 2.1). This idea was first suggested byWiepkema et al. (1987)
for calves, and broadened to horses by Nicol (1999). The apparent differ-
ences between horses and calves/adult cattle – i.e. that oral stereotypic
behaviour seems to correlate positively with problems in the former, but
negatively in the latter – may be because cattle produce enormous quan-
tities of saliva (see Box 2.1): thus perhaps saliva generation has more
effective results in bovids. Intriguingly, amongst crib-biting foals, those
without ulcers had been cribbing for longer than those with gastric lesions
(Nicol et al., 2002), which would be consistent with beneficial conse-
quences. This ‘salivation hypothesis’ could account for some of the dis-
crepancies in the fibre/deficit/foraging time studies reviewed earlier, with
gastrointestinal effects being the missing explanatory variable. However,
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the idea clearly still needs to beproperly experimentally tested. Furthermore,
the aetiology of ulcers needs to be more fully understood, since in calves, for
example, the lack of dietary fibredoesnot seemtoplay a causal role (indeed if
anything the opposite is true for these young animals with their as yet
undeveloped rumens; e.g. Mattiello et al., 2002) and stress may be the more
important factor (e.g. Dybkjær et al., 1994).

2.5. The Biological Significance of Oral Stereotypic Behaviour:
Is It Functional?

Above we have seen how ungulate oral stereotypic behaviour may have
beneficial consequences (e.g. via nutrient ingestion or saliva generation),
and other researchers have further suggested that it may increase feelings
of satiety (e.g. Robert et al., 1993 on polydipsia) and/or be generally
calming (e.g. Rushen, 1984). The idea that ungulate oral stereotypic be-
haviour has some benefits has been supported by two further types of
study, looking at within-individual changes during stereotypy-perform-
ance, or at the effects of stereotypy-prevention. (Other research has util-
ized individual difference within populations to compare stereotypers
with non-stereotypers, but it has yielded confusing results, not least as
such cross-sectional studies cannot distinguish individual differences
predisposing to stereotypy from those resulting from stereotypy.)

Intriguingly in very young calves, during the performance of post-
feeding non-nutritive sucking directed to objects like artificial teats, in-
creases in plasma insulin and cholecystokinin are seen, which are thought
to aid digestion (de Passillé et al., 1993). Unfortunately, no study has
looked at these hormones, or at any other gastrointestinal changes during
oral stereotypy in adult ungulates, but variables related to stress have been
measured. In horses, plasma cortisol levels are lower after a bout of crib-
biting than before (McBride and Cuddeford, 2001), and heart rates also
decrease during these bouts (Lebelt et al., 1998; Minero et al., 1999).
Similar analyses show that in tethered gilts, switches from non-stereotyped
to stereotypic behaviour are likewise accompanied by decreases in heart
rate (and vice versa) (Schouten et al., 2000); and the same seems true for
tongue-playing heifers (Seo et al., 1998). These data are correlational rather
than indicating cause and effect, but they are nevertheless intriguing.

Stereotypy-preventionmay be attempted either to abolish an undesired
behaviour (see Box 2.3), or to collect research data, and when abolition is
successful, consequences sometimes ensue. For example, in the calvesmen-
tioned above, reducing their non-nutritive sucking by removing a rubber teat
resulted in a decrease in their post-meal hormone release (de Passillé et al.,
1993). In sows, in contrast, removing a chain that is stereotypically chewed
did not increase heart rate or cortisol (Schouten et al., 1991; Terlouw et al.,
1991b), but interpretation is hard here because the subjects did develop
alternative oral behaviours, e.g. drinker-manipulation. Preventing horses
crib-biting has had mixed stress physiology effects, some studies finding
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Box 2.3. Is it Ethical to Physically Prevent Horses Performing Oral Stereotypies?

F.O. ÖDBERG

Oral stereotypies are unpopular with horse owners. They can cause incisor wear; there are
beliefs – though ill founded (McGreevy et al., 1995c) and based solely on correlations (e.g.
Archer et al., 2004; Hillyer et al., 2002; Traub-Dargatz et al., 2001) – that they cause colic;
and overall, they can reduce a horse’s commercial value (McBride and Long, 2001; Mills and
McDonnell, 2005). People therefore often physically try to prevent crib-biting and wind-
sucking. A horse may be fitted with a neck-strap that inflicts pressure or pain during stereotypy,
an electric collar that delivers a shock during the behaviour, or a muzzle that prevents biting
on to hard surfaces. Horses can also be discouraged from resting their teeth on a surface by
placing sharp objects, electric wires and/or unpleasant-tasting substances there. Additionally,
there are surgical approaches such as buccostomy (the creation of buccal fistulae), and various
myectomies (i.e. the sectioning of specific muscles to stop the motor pattern, e.g. ‘Forsell’s
operation’).
There are several reasons to be concerned about such measures. One study (McBride and

Cuddeford, 2001) showed that ‘crib-straps’ cause stress to both windsuckers and normal
controls. Electric collars are inherently painful; and automatically triggered ones can react to
non-stereotypic behaviours as well as stereotypies, thence potentially inducing learned help-
lessness. Furthermore, physically preventing stereotypies could make things worse, if these
behaviours actually help the animal. For instance, if oral stereotypies increase stomach pH
through salivation, then surely they should not be prevented. Thus in some cases, at least,
there does seem to be a decrease in arousal linked with wind-sucking, and an increase when
performance is thwarted (e.g. McBride and Cuddeford, 2001; see also other studies discussed
in this chapter). McGreevy and Nicol (1998a) did not find such effects, but their horses were
moved from the home stable to an experimental one. Mills (personal communication, Lincoln,
2005) also found an increase in heart rate when deterrent bars were placed in the stables of
weavers. Even if the link found in foals between crib-biting and gastric acidity is merely
correlational (e.g. nervous individuals develop both stereotypies and gastritis/ulcers), or causal
in the other direction (e.g. ulcers induce discomfort), which somehow – perhaps via the
mechanisms discussed in Chapter 8 – enhances stereotypies, it still seems contra-indicated
to merely prevent the stereotypy physically. As this chapter argues, ungulate oral stereotypies
probably indicate thwarted foraging, and merely abolishing the symptoms does not cure this
underlying problem.
Despite such concerns, when I screened seven reports on surgical responses to oral

stereotypy published since 1990, all evaluated success solely or mainly by the degree of
stereotypy-inhibition, and none used measurable welfare or stress parameters (Hakansson
et al., 1992; De Mello Nicoletti et al., 1996; Jansson, 2000; Delacalle et al., 2002; Fjeldborg,
1993). Only one briefly mentions that stereotypy elimination may increase stress (Schofield
and Mulville, 1998), and only one enquired whether aspects of horse health improved
(Brouckaert et al., 2002). This probably reflects a medical education that, unfortunately,
tends to focus on treating symptoms instead of understanding the underlying processes
(though see Chapter 10, this volume for a more holistic veterinary view). Further, objective
work is therefore needed to compare the health, condition, feed intake rates and stress levels
of horses exposed to such techniques (using blind observers, and with appropriate controls
such as normal horses and sham-operated windsuckers). In the interim, the ethics of such
approaches remain highly questionable, especially when fundamental alternatives exist,
namely improving husbandry.
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nothing (e.g. McGreevy and Nicol, 1998a), others finding effects of the
manipulations per se (e.g. cribbing collars) regardless of whether the stereo-
typy was prevented (McBride and Cuddeford, 2001). However, when crib-
bing is prevented, it is performed at higher levels the following day once
collars are removed (McGreevy and Nicol, 1998b), a ‘rebound’ consistent
with motivational effects. Crib-biters also eat more when deprived of crib-
bing, and furthermore, their slow gut transits are reduced further (especially
oro-caecal motility) if they are deprived of the opportunity to both crib-bite
and eat hay (McGreevy andNicol, 1998a;McGreevy et al., 2001a). Relatively
normal oro-caecal transit times in these animals thus seem to depend on
them being able to eat fibrous food or to crib-bite.

Overall, more work is clearly needed here, but these intriguing find-
ings could help explain why these activities are so time-consuming and
persistent day after day. They could also perhaps explain why attempts to
prevent stereotypy sometimes fail, e.g. horses may persevere with crib-
biting despite preventative collars or surgery (reviewed e.g. McGreevy
and Nicol, 1998a,b), while in giraffes, an attempt to reduce fence-licking
by coating it with bitter substances just shifted the behaviour to new
locations (Tarou et al., 2003). Most importantly, they also raise concerns
about the physical prevention of stereotypies that is routine in some
stables (see Box 2.3) – partly since such approaches ignore the underlying
problems, but partly also since they could decrease animals’ welfare yet
further, if these behaviours do indeed have beneficial consequences.

2.6. Other Factors Associated with Stereotypies in Captive Ungulates:
Barren Environments and Early Weaning

So far we have discussed oral stereotypic behaviour as though simply
strange-looking manifestations of adaptive foraging: the products of pla-
cing normal animals in abnormal foraging environments. But are other
aspects of husbandry important too?

2.6.1. A role for early weaning?

Agricultural ungulates are often removed from their mothers long before
natural weaning age. For example, natural weaning age in pigs is esti-
mated to be between 2 and 4.5 months (Newberry and Wood-Gush, 1985;
Jensen and Recen, 1989), yet on farms, piglets are routinely weaned
between 21 and 28 days, sometimes even earlier (Robert et al., 1999;
CARC, 2003). Likewise, cattle naturally wean their calves at 8–11 months
(Veissier et al., 1990; Reinhardt, 2002) – yet beef calves are generally taken
from their mothers at around 5 months (CARC, 1991), and dairy calves are
routinely separated on their first day of life, with female calves reared as
replacement stock for the dairy herd then also weaned off milk at between
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4 and 12 weeks (e.g. USDA, 2002). In other taxa, early maternal separation
can have lasting effects on brain function and on tendencies to stereotype
(Chapter 6, this volume); and within ungulates, the quality of the mother–
foal relationship is a risk factor in the later development of equine stereo-
typies (Waters et al., 2002; Nicol and Badnell-Waters, 2005). So could the
early loss of the mother, or other aspects of mother–infant relationships
that are constrained by captivity, help to explain the stereotypies of adult
ungulates?

The belly-nosing of early-weaned piglets anecdotally can occasion-
ally persist into adulthood (see Box 6.2, Chapter 6, this volume); and the
offspring of restrained sows have been reported as more stereotypic in
adulthood (reviewed by Bøe, 1997). However, we simply do not know
whether the quantity or quality of early maternal care influences the later
persistent bar-biting and sham-chewing shown by adult pigs. Further-
more, in calves, the cross-sucking common when artificially reared calves
are group-housed away from the dam (e.g. Jensen, 2003) seems to increase
the later risks of inter-sucking (the sucking of the teat of another animal)
when young heifers, which in turn then increases the later risk of inter-
sucking as adult cows (Lidfors and Isberg, 2003). However, again, whether
early weaning creates a lasting predisposition towards true stereotypies in
adult cattle (e.g. tongue-rolling) is unknown. Mason (Chapter 11, this
volume) revisits this issue at the end of the book.

2.6.2. The physical environment

Stereotyping captive ungulates are typically physically restricted by enclos-
ure and/or tethering. For instance, when cows are moved off pasture, they
are not just prevented from grazing, but also kept in small stalls that prevent
locomotion (e.g. Redbo, 1992). This contrasts greatly with the ranging they
would show naturally: grazing cattle may travel up to 24 km daily (Fraser
andBroom, 1990);while Sato et al. (2001) report home ranges of 2–6 km2 for
beef cattle in semi-wild conditions andHernandez et al. (1999) report ranges
of 14 and 47 km2 for domestic and feral cattle, respectively.

So, could this type of physical restriction contribute to stereotypy?
Some studies suggest not. When horse and giraffe stereotypies were
investigated in cross-site studies, enclosure size and exercise allowance
often has relatively little effect on oral behaviour (instead affecting loco-
motor stereotypies, e.g. pacing by giraffes and weaving by horses;
Luescher et al., 1998; Bashaw et al., 2001a). Furthermore, in pigs, Ter-
louw and Lawrence (1993) experimentally investigated the interactive
effect of food allowance and restraint. They found that sows receiving a
higher food allowance (4 kg food/day) performed less drinking and chain
manipulation than sows on a low food allowance (2.5 kg/day), regardless
of whether loose-housed or tethered. Indeed, they even observed loose-
housed sows performingmore chain manipulation than the tethered sows
(see Fig. 2.4).
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However, other work shows that oral stereotypies are affected by
factors other than diet alone. For instance, several studies indicate that
they are more frequent in pregnant sows that are confined in individual
stalls or cages, compared with loose-housed females: Vieuille-Thomas
et al. (1995) reported prevalence rates of 66% in group-housed sows,
but 93% in individually stalled animals (and see also Blackshaw and
McVeigh, 1984; Jensen, 1988; Broom et al., 1995; Jensen et al., 1995;
Soede et al., 1997; Pol et al., 2000). Similar results are seen in cattle,
with time spent in stereotypies falling greatly when animals are group-
housed indoors rather than kept in small individual stalls, despite no
change in feeding regime (Redbo, 1992). Likewise, when stabled horses
were exercised, they showed reduced wood-chewing compared to when
kept full-time in stalls (Krzak et al., 1991), and other studies suggest that
environmental enrichment in the form of visual contact between stabled
horses also reduces this behaviour (McGreevy et al., 1995a).

One possible reason for such variable findings (see Chapter 11, this
volume, for an alternative) is that the treatments under comparisondiffer in
the degree of physical restriction or freedom that they offer, which in turn
might have threshold effects on behaviour. For example, Lawrence and
colleagues (Terlouw et al., 1991a; Lawrence and Terlouw, 1993; Haskell
et al., 1996) argue that high arousal and barren unvarying environments
together render post-feeding foraging attempts more persistent than they
would be in more naturalistic situations, and also ‘channel’ them into a
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Fig. 2.4. Effect of degree of confinement and feed level on stereotypic behaviour. The
figure shows the average percentage of observations spent standing/sitting, chain-
manipulating (a putative stereotypy) and drinking, in sows exposed to two levels of two
different aspects of husbandry (in a 2 � 2 design): diet significantly affected oral
behaviours, but the type of housing did not (adapted from Terlouw and Lawrence,
1993). Many other studies suggest that the degree of confinement does affect oral
stereotypic behaviour, however (see text for discussion).
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few, repeatedly expressed behaviour patterns. In some instances, this may
mean that oral or oro-nasal behaviours simply become more stereotyped
in physically restrictive conditions, but not necessarily more frequent.
Several studies suggest that the physical environment does not affect
the total amount of oral behaviour, but does influence its form, and espe-
cially its degree of stereotypy. Thus food-restricted sows given straw on the
floor manipulate this as much as they would pen fittings if straw is absent
(e.g. Whittaker et al., 1998), and similarly, sows held via tethers or stalls
spend approximately the same amount of time chain-manipulating or bar-
chewing as they would spend rooting on straw if loose housed, or chewing
rocks and soil if kept outdoors (Schouten and Rushen, 1992; Dailey and
McGlone, 1997). Furthermore, similarly fed outdoor sows spend roughly
the same time chewing at things regardless of paddock type, but what they
chew at depends on the availability of natural versus other substrates,
with roots and branches being chewed if available, stones being chewed
if not (Horrell, 2000). Studies comparing such conditions would thus
draw different conclusions as to the effect of physical restriction or com-
plexity, depending on how strict is their definition of stereotypy.

2.7. Conclusion and Perspectives

Overall, we have shown that in captive adult ungulates, the greater the
difference between artificial and natural foraging regimes, the more abnor-
mal behaviour is shown. Thus the greater the gap between what is possible
in captivity and ad libitum feeding levels, and/or naturalistic fibre levels,
and/or naturalistic, preferred foraging modes, the greater the degree of oral
stereotypy. For instance, across a range of species, animals fed high con-
centrate low-fibre diets are reliably more prone to stereotypy development
than animals on pasture or fed a large quantity of forage. This has clear
relevance for welfare, since hunger and being unable to express preferred
natural behaviour patterns are both causes of stress, while gastric or hind-
gut acidosis or ulceration probably causes discomfort, even pain. Manage-
ment conditions that elicit oral stereotypies in ungulates are thus very
likely to be sub-optimal. Such welfare considerations are particularly
pertinent considering the many millions of ungulates that are fed low-
fibre concentrates, and that perform stereotypic oral behaviour. More re-
search is needed to assess themagnitude of thesewelfare problems, and, as
we discuss further below, the best ways to alleviate them.

We have also shown that in some cases, within a given sub-optimal
housing condition highly stereotypic animals may sometimes fare better
than their less stereotypic conspecifics (Chapter 1, this volume); and
that even where this is not known to be the case, performing bouts of
stereotypy is still apparently associated with immediate benefits that
are manifest as brief reductions in heart rate. This highlights how coun-
ter-productive it may be to prevent oral stereotypic behaviour physically,
i.e. to merely abolish its expression without tackling its underlying
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causes. However, again more research is needed as to the true welfare
costs of different ways of tackling these behaviours (a theme also picked
up towards the end of this volume, in Chapter 10). For example, food-
restricted animals may perform fewer stereotypies when given more
opportunity to perform natural foraging behaviour, and thus appear
to fare better, but they could still remain chronically hungry levels of
food-restriction stay the same.

Overall, we thus understand fairly well the general causes of stereo-
typic oral behaviour in ungulates: unnatural foraging regimes, with effects
possibly exacerbated by physically restrictive environments and/or early
weaning (Chapter 11, this volume). However, the precise underlying
causes, and the extent to which these differ between animals of different
ages, species, housing systems and preferred forms of oral stereotypy, are
still the subject for much research. As we have seen, oral behaviours in
captive ungulates share similarities with feeding behaviour, in their ap-
pearance, temporal distribution, and most likely in their underlying mo-
tivation. However, there are three specific means by which ‘frustrated
natural foraging’ could give rise to stereotypies.

One such means is by leaving the animal in a state of thwarted
motivation to ingest more food than is available; thus dietary deficits
leave the animal with unfulfilled feeding motivations. Our food-deprived
pregnant sow is one likely case in point. Furthermore, as we discussed,
diet selection is naturally the principal means of modulating gastro-
intestinal acidity, and herbivores also have excellent abilities to detect
specific nutrient deficits and respond to them behaviourally (see e.g.
Newman, in press). In captivity, in contrast, ungulates’ diet selection is
greatly constrained, again potentially leaving them in a state of unfulfilled
feeding motivation for specific foodstuffs. However, even where such
effects are demonstrably important in stereotypic behaviour, we still do
not understand why deficits should result in sustained food-search hour
after hour, day after day. Possible reasons include immediate conse-
quences (such as nutrient ingestion from non-food sources); species-
typical adaptations for patch-feeding (e.g. Box 2.2; Mason, in press) or
even non-functional persistence resulting from stress sensitization (Chap-
ters 8 and 11, this volume), but these issues remain unexplored. Further-
more, nor do we even always fully understand what dietary factors are
needed for true satiety, or what complement of internal cues mediate this
(see also Ingvartsen and Andersen, 2000). For example, a better under-
standing of the mechanisms by which fibrous ingredients affect digestive
and metabolic processes is clearly necessary (as is assessment of the
differential digestibility, net energy value, and other properties of differ-
ent high-fibre diets). More consistent research across species might also
help, because currently most attempts to assess hunger are done with
sows; we thus know little as to whether other species are hungry
when fed a large proportion of concentrate, and we also know little
about polydipsia in species other than pigs, nor its possible relationship
with hunger.
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An alternative possibility is that ungulates have an inherent need (pos-
sibly state-dependent) to performsome foraging behaviours. Thus providing
a foraging substrate such as straw, or increasing feeding time by making
ingestion harder, can sometimes help to reduce stereotypies. This idea is
consistent with observations that some foraging behaviours are inherently
reinforcing. However, sometimes such approaches succeed in reducing
stereotypic behaviour, and sometimes they do not. Does this depend on
the underlying hunger levels of the animal? Or the degree to which the
foraging opportunities offered are preferred and motivationally satisfying?
Or instead, on the degree to which they have some beneficial physiological
consequences? Or are yet other factors intervening, such as older stereo-
typies perhaps being harder to reverse than newly developed ones? Again
we do not know. More hypothesis-driven research would help here, as
currently many experiments have been designed to investigate the efficacy
of methods of preventing stereotypies, without trying to understand why
and how they work (or fail to). Furthermore, many studies of different
species also differ in other variables too (e.g. horse studies often seem to
deal with adult animals with well-developed stereotypies, while sow stud-
ies often look at young females with ‘developing’ stereotypies) which could
be rectified in future work. Variation between species in their natural for-
aging biology could also be used to test hypotheses, as we see in Chapter 3,
this volume. For example, perhaps browsers have a greater post-food stereo-
typy peak than grazers, because their food is naturally more patchy, so
making ingestion-stimulated food-search more adaptive.

The third possible reason for sustained oral behaviours in captive
ungulates is not because performing the behaviours is inherently import-
ant, but instead because it has useful consequences, for example, gastro-
intestinal health. The recent evidence linking stereotypies with
gastrointestinal acidity/function opens a whole new array of research
avenues. The causal relationships between dietary fibre, saliva production
and gut acidity should therefore be investigated further, via hypothesis-
driven experiment across a range of species. If this hypothesis is correct,
and abnormal oral behaviours do effectively generate salivawhich helps to
alleviate abnormal gut pH, it also raises several further questions (e.g.
Mason, in press). How do ungulates monitor their digestive tracts’ pH,
and does this vary with foraging niche? Do some or all ungulates monitor
saliva production levels? If so, are they learned or innate responses to
internal cues – or does this vary with dietary niche? How does diet interact
with other factors, such as stress, in the aetiology of stomach lesions? And
are other aspects of salivation important too, e.g. could adaptations for
tannin-binding (see Box 2.1) play a role in some browsers’ stereotypies?

Answering these questions could help to improve the fundamental
understanding of ungulates, and also our abilities to husband them with
good welfare. They may also apply to other taxa with somewhat similar
foraging regimes, such as poultry. However, some of the questions raised
by our review have even wider applicability to the other taxa discussed in
the following chapters. Why do some individuals develop stereotypies,
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while others in the environment do not – what genetic and experiential
factors are involved? How do the various forms of stereotypic behaviour
interrelate? Although some attempts have been made to objectively quan-
tify repetition and fixation (see Stolba et al., 1983), most authors use
subjective judgements to classify ungulate oral behaviours as stereotypic
or otherwise (see e.g. Terlouw et al., 1991a,b; Robert et al., 1993; Bergeron
and Gonyou, 1997). How should we improve this? Do we need to? Is there
a real, qualitative difference between ‘unambiguous’ stereotypies like bar-
biting and ‘abnormal-but-not-stereotypic’ behaviours like cross-sucking
or wood-chewing (e.g. as suggested by Garner in Chapter 5, this volume)?
Or do they merely represent behaviours differing in their stages of devel-
opment (Chapter 10, this volume), or degrees of functionality? And, last
but not least, if some ungulate oral stereotypies do prove to be functional,
then they are no longer stereotypies?
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Editorial Introduction

The pacing of wild carnivores was one of the first stereotypies commented on by
biologists (e.g. zoo curators like Hediger, in the first half of the last century). It is
also the stereotypy most familiar to the general public; indeed some forms are so
notorious that the Dutch developed a verb applied to pacing, restless people,
‘ijsberen’: literally, ‘to polar bear’. However, carnivore stereotypies attracted little
in-depth research until recently, mainly because of the logistical problems of
working with these animals. (As a case in point, carnivore stereotypies illustrated
the front cover of this book’s first edition, but little more.) Yet as Clubb and
Vickery illustrate, carnivores are a taxon for which fascinating case studies have
been meticulously documented; a plethora of attempts have been made to reduce
their stereotypies; and perhaps most importantly, so many reports have been
produced that data now exist for 30–40 separate species, allowing species com-
parisons to be used to formally test hypotheses about the behaviour.

As Clubb and Vickery argue, these diverse approaches differ in their support
for the various hypotheses concerning this behaviour’s motivational basis. Obser-
vational studies often suggest a link between the pre-feeding pacing of carnivores
and natural hunting behaviour. However, these studies do not always indicate that
foraging has a primary role, and nor do data collected when carnivores’ environ-
ments are altered, often instead suggesting that thwarted escape motivations are
important. Cross-species comparisons cast further doubt on a central role for
frustrated hunting: no aspect of natural foraging behaviour predicts stereotypy
severity, and instead natural home range size proves the key. Clubb and Vickery
propose three hypotheses to account for the available evidence. The first is that
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multiple motivations are involved, notably ranging plus other candidates such as
foraging. The second is that carnivore stereotypies represent frustrated escape
attempts (to forage, range, reach a mate, or for any one of a host of reasons). The
third is that non-motivational factors render naturally wide-ranging species gen-
erally prone to persistent stereotypy (e.g. because they have more stamina, or
because they are rendered more dysfunctional by captivity), with motivational
factors then shaping the stereotypies’ timing and form. These untested hypotheses
are exciting future directions for captive carnivore research. The ideas raised here
about using species differences as a research tool, and about the potential multi-
causal bases of stereotypies, could also be pursued in other groups too – for
instance the ungulates of Chapter 2; in primates (a contributed box in the chapter
describes great unexplained variance in stereotypy within this group); and in the
rodents of the following chapter.

GM

3.1. Introduction

Anecdotally, captive carnivores are said to be particularly prone to stereo-
typy compared with other groups of animals (e.g. Boorer, 1972; Berkson,
1983; Kolter, 1995); indeed as we will see in Chapter 9, this volume, in
zoos their stereotypies are much more time-consuming than those of, say,
primates. These stereotypies take a range of forms (see Box 3.1 and this
book’s website), but typically involve locomotion of some kind, e.g. re-
petitive pacing. Since other forms are relatively rare, and may involve
different causal factors (e.g. Carlstead and de Jonge, 1987; Mason, 1993),
these locomotory stereotypies are our focus here.

The question of why carnivores stereotype has been raised ever since
the first reports of the behaviour. Interest in this topic is not just scientific:
the frequent performance of stereotypies can have economic conse-
quences, for example, being associated in farmed mink (Mustela vison)
with reduced pelt value, and potentially with reduced fertility and
increased mortality (reviewed by the European Commission, 2001).
These behaviours can also interfere with the aims of some captive estab-
lishments; for example, stereotypers might represent less than ideal
candidates for reintroduction projects (e.g. Vickery and Mason, 2003b);
have questionable educational value (Ormrod, 1987); and attract criticism
of zoos by themedia and the public (e.g. reviewed byMason et al., in press).
Indeed the public may be justified in their concern, since some studies
have shown a link between stereotypies and indicators of poor welfare
(reviewed byMason and Latham, 2004). Thus within the Carnivora, highly
stereotypic individuals sometimes show greater signs of stress than those
with lower stereotypy levels: for instance, highly stereotypic carnivores
may excrete higher levels of the stress hormone cortisol (Bildsøe et al.,
1991; Wielebnowski and Brown, 2000; Shepherdson et al., 2004); while
seemingly stress-inducing manipulations (being housed near potential
predators) and stress-relieving ones (providing hiding places) respectively
increase and decrease the levels of both cortisol and pacing in leopard cats
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(Felis bengalensis) (Carlstead et al., 1993). Furthermore, the actual per-
formance of pacing can cause direct physical harm, such as abrasions,
sores or abscesses (Morris, 1964; Meyer-Holzapfel, 1968; Mason, 1991),
as well as reducing social interaction (Carlstead and Shepherdson, 1994)
and stunting the growth of offspring (Mason et al., 1995). There are, how-
ever, studies suggesting a neutral, or even positive effect of stereotypies,
such as raised productivity in mink and lower levels of baseline cortisol
and other physiological stress indicators (reviewed in European Commis-
sion, 2001), making simply preventing animals from pacing a questionable
tactic (see also Box 2.3, Chapter 2, this volume; Chapter 10, this volume)
and emphasising the need for fundamental understanding.

Carnivores have thus attracted researchattention, partlydue to thehigh
prevalence of stereotypies in this group, and also due to the charismatic
nature of the species. However, carnivores are rarely housed solely for
behavioural work so researchers typically work in facilities that already
keep them for other purposes, e.g. zoos and fur farms. This has influenced

Box 3.1. The Form of Carnivore Stereotypies

R. CLUBB and S. VICKERY

When carnivores develop stereotypies, these most commonly involve locomotion of some
kind. A survey of the literature by Mason et al. (in press; see Fig. 1.3, Chapter 1, this volume)
showed that locomotory stereotypies were the sole or primary form in over 80% of 61 carnivore
species studied. In contrast, very few showed mainly oral stereotypies (e.g. tongue-flicking), or
other forms such as repetitive jumping on the spot. The locomotory stereotypies of carnivores
mainly involve pacing along a fixed route – back and forth, in circles or in a figure of eight (e.g.
Clubb andMason, 2003), but swimming in circuits (e.g. Hunter et al., 2002), and weaving from
side to side are also sometimes seen (e.g. Meyer-Holzapfel, 1968).

Such stereotypies can change in form over time as the behaviour develops. For instance,
figure-of-eight pacing can develop from pacing back and forth along a fence line, as the turn
becomes more and more pronounced (see figure, above, adapted from Meyer-Holzapfel,
1968). Meyer-Holzapfel (1968) concluded that this particular stereotypic pattern developed
from frustrated escape attempts, in for instance animals wishing to reach neighbouring con-
specifics, with the gradually enlarging loop resulting from a gradually diminished motivation
to escape. This, and other motivational hypotheses are discussed further in our chapter.
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studies in several ways, limiting controlled experimental work (due to
small numbers per zoo, varied husbandry between sites and a general lack
of control over these factors); restricting developmental studies (due to
variable rearing histories in zoo species and some animals’ relatively long
lifespans); andprecluding the invasiveworkcommon in laboratoryanimals
(e.g. see Chapters 6–8, this volume). Coupled with the nature of carnivores
themselves, experimentalworkhas thusbeenminimal, especiallyon topics
that could be dangerous (e.g. motivations to escape) or even illegal in some
countries (e.g. motivations to hunt and kill). Furthermore, much carnivore
research has been pragmatic, focusing on stopping or at least reducing
stereotypies, with rather less aimed at testing specific hypotheses about
the behaviours’ motivational bases (cf. Chapter 2, this volume).

Given these limitations, three main types of research have been carried
out to date: (i) behavioural observations yielding data on various character-
istics of the stereotypy, the animal and its environment; (ii) manipulations
revealing how stereotypies change in response to alterations of the environ-
ment; and (iii) in one case, use of the ‘comparativemethod’ to systematically
compare different species’ stereotypies with aspects of their behavioural
ecology. Box 3.2 givesmore details of the pros and cons of these approaches.

In this chapter we review such studies to analyse the evidence for
each hypothesized ethological origin of carnivore pacing. As we will see,
the study of carnivore stereotypies and their causes has yielded somewhat
confusing and contradictory results. However, we will conclude by sug-
gesting three main ways to explain all the evidence, and of testing these
hypotheses in the future.

3.2. The Motivational Bases of Carnivore Locomotory Stereotypies

Research across a range of species suggests that stereotypies arise from the
persistence and/or thwarting of highly motivated behaviours (see Box 1.1,
Chapter 1, this volume).For carnivores, themostwidely citedhypothesis as
to the motivation underlying locomotory stereotypies implicates natural
foraging – an arguably highly motivated behaviour, largely unfulfilled in
captive carnivores – with pacing proposed to represent the appetitive,
search phase of the hunt (Terlouw et al., 1991; Mason, 1993; Mason and
Mendl, 1997). Indeed,manyenvironmental enrichmentprogrammesaim to
reduce carnivore stereotypies by providing naturalistic foraging opportun-
ities (see e.g. Chapter 9, this volume). Some researchers have also suggested
that obligate carnivores are more prone to stereotypy than carnivores with
more generalist/opportunistic diets (Boorer, 1972; Kreger et al., 1998).

However, others have suggested instead that species particularly
prone to stereotypies are wide-ranging (Forthman-Quick, 1984; Kreger
et al., 1998), or naturally active (Meyer-Holzapfel, 1968; Shepherdson,
1989). Furthermore, yet other motivations still have been implicated,
including: escape from specific aversive stimuli (Shepherdson, 1989;
Hubrecht, 1995; Carlstead, 1998); reaching conspecifics housed nearby
(Meyer-Holzapfel, 1968; Shepherdson, 1989); searching for mates during
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Box 3.2. The Methods Used to Study Carnivore Stereotypies: Pros and Cons

R. CLUBB and S. VICKERY

Behavioural observations, with no experimental manipulation, have been taken primarily in
zoos, and typically yield detailed descriptions (e.g. a stereotypy’s form, frequency, prevalence,
location, diurnal rhythm, eliciting stimuli and patterns in relation to key events), but over a
rather restricted time scale and in a limited number of animals. Although unable to reveal
direct causal relationships, these observations can potentially provide novel, valuable insights
into possible causes of stereotypies (Mason, 1993; Carlstead, 1998). For instance, the form of a
stereotypy may tell us something about the source behaviour from which it derived, and how it
may be alleviated, thence generating testable hypotheses.
Manipulation studies can involve exploiting natural differences across housing systems (e.g.

multi-site studies cf. e.g. Shepherdson et al., 2004), or manipulating housing and husbandry
experimentally (e.g. via ‘environmental enrichments’, cf. Chapter 9, this volume). Again, these
have been primarily conducted in zoos. These studies can be time-consuming and labour
intensive and, again, sample sizes are typically small (although generally larger for multi-site
studies). However, a major advantage of manipulation studies is that, if designed carefully,
they provide information on cause and effect.
Finally, comparative methods have recently been used in one study to investigate carnivore

stereotypies. This method uses data from multiple species, allowing us to utilize differences in
species’ biology or behaviour to identify correlations, and even test hypotheses about biological
predispositions. Here, we are thus interested in identifying fundamental relationships between
two or more factors that should be evident at both a species and individual level. Importantly,
these statistical analyses must take into account that some species will have characteristics that
cluster together simply because they are closely phylogenetically related. If we were to simply
compare species directly, without taking this into account, wemay find significant relationships
where none exist ((a) Type I error), or fail to find relationships that are actually there ((b) Type II
error): as illustrated (below) using hypothetical data for two taxa (e.g. felids – circles and ursids –
crosses) (adapted from Gittleman and Luh, 1992).
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(b) Type II error Type I error 

Comparative methods are designed to overcome such problems by taking phylogenetic
relatedness into account, and can therefore reveal true patterns, and potentially provide
general principles about the causal basis of stereotypies. Since data can often be collated
from the literature, this can be a relatively cheap method. It also allows the test of ideas which
would be near impossible to tackle experimentally. Downsides are that tests are restricted to
available data; using data from multiple sources can introduce confounds (although such
effects can be minimized with rigorous selection criteria; see Gittleman, 1989); and a reliable
phylogenetic tree is needed. An overview of commonly used comparative methods and their
potential role in welfare research can be found in Clubb and Mason (2004), and more general
information on comparative methods in Gittleman (1989), Harvey and Pagel (1991) and
Freckleton et al. (2002).
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the natural breeding season (Carlstead and Seidensticker, 1991; Kolter
and Zander, 1995) and patrolling a territory (Hediger, 1955). Below, we
review the evidence for and against each of these hypotheses.

3.2.1. Do locomotory stereotypies derive from foraging behaviour?

3.2.1.1. Insights from behavioural observations

One reason for the idea that carnivore stereotypies derive from foraging is the
predominance of locomotory movements over other forms of abnormal be-
haviour, and the way this noticeably differs from the herbivorous ungulates
(Terlouw et al., 1991; Mason, 1993;Mason andMendl, 1997; Chapter 2, this
volume). In most carnivores, the appetitive component of foraging would
naturally take the formof roaming in searchof prey, followedby active chase
and then capture. Because locomotion occurs mainly during the appetitive
stage of hunting, locomotory stereotypies are thought to derive from this
phase, rather than from the typically more stereotyped (McFarland, 1981)
consummatory phase. Repetition is then held to occur through frustration at
being unable to perform the behaviour or reach the expected end-point.

Of course, several natural behaviours in carnivores involve locomotion
(e.g. exploration, escape, mate search; Kolter, 1995), but additional charac-
teristics further suggest a specific link to food-getting behaviour. For one,
carnivores often pace when food is imminent. For instance, the noises and
smells of food preparation or delivery elicit pacing in various species (e.g.
Mason, 1993; Kolter and Zander, 1995), often in the location where food is
delivered or staff delivering food can be seen to approach (Mason, 1993;
Carlstead, 1998; Vickery andMason, 2004). ‘Big cats’ in zoosmay evenpace
at the sight of what in the wild would be potential prey: ponies, or even
small children running past (Boorer, 1972)! Carnivores also often show
increasing levels of stereotypy in the run up to feeding time (e.g. Carlstead
and de Jonge, 1987; Shepherdson et al., 1993; Vickery and Mason, 2004),
oftenvirtuallyceasingafterwards (e.g.Carlsteadandde Jonge,1987;Mason,
1993; Vickery and Mason, 2004); indeed in a literature survey by Mason
(Mason et al., in press) this pre-feed peak was evident in over 70% of 21
carnivore species studied (Mason et al., unpublished). Notably, in mink,
pacing per se peaks immediately before feeding, yet other non-locomotory
formsof stereotypydonot (Mason,1993; seealsoVickery andMason,2004).
Pacing in the American black bear (Ursus americanus) showed a similar
pattern, peaking pre-feed, but only before the natural period of hibernation
when wild bears are busy foraging to build up energy reserves (Carlstead
andSeidensticker, 1991). Finally, juvenileminks’ interest in food, asmeas-
ured by the amount of stretching to see the approaching food delivery cart,
predicted their later development of pre-feed (predominantly locomotory)
stereotypies as young adults (Mason, 1992).

However, there is also evidence inconsistent with the foraging hypoth-
esis. Pacing may be accompanied by behaviour unrelated to, and even in
conflict with hunting, such as vocalization in caged mink (Mason, 1993).
Several authors have also found no relationship between an individual’s
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level of stereotypy andmeasures of foodmotivation (Mason, 1990; Vickery,
2003, see Fig. 3.1). Lastly, many carnivores pace after, as well as before
feeding time (e.g. Carlstead et al., 1991, 1993;Mason, 1993) and sometimes
to a greater extent (e.g. Lyons et al., 1997). In fennec foxes (Vulpes zerda), this
has been attributed to frustrated post-meal caching behaviour (Carlstead,
1991); but this would not explain similar observations in other, non-caching,
species.Ofcourse, it ispossible that animals stereotypeafterbeing fedbecause
their food rations fail to relieve their hunger (cf. data for pigs, Chapter 2,
this volume), but this would seem unlikely for animals held in zoos.

3.2.1.2. Insights from environmental manipulation

Manipulating food rations can affect stereotypy levels. Mason (1993) ob-
served sustained high levels of stereotypy on a daywhen farmedmink were
not fed, and Bildsøe et al. (1991) found that reducing minks’ daily
food allowance by one-third caused their stereotypy levels to triple. Zoo-
housed polar bears (Ursus maritimus) and big cats (Panthera spp.) also
stereotype more on days when they are not fed – so-called ‘starve days’
(Lyons et al., 1997; Ames, 2000). Conversely, mink and bears perform
less stereotypy when provided with ad libitum food (Houbak and Møller,
2000;Vickery,2003),asdobearsiffedmorefrequently(Vickery,2003,seeFig.
3.2). Preventing access to food can also elicit pacing (e.g. Kolter and Zander,
1995), while being shut out of areas containing other valued resources does
not (e.g. Lewis et al., 2001;Warburton andMason, in preparation).

Food quality and the method of presentation can also affect stereo-
typy levels. In zoos, foraging-based methods are probably the most widely
utilized environmental enrichments (Shepherdson et al., 1998; Chapter 9,
this volume) and considered among the most successful (Kreger et al.,
1998). Thus several studies report less frequent locomotory stereotypy in
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Fig. 3.1. A measure of feeding motivation – latency to contact food (in seconds) – was
unrelated to stereotypy frequency (calculated as a proportion of all observations made)
across 12 Asiatic black bears (5 males, 7 females) and 8 Malayan sun bears (5 males,
3 females). Data from Vickery (2003).
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animals provided with materials that allow the performance of specific
natural foraging behaviours, such as food-searching (Kastelein and Wiep-
kema, 1989; Shepherdson et al., 1993), chasing (Markowitz and LaForse,
1987), capture (Charlton, 1995), or ‘processing’ such as prey-plucking
(Hancocks, 1980; Forthman et al., 1992; Bashaw et al., 2003), as well
as manipulations that simultaneously stimulate a whole range of natural-
istic foraging behaviours, such as the provision of live fish or crickets
(Dobberstine and Shepherdson, 1994; Bashaw et al., 2003). Methods that
simply make food more difficult or time-consuming to obtain, without
necessarily stimulating specific natural behaviours, likewise have
some success in decreasing pacing (Landrigan et al., 2001; Jenny and
Schmid, 2002), and offering food earlier in the day has, anecdotally, been
reported to have a similar effect (Law et al., 1990; although see Vickery,
2003). Also, providing various environmental enrichment items to giant
pandas (Ailuropoda melanoleuca) caused a reduction in food anticipatory
behaviour (i.e. being alert and near the areawhere food is delivered) aswell
as a reduction in stereotypic behaviour (Swaisgood et al., 2001), further
suggesting a link between stereotypies and the motivation to forage.

However, feeding enrichments are far from universally successful. For
example,Kolter andZander (1995) found that feedingenrichments reduced
the stereotypy of one polar bear, but not that of another living in the same
enclosure; while Dobberstine and Shepherdson (1994) reported that scat-
tering low-calorie food reduced the stereotypy of three American black
bears but increased it in two spectacled bears (Tremarctos ornatus). Fur-
thermore, giving a stereotyping carnivore unlimited access to food does not
always eliminate the behaviour, sometimes merely shifting it to less con-
spicuous times of day (Hansen et al., 1994; Vickery, 2003). Finally, in
Chapter9, this volume, feeding-relatedenrichments seemnomoreeffective
than any other type, across multiple species including several Carnivora.
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Fig. 3.2. Mean stereotypy frequency (� SEM) of 27 bears (16 Asiatic black bears
[7 male, 9 female] and 11 Malayan sun bears [5 male, 6 female] ) maintained on a
feeding schedule with 16, 24 or 32 h between meals. All columns are significantly
different from each other (P < 0.05). Data from Vickery (2003).
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3.2.1.3. Insights from the comparative method

A comparative study of 33 Carnivora species, comparing the pacing levels
of stereotypers with aspects of species-typical behavioural biology, found
no relationship between stereotypy and a range of measurements of nat-
ural foraging behaviour (Clubb, 2001; Clubb and Mason, 2003, 2006). For
instance, species that naturally invest more time in foraging did not
stereotype more; and neither did species that naturally depend heavily
on active hunting and killing to obtain food, compared with scavengers or
more omnivorous species (see Fig. 3.3).

3.2.1.4. Summary

The strongest evidence for the foraging hypothesis comes from direct
observations of carnivore stereotypies. The form, timing and circumstan-
ces of stereotypic pacing largely point to a link with feeding. This link
appears somewhat weaker, however, in studies that manipulate aspects of
the environment: although circumstantial evidence suggests that hunger
stimulates pacing in some cases, it is difficult to draw any strong conclu-
sions from food-related enrichments, as these have rarely been adminis-
tered with a sufficient level of experimental control to demonstrate a
specific motivational link. Furthermore, species differences in stereotypy
levels were not explained by variation in species’ natural foraging behav-
iour in the comparative method study, thus providing no evidence for the
foraging hypothesis.
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Fig. 3.3. Species that actively hunt down their prey, quantified here as the median
chase distance for the main prey items, did not display more time-consuming
locomotory stereotypy than their more sedentary relatives (F1,9 ¼ 0.00, P > 0.05). Each
point represents the median value for that species’ stereotypers. Data were collated from
the literature (see Clubb and Mason, 2003, 2006, for methodology).
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3.2.2. Do locomotory stereotypies derive from motivations to range, or to be
generally active?

Informally, wide-ranging carnivores, such aswolves and coyotes, have been
identified as vulnerable to pacing in captivity (Forthman-Quick, 1984; Kre-
ger et al., 1998). Highly active species, such as bears, have also been sug-
gested to be particularly at risk of pacing (Meyer-Holzapfel, 1968). Ranging,
however, encompasses all kinds of locomotion and thus a whole range of
motivations would presumably be involved, including seeking food and/or
mates, patrolling a territory, migrating and exploring. Motivations to be
generally active would presumably be even broader in scope, including all
thosementioned above plus other activities that do not involve travel of any
sort (e.g. grooming, social interaction). Because an animal could be active for
much of the day yet not travel any great distance, general activity is con-
sidered distinct from ranging behaviour in this sub-section.

3.2.2.1. Insights from behavioural observations

The study of a male American black bear mentioned above suggests that
pacing in this animal was caused by ranging to attain different goals:
foraging before hibernation, and searching for mates during the breeding
season (Carlstead and Seidensticker, 1991). Support for the suggestion
that high activity levels lead to stereotypies also comes from several
studies in which, within a population, the most stereotypic individuals
are also the most normally active (e.g. Bildsøe et al., 1990a, 1991) –
although the opposite has also been reported (van Keulen-Kromhout,
1978; Hansen et al., 1994; Ames, 2000). Stereotypies may also follow the
same daily or seasonal rhythms as normal activity (Bildsøe et al., 1990b;
Hansen, 1993; Vickery, 2003).

3.2.2.2. Insights from environmental manipulation

Carnivore stereotypies are often particularly prevalent in animals housed
in small enclosures that constrain normal activity (van Keulen-Kromhout,
1978), and lower in larger cages with increased opportunities for move-
ment (e.g. Mellen et al., 1998; Hansen and Jeppesen, 2000). Several
studies also report that transferring individuals into more spacious en-
closures reduces locomotory stereotypy (e.g. Carlstead, 1991; Kolter and
Zander, 1995; Langenhorst, 1998). However, from this it is impossible to
say whether stereotypy decreases because the situation fulfils some ‘need’
for activity per se – if such a thing even exists. Furthermore, some studies
of carnivores transferred to more spacious enclosures found no effect
(Meyer-Holzapfel, 1968; Hansen et al., 1994), while mink have sometimes
been reported to reduce pacing in smaller cages (Hansen, 1998).

Likewise with general activity, many manipulations (especially envir-
onmental enrichments) do reduce stereotypywhile also increasing activity
(Forthman et al., 1992; Swaisgood et al., 2001); but whether or not they
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work because they increase opportunities for various active behaviours is
often impossible to say, because they may also work by meeting more
specific motivations, or by other means still (cf. Chapter 9, this volume).

3.2.2.3. Insights from the comparative method

The strongest evidence for the ranging hypothesis comes from compara-
tive work. Clubb and Mason (2003) tested this idea formally with their
multi-species data-set, and found significant positive relationships
between the extent of ranging in the wild (quantified by species’ typical
home range sizes and daily travel distances) and the frequency of pacing
in captive individuals developing this behaviour (see Fig. 3.4). There was
no activity effect, however: species that typically spend more time
generally active did not show higher levels of stereotypy than less active
species.

3.2.2.4. Summary

Both the ranging and activity hypotheses suffer from a lack of studies
setting out to test them specifically (indeed it is probably hard to do this
experimentally). Scant data – mostly observational – were available to
support the hypothesis that locomotory stereotypies derive from a ‘need’
to be generally active, and indeed such a need is itself questionable.
Comparing species yielded the strongest support for the ranging hypoth-
esis, with naturally wide-ranging species systematically being most prone
to the highest levels of pacing.
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Fig. 3.4. Species that typically roam over large distances in the wild, measured by e.g.
reported minimum home range sizes, were found to show higher stereotypy levels in
captivity than less wide-ranging species (F2,19 ¼ 4.79, P ¼ 0.01). Each point represents
the median value for a species (n ¼ 22), accounting for body weight. Data were collated
from the literature (see Clubb and Mason, 2003, 2006, for methodology).
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3.2.3. Do locomotory stereotypies derive from motivations to explore?

Information-gathering through exploration is thought to be reinforcing in
its own right (e.g. Inglis, 1983; Toates, 1983; Inglis et al., 1997) and the
failure of the captive environment to adequately satisfy ‘needs for infor-
mation’ has been cited as a possible cause of stereotypies (Poole, 1998;
Swaisgood et al., 2001), particularly in species thought to be highly
neophilic, such as bears (Ormrod, 1987; Poole, 1998).

Most insights are available from environmental manipulation studies.
Stereotypies are certainly typical of animals held in barren, unchanging
environments (Hediger, 1950; Morris, 1964; Carlstead, 1998) and lower
stereotypy levels have been reported in animals held in, or moved to, more
complex enclosures (Carlstead, 1992; Barry, 1998; Mellen et al., 1998).
Enrichments that introduce some element of novelty and/or promote ex-
ploratory behaviour have also successfully reduced pacing (Shepherdson
et al., 1993; Swaisgood et al., 2001). Suchmanipulations also often lose their
effectiveness over time, with stereotypy frequencies creeping back to base-
line levels (e.g. Ödberg, 1984). Such an effect could be the result of the loss of
novelty that occurs through habituation over time, prompting some to ad-
vocate programmes that frequently rotate different enrichments to maintain
a high level of novelty (e.g. Eyre, 1997; Knowles and Plowman, 2001).
However, whether such effects were solely due to opportunities to gather
information from novel stimuli is impossible to say.

3.2.4. Do locomotory stereotypies derive from motivations to escape aversive
stimuli?

3.2.4.1. Insights from behavioural observations

There are many reports of carnivores stereotyping during or after exposure
to aversive stimuli, such as after aggressive encounters (e.g. Mudway,
1992; Koene, 1995; Fischbacher and Schmid, 1999); when confined in
unnatural proximity to conspecifics (de Jonge and Carlstead, 1987; Kolter
and Zander, 1995; Wielebnowski et al., 2002a); in response to signs of
potential predators (Carlstead et al., 1993); during noisy cage-cleaning
(e.g. Meyer-Holzapfel, 1968; Mallapur and Chellam, 2002); after unex-
pected or unusual loud noises (e.g. aeroplanes, or loud music: Ames,
1993; Koene, 1995); when visitors congregate in large numbers (Carlstead,
1991, see Fig. 3.5) or are very noisy (Fentress, 1976); and when locked
into small indoor dens or outdoor enclosures in poor weather (Meyer-
Holzapfel, 1968; Ames, 1993). In these situations, animals often stereotype
against the barrier in their way (e.g. a closed door), or in places as distant as
possible from the aversive stimulus (Meyer-Holzapfel, 1968;Mason, 1993).

However, as evidence against this hypothesis, factors that might be
expected to elicit escape attempts, such as close human proximity or
daily immobilizations, sometimes reduce rather than increase stereotypy
(Bildsøe et al., 1990a, 1991).
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3.2.4.2. Insights from environmental manipulation

Providing conditions that allow animals to hide or escape from potential
dangers has been associated with lowered stereotypy levels in some
carnivores. Thus small cats with more hiding places spend less time
pacing (Mellen et al., 1998), as do clouded leopards (Wielebnowski
et al., 2002b) and mink with access to enclosed nest-boxes (Hansen
et al., 1994), compared to individuals without such opportunities. We
see similar effects within individual animals when changes are made
to their environment. Four leopard cats, able to hear and smell potential
predators housed nearby (lions, tigers, pumas), showed a reduction both
in pacing and urinary cortisol levels when enrichments enabling the
cats to hide (e.g. hollow logs, boxes) were added to their enclosures
(Carlstead et al., 1993), again suggesting that the motivation to escape,
due to fear, was a causal factor in their pacing. Similarly, removing a
stressor often reduces stereotypy. For example, the pacing of fennec foxes
was reduced when the method of cleaning their enclosures was changed
from noisy vacuuming to quiet sweeping (Carlstead, 1991) and, in another
study, when one fennec fox was removed from the enclosure, pacing
ceased completely in a remaining animal (Ödberg, 1984). Social stress
and resulting motivations to escape may also explain the case of a
subordinate polar bear whose pacing was unaffected by environmental
enrichment but decreased when the two females with whom she shared
her enclosure were confined in dens (Kolter and Zander, 1995). Lastly,
the anxiety-reducing drug, Prozac, reportedly reduced the stereotypy
levels of one polar bear (Poulsen et al., 1996; Box 10.4, Chapter 10, this
volume), possibly adding weight to the argument that stereotypies
result from aversive experiences (though see Chapter 10, for caveats).
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Fig. 3.5. Total stereotypic pacing frequency in a pair of fennec foxes during periods with
varying visitor numbers, as measured by the number of car-parking receipts. A
significant positive relationship was found (Spearman rank test ¼ 0.72, P < 0.001). Data
from Carlstead, published in a different form in Carlstead (1991).
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3.2.4.3. Summary

A diverse variety of aversive stimuli prompt pacing in a wide range of
carnivores. Manipulations introducing stimuli judged or demonstrated to
be unpleasant frequently result in increased stereotypy, while reducing
such stimuli likewise decreases stereotypy. This is not, however, univer-
sally true, since not all aversive experiences have this effect (and further-
more, since we have seen, the anticipation of positive events like feeding
can also elicit these behaviours).

3.2.5. Do locomotory stereotypies derive from motivations to approach conspecifics?

3.2.5.1. Insights from behavioural observations

There is some evidence that locomotory stereotypies arise from thwarted
attempts to approach conspecifics. Stereotypies are often elicited when
animals are housed next to conspecifics that they appear motivated to
approach. Examples include a dingo (Canis familiaris) housed adjacent to
its companions (Meyer-Holzapfel, 1968; see also Box 3.1); male mink
caged next to sexually receptive females; and mink making aggressive
approaches towards a neighbour (Mason, 1993). Notably, these stereo-
typies are often performed along the segregating boundary, suggesting
that they derive from thwarted attempts to reach individuals from
which they have been separated. This effect would, however, appear to
be quite specific to animals housed in these types of situation.

Another related behaviour that may underlie stereotypies is the search
for mates during the natural breeding season, which can involve locomo-
tion over considerable distances. Evidence comes almost entirely from
observational studies of several species of bear, although some data on
mink hint at possiblewider relevance. Stereotypies in these species report-
edly increase during natural breeding seasons, when locomotion to seek
mates would be important (Carlstead and Seidensticker, 1991; Hansen
et al., 1997; Ames, 2000). Thus the elevated pacing of a male black bear
during the natural breeding season was proposed to derive from mate-
seeking (Carlstead and Seidensticker, 1991), especially as it peaked post-
feeding in timingand reduced following theplacementof bear odours (from
both sexes) around the enclosure – findings in marked contrast to the
pattern seen during the natural foraging season. Similarly, data obtained
on 14 polar bears (male and female), showed their stereotypies to peak
during their natural breeding period, although the author suggests that
social stress may have been involved too (Ames, 2000). Overall, the motiv-
ation to seek out mates thus has some explanatory power, but is limited to
stereotypies shown at specific times of the year (for species with defined
breeding seasons) and animals that usually roam in search of mates.

3.2.5.2. Insights from environmental manipulation

Stereotypies have been observed in animals that have been separated from
conspecifics (in social species) or their young (in the case of adult
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females) (e.g. Ames, 1992; Mason, 1993; Lyons et al., 1997). Again, how-
ever, these data relate to animals in a very specific situation.

3.2.6. Do locomotory stereotypies derive from motivations to patrol a territory?

3.2.6.1. Insights from behavioural observations

Some have suggested that locomotory stereotypies derive from territorial
patrolling (Hediger, 1955; Morris, 1964), due to the fact that the predom-
inant form is pacing back and forth along or around the edge of an
enclosure, as if it were the animal’s territory and defending the borders
were important. Hediger (1950) points out that many captive species
behave as if they view their enclosure as their territory, for instance by
defending it against intruders. There are also reports of animals perform-
ing repetitive scent-marking in their enclosures – a territorial behaviour
performed during patrolling – in combination with pacing (Boorer, 1972).
Scent-marking is also reported to increase in parallel with pacing, during
times of natural dispersal (Hansen et al., 1997) or when placed in an
enclosure previously housing other animals (White et al., 2003). How-
ever, Weller and Bennett (2001) report no relationship between pacing
and scent-marking in captive ocelots (Leopardus pardalis); pacing
at enclosure edges could be for a variety of reasons (e.g. information-
gathering); and there also do not appear to be any reports of other territory
maintenance behaviours, such as relevant vocalizations or ground-
scratching (e.g. Funston et al., 1998; Sillero-Zubiri and Macdonald,
1998; Frommolt et al., 2003), accompanying stereotypies in Carnivora.

3.2.6.2. Insights from the comparative method

Results of the comparative study do not provide support for this hypoth-
esis, territorial species being no more stereotypic than non-territorial
species (Clubb and Mason, 2003, 2006).

3.3. Resolving the Evidence

The evidence presented above shows patterns, but no exclusive support
for any one idea. In fact, different methodological approaches tend to
support different hypotheses: behavioural observations and environmen-
tal manipulations provide most evidence for frustrated foraging or escape
behaviour, whereas cross-species comparisons show natural ranging to lie
at the heart of carnivore pacing. Can we explain these apparent conflicts?
Can we resolve these lines of evidence into one unifying motivational
theory as to why carnivores exhibit locomotory stereotypies? Or could
‘non-motivational’ aspects of behavioural control help to further explain
what is going on? We tackle these questions below.
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3.3.1. Could methodological problems be behind the conflicting evidence?

One possibility is that the data we have discussed are ‘noisy’ and/or over-
interpreted – because manipulations were aimed at reducing stereotypy
for practical reasons rather than specific hypothesis testing, and control
data were not collected so that alternative explanations cannot be ruled
out. For instance, a reduction in stereotypy caused by enlarging an en-
closure could be evidence for the ranging hypothesis, yet the change may
instead stem from some other alteration, such as the novelty of the new
space, or the increased distance it allows from human visitors. Likewise,
increasing environmental complexity provides more opportunities for
exploration (consistent with the ‘frustrated exploration’ hypothesis), but
it also typically increases usable space, hiding places, opportunities for
more varied behaviours and may additionally make the public seem more
distant (Chapter 7, this volume, similarly discusses the diverse properties
often offered by ‘environmental enrichment’).

As well as these sorts of uncontrolled-for independent variables, en-
richment studies might be misleading if they work by means other than
reducing the underlying motivation (Chapters 9 and 10, this volume). For
example, manipulations may reduce stereotypies simply by occupying the
animal’s time. In this case, a reduction would only be evident if the time
the manipulation occupies (e.g. time spent interacting with an enrichment
item) is not statistically controlled for (cf. Swaisgood et al., 2001; Vickery,
2003). Such time-occupying manipulations often work best when they are
novel, and gradual increases in stereotypy might be observed over time as
the animal either gets better at utilizing the enrichment (e.g. Ings et al.,
1997) or loses interest in it. There may also be other reasons for observed
apparent changes in behaviour. Taking the example of cage enlargement,
locomotionmay simply look less stereotyped in the larger enclosure rather
than the manipulation having tackled the root motivation: after all, there
are only so many ways an animal can walk around in a small square cage
(cf. Chapter 2, this volume, on ‘channelling’).

Conversely, a failure to reduce stereotypy via environmental manip-
ulation does not necessarily mean that the behaviour’s underlying motiv-
ation was not met. Instead, the duration of the manipulation may simply
have been insufficient to reverse the stereotypy (as shown in parrots:
Meehan et al., 2001), particularly if mechanisms other than motivational
frustration are also involved (see below).

3.3.2. Could a combination of motivations, or one ‘umbrella’ motivation,
be the key?

Leaving aside these concerns about experimental design, data inter-
pretation and potential confounds in many observational and manipu-
lation studies, perhaps one alternative explanation is that there are
genuinely multiple motivations are at work, inducing superficially
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similar stereotypies for very different reasons across a range of species –
or even in the same species or individual. However, this would not
explain why there appear such strong patterns in terms of the factors
that influence stereotypies across carnivores: these do suggest that com-
mon mechanisms are involved. Furthermore, the ‘multiple, equally im-
portant motivations’ idea would not explain why different approaches
seem fairly consistently to point in different directions.

Instead, our apparently contradictory results could be complemen-
tary. We suggest two motivational explanations that could account for
them. The first is that the comparative study identified the predominant
causal motivational factor (ranging), while observational and manipula-
tion studies identify lesser, albeit influential factors (e.g. frustrated for-
aging). Thus, frustrated ranging may lie at the heart of the matter,
correlating as it does with stereotypy severity, but other motivational
factors explain some of the remaining variation in the data.

The second way the evidence can be drawn together in a motivational
explanation was first pointed out by Shepherdson (1989): perhaps all
locomotory stereotypies derive from motivations to escape the enclosure,
with this occurring for a variety of different reasons. Thus carnivores may
be motivated to retreat from aversive stimuli (as we reviewed above), and/
or to escape to obtain some desired resource that is lacking (e.g. food,
novelty, a larger range or potential mates), and/or to reach some resource
that can be perceived but not obtained (e.g. conspecifics housed next
door; food being prepared nearby). A wide range of manipulations that
alter these factors (e.g. by providing the goals of such behaviours or an
opportunity to perform them) would then lead to a reduction in stereo-
typy. This might at first sight appear merely an ‘umbrella term’ encom-
passing a multitude of different motivations, but we propose something
more specific. In this scenario, locomotory stereotypies do not derive
from specific, separate natural behaviour patterns (such as actively
searching for and chasing down prey, or roaming in search of a mate),
but instead all represent one form of behaviour: thwarted escape. This
could explain why carnivore stereotypies can be accompanied by behav-
iours that seem more related to general arousal than to specific implicated
motivations (e.g. hunting), such as vocalization in a pacing mink (Mason,
1993). This could also explain why thwarting quite different motivations
(e.g. foraging, mate seeking) leads to the development of such similar-
looking stereotypies. It could also explain why the behaviour often occurs
at enclosure edges. One prediction of this idea is that, as well as being
affected by factors that diminish specific motivations, escape – and hence
locomotory stereotypies – should be affected by any factor that alters the
perceived aversiveness of the cage environment; thus any enrichment, or
indeed drug, that generally lowers stress levels should be effective, even
within a single individual (and any generally stress-inducing factor
should have the opposite effect).

So how does the comparative study implicating ranging behaviour fit
in? Perhaps the captive environment is more aversive to wide-rangers,
resulting in a greater desire to escape; or they may instead be strongly
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inclined to move to pastures new when finding themselves in a sub-
optimal environment, rather than ‘sticking it out’ until conditions
improve (Clubb and Mason, in press). However, further possible explan-
ations involve non-motivational aspects of behavioural control, as we
discuss further below.

3.3.3. Could ‘non-motivational’ factors be at work?

Mechanisms other than, or in addition to, the frustration of specific motiv-
ations may play a role in carnivore stereotypies. These mechanisms may be
quite normal. For example, in being adapted to travel over greater distances,
wide-rangers may have higher levels of physical endurance and hence
simply be able to stereotype for longer periods of time in captivity than
other carnivores (Clubb and Mason, 2006). Thus range size here simply
yields a non-motivational predisposition to more sustained pacing.

Instead of, or in addition to, frustrated motivation, stereotypies may
represent habits that have developed from being repeated time and time
again (e.g. Dickinson, 1985; Mason and Latham, 2004). Such mechanisms
might potentially help to explain some confusing results, such as why
stereotypies are seen in diverse situations and elicited by many different
stimuli (e.g. Fox, 1971; Fentress, 1976; Ödberg, 1978; Chapters 4 and 10,
this volume, for more on ‘establishment’ and ‘emancipation’). Further-
more, it could also perhaps explain why carnivore stereotypies are often
not reduced (Meyer-Holzapfel, 1968; Vickery and Mason, 2003a) or even
increase (Ames, 1992) following enrichment (see also Bildsøe et al.,
1991). One study on mink did suggest their stereotypies to be habit-like,
animals being less responsive to a noise during stereotypy than when they
were moving around normally (Clubb, 2001, see Fig. 3.6). A similar study
on Asiatic black bears (Ursus thibetanus) and Malayan sun bears (Helarc-
tos malayanus) also found that animals were slower to respond to a food-
rewarded operant task when they were stereotyping than when they were
generally active (Vickery, 2003).

Alternatively, carnivore stereotypiesmay not stem fromnormal behav-
ioural control but instead arise from changes making animals abnormally
persistent in all types of behaviour (e.g. ‘perseverative’, as discussed in
Chapters 5 and 10, this volume ). This could be due to some early depriv-
ation (e.g. Sandson and Albert, 1984; cf. Chapter 6, this volume ) or simply
to time spent in captivity (cf. Chapter 7, this volume ). This would further
help to explainwhy carnivore stereotypies often continue after stimuli that
should terminate them (e.g. Ödberg, 1978; Templin, 1993); and why some
individuals’ stereotypies can persist to such an extent that offspring are
neglected (e.g.Mason et al., 1995), the animal becomes injured or, despite a
change of environment, the animal paces the exact dimensions of a previ-
ous smaller enclosure (Meyer-Holzapfel, 1968). Thus anecdotal evidence
does suggest that such mechanisms are involved in the stereotypies of at
least some carnivores (Mason and Latham, 2004; Mason et al., 2006), yet
there have been few empirical tests. Just one study, on Asiatic black bears
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and Malayan sun bears, has investigated this; and highly stereotypic
individuals were indeed more generally perseverative than their less
stereotypic counterparts, continuing to perform a previously rewarded
operant response for longer when it became unrewarding (Vickery and
Mason, 2003b, 2005; see Fig. 5.2, Chapter 5, this volume). Thus overall,
the stereotypies observed andmanipulated in at least some carnivoresmay
not represent symptoms of a current frustrated motivation. Instead, they
may simply be ingrained habits, or even symptoms of neural changes that
have made the animal very persistent in everything it does. In the latter
case, naturally large range sizes may thence predispose carnivores to more
severe stereotypy by predisposing them to greater perseveration (see also
Box 5.4, Chapter 5, this volume).

3.4. Summary, Conclusions, and Suggestions for Future Work

Captive carnivores are informally known to be very prone to stereotypies.
Their most common forms are locomotory in nature, consisting primarily
of pacing back and forth and variations thereof. Frustration of a strongly
motivated behaviour is generally thought to be the underlying cause of
stereotypies, and a diverse array of source behaviours has been implicated
for captive carnivores. The most widely cited hypothesis focuses on
foraging – a potentially highly motivated behaviour that remains largely
unfulfilled in captive carnivores – with pacing back and forth being
proposed as equivalent to the appetitive search phase of the hunt. How-
ever, other motivational explanations include: escape from aversive stim-
uli; attempts to reach conspecifics or mates; and patrolling a territory.
Some researchers have also highlighted species particularly prone to
stereotypies, such as those that are wide ranging, naturally active or that
have generalist/opportunistic lifestyles, suggesting further motivations
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Fig. 3.6. Mean proportion of trials (� SEM) in which adult female mink (n ¼ 11) stopped
their ongoing activity in response to the sound of a bell (Clubb, 2001). Fewer mink were
interrupted when engaged in a bout of stereotypic behaviour than when they were
moving normally around their cage. *P < 0.05.
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behind stereotypy development. In this chapter, we therefore reviewed
much of the existing research on carnivore locomotory stereotypies with a
view to identifying the motivation(s) underlying their development. Un-
fortunately, studying carnivore stereotypies carries with it many restric-
tions, imposed primarily by the availability and nature of the study
animals; and this may partly explain why the evidence does not point
exclusively in any one direction. Furthermore, many of the studies we
review did not set out to test the specific hypotheses considered here, so it
should come as no surprise that methodologies are not always stringent
and results sometimes open to interpretation. However, despite these
caveats, patterns did emerge, with different methodological approaches
tending to support different hypotheses. Thus behavioural observations
and environmental manipulation studies provided the most evidence for
the frustration of foraging behaviour and escape from aversive stimuli,
while the cross-species study supported only the ranging hypothesis.

We suggest three possible explanations for this, for future testing. The
first is that multiple motivations are involved in the behaviour, in a com-
plementary rather than exclusive manner, collectively explaining stereo-
typy development. Thus, a motivation to hunt may explain the variance
that remains between species after ranging behaviour has been taken into
account. Testing this might require more comparative work in the future,
once more field data on natural behavioural biology have accumulated,
allowing us to run multivariate regressions across the species (so far, our
multi-species data-set only allows us to run univariate regressions with
any statistical power; Clubb andMason, 2006). The prediction would then
be that species that invest a lot of time in hunting, for instance, stereotype
more than expected given how far they range in the wild.

Our second hypothesis is that the behaviour arises for one reason – to
escape – but for varying purposes, such as to forage, find a mate or escape
from some aversive event. In this scenario, all stereotypic pacing thus
arises from repeatedly thwarted escape attempts. As such, it should be
reduced by any manipulation that makes the captive environment a more
desirable place to be, but increased by any manipulation that increases its
perceived aversiveness. One might also test this idea via experiments
similar to those conducted on mice to show that stereotypic bar-gnawing
is motivated by escape (Nevison et al., 1999; Lewis and Hurst, 2004;
Chapter 4, this volume). For example, using a small carnivore such as
mink, one would predict that all locomotory stereotypies should be per-
formed next to a regularly opened exit (e.g. providing access to a familiar
alternative enclosure), rather than in other locations.

Our third hypothesis is that non-motivational factors are involved,
with natural home range size leading to some general predisposition to
sustained stereotypy, the form and timing of which is then shaped by
other, motivational factors. For instance, stereotypy levels may reflect
‘exercise physiology’-related abilities to perform sustained locomotion
(Clubb and Mason, 2006); represent ingrained habits, that are then trig-
gered by multiple cues; or be due to perseveration, perhaps because past
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deprivation has led an animal to become abnormally persistent in all
behaviours (Chapter 5, this volume). Investigating species differences in
such attributes would thus be useful. For example, adapting methods
commonly used in human psychology has allowed the investigation of
perseverative tendencies, and measurement of habit-like qualities of
stereotypies, in bears and mink (e.g. Vickery and Mason, 2003b; Chapter
5, this volume); similar studies could thus be conducted on zoo-housed
carnivores with careful experimental design (see Mason et al., 2006), to
test how such factors relate to species differences in ranging.

It might also be beneficial to incorporate other methods, to date
primarily used to study stereotypies in other taxa. For instance, rigorous
developmental studies (cf. e.g. Cronin, 1985 on sows) would be welcome,
shedding light on the potentially varying causal factors involved as
stereotypy emerges and matures. Thus if stereotypies become more
habit-like over time, developmental studies following individual animals
would allow this to be tested directly and enable the effect of environ-
mental manipulations to be investigated at varying stages. It is also clear
that more well-controlled, hypothesis-driven experimental work is
required (cf. e.g. research on rodents, as reviewed in Chapter 4, this
volume) to further test the hypotheses discussed in this chapter, perhaps
helped by a greater use of existing laboratory-housed carnivores (e.g. dogs,
cats, ferrets), fur farms, kennels or catteries, where large sample sizes and
more standardized housing could facilitate such rigorous approaches.
Finally, well thought out epidemiological studies could also help, such
as via the use of multiple zoos (cf. e.g. Mellen et al., 1998; Shepherdson
et al., 2004; cf. Chapters 2 and 6, this volume).

Conversely, it should be noted that the study of stereotypies in other
taxa could well benefit from some of the approaches described here. In
particular, the comparative method used fruitfully in carnivores could
now be used with other groups (e.g. ungulates), to see whether similar
relationships between ranging and pacing are found, or to test hypotheses
relating to other types of stereotypy (see e.g. Chapter 2, this volume).
There is also much unexplained, well-documented species variation in
abnormal behaviour within primates (see Box 3.3 by Novak and Bollen),
and rodents (as discussed in the following chapter), potentially represent-
ing further valuable material for hypothesis-testing, especially for ideas it
would be hard to tackle experimentally.

To conclude, results from further research on carnivore stereotypy
would be of inherent interest, but also have practical implications too.
Identifying why carnivores pace is vital if we are to accurately infer the
welfare of these stereotyping animals, and also to properly identify meas-
ures that can be taken to prevent or reduce the development of these
stereotypies successfully. After all, as we will see in Chapter 9, current
enrichment-use in zoos very rarely abolishes stereotypies that have al-
ready emerged. Of course, it may prove not actually feasible to provide
captive environments for all carnivores that eliminate pacing; thus in the
future, we may perhaps have to be content viewing some species on the
big screen, and not in the zoo.
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4 The Motivational Basis of Caged
Rodents’ Stereotypies

H. WÜRBEL

Institut für Veterinär-Physiologie, Justus-Liebig-Universität, Giessen,
Frankfurter Str. 104, D-35392 Giessen, Germany

Editorial Introduction

With their small body sizes and rapid reproductive rates, rodents are ideal re-
search animals. They are thus ideal models for conducting the type of controlled
experiments on stereotypies that can be challenging with, say, carnivores or
ungulates. Furthermore, since mice and rats already play a central role in behav-
ioural neuroscience, they also open up worlds of sophisticated techniques and
data on central nervous system (CNS) functioning that are simply unavailable for
most other animals. Despite this, the detailed description and ethological analysis
of rodents’ cage stereotypies is relatively recent. Indeed for mice, their nocturnal
active periods meant that their stereotypies went largely unnoticed by the scien-
tific community until Würbel’s own work in the last decade. Here, he builds on
the previous two chapters to describe what is known of the motivational bases of
rodent stereotypies. He first discusses the wide variety of stereotypic behaviours
seen across different species, which range from forms that resemble natural be-
haviours, such as stereotypic digging, through to energetic and bizarre somersault-
ing or ‘looping the loop’. Some of these forms are common to several species, but
others appear more species-typical; and species also differ greatly – and, so far,
puzzlingly – in their degree of stereotypy. Würbel then describes some well-
designed, hypothesis-led ethological research investigating the causation of two
examples: stereotypic digging in the gerbil and bar-mouthing in the laboratory
mouse. These experiments carefully manipulated specific environmental stimuli,
to show that motivations to escape from the cage and/or to seek appropriate
shelter underlie these stereotypies.

However, while these motivational accounts can explain why animals repeat
certain ‘source behaviours’, it is not clear that they explain why these activities
become so time-consuming or ritualistic in appearance. So, do motivational ex-
planations suffice? Würbel shows convincingly that they do not. The basic behav-
ioural biology of laboratory mice and rats, for instance, is similar, and they are also
kept in similar types of laboratory housing.Wemight therefore expect them to have
equivalent motivations to hide or escape – and yet the stereotypies so common in
mice are more or less absent in rats. Furthermore, once rodent stereotypies develop
they can become astonishingly persistent, and even unresponsive to the types of
environmental enrichment that effectively prevent them appearing in younger
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animals. Würbel therefore argues that other behavioural processes – perhaps even
pathological ones – need to be invoked, and he then carefully analyses the evidence
that the behaviours might represent repeated habits; that they are reinforced by
some beneficial consequences; or that they stem from CNS dysfunction – a theme
developed further in subsequent chapters. Finally, Würbel argues that we need
more sophisticated definitions for these behaviours than are currently used, per-
haps even a classificatory scheme – a point that is illustrated nicely by a contributed
box on rodent wheel-running: is it a stereotypy or exercise, or even both?

GM and JR

4.1. Introduction

Like most other mammals and birds, most rodents (see Box 4.1) develop
abnormal stereotypic behaviours when they are kept in barren cages, such
as the standard laboratory cages used in biomedical research. Research on
stereotypic behaviour in rodents generally differs, however, from that on
ungulates and carnivores described in the preceding two chapters, with
less interest in finding practical ways of reducing the behaviour, and
more focus on fundamental experimental and developmental work. This
is perhaps due to the ease with which these animals can be kept in large

Box 4.1. Rodents – Their Diversity and Adaptability

H. WÜRBEL

The order Rodentia forms the largest and most diverse group of mammals, comprising
approximately 1700 species: 40% of all known mammalian species (e.g. Hurst, 1999). The
main feature that links them is their unique gnawing action, provided by their masseter jaw
muscles and ever-growing, sharp incisor teeth. This gnawing action allows rodents to feed on
the toughest nuts and seeds and to gnaw through wood and roots in search for food and
shelter. They are typically small-bodied, although the largest species, the capybara (Hydro-
choerus hydrochaeris), may be as tall as 60 cm high and 130 cm long. Although most rodents
are frugivorous/herbivorous, some are omnivorous (e.g. most of the genus Rattus) or even
strictly insectivorous (e.g. the duprasi, Pachyuromys duprasis). Rodents inhabit virtually every
type of terrestrial habitat. Some species are arboreal (e.g. arboreal squirrels, New World
porcupines); while others dig extensive burrow systems under ground (e.g. gerbils, mole-
rats, ground squirrels). Most rodents are nocturnal and depend on shelters against predators
(e.g. mice, rats, voles, hamsters, gerbils), while those living in less predated areas are diurnal
and nest above ground (e.g. guinea pigs, chinchillas). However, individual species vary greatly
in the range of habitats they occupy, reflecting different degrees of adaptability between them.
Among the extreme generalists are the house mouse (Mus musculus) and the Norway rat
(Rattus norvegicus) (e.g. Latham and Mason, 2004). Their adaptability may have facilitated
adaptation to human habitation, allowing them to exploit rich food sources. In turn, this may
have predisposed them for use as laboratory animals. Today mice and rats derived from these
two species account for about 85% of all animals used in research worldwide, and each year
about 27 million rodents are used in animal experiments in the USA and EU alone (Moore,
2001). Many of these animals develop abnormal stereotypic behaviour in standard laboratory
cages, which has raised concerns about their welfare as well as about the validity of the
research they are being used for (e.g. Knight, 2001; Würbel, 2001; Sherwin, 2004).
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numbers in controlled conditions, but also because such research is easier
to conduct in smaller and shorter living species. In this chapter, I review
ethological work on rodent stereotypies to assess their motivational bases,
and discuss these in relation to other factors that may be involved in
their development.

While an estimated 50% of all laboratory mice reliably develop
stereotypies in standard laboratory cages (Würbel and Stauffacher,
1994), there are only a few anecdotal reports of stereotypies in laboratory
rats, despite their being housed under the same conditions. Similarly,
while stereotypies are often observed in standard housed gerbils (Wie-
denmayer, 1997a) and bank voles (Ödberg, 1986), they seem to be uncom-
mon, if not absent, in guinea pigs. In Section 4.2, I therefore describe the
diversity of rodent stereotypies, including differences in the incidence
and prevalence of different forms of stereotypies across different species
and strains, and explore how this diversity might relate to underlying
genetic differences.

Like stereotypies in other species (e.g. Mason, 1991), caged rodents’
stereotypies do not appear suddenly in full form. Instead, they develop,
originating mainly from behavioural responses to thwarting or motiv-
ational conflict such as intention movements, displacement activities or
redirected behaviours (e.g. Ödberg, 1986; Würbel et al., 1996; see also
Box 1.1, Chapter 1, this volume). Therefore, the nature and form of the
behaviour from which a stereotypy develops, i.e. its ‘source behaviour
pattern’, might tell us something about the underlying motivation (e.g.
Rushen et al., 1993). In Section 4.3, I therefore review the literature to
examine how behavioural expressions of thwarting and motivational
conflict in rodents relate to stereotypy development, and whether the
form of a stereotypy reflects the underlying motivational problem. I also
examine whether species differences in the incidence and form of stereo-
typies can be explained in terms of differences in the animals’ behav-
ioural biology.

While specific causal factors often explain the occurrence of particular
source behaviour patterns and their repetition (Mason and Turner, 1993),
they usually fail to account for all the changes in form and performance
typically observed when stereotypies develop. Indeed, the most charac-
teristic features of stereotypies are arguably dynamic, developmental
changes, rather than the static – and partly subjective – features (repetitive,
invariant, no function) that form the basis of the conventional definition.
Thus, over time, stereotypies normally increase in frequency and duration
while becoming more and more fixed in form and orientation (Ödberg,
1986; Würbel et al., 1996; Wiedenmayer, 1997a). Furthermore, their per-
formancemay become less dependent on the original eliciting circumstan-
ces (Würbel et al., 1996; Wiedenmayer, 1997a), and they may sometimes
persist even when animals are placed in an environment where stereo-
typies would not normally develop (Cooper et al., 1996). Interpretations of
these developmental changes are dominated by two alternative views,
namely that they reflect the acquisition of a behavioural strategy to cope
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with adverse conditions (e.g. Cronin et al., 1985;Wiepkema et al., 1987) or,
alternatively, that they result from pathological changes at the neural
level, leading to a disruption of normal brain functioning (Dantzer, 1986,
1991; Garner and Mason, 2002). In Section 4.4, I therefore examine how
different explanations for these developmental changes could relate to
underlying motivational processes, and then whether motivational pro-
cesses alone are sufficient to explain stereotypy development in rodents.

The welfare implications of caged rodents’ stereotypies may vary
greatly, depending on the exact mechanisms underlying them, and the
consequences of their development. Stereotypies have always been con-
sidered as a sign of impaired welfare (Ödberg, 1978; Mason, 1991), yet the
nature, duration and extent of this impairment has remained uncertain. In
the best case, stereotypies may merely reflect an earlier frustration, being
mental ‘scars’ (Mason, 1993). In the worst case, they reveal acquired brain
disorders and/or chronic suffering (Wemelsfelder, 1993; Garner and
Mason, 2002). In Section 4.5, I will therefore discuss the welfare implica-
tions of caged rodents’ stereotypies based on my conclusions about their
causation and consequences. I will also discuss some possible avenues for
future research, and the definitional problems that still plague research
into stereotypies.

4.2. Diversity in Caged Rodents’ Stereotypies

4.2.1. Species differences in the incidence of stereotypies

Few of the estimated 1700 rodent species are common in zoos, laborator-
ies or as pets, and very few have actually been studied systematically for
cage-induced stereotypies. There are scientific reports on stereotypies for
field voles (Microtus agrestis) (e.g. Fentress, 1976), bank voles (Clethrion-
omys glareolus) (Ödberg, 1986), chinchillas (Chinchilla lanigera) (Ker-
sten, 1997), gerbils (Meriones unguiculatus) (Wiedenmayer, 1997a), deer
mice (Peromyscus maniculatus) (e.g. Powell et al., 1999), black rats (Rat-
tus rattus) (Callard et al., 2000), African striped mice (Rhabdomys pumi-
lio) (e.g. Schwaibold and Pillay, 2001), golden hamsters (Mesocricetus
auratus) (Vonlanthen, 2003) and various strains of laboratory mice (Wür-
bel and Stauffacher, 1994; Würbel et al., 1996) (see Table 4.1).

However, no reports on stereotypies were found for guinea pigs, Cavia
porcellus, nor, surprisingly, laboratory rats.Hurstet al. (1999) observedbar-
chewing (amajor stereotypy inmice, e.g.Würbel et al., 1996; Nevison et al.,
1999a) in standard-housed laboratory rats, but did not call it a stereotypy
due to its apparent function (escape attempts), its variability in form and
orientation even within individuals, and its low levels of performance
(0.37% and 1.63% of active time in males and females, respectively). Both
rats andguineapigs do showwheel-runningwhenprovidedwith a running
wheel, and rats, like mice, may develop excessive levels of wheel-running
even at the expense of food intake (reviewed Sherwin, 1998). But is
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Table 4.1. Names and definitions of rodent stereotypies and their occurrence among different rodent species according to the literature and personal
observations.

Name Definition Species

Bar-mouthing (also known as bar-gnawing;
bar-chewing; wire-gnawing)

Hanging on the cage lid (from all paws or the fore paws only)
or standing on the hind legs while chewing on a bar.

The bar is held in the gap between the incisors and molars
(the diastema). May be performed on the spot or by moving

along the bar while chewing

Mouse (see book’s website), gerbil,
bank vole, golden hamster

Jumping (also known as

jack-hammering)

Jumping up-and-down (on all four legs or on the

hind legs only) at a cage wall or, more commonly,
in a cage corner

Mouse (see book’s website), bank

vole, deer mouse,
African striped mouse

Digging Excessive digging in the cage corner Gerbil
Looping Climbing up to the cage lid and dropping down by

releasing the fore paws first. May develop into

backflipping

Mouse, bank vole

Backflipping (also known

as somersaulting)

Backward flip from one cage wall or the food rack

towards the opposite cage wall, with or
without touching the cage lid and/or the opposite

cage wall during the flip

Mouse, black rat, bank vole, deer

mouse, African striped mouse

Running to-and-fro Running back and forth along a cage wall. May

develop into figure of eight or ‘windscreen
wiper’ stereotypy

Mouse, bank vole

‘Windscreen wiper’ (also
known as weaving)

Oscillating like a windscreen wiper, with the fore
paws moving against the wall but the hind paws

stationary

Bank vole, African striped mouse

Figure of eight Running to-and-fro along a cage wall while turning

away from the wall on each turn

Bank vole

Cage top twirling Spinning around while hanging on the cage lid from

the fore paws

Mouse

Circling Running in tight circles on the floor Mouse

Patterned running Running about the cage along fixed routes Bank vole, deer mice, African
striped mouse

Rearing Rearing up against a cage wall Bank vole
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Box 4.2. Wheel-running: a Common Rodent Stereotypy?

N. LATHAM and H. WÜRBEL

Pet owners have long recognized that running wheels or discs occupy rodents in otherwise
non-stimulating environments, while in research laboratories, they have proved useful for
studying chronobiology and phenomena like ‘activity-based anorexia’. Recently, they have
also become widespread ‘environmental enrichments’ (Chapter 7, this volume). Caged rodents
can run extraordinary distances in running wheels (although this does not translate into equal
distances of normal locomotion, due to the reduced frictional forces acting in wheels;
Sherwin, 1998): rats average 4–8 km per night, and can run up to 43 km (Richter, 1927
cited by Sherwin, 1998; Werme et al., 2002a,b), and depending on genetic background, mice
average 2.8–8.1 km at night, with a maximum of 31 km (Kavanau, 1967 cited by Sherwin,
1998; Johnson et al., 2003). When voluntary and moderate, wheel-running has physiological
and cognitive benefits (see e.g. Van Praag et al., 1999; Johnson et al., 2003), and is psycho-
logically rewarding. For example, rodents will work to reach a wheel, and develop condi-
tioned place preferences to environments associated with the after effects of wheel-running
(reviewed by Sherwin, 1998; Werme et al., 2002a). However, other properties give cause for
concern. When ‘excessive’, wheel-running may model addiction or compulsive behaviours
(see e.g. Altemus et al., 1996; Werme et al., 2002a), perhaps through its effects on DFosB
levels in striatal neurons (see e.g. Werme et al., 2002b; Nestler, 2004). With food restriction,
the rapid weight loss it engenders is also used to model anorexia nervosa (Morrow et al., 1997;
Hebebrand et al., 2003). Furthermore, some suggest that wheel-running is stereotypic (e.g.
Kuhnen, 2002). So, is this common behaviour a stereotypy?

Sherwin (1998) argued that wheel-running has properties that he took to differ from those of
‘true’ stereotypies: it can occur instantly upon provision of a wheel; remains responsive to
external influences; can occur even in enriched environments; and, as we saw above, may be
rewarding. Yet these features do not conflict with what we see in some accepted stereotypies;
for example, some stereotypies can develop and/or persist in ‘enriched’ environments (see e.g.
Meyer-Holzapfel, 1968; Powell et al., 1999), and be potentially rewarding (see e.g. Box 1.3,
Chapter 1, this volume). Furthermore, wheel-running certainly exhibits stereotypy’s central
defining features, in being repetitive, unvarying and apparently functionless or goalless. In
addition, it shares other similarities. First, home range size predicts both stereotypies and
wheel-running in some carnivores (Clubb, 2001). Second, food restriction can induce both
behaviours (stereotypy: Chapters 2 and 3, this volume; wheel-running: see e.g. Altemus et al.,
1996; Morrow et al., 1997; Hebebrand et al., 2003). Third, the selective serotonin reuptake
inhibitor fluoxetine (Prozac) reduces both behaviours (stereotypy: Chapter 10, this volume;
wheel-running: Altemus et al., 1996). Finally, like drug-induced stereotypies (and consistent
with Chapters 5 and 7, this volume), wheel-running increases with DFosB-mediated increased
excitability in striatonigral projections, while decreasing with increasing activation of the
inhibitory striatopallidal pathway (Werme et al., 2002b) (see Chapters 5 and 7, this volume,
for the relationships and effects of these pathways).

Overall, it is likely that wheel-running occurs in stereotypic and non-stereotypic
forms. Unfortunately, this subject has little been studied, but possible future research
directions include further investigating whether factors that predict or elicit stereotypies
do likewise for wheel-running. For instance, do early weaning and isolation-rearing
(Chapter 6, this volume) increase wheel-running as well as stereotypies? And does wheel-
running correlate with perseveration (Chapter 5, this volume)? In terms of the current
definition, however, we would argue that wheel-running is no less a stereotypy than
the bar-chewing, somersaulting and jumping of many laboratory rodents. The current
reluctance to define it as such perhaps stems from an unwillingness to suggest that stereotypy,

Continued
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wheel-running a stereotypy?The simple answer is thatwedonot know (see
Box 4.2), and indeed the answer may very well vary from one form of the
behaviour to the next. In the absence of conclusive evidence I will not
consider wheel-running further in this chapter, and instead refer to the
review by Sherwin (1998) and the extensive primary literature on this
behaviour. Furthermore, even if rats andguineapigsdodevelop stereotypic
wheel-running when provided with a running wheel, a barren cage on its
own still does not seem to induce any stereotypic behaviour in these two
species.Nor is this lack of reported cage stereotypydue to a lack of research:
both species have been extensively studied, and under many housing
conditions, ranging from the barren to the enriched (e.g. Sachser et al.,
1994; Hurst et al., 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999; Sachser, 1998). Thus, it appears
that there are indeed significant species differences within rodents in the
propensity to develop cage-induced stereotypies.

4.2.2. Species differences in the form of stereotypies

Despite the lack of detailed comparative studies on stereotypy develop-
ment in rodents, there is good evidence that species also differ in the main
forms of stereotypies they develop or, at least, in the prevalence of par-
ticular forms (Table 4.1). The main stereotypy in mice is bar-mouthing
(Würbel et al., 1996; Nevison et al., 1999a), yet they are also found to
perform most of the other rodent stereotypies (Würbel and Stauffacher,
1994). Bank voles mainly develop jumping, but also show a wide variety
of other forms (Ödberg, 1986; Cooper et al., 1996; Garner and Mason,
2002). African striped mice appear to develop the same stereotypies as
bank voles, though their main stereotypy is backflipping (Schwaibold and
Pillay, 2001). Similarly, deer mice mainly show jumping and backflip-
ping (Powell et al., 2000), and backflipping was also the main stereotypy
in black rats (Callard et al., 2000). Gerbils preferably develop stereotypic
digging in the cage corners (Wiedenmayer, 1997a), but, like golden ham-
sters (Vonlanthen, 2003), also show some bar-mouthing (Wiedenmayer,
1997b; Waiblinger, 2003). Barbering, i.e. the repetitive plucking of an
animal’s own fur or that of a cage mate, is another abnormal repetitive
behaviour shown by several rodents. However, I did not include this in
this review as it lacks essential stereotypical qualities, and possibly
also differs from stereotypies in its underlying neural basis (Chapter 5
and Box 10.2, Chapter 10, this volume).

Thus, with the possible exception of primates (Chapter 6, this
volume), rodent stereotypies appear much more diverse than those in

Box 4.2. Continued

a behaviour typically associated with poor welfare, is produced by an ‘environmental enrich-
ment’. Future research may provide more definite evidence of stereotypic properties of wheel-
running, and enable us to distinguish stereotypic from non-stereotypic forms of the behaviour.
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other taxa (e.g. carnivores, ruminants), comprising oral and locomotor
stereotypies as well as other (often idiosyncratic) motor patterns. Further-
more, several behaviours are sometimes combined into complex stereo-
typic sequences. For example in mice, bar-mouthing may occur as part of
a complex stereotypic movement pattern, whereby the mouse climbs up
along the food rack to the far corner of the cage lid, where it performs a
bout of bar-mouthing before dropping and running back to the food rack
to start the sequence all over again (personal observation).

Variation in the exact form of a particular stereotypy may occur be-
tween as well as within species (e.g. bar-mouthing), while some stereo-
typies (e.g. bar-mouthing, jumping, backflipping) may be performed
identically even by individuals from different species. It is tempting to
attribute variation in the incidence and form of stereotypies to variation
in the general behavioural biology between species.However, since there is
also considerable variation in the incidence and formof stereotypieswithin
species, I will first examine the genetic basis of such individual variation.

4.2.3. Genetic differences: within-species studies

The genetic basis of caged rodents’ stereotypies has not been extensively
studied. However, studies within species do point to genetic differences
in the propensity to develop cage stereotypies. In bank voles, Ödberg
(1986) and Schönecker and Heller (2000) found a higher incidence of
stereotypies in offspring of stereotyping mothers compared to offspring
of non-stereotyping mothers. Similarly, in black rats it was found that the
level of stereotypic backflipping runs in families (Callard et al., 2000).
These results might be explained by non-genomic maternal effects (e.g.
maternal activity affecting the propensity of offspring to develop stereo-
typies). However, Schwaibold and Pillay (2001) recently demonstrated in
African striped mice that fostering pups of stereotyping females on to
non-stereotyping females did not alter the higher incidence of stereo-
typies in these offspring. Thus, individual differences in the propensity
to develop stereotypies seem at least partly genetically determined. How-
ever, nothing is yet known about which genes might be involved in these
differences, and to exclude the possibility of non-genomic prenatal ma-
ternal effects (e.g. prenatal stress), these results would also need to be
replicated using embryo transfer.

Other work has looked at strain differences. Studies in laboratory
mice revealed strain differences both in the form and level of stereotypy
performance (Würbel and Stauffacher, 1994; Würbel et al., 1996; Nevison
et al., 1999b). Differences in the level of performance appear to be related
to differences in general activity, with a higher incidence of stereotypy
development in the more active strains (Würbel and Stauffacher, 1994).
This parallels the correlation found between individual levels of stereo-
typy performance and activity levels within populations of mice and
bank voles (Ödberg, 1986; Cooper and Nicol, 1996; Würbel et al., 1996;
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Garner and Mason, 2002). (Strain differences in mouse stereotypy are
also discussed further in Chapter 8, this volume, especially in relation
to stress responses.)

Concerning the form of the behaviour, Schönecker and Heller (2000)
found in a correlational study that bank voles tend to develop the same
stereotypies as their mothers, whereas a cross-fostering study of African
striped mice revealed no evidence for maternal transmission of the form
of stereotypy (Schwaibold and Pillay, 2001). Furthermore, in mice there
are no clear strain differences in the form of stereotypy. Different stereo-
typies were found within single strains, while the same stereotypies were
found across different strains. For example, bar-mouthing and jumping
were found in both outbred Zur:ICRs and the nude athymic mutants
Zur:ICR nu/nu (Würbel and Stauffacher, 1994). In one study, a strain
difference in the prevalence among two forms of stereotypy, jumping
and bar-mouthing, appeared to be related to differences in physical de-
velopment, with poor physical condition at the onset of stereotypy de-
velopment favouring one over another behavioural response from which
these two stereotypies develop (Würbel et al., 1996, Fig. 4.1).
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Fig. 4.1. Stereotypy development in two strains differing in physical development. ICR and ICR nu/
nu mice differ in early physical development. ICR nu/nu are physically retarded at 21 days
(weaning age) as indicated by their lower body weight. However, they catch up and the difference
in body weight has disappeared by 100 days of age, when mice are fully adult. Early physical
retardation is associated with altered preferences for two different escape strategies – climbing at
the cage lid with attempts to squeeze or gnaw through the bars and rearing at the cage wall with
attempts to jump out of the cage. Initially, climbing and jumping are not stereotypic, but develop
into stereotypic bar-mouthing and jumping, respectively. Note that the relative difference in
prevalence among the two escape strategies at 21 days of age is still reflected in the relative
difference in prevalence amongst the two stereotypies in the adult mice (fromWürbel et al., 1996).
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While none of these studies were designed to answer questions
about species differences in rodent stereotypy development, they indicate
that both the form and level of stereotypy performance may depend
on subtle differences in physical condition and general activity levels,
with both genetic and environmental factors playing important
roles. However, to relate species differences in the incidence and
form of stereotypies to variation in behavioural biology, we first need
to know more about the causal factors underlying stereotypy develop-
ment.

4.3. Origin and Motivational Bases of Caged Rodents’ Stereotypies

4.3.1. The thwarting of highly motivated behaviours: escape and/or the search for
shelter

Based on developmental studies, both jumping in voles (Ödberg, 1986)
and bar-mouthing and jumping in mice (Würbel et al., 1996; Würbel
and Stauffacher, 1998), have been suggested to originate from attempts
to escape the home cage. Mice start to develop stereotypies right
after weaning, which typically happens at 21 days of age (Würbel et al.,
1996), and which involves rehousing the offspring in same sex groups
of either litter mates or mixed litter groups in new cages. Thus, compared
to the gradual process of natural weaning, artificial weaning is immediate
and involves complete loss of contact with the mother as well as many
of the litter mates, and sometimes regrouping with strangers. Artificial
weaning elicits a persistent stress response, probably due to both
the novelty of the new cage and the separation of the young mice from
their mothers. The importance of this last factor is supported by
the fact that elevated stress levels persist longer in prematurely weaned
mice (18 days of age) as well as in standard weaned mice (21 days) of
low body weight, for which the loss of the mother is presumably more
detrimental. Furthermore, both of these groups show more escape
attempts (which may be aimed, at least in part, at returning to the mother)
following weaning than mice of high body weight weaned at standard
age (Würbel and Stauffacher, 1997, 1998; see Fig. 4.2). Mice use
two different escape strategies. Some rear up at the cage wall and attempt
to climb up or jump over it. Others climb up along the food rack
to the edge of the cage lid and attempt to squeeze through the gaps
between the bars of the cage lid and eventually gnaw their way out
through the bars (Würbel et al., 1996). Over time, these two escape
strategies gradually develop into stereotypic jumping and bar-mouthing,
respectively.

In two elegant studies on laboratory mice, Hurst and colleagues con-
firmed that such bar-related behaviours do indeed represent escape at-
tempts. They replaced part of one sidewall of the cages by a sliding door
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made of the same bars as those of which the cage top is made. Using these
cages they found that bar-related behaviour was preferably oriented to-
wards those bars (cage top or side) that were regularly opened for cage
maintenance (Nevison et al., 1999a) or that gave the mice temporary
access to a large arena (Lewis and Hurst, 2004). In the latter experiment,
the orientation of bar-related behaviour was even more skewed to the
opening door, suggesting that actual ‘escape’ had a reinforcing effect on
the orientation of the behaviour.

Correlational evidence suggests that the choice between the two dif-
ferent escape strategies, and thence stereotypies, might depend on phys-
ical condition at weaning, with heavier or later weaned mice showing
relatively more climbing/bar-mouthing, and less rearing/jumping than
lighter or early weaned mice (Würbel and Stauffacher, 1997, 1998; Nevi-
son et al., 1999a; Fig. 4.2; see also Fig. 4.1). However, attempts to experi-
mentally manipulate performance of different source behaviour patterns
in mice and bank voles in order to test the prediction that this would
affect later prevalence among the corresponding forms of stereotypies,
have as yet failed (Würbel and Stauffacher, 1998; Garner, 1999).

Besides returning to their mother, there may be many other reasons
for mice to attempt to escape, such as aversion to the home cage. Other
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Fig. 4.2. Physical condition at weaning affects the prevalence of different escape strategies in
laboratory mice. Mice weaned prematurely at 18 days of age (PW) showed more rearing and less
climbing on the day of weaning than mice weaned at normal weaning age of 21 days (L, H).
Furthermore, among the mice weaned at normal weaning age, those of low body weight (L)
tended to show more rearing and less climbing at 21 days of age than those of high body weight
(H). Physical condition may affect the ability of the mice to climb up to the cage lid, thereby
altering the prevalence among the two escape strategies. Note that PW mice still tended to show
more rearing and less climbing than H and L mice at 21 days of age, even though their body
weight was similar to that of H mice of the same age. However, in contrast to the strain
differences presented in Figure 4.1, this difference in the prevalence among the two escape
strategies did not result in a differential expression of the two stereotypies – bar-mouthing and
jumping – in the adult mice. This might have been due to the smaller effect sizes of both the
weight differences and the differences in performance of climbing and rearing compared to the
strain differences shown in Figure 4.1 (from Würbel and Stauffacher, 1998).
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possible motivations include increasing chances of reproductive oppor-
tunity, to explore the environment or the smells and sounds of mice in
neighbouring cages, or to search for shelter or additional food sources
(Würbel and Stauffacher, 1998; Nevison et al., 1999a). Indeed, a shelter
in the form of a simple cardboard roll reduced stereotypy levels by 50%
(Würbel et al., 1998b), indicating that the need for shelter may contrib-
ute to the motivation to escape the home cage, eventually leading to
stereotypy development. Access to shelter was also proposed to mediate
the escape motivation of bank voles, since providing cover in the form
of twigs and leaves reduced stereotypy levels in this species (Ödberg,
1987; Cooper and Nicol, 1996). The most convincing case for this
specific motivation to underlie stereotypy development was, however,
made by Wiedenmayer (1997a) in an ingenious experimental study
in gerbils.

Gerbils readily develop high levels of stereotypic digging when kept
in barren laboratory cages (see Table 4.1). Stereotypic digging starts to
develop at 24 days of age, when corner-digging becomes progressively
excessive compared to substrate-digging (Wiedenmayer, 1997a). Adult
gerbils may spend more than 20% of their active time digging stereotyp-
ically in cage corners (Wiedenmayer and Brunner, 1993), and cage size
does not seem to matter (Wiedenmayer, 1996). Wiedenmayer (1997a)
demonstrated that the motivation to hide in a shelter, rather than to
actually dig, underlies stereotypic digging in gerbils (Fig. 4.3). However,
like bar-mouthing and jumping in mice and voles, digging in the corners
of barren cages may actually represent an attempt to escape (possibly in
search of shelter).

4.3.2. Role of exposure to eliciting stimuli

Exposure to external eliciting stimuli may complement internal causal
factors such as the motivation to return to the mother or to find shelter as
discussed above (e.g. see Box 1.1, Chapter 1, this volume). Except in cases
where habituation is a counteracting force (McFarland, 1989), constant or
intermittent exposure to a stimulus leads to frequent performance of the
corresponding response (Mason and Turner, 1993). This may well play a
role in rodent stereotypies. Laboratory gerbils are constantly exposed to
the edges of the barren cages that arguably resemble structures in the wild
(i.e. a tunnel at an early stage of construction) that would normally orient
the beginning of a digging bout to facilitate burrow construction (Wieden-
mayer, 1997a).

Similarly, laboratory mice are constantly exposed to the gaps between
the bars of the cage lid which may be perceived by the mice as potential
exit routes and thus elicit escape attempts (Würbel et al., 1998a). Nevison
et al. (1999a) have argued that habituation of escape attempts would
be maladaptive since ‘the reproductive potential of a wild mouse that
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gave up a response to flee if trapped . . .may be curtailed’. The same may
apply to gerbils that stopped seeking shelter. Furthermore, cages for most
laboratory rodents are stored on racks surrounded by other cages and so
are constantly exposed to odour cues of conspecifics. These odour cues
are perceived by the animals through the grid cage-top. The orientation of
stereotypic jumping and bar-mouthing in mice and voles corresponds
with sites where they are most likely to perceive odour cues from neigh-
bouring animals (Würbel et al., 1996). However, the site of perception of
stimuli from neighbouring mice is confounded with the site that regularly
opens for cage maintenance. Nevison et al. (1999a) (see also Lewis and
Hurst, 2004) nicely dissociated these two factors by providing bars both
on the top and side of the cage, whereby half of each was covered by
Perspex to withhold airborne odour cues. In half of the cages, the top bars
were regularly opened for cage maintenance, while in the other half the
side bars were opened. As discussed above, mice directed most bar-
related behaviour towards the bars that were regularly opened for cage
maintenance, indicating their motivation to escape. However, the mice
consistently directed more bar-related behaviours towards the uncovered
portions of both sites, indicating an additional motivation to explore
airborne odour cues.
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Fig. 4.3. Stereotypic digging in the gerbil: is it reduced by naturalistic digging opportunities?
Early development of stereotypic digging in gerbils depending on whether they had access to an
artificial burrow system without any substrate to dig or to an arena filled with dry sand, which
allowed them to dig but without the digging resulting in a stable burrow. Gerbils with access
to the sand arena rapidly developed stereotypic digging, whereas access to the burrow
completely prevented the development of stereotypic digging, confirming that the motivation
to hide in a shelter, rather than the motivation to dig, underlies this stereotypy in gerbils (from
Wiedenmayer, 1997a).
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4.3.3. The role of lack of consummation

Once a sequence of behaviour has been initiated, repetition may
be further facilitated by a lack of consummation. Thus, animals may get
stuck in an appetitive sequence of behaviour (Dantzer, 1986; Box 1.1,
Chapter 1, this volume) when the behavioural response does not have
consequences that meet the animal’s expectations.

Again, work on gerbils may illustrate this possibility. After Wieden-
mayer (1997a) had found that digging in cage corners was abolished
by the provision of an artificial burrow system, he attempted to substitute
the complex burrow system with a simpler tool that could be implemen-
ted in laboratory husbandry practice. Based on the suggestion that
the experience of moving into an enclosed area from an exposed one
is a critical factor in gerbil flight and concealment responses
(Clark and Galef, 1977, 1981), he showed that a simple chamber with
a tunnel-shaped entrance was able to prevent the development
of stereotypic digging completely, while the same chamber without
the tunnel was not (Wiedenmayer, 1997a; see Fig. 4.4). This finding
indicates that gerbils do not recognize a dark chamber as a shelter
unless they experience moving into it through a narrow tunnel. This
underscores just how specific are the environmental needs of animals
that must be satisfied to guarantee the normal development of behaviour.
This may be particularly true for behaviours that are crucial for survival
and reproduction in the wild and hence resistant to habituation or
extinction.

Standard cage

Shelter without tunnel Shelter with tunnel

Standard cageShelter Shelter 

Tunnel

Fig. 4.4. Burrow stimuli that switch off stereotypic digging in the gerbil. Gerbils were given
access to a shelter through a hole in the back of the cage (56 � 34 � 19 cm) starting at 16 days
of age. The shelter (13 � 13 � 10 cm) was either attached directly to the cage or separated from
the cage by a tunnel (20 cm, 5 cm diameter). At 36 days of age, gerbils in cages with a tunnel
spent twice as much time inside the shelter compared to gerbils in cages without a tunnel.
Furthermore, the tunnel completely prevented the development of stereotypic digging, while 9
out of 12 gerbils in cages without a tunnel developed stereotypic digging. Whether or not this
system would also abolish established stereotypies has not been studied (from Wiedenmayer,
1997a).
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4.3.4. Do these motivational explanations account for all the properties of rodent
stereotypy?

Overall, these examples suggest that premature or sudden weaning, lack
of shelter and the inability to explore cues from outside the cages may
cause problems to at least some rodents, and that their persistent attempts
to solve these problems may trigger stereotypy development. Thereby,
internal causal factors (e.g. motivation to hide) and external causal factors
(salient cues; e.g. edges of the cage) may interact, with the continued
performance of the elicited responses perhaps further facilitated by a
lack of consummation, and lack of habituation.

However, these examples further suggest that different motivations
(e.g. for shelter, for access to neighbouring conspecifics) may elicit the
same behavioural response (e.g. bar-mouthing), thereby leading to the
same stereotypy (see Chapter 3, this volume for a similar idea regarding
carnivore stereotypies). On the other hand, the same motivation (e.g. for
shelter) may also underlie a variety of behavioural responses (e.g. bar-
mouthing, jumping, digging), thereby leading to different forms of stereo-
typy. This means that caution is needed when attempting to infer the
underlying motivational problem from the behavioural content or form of
a stereotypy.

Species differences further suggest that motivational explanations are
not the whole story. As outlined above, species comparisons reveal dif-
ferences as well as similarities in the incidence and form of stereotypies.
These may, at least in part, depend on features of the animals’ general
behavioural biology, e.g. the factors that motivate them, and the species-
typical responses they then show. Standard weaning practice, lack of
shelter, and confinement may pose problems to most rodent species.
However, while some responses to these problems seem to be shared by
several species (e.g. bar-mouthing, jumping, locomotion), others may be
more species-specific (e.g. cage-corner digging in gerbils). Self-made bur-
rows may be more crucial to survival in gerbils than in mice. Unlike
gerbils that rely exclusively on access to self-made burrows (Ågren et al.,
1989), free-living mice can use alternative behavioural strategies as they
often live in areas where other forms of shelter are present. If no burrow is
available, and digging one is not possible, they may engage in alternative
strategies in search for shelter. Thus, one possibility is that mice are more
variable in their responses to a lack of shelter than gerbils. However, in
the absence of systematic studies on species differences using compara-
tive approaches (cf. Chapter 3, this volume), such hypotheses remain
essentially speculation. Furthermore, non-motivational explanations
could also help account for species differences in stereotypy.

As we have seen, despite showing excessive wheel-running when
provided with a running wheel, rats and guinea pigs seem to have a
very low propensity to develop cage stereotypies or may not develop
them at all. This is particularly puzzling in laboratory rats, since the
general behavioural biology of both Norway rats and house mice suggests
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that they need largely similar environmental conditions. Moreover, like
mice, rats show bar-related escape behaviours when housed in standard
laboratory cages (Hurst et al., 1996, 1999). Thus, both mice and rats may
be faced with a similar thwarting of highly motivated behaviours and in
response to these may display similar behavioural responses. However, in
rats, in contrast to mice, these responses do not seem to develop into
stereotypies. This suggests that species differences in the incidence of
stereotypies may reflect differences related to the mechanisms by which
behavioural responses to thwarting develop into established stereotypies.
Such differences do not necessarily reflect differences in the behavioural
biology of the animals and may therefore say little about their environ-
mental needs. Instead, they may depend on the neurophysiological mech-
anism underlying behaviour control.

Furthermore, fully developed stereotypies have a number of proper-
ties that apparently distinguish them from normal, flexible motivated
behaviour (e.g. decrease in variation, establishment and emancipation).
These characteristics further suggest that thwarted motivation alone is not
the sole cause of rodent stereotypy. In Section 4.4, I therefore review
concepts about additional mechanisms potentially underlying stereotypy
development, and discuss the available evidence from studies in rodents.

4.4. From Repetition to Stereotypy: Developmental Processes
Underlying Caged Rodents’ Stereotypies

The motivational factors discussed in the previous section can, to varying
degrees, explain the initial performance and continued repetition of spe-
cific behavioural responses by caged rodents. However, as I have just
reviewed, these factors do not seem to fully account for all the within-
and between-species differences seen in rodent stereotypy. Furthermore,
they would not account for the developmental changes attributed to true
stereotypies by most authors (Fentress, 1976; Ödberg, 1978; Dantzer, 1986,
1991; Mason, 1991, 1993; Lawrence and Terlouw, 1993; Mason and
Turner, 1993; Rushen et al., 1993; Garner, 1999; see also Chapter 10, this
volume). It is therefore important to distinguish between the causal factors
underlying the repeated performance of potential source behaviours, and
the developmental processes by which these initial behavioural responses
are transformed into established and apparently purposeless stereotypies.

There are four developmental changes that cannot be easily explained
by the motivational factors discussed above. First, these factors do
not explain the dramatic increase in frequency and duration of the be-
haviours, which is commonly observed during stereotypy development
(e.g. Kennes et al., 1988; Cooper and Nicol, 1991; Würbel et al., 1996;
Wiedenmayer, 1997a; Nevison et al., 1999a). In bank voles, for example,
some individuals perform up to 45,000 jumps a day, day after day
(Ödberg, 1986). Second, they do not explain the qualitative changes in
form that are often seen, whereby the behaviour becomes increasingly
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unvarying. Würbel et al. (1996) described how initially variable bouts of
climbing on the cage lid, pushing the nose here and there between the bars
of the lid,while intensely sniffing and accidentally biting at bars, gradually
developed into unvarying and rigid bar-mouthing. Third, they fail to ac-
count for emancipation, i.e. the stereotypy becoming increasingly elicited
by a wider range of stimuli or motivational states than is seen early in
development. Finally, they fail to account for establishment, i.e. the in-
creasing persistence of stereotypies under conditions under which they
would not normally develop. The gradual emancipation and establish-
ment of stereotypies were shown by Cooper et al. (1996), who found that
environmental enrichment abolished stereotypies completely in young (2
months) bank voles, while it was much less effective in mid-aged voles (6
months) and had hardly any effect on aged voles (14 months) (see also
Kennes et al., 1988 for pharmacological evidence; and Chapter 7, this
volume, for recent similar data on deer mice). All four aspects suggest
that additional mechanisms need to operate on repeatedly initiated source
behaviour patterns in order for them to develop into true stereotypies. In
this section, I will discuss thesemechanisms and examine the literature on
caged rodents’ stereotypies for evidence in support of each of them.

4.4.1. The coping hypothesis

As discussed inmore detail in Box 1.3, Chapter 1, it has been hypothesized
that stereotypies might develop and be sustained because of rewarding
properties (such as stress reduction, release of endogenous opioids, or
other changes thatmight improve subjectivewell-being) that are associated
with the behavioural responses that animals exhibit during conflict or
thwarting. These rewarding consequences would then act as reinforcers,
thereby increasing theanimals’motivation toperformthe samebehavioural
pattern on subsequent occasions. Such aprocessmight thus account for the
seemingly compulsive, addiction-like nature of some established stereo-
typies (e.g. their resistance to environmental enrichment). Furthermore, if
the same rewardingpropertieswere also associatedwith the response being
performed in other, similarly aversive situations, response generalization
could also explain emancipation. Here, I review the evidence that stereo-
typies help rodents to cope with adverse environmental conditions.

4.4.1.1. Is there evidence for a role of endogenous opioid peptides?

In Box 1.3, Chapter 1, I and others challenge the idea that stereotypies
cause endogenous opioid release, and certainly in rodents, experimental
tests have failed to find convincing evidence for such a mechanism. Thus,
Kennes et al. (1988) found that blocking the effects of endogenous opioids
by the opioid antagonist naloxone reduced stereotypic jumping in young
bank voles, but it had no effect on performance of established stereotypies
in adult animals. Although these results appear to support the idea that
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the rewarding properties of endogenous opioids might be involved in the
early development of stereotypies, they do not provide support for an
involvement in the continued performance of stereotypies. More import-
antly, however, the same developmental pattern can be explained by the
sensitizing effect of endogenous opioids on dopaminergic pathways, and
these were indeed found to mediate the performance of established stereo-
typies (Kennes et al., 1988; see also Box 8.1, Chapter 8, this volume).

4.4.1.2. Is there evidence for coping with stress?

Another version of the coping hypothesis considered the rewarding proper-
ties to be associatedwith a stress-reducing effect of stereotypy performance.
Most evidence for this hypothesis stemmed from studies in farm animals,
and was largely correlational (see also Box 1.3, Chapter 1, this volume). To
obtain more convincing evidence, experiments in rodents were undertaken
to examine whether the selective prevention of stereotypy performance
would lead to elevated stress levels, as predicted by the hypothesis.

Kennes and de Rycke (1988) found that lowering the cage ceiling to
prevent stereotypic jumping in bank voles led to a higher and more
sustained increase in plasma corticosterone levels of high stereotypers
compared to low stereotypers. At first sight, these results seem to provide
evidence in favour of the coping hypothesis. However, they might simply
reflect the fact that the interference with familiar behavioural routines by
lowering the cage ceiling was more pronounced in the high stereotypers.
A similar effect was found in laboratory mice, where an acute increase
in stress levels in response to selective prevention of stereotypic bar-
mouthing could be explained without invoking a stress-reducing effect
of stereotypy performance: stress levels rapidly returned to baseline des-
pite the continued prevention of the stereotypy, and without alternative
stereotypies developing (Würbel and Stauffacher, 1996; see Fig. 4.5).

4.4.1.3. Is there other evidence for a coping effect?

Another approach left the mechanism by which coping might act un-
specified, but instead looked for behavioural changes that were predicted
by the hypothesis that stereotypies have beneficial consequences of some
form. For example, if stereotypies help animals to cope with adverse
environments, stereotypers should find such environments less aversive
than non-stereotypers. In bank voles, Cooper and Nicol (1991) found a
negative relationship between stereotypy level and preference for an
enriched environment, and the more the stereotypies developed, the
more the voles preferred the barren cages where the stereotypies were
performed. This effect was even significant when time in each cage was
corrected for the time spent stereotyping (Garner, 1999). These findings
seem to support the prediction that stereotyping voles found barren cages
less aversive than non-stereotyping voles. However, alternative explan-
ations have been proposed, e.g. that stereotyping voles found enriched
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and barren cages equally aversive (Rushen, 1993), or that they were
impaired in reversal learning (Garner, 1999). The latter explanation is
based on the fact that the positions of the cages were reversed between
each choice test. In order to choose the preferred cage type, the voles had
to alternate their direction at the choice point from test to test. Therefore,
a deficit in their ability to learn such positional reversals may have
interfered with the expression of their preference for cage type.

Alternatively, evidence for a coping effect of stereotypies might come
from finding that the internal motivation to perform stereotypic behaviour
increases with time since stereotypies were last performed. If stereotypies
help animals attenuate detrimental effects that accumulate over time
under conditions of chronic adversity, the motivation to perform the
stereotypy should increase with increasing time since last performance.
This can be studied by selectively preventing the behaviour for a certain
time, and assessing whether performance is increased following preven-
tion, a phenomenon called post-inhibitory rebound (Kennedy, 1985;
Nicol, 1987). Post-inhibitory rebound was found following prevention of
wheel-running (e.g. in rats; Sherwin, 1998; see also Box 4.2). In contrast,
Würbel et al. (1998a) failed to find a similar effect in response to selective
prevention of bar-mouthing in laboratory mice (Fig. 4.6). However, from a
theoretical point of view it is still unclear whether a rise of internal
motivation, and hence post-inhibitory rebound, is a necessary prediction
for behaviours that have beneficial consequences under such conditions.
Bridging theories of instrumental conditioning (e.g. Dickinson, 1994) and
motivation (e.g. Toates and Jensen, 1991) might help to generate less
ambiguous predictions to test the coping hypothesis in the future.
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prevention. Data are collapsed for three groups of mice selectively prevented from bar-mouthing
for 1, 5 or 10 days, respectively (from Würbel et al., 1998a).
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4.4.1.4. Conclusions

Overall, evidence in support of the coping hypothesis is still sparse and
inconsistent for rodents. The coping hypothesis considers stereotypies to
be adaptive, functional responses and stereotypy development to be
based on purely motivational processes. However, after reviewing the
evidence above, the question arises as to whether motivational processes
are sufficient to explain stereotypy development, and whether stereoty-
pies are indeed functional responses. In the following sections, I therefore
examine what other, non-motivational processes might account for stereo-
typy development and, in particular, whether stereotypies might reflect
pathology rather than successful coping.

4.4.2. Maladaptive or pathological processes?

Some of the changes that are seen as motivated behaviours develop into
stereotypiesmaybe the result ofmaladaptive or evenpathological processes.
Maladaptive processes are those that are adaptive in naturalistic situations,
but which may cause non-adaptive or even counterproductive outcomes in
captivity; while pathologies are the product of dysfunction, for instance
within the CNS (see Box 1.4, Chapter 1, this volume, for more detail).

The view that stereotypy is a pathology caused by an environment
that overtaxes the animals’ capacity to adapt is far less popular – at least
among ethologists – than the view that it is a normal response of a
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Fig. 4.6. The effects of selectively preventing stereotypic bar-mouthing by mice. Selective
prevention of stereotypic bar-mouthing by reducing the distance between the bars of the cage lid
was associated with a short-term increase in plasma corticosterone (a) and a short-term decrease in
total activity (b).Within 3 days, however, both plasma corticosterone levels and activity were back
at pre-treatment basal levels, and prevention of bar-mouthing did not affect chronic measures of
stress after 10 days of prevention. The short-term increase in acute stress levels could thus reflect
the animals’ response to being prevented from carrying out familiar behavioural routines. As soon
as behavioural organization was re-established, physiological signs of stress had disappeared even
without new stereotypies being developed (from Würbel and Stauffacher, 1996).
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normal animal to an abnormal environment (Garner, 1999): although
stereotypies are commonly considered to reflect impaired welfare, they
are rarely seen as truly pathological. If stereotypy reflects pathology, it is
likely to be one of the dysfunctions of the CNS. In the following sec-
tions, I will therefore briefly examine hypotheses that consider stereo-
typies to reflect CNS dysfunction (ideas that are developed further in the
following chapters), as well as the possibility that stereotypies are mal-
adaptive.

In contrast to stereotypies in caged animals, the neurophysiological
basis of stereotypies in human mental disorder (e.g. schizophrenia, aut-
ism), and stereotypies induced by drugs (e.g. amphetamine) or brain
lesions, is rather well understood. These stereotypies are thought to result
from impaired basal ganglia function, primarily in terms of dopaminergic
regulation (Chapters 5, 7 and 8, this volume). For example, psychomotor
stimulant drugs such as amphetamine and apomorphine can induce
stereotypic behaviour through activating dopaminergic systems in the
basal ganglia. The behaviour will become more stereotyped, i.e. more
intense and rigid, with increasing doses of the drug (Lyon and Robbins,
1975), but a similar shift in form and intensity can also be induced by
repeated administration of a constant dose, indicating behavioural ‘sen-
sitization’ to the drug (Robbins and Sahakian, 1981; see also Chapter 8,
this volume), or drug-induced behavioural disinhibition.

Dantzer (1986, 1999) provided the first formal application of behav-
ioural sensitization to stereotypy development in captive animals. He
argued that stereotypies result when animals perform appetitive behav-
iours that cannot become consummatory, for instance due to a lack of
suitable features in the environment. When normal satiety mechanisms
via negative feedback fail, the positive sensory feedback of the appetitive
behaviour on the neural systems controlling it may then lead to an in-
creased probability of this behaviour being performed on subsequent
occasions. In addition, he argued that progressive sensitization of the
neural elements of the repeatedly activated pathways would explain not
only the increase in performance of stereotypies, but also their ritualiza-
tion, emancipation and establishment.

The exact mechanism (neural sensitization) proposed by Dantzer
(1986) was stated in rather vague terms and so did not generate specific
predictions that could be tested. Also, it is unclear whether the neural
sensitization meant by Dantzer (1986) would be a product of the repeti-
tion of behaviour per se, or whether it would depend on the arousal (or
stress) induced by the chronic thwarting of highly motivated behaviour.
The former possibility has been invoked in some hypotheses considering
‘channelling’ (Lawrence and Terlouw, 1993; cf. Chapter 2, this volume),
lack of behavioural competition (Hinde, 1962; Mason and Turner, 1993)
and habit formation (e.g. Hinde, 1970; Fentress, 1976; Mason and Turner,
1993) to underlie stereotypy development. In contrast, the latter possibil-
ity has been invoked in the hypothesis that stereotypies develop due to
stress-induced behavioural sensitization (Cabib and Bonaventura, 1997).
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These hypotheses are developed in more detail below. Note that for all of
them, it is unknown whether their effects should best be defined as
maladaptive or pathological, partly because we still know so little about
their underlying mechanisms (see below), and partly because ‘patho-
logical’ is a normative term, thus one whose definition relies on having
data on the normal biological range of variation (see Box 1.4, Chapter 1,
this volume for more detail).

4.4.2.1. Channelling, lack of competition and routine formation

The barren nature of laboratory cages provides only few incentives for the
animals to interact with. Environmental restrictions placed on the vari-
able expression of highly motivated behaviour have been proposed to
‘channel’ the behaviour into a few simple behavioural elements (see
similar discussions in Chapters 2 and 3, this volume), thus contributing
to stereotypy development. Channelling, together with a lack of behav-
ioural competition as a result of a barren environment, may then lead to a
higher level of performance of fewer behavioural elements less variably.

This in turn may facilitate the establishment of so-called central or
closed-loop control, i.e. the process by which once flexible patterns be-
come less and less variable with repetition and progressively independ-
ent of environmental guidance (Hinde, 1970; Fentress, 1976; Mason and
Turner, 1993; Mason and Latham, 2004). This same process under normal
circumstances facilitates routine formation (e.g. grooming behaviour in
mice; Fentress, 1976). However, in captivity it might act on a behaviour
that would not normally be repeated over and over again, thereby leading
to the fixation of functionless behaviour.

It is important to note that channelling, lack of behavioural competi-
tion and routine formation do not necessarily invoke conflict or thwarting
as a precondition for stereotypies to develop. Thus, while the reduction or
abolition of stereotypies in rodents by environmental enrichment is nor-
mally attributed to the satisfaction of specific environmental needs (e.g.
shelter; Ödberg, 1987; Cooper and Nicol, 1996; Wiedenmayer, 1997a;
Würbel et al., 1998b), it might as well be effective by counteracting
channelling or increasing behavioural competition, via reducing the re-
petitiveness of behaviour and increasing its variability (see Chapter 3, this
volume for a similar discussion and Chapter 9, this volume for more detail
on how environmental enrichments could act). However, to date the role
of these processes has not been experimentally investigated in rodents,
nor indeed any other captive animal.

4.4.2.2. Stress-induced behavioural sensitization

Evidence for stress-induced behavioural sensitization mainly stems from
studies on drug-induced stereotypies in rats and mice (see Chapter 8, this
volume for a fuller discussion). Behavioural sensitization to stimulant
drugs is not only obtained by the repeated administration of the drugs,
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but also by repeated exposure to various stressors, such as mild tail pinch,
inescapable foot shock, food deprivation or immobilization. During such
stressful experiences, endogenous opioid peptides are massively released
(Amir et al., 1981) and these have been shown to exert modulatory effects
on dopaminergic pathways (e.g. Akil et al., 1984; Cabib et al., 1984, 1989).
Thus, endogenous opioids, instead of acting through rewarding proper-
ties (see above), might play an important role in sensitizing dopamine
systems in the basal ganglia, which also mediate opioid-induced stereo-
typies (Longoni et al., 1991).

If cage-induced stereotypies depend on behavioural sensitization me-
diated by stress, individual stress levels at the onset of stereotypy devel-
opment should correlate with later levels of stereotypy performance.
Support for this was found in laboratory mice, where adult stereotypy
levels correlated with corticosterone levels 48 h after weaning (Würbel
and Stauffacher, 1997). These results parallel the stress-induced enhance-
ment of apomorphine-induced stereotypic climbing in mice (Cabib et al.,
1984). As discussed above, adult stereotypy levels did not correlate with
the performance of the source behaviour pattern immediately after wean-
ing (Würbel and Stauffacher, 1997). This suggests that weaning stress
affected later stereotypy development not by affecting performance levels
of the source behaviour pattern, but rather by affecting its tendency to
become stereotypic. At the behavioural level, a similar observation was
made in mink, where early weaning was found to predispose young mink
to higher later stereotypy levels in the absence of a difference in perform-
ance levels of the source behaviour patterns (Mason, 1996; see also Chap-
ter 6, this volume, for more on early social experience and its long-term
effects on abnormal behaviour).

Further evidence comes from pharmacological manipulations of cage-
induced stereotypic jumping in bank voles. Endogenous opioids, which
also play a crucial role in the development of stress-induced behavioural
sensitization to stimulant drugs (see above), were found to be critically
involved in the early, but not later, stages of stereotypy development
(Kennes et al., 1988), as predicted by this hypothesis.

4.4.2.3. General disinhibition of behavioural control mechanisms

Stereotypies in human mental disorder, and stereotypies induced by
stimulant drugs or brain lesions, are associated with a range of other
characteristic behavioural changes, including enhanced rates of behav-
ioural initiation, impulsivity (i.e. making behavioural choices without
first integrating the available information), impaired response suppres-
sion (i.e. the inability to withhold responding even at the cost of delaying
or missing reward) and perseveration (e.g. in extinction tasks; see Chap-
ters 3 and 5, this volume), all of which have been attributed to a general
disinhibition of behavioural control mechanisms of the dorsal basal gan-
glia (Garner, 1999; Garner and Mason, 2002). Thus, if caged animals’
stereotypies were a sign of the same basal ganglia dysfunction, stereotypy
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performance should correlate with these other symptoms (Garner, 1999;
Garner and Mason, 2002). Using bank voles to test this prediction, Garner
found that stereotypic bar-mouthing in voles correlated with increased
rates of behavioural activation, hyperactivity, impairments of response
timing and slower extinction learning, and that all of these signs were
intercorrelated (Garner and Mason, 2002). These findings suggest a single
underlying deficit consistent with impaired response selection caused by
basal ganglia dysfunction.

Given the conditions under which cage stereotypies typically develop,
it is tempting to take these results as evidence that stereotypies do indeed
reflect acquired brain pathology caused by inappropriate housing condi-
tions.However, strictly theymerelydemonstrate that individual variation in
stereotypy performance correlates with individual variation in other behav-
ioural signs of basal ganglia function, and this variationmight simply reflect
the normal range of variation of a population of healthy individuals. To
demonstrate that stereotypy reflects a pathological insult to this brain sys-
tem, it still needs to be demonstrated that these signs change together as
stereotypy develops, and back again when the stereotypy is cured, e.g. by
environmental enrichment (Garner, 1999; see also Chapter 5, this volume).

4.4.2.4. Conclusions

Taken together, present evidence suggests that established rodent stereo-
typies could indeed reflect impaired brain function, although, as dis-
cussed above, the possibility that some rodent stereotypies may serve a
coping function has not been ruled out. Stereotypies generally seem to
develop from adaptive behavioural responses aimed at coping with the
chronic thwarting of highly motivated behaviour. However, in those cases
where the behaviour develops further into an established stereotypy,
present evidence suggests that coping has failed, resulting in abnormal
behaviour that is maladaptive, or even pathological – possibly reflecting
some form of impaired brain function.

The precise nature and aetiology of this potential pathology has to date
remained elusive. However, it could explainwhywild-caught voles placed
in barren cages as adults did not develop stereotypies, while their offspring
exposed to barren housing from birth did (Cooper and Nicol, 1996; see also
Box 7.1, Chapter 7, this volume). It is well established that impoverished
environments can impair normal brain development (Würbel, 2001). This
impairment is characterized, among others, by fewer neurons and reduced
synaptic connectivity between them (Van Praag et al., 2000). Perhaps, an
impoverished brain architecture induced by an impoverished rearing en-
vironment is another important prerequisite for stereotypies to develop
(Würbel, 2001; see also Chapter 7).

Furthermore, stereotypy development may depend on a degree of
brain plasticity that is no longer present in adult animals. In rodents,
not many brain areas that show little plasticity in adulthood remain
highly plastic beyond weaning, when stereotypies normally develop.
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One specific brain area that does show plasticity until late adolescence, but
not in adulthood, is the frontal cortex (e.g. Fuster, 2002). Importantly, the
frontal cortex plays a key role in the inhibitory control of behaviour via
extensive projections (mainly dopaminergic) to the basal ganglia (e.g. Pas-
singham, 1995). This may provide an interesting addition to the hypothesis
of basal ganglia dysfunction (see also Box 5.4, Chapter 5, this volume) that
might be worthy of further investigation with a developmental angle.

Clearly, there is a great need for studies which integrate both behav-
ioural and neurobiological approaches, if we are to uncover all the mech-
anisms involved in stereotypy development. Based on their long-standing
tradition as laboratory animals, rodents provide ideal subjects for this
research.

4.5. General Conclusions

4.5.1. The motivational basis of caged rodents’ stereotypies

Sowhat are themain conclusions that can be drawn from this review about
the motivational basis of caged rodents’ stereotypies? Current evidence
indicates that stereotypies mainly develop in response to the thwarting of
behaviours that are crucial for survival and reproduction in the wild. In
rodents, themotivation to seek shelter and to explore odour cues perceived
from outside the cage seem to be important, but other factors, such as the
motivation to return to the mother following weaning may be additional
forces. The thwarting of these behaviours, along with salient environmen-
tal cues, triggers sustained appetitive behaviours and/or intention move-
ments that seem highly resistant to habituation and hence are repeated
over and over again. Some of these responsesmay be fairly species-specific
(e.g. cage-corner digging in gerbils), while others are common to many
rodent species (e.g. bar-mouthing, jumping, running).

However, for such behavioural responses to develop into established
stereotypies, I argue that additional conditions need to be met. While
environmental restrictions placed on the variable expression of behaviour
(i.e. channelling) and/or a lack of behavioural competition might facilitate
further stereotypy development, the barren nature of the environment
may primarily act through the impairment of normal brain development,
resulting in impoverished brain architecture which may predispose ani-
mals to stereotypy development. This idea is consistent with the obser-
vation that fully developed adult rodents do not seem to develop
stereotypies when newly placed into barren housing conditions. Further-
more, the arousal (or stress) engendered by the initial thwarting of highly
motivated behaviour may further facilitate stereotypy development
through sensitizing the neural systems involved. Over time, this may
lead to dysfunction of the neural systems involved in behaviour control,
leading to a range of correlated behavioural changes. Thus, as proposed
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by Garner (1999), stereotypy may be just one symptom of a general dis-
ruption of inhibitory control of behaviour.

However, it should be clear from this chapter that there is much we
still do not understand about rodent stereotypy. Despite decades of ex-
tensive research, our understanding of the causation and consequences of
stereotypies, as well as the mechanisms underlying their development,
has remained elusive. Fundamental questions are as yet unanswered and
these need to be addressed if facts are truly to be separated from fiction. In
the following, final sections, I therefore highlight some promising areas
for future research, and last but not least, I discuss the possible implica-
tions of stereotypy for rodent welfare.

4.5.2. Issues to be resolved by future research

4.5.2.1. Establishing a biologically meaningful classification system

Part of our lack of understanding of stereotypies may be inherent in their
definition, which has repeatedly given rise to controversy (e.g. Dantzer,
1991; Mason, 1991; Duncan et al., 1993; see also Box 4.2, this volume on
wheel-running). The defining properties ‘repetitive, unvarying and appar-
ent lack of function’ cover a broad range of behaviours that are essentially
heterogeneous (Mason, 1991). Obviously, the resulting diversity is at odds
with a unifying theory. For example, a theory of stereotypy would need to
cover appetitive or redirected behaviours that are bound to specific motiv-
ational systems and environmental cues (e.g. the pre- and post-feeding oral
behaviours of sows; Chapter 2, this volume) as well as established stereo-
typies that have become largely independent of further environmental
guidance (e.g. stereotypic jumping in aged bank voles; Cooper et al.,
1996). Furthermore, the current definition does not distinguish between
low and high levels of stereotypy performance, even though the level of
performance might actually radically change the significance of a stereo-
typy. Changing definitions is generally difficult and may not solve the
problem. What we really need is a biologically meaningful classification
system, based on causal, developmental and functional aspects of the
behaviour. Therefore, future research should aim at differentiating be-
tween different forms and levels of performance of repetitive behaviours
based on their dynamic developmental properties (increasing perform-
ance, decreasing variation, emancipation and establishment), and also
examine the underlying neurophysiological mechanisms. This would
help our fundamental understanding of stereotypies, and also help our
use of them as welfare indicators, as these features have important impli-
cations for the significance of stereotypies for animal welfare (see below).

4.5.2.2. Studying causal factors in other species and other stereotypies

Unfortunately, not many studies have looked into the motivational prob-
lems underlying caged rodents’ stereotypies. Apart from the examples
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discussed above (bar-mouthing and jumping in mice; digging in gerbils),
we can as yet only speculate about the motivations underlying other
forms of common rodent stereotypies (e.g. back-flips, cage-top twirling,
route-tracing) as well as stereotypies in other rodents (e.g. hamsters,
chinchillas, black rats, African striped mice, deer mice). In laboratory
rodents, there is rather little variation in the housing and management
within species. Therefore, epidemiological studies to identify risk factors
for stereotypy development might be of limited value. However, pet
rodents might be a rewarding target for epidemiological studies that
could be followed up by developmental and experimental studies under
controlled laboratory conditions.

4.5.2.3. Testing the coping hypothesis

As discussed above, evidence as to whether stereotypies reflect a behav-
ioural strategy to cope with adversity is as yet ambiguous. Part of the
problemmay be that not many predictions have been generated that allow
testing of the coping hypothesis unambiguously.

According to this hypothesis, stereotypies are based on motivational
processes and learning processes. It is thought that animals learn an
association between a behavioural response (their response to initial
conflict or thwarting) and some positive outcome (at the physiological
or psychological level). They then become highly motivated to use this
strategy to obtain the positive outcome, possibly extending it to situations
other than the originally eliciting ones. As mentioned before, there may be
many physiological or psychological targets for such a coping response
(e.g. stress, fear, boredom, pain, hunger, etc.). Therefore, a more promis-
ing approach towards testing the coping hypothesis would be to test
general predictions that do not invoke a specific physiological or psycho-
logical system. Integrating theories of instrumental conditioning (e.g.
Dickinson, 1994) with concepts of motivation (e.g. Toates and Jensen,
1991) might therefore greatly help to generate more powerful predictions
to test the coping hypothesis.

One promising approach in this direction would be the use of con-
sumer demand techniques (e.g. Dawkins, 1990; Houston, 1997; Mason
et al., 1998). If stereotypies help animals cope with adverse conditions,
they should be prepared to incur costs in order to perform their stereo-
typies. This seems to be true for wheel-running, but wheel-running may
be highly rewarding regardless of whether or not it is performed in a
stereotypical manner (Sherwin, 1998). So far, consumer demand tech-
niques have not been used with any other stereotypy.

4.5.2.4. Testing the pathology hypothesis

Evidence in favour of the pathology hypothesis is similarly ambiguous,
and the nature and aetiology of the pathology has remained elusive. For
example, Dantzer’s (1986) hypothesis of behavioural sensitization refers
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to a specific behavioural pathology that does not necessarily affect other
aspects of behavioural control. By contrast, Garner (1999; Garner and
Mason, 2002) and implicitly Cabib (Cabib and Bonaventura, 1997; see also
Chapter 8) proposed that stereotypy is just one symptomof amoreprofound
dysfunction of behavioural control. It is unclear as to whether Dantzer’s
model would predict the correlated behavioural changes found by Garner.
Conversely, it is unclear howGarner’s hypothesis accounts for the fact that
stereotypic performance is usually restricted to one or two specific behav-
iour patterns, while other frequently performed behaviours do not become
stereotypic in the same way (see also Box 5.4, Chapter 5, this volume).

It is also unclear whether stereotypies can occur simply by the fre-
quent repetition of a behaviour pattern, or whether it depends on the
arousal (or stress) associated with chronic thwarting and conflict. At-
tempts to dissociate these two factors clearly represent a worthwhile
target of future research. This could be done, for example, by forcing
animals to perform repeatedly some arbitrary behaviour (e.g. by using
operant techniques) that would be paired with either a stressor or a
neutral stimulus. If the behaviour became progressively stereotypic
when paired with the stressor, this would be strong evidence for a mech-
anism based on stress-induced behavioural sensitization. Conversely, if
pairing with a neutral stimulus is sufficient to induce stereotypy devel-
opment, this would be strong evidence in favour of a mechanism similar
to habit formation.

Furthermore, individual levels of stereotypy performance are often
continuously distributed between zero and high levels of performance
within study populations (e.g. Würbel and Stauffacher, 1997). Very low,
but stable levels of stereotypy performance may be difficult to explain in
terms of behavioural sensitization, or indeed brain pathology. In order to
generate predictions that can be tested against each other, present hy-
potheses about stereotypy development need to be stated more explicitly
in terms of both correlated behavioural signs and underlying neurobio-
logical changes. Importantly, at some point hypotheses about CNS dys-
function need to be examined at the neural level. Very few groups have
used neurobiological approaches to cage-induced stereotypies (see Chap-
ter 7 for a welcome exception). I hope that more and more ethologists
succeed in convincing neuroscientists that cage-induced stereotypies
provide a fascinating target of research, with implications for a better
understanding of fundamental biological processes, as well as important
practical issues such as the validity of animal experiments (Würbel, 2001)
and, of course, animal welfare.

4.5.3. Welfare implications

The welfare implications of caged rodents’ stereotypies obviously depend
on their exact causes and consequences. For one thing, rodents, like other
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animals, readily develop stereotypies when reared in barren environ-
ments, but do not do so in the wild or when reared in an appropriate
environment. However, this does not necessarily mean that stereotypy
indicates poor welfare, nor that the absence of stereotypy indicates good
welfare (see also Mason and Latham, 2004; and Chapter 11, this volume).
First, as we have seen, not all rodent species develop stereotypies under
barren housing conditions, and even in species where stereotypies are
commonly observed, not all individuals develop them. Furthermore, in
mice stereotypic bar-mouthing was persistently prevented by reducing
the gaps between the bars (Würbel and Stauffacher, 1997), a treatment
which was unlikely to have improved their welfare. Second, individual
variation in stereotypy performance might reflect individual differences
that are unrelated to well-being (e.g. general activity levels, propensity for
routine formation), but may become apparent only under barren housing
conditions. Third, although rather unlikely, stereotypies might be an
effective means of coping with environmental restrictions, with stereo-
typing animals being better off in terms of their well-being than non-
stereotyping animals.

Even if stereotypies reflect impaired brain function, however, the
question still remains as to how such impairment is perceived by the
animals. Dantzer (1986) suggested that stereotypies become ‘hard-wired’
with establishment, thereby losing emotional significance. However, as
long as the source of chronic thwarting that initially gave rise to stereo-
typy development had not been removed, stereotyping animals might still
continue to suffer (unless stereotypy was an effective coping strategy). By
contrast, Wemelsfelder (1993) considered stereotypy performance to be a
direct sign of animal suffering as a consequence of ‘boredom’ induced by
a lack of control over the environment. While this hypothesis has
remained vague and did not generate predictions that could be tested,
an interesting finding by Garner (1999; Garner and Mason, 2002) suggests
that stereotypy might indeed reflect some form of suffering, as indicated
by a knowledge–action dissociation in stereotyping animals. Such know-
ledge–action dissociation is also found in stereotypic human patients, and
patients suffering from basal ganglia pathology sometimes report feeling
frustrated by their inability to turn decisions and preferences into action
(e.g. Luria, 1965; Turner, 1997; reviewed by Garner, 1999; see also Chap-
ter 5, this volume). Garner’s conclusion that therefore stereotypic animals
may feel frustrated about the same inability is of course highly specula-
tive, and has been criticized (e.g. Mason and Latham, 2004). However, it
provides a significant challenge to the arguably equally speculative cop-
ing hypothesis which considers stereotypies to improve subjective well-
being.

Determining the conscious emotional correlate of stereotypies and
other abnormal behaviours is likely to remain one of the most challenging
future targets in applied ethology. Excitingly, it could be the first in which
human subjects come to play guinea pigs for animals.
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5 Perseveration and Stereotypy –
Systems-level Insights from
Clinical Psychology

J.P. GARNER

Animal Sciences Department, Purdue University, 125 South Russell Street,
West Lafayette, IN 47907, USA

Editorial Introduction

In this chapter, Garner reviews how the brain organizes and effects the perform-
ance of behaviour; examines what happens when the systems involved malfunc-
tion; and presents evidence that such malfunctions play a role in stereotypies.
Data from human clinical conditions, patients with selective brain damage and
experimentally manipulated research animals, all show that behaviour patterns
are controlled at multiple levels, with discrete ‘executive’ systems responsible for,
say, keeping on task (e.g. sticking to a plan in the face of distraction, yet shifting to
a new one when appropriate) versus sequencing the specific motor patterns
needed. Garner reviews evidence that a key system of the former type is centred
in the mammalian prefrontal cortex. Its malfunction causes ‘dithering’, distract-
ibility and impaired abilities to shift from one goal to another or shift attention
from one stimulus type to another, potentially resulting in impulsive/compulsive
behaviour. In contrast, the main system of the latter type comprises the basal
ganglia, notably the dorsal striatum and its outputs, with dysfunction here poten-
tially causing hyperactivity, rapid repetitions of and/or switches between differ-
ent motor patterns, and stereotypy.

This brain region is thus the main site of action for stereotypy-inducing drugs
(e.g. psychostimulants like amphetamine); and is often affected by abnormal rear-
ing conditions (e.g. those reviewed in the following chapters). In these instances,
the changes specifically implicated in stereotypy involve underactivity in the
neurons of the so-called ‘indirect pathway’, which then fail to inhibit ongoing
behavioural responses resulting in forms of inappropriate repetition termed ‘recur-
rent’ or ‘continuous perseveration’. How such perseveration is manifest can vary
from one moment to the next (perseverative eating could be rapidly followed by
perseverative drinking for example), but stereotypies seem likely to be the per-
severative performance of one type of behaviour (e.g. digging or escape attempts; cf.
Chapter 4), that is itself then repeated bout after bout. After building on evidence for
this from clinical and experimental psychology, Garner then describes a series of
experiments that ask, do captive animals with high levels of stereotypy also show
strong tendencies to perseverate? The answer is yes, they do. In every species
looked at to date, from jumping bank voles to pacing sun bears, themost stereotypic
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individuals also show the most persistent, repetitive responding in tasks designed
to assess their abilities to give up a learnt response in extinction, or their tendencies
to spontaneously generate variable versus predictable responses.

This work has important implications. Potentially, it gives us a means of
distinguishing ‘true’ stereotypies from other forms of repetitive abnormal behav-
iour. It also allows ethologists to discuss ‘pathology’ or ‘dysfunction’ much more
precisely than they have done to date, and it opens up a world of non-invasive,
diagnostic tests for investigating captive animals’ behaviour. It could even encour-
age neuroscientists to look anew at their research animals, in suggesting that caged
mice that somersault for hours a night may perhaps not be very normal ‘models’ on
which to work. However, the chapter also highlights two major caveats, which in
turn represent important directions for future research. The first is that not all
correlates of captive animals’ stereotypies are consistent with the specific form of
dysfunction proposed here, and nor can all aspects of stereotypy be explained by it
(e.g. form and timing): we thus need to investigate alternative or additional pro-
cesses too. The second is that the correlational studies reported here cannot tell us
whether the perseveration of stereotypers is abnormal or even induced by captivity.
The following chapters suggest this to be likely, but the issue is far from resolved.

GM

5.1. Introduction

Ethologists traditionally emphasize the adaptive value of behaviour,
which perhaps explains why much of stereotypy research has – paradox-
ically (Garner et al., 2003b) – sought functions for behaviours that are
defined as functionless (see ‘coping’, in Box 1.3, Chapter 1). However,
some theorists in applied ethology have suggested that captive animals’
stereotypies might involve abnormal brain function. For example, hy-
potheses such as the ‘sensitization of neuronal pathways’ (Dantzer,
1986; Kennes et al., 1988; Cooper and Nicol, 1994), or an abnormal
dominance of ‘central control’ (Fentress, 1976) or the ‘stimulus–response’
control of behaviour (Toates, 2000) have been proposed (see also Chapter
4). Authors outside of ethology have also been struck by the possible
parallels between captive animals’ stereotypies and some clinical
human symptoms. For instance, the psychiatric literature has often linked
human stereotypies (e.g. autism) to those of isolation-reared primates (see
Chapters 6 and 7, and Lewis et al., 1996). Similarly, the veterinary litera-
ture has linked several abnormal behaviours in animals to human psychi-
atric disorders (see Chapter 10, this volume).

Despite thisprecedent, theconnectionsbetweenstereotypies incaptive
animals and those in humanmental disorder have rarely been investigated
empirically outside the primate social isolation literature. In part, this
reflects the (understandable) ethological bias mentioned earlier for func-
tional explanations; and, inpart, the emphasis ondifferent levels of explan-
ation in the theoretical versus the experimental work on stereotypy in
applied ethology. Thus, most hypotheses for a pathological basis to stereo-
typy in captive animals are at a systems-level of explanation (see definition
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later), whereas much experimental work in applied ethology concentrates
on higher levels of explanation (e.g. motivational) or lower ones, e.g.
physiological (see Box 1.1, Chapter 1 and Chapters 2–4, this volume).

This chapter therefore focuses on new insights into captive animal
stereotypy provided by stereotypy-like behaviours in human mental dis-
order, specifically at a systems-level of explanation. In contrast to motiv-
ational-level explanations that (by definition) reflect the relationships
between stimuli and behaviour independent of brain design (e.g. Hinde,
1970), systems-level explanations of behaviour attempt to reflect the
actual division of labour in the brain, whereby different systems have
discrete functions. Systems-level explanations have two important fea-
tures (see also Box 1.2, Chapter 1, this volume). First they are hierarchical,
moving from the functions of systems distributed across brain areas,
through the sub-system functions mediated by particular brain areas, to
the components of processing occurring in individual circuits. They thus
provide a framework that links motivational explanations with reduction-
ist (i.e. molecular, neurophysiological or pharmacological) levels of
explanation. Second, because systems-level explanations attempt to de-
scribe how the brain actually mediates particular functions, they explain
the software glitches (i.e. subtle arbitrary features of behaviour, such as
the performance of displacement behaviours or intention movements)
produced as an artefact of the brain’s design – in either healthy individ-
uals (e.g. the failure of depth perception in equiluminescent images:
Hubel, 1988), or those suffering from CNS damage (i.e. physical tissue
loss or deterioration) or dysfunction (i.e. abnormal neurotransmission).

In this chapter, I initially take two steps back from the conventional
literature on stereotypies in captive animals. The first, as outlined in
Box. 5.1, is to understand the place of stereotypy in the constellation of
AbnormalRepetitiveBehaviours inhumanmentaldisorder.Humanstereo-
typies aremost conspicuous inautism, stereotypedmovementdisorder and
a range of syndromes or disorders that involve mental retardation. Stereo-
typies (albeit called by a different name, e.g. ‘tics’) are also common in
schizophrenia andTourette’s syndrome, andoccur as rare secondary symp-
toms in other disorders (e.g. in some obsessive–compulsive disorder [OCD]
patients) (see Frith and Done, 1990; Hymas et al., 1991; Lewis et al., 1996;
Turner, 1997, 1999; Lewis and Bodfish, 1998). Of these disorders, mental
retardation (seeChapter 7, this volume) andautismserve as thebest starting
point for comparing human and animal stereotypies. This is primarily
because many of these patients are unable to speak, and therefore stereo-
typies in thesedisordersaredefinedentirelybehaviourally (FrithandDone,
1990) as repetitive unvarying, purposeless patterns ofmovement. This is in
contrast to other disorders, such as Tourette’s syndrome, where a patient’s
reported experience is part of the definition of the behaviour.

My second step back will be to review the theory and neurobiological
implementation of behavioural control. This will provide a framework for
understanding Abnormal Repetitive Behaviours in brain lesion patients,
following administration of particular drugs, and in mental disorder. For
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instance, as we will see, the categories of Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour
distinguished behaviourally in autism are also distinguishable biologic-
ally because they involve different components of behavioural control
(Turner, 1997). These biological distinctions provide a means to categor-
ize Abnormal Repetitive Behaviours (Garner, 1999), via neuropsycho-
logical tests that assess the performance of discrete brain systems via
specific tasks. From this broader perspective, testable hypotheses linking
stereotypies in humans and other animals can be formulated. Having thus
set the scene, I will then examine the evidence that the dysfunctions
underlying stereotypies in autism and other human disorders are also
involved in captive animals’ stereotypies.

5.2. Executive Systems and Behavioural Control – Insights from Brain
Lesion Patients

Data from patients where lesions (physical damage to the brain) have elim-
inated particular systems or sub-systems provide essential insights into the
systems-level design of the brain. Certain brain lesions affect a patient’s

Box 5.1. Abnormal Behaviour and Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour in HumanMental Disorder

J.P. GARNER

Abnormal behaviours are central to human mental disorder (Davison and Neale, 1998).
Abnormal Repetitive Behaviours are a subset of abnormal behaviours that are: (i) heavily
repeated; (ii) invariant in either motor output, environmental interaction or goal or theme; and
(iii) either apparently functionless, maladaptive or self-injurious or additionally inappropriate
or ‘odd’ (Turner, 1997). A key problem in linking animal and human Abnormal Repetitive
Behaviour is that human Abnormal Repetitive Behaviours are categorized and labelled very
inconsistently in different disorders. Different behaviours may be distinguished in one disorder
according to theories unique to that disorder, or on the basis of patient reports of their
experiences. Thus few disorders have a purely behavioural categorization of their symptoms,
which greatly complicates comparisons between disorders (Frith and Done, 1990; Lewis and
Bodfish, 1998; Bodfish and Lewis, 2002) and extrapolation from humans to animals (Ödberg,
1993; Garner, 1999). For instance, in Tourette’s syndrome the full range of Abnormal Repeti-
tive Behaviour from single repeated muscle movements (often called ‘tics’ in other disorders:
Frith and Done, 1990), to complex identical sequences of muscle movements (i.e. stereo-
typies), to flexible goal-directed Abnormal Repetitive Behaviours (i.e. impulsive/compulsive
behaviours) are all called ‘tics’ (American Psychiatric Association, 1994).
There is no definitive list of, or distinctions between, different human Abnormal Repetitive

Behaviours. Nevertheless, symptoms commonly grouped in this category include obsessions,
compulsive behaviours, impulsive behaviours, echo-phenomena, sameness behaviours, self-
injurious behaviours, stereotypies, tics, dyskinesias and akathisia (for descriptions and reviews
of these symptoms see: Frith and Done, 1990; Hollander and Wong, 1995; Turner, 1997,
1999; Lewis and Bodfish, 1998; also see Chapter 6). Some movement disorders, such as
tremor, chorea, athetosis and dystonia, are also included in discussions of Abnormal Repeti-
tive Behaviour; however, these symptoms may involve very different mechanisms from the
behaviours more commonly included in Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour (for a review of these
mechanisms see: Albin et al., 1995; Mink, 2003).
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ability to control behaviour in very specific ways. The particular symptoms
seen in such patients led to the proposal that the brain contains a set of
‘executive systems’ that filter, integrate andultimately translate external and
internal stimuli, plus contextual information that might not be immediately
present, into expressed behaviour (see Box. 1.1, Chapter 1; plus Shallice,
1982; Norman and Shallice, 1986; D’Esposito et al., 1995; Robbins, 1996).
For instance, consider a trained rat placed in a maze. It must first integrate
the external stimuli encoding the start box, internal stimuli reflecting its
motivation for reward and itsmemory of the task before it can even begin. In
doing so it forms a ‘cognitive attentional set’ representing the range of
behaviours needed to complete the maze. This cognitive attentional set
must be maintained once the start box is out of sight, and while the goal
box is still ‘around the corner’, and is used to suppress unnecessary re-
sponses towards irrelevant stimuli in themaze, or other less suitable behav-
iours such as grooming. At each junction in the maze, the rat must pay
attention to relevant stimuli, integrate them with its memory of the maze,
itsmemory ofwhat has just happened and select a suitable response. Finally
when it reaches the end of themaze, it must switch off locomotor behaviour
and switch to food consumption. Each of these problems represents a sep-
arate function of the executive systems.However,with a fewexceptions (e.g.
Fentress, 1976; Toates, 2000), executive processes have been overlooked in
ethology. For example, in the case of the rat in the maze, motivational
models simply assume that stimuli and cognitions flow smoothly into
behaviour, without considering how this is actually effected.

This chapter focuses on the executive systems for three reasons. First,
damage to the brain areas involved in executive processing produces char-
acteristic behavioural signs, called perseveration (Box. 5.2), which share
some similaritieswith stereotypy. Second, these brain areas are consistently
implicated in disorders that involve stereotypies, compulsions or other
Abnormal Repetitive Behaviours (Crider, 1997; Turner, 1997; Garner,
1999; Casey et al., 2002). Third, a wide variety of disease processes, both
between and within these disorders, appear to converge to similar systems-
level dysfunctions – i.e. the unifying feature of impulsive/compulsive be-
haviours or (and in contrast to) stereotypies might be best understood at the
executive system level (Turner, 1997, see alsoWürbel’s plea for biologically
meaningfulways of classifying stereotypies, Chapter 4; Garner, 1999;Garner
and Mason, 2002). Thus a systems-level perspective allows the integration
and reconciliation of different levels of explanation – especially the bewil-
deringly complex neuropsychopharmacology of Abnormal Repetitive Be-
haviours (see Chapters 6–8 and 10; and Cabib, 1993).

5.2.1. A systems model for how the brain organizes behaviour

The Supervisory Attentional System (SAS)/Contention Scheduling System
(CSS) model of ‘willed and automatic control of behaviour’ (Shallice,
1982; Norman and Shallice, 1986) divides executive function between
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two basic systems, called the CSS and the SAS. It provides a powerful
systems-level description of the executive systems that has been widely
applied in a range of literatures. The model is derived from clinical data
from patients suffering from brain lesions, and the neuropsychological
and amphetamine research literature.

The CSS selects and sequences behavioural responses. Each response
is linked to an optimal set of stimuli, so that the CSS activates the response
whose optimal stimuli bestmatch the stimuli presented to it (a ‘contention’
being the matching of a set of stimuli to a response). Responses ‘compete’
through localized mutual inhibition of each other’s activation, and the
more similar responses are, the more they inhibit each other. This simple
mechanismhasmany important properties. First, an active response ‘locks
out’ similar behaviours, although if pertinent stimuli (e.g. predator cues)
activate a radically different behaviour (e.g. escape) the animal can switch

Box 5.2. Forms of Perseveration

J.P. GARNER

In contrast to Abnormal Repetitive Behaviours, which occur during the patient’s day-to-day
life, perseveration is the inappropriate repetition of behaviour elicited in an experimental or
diagnostic context (Turner, 1997), and is a diagnostic sign of dysfunction in the brain areas
involved in executive processing (Luria, 1965; Sandson and Albert, 1984; Turner, 1997). Three
fundamentally different forms of perseveration are recognized, each one of which involves
repetition at a different level of organization.

• Continuous perseveration is the inappropriate repetition of individual movements, or motor
sub-programs. For example, when asked to write down their name, a patient might write the
first letter of their name over and over again.

• Recurrent perseveration is the inappropriate repetition of responses or complex motor
programs. For example, when asked a series of questions, a patient might respond to
every question identically with the answer they gave to the first.

• Stuck-in-set perseveration is the inappropriate repetition of goals, or abstract rules where
individual responses remain flexible. For example, when shown a deck of playing cards and
asked to name the suit of each card a patient will be able to do so readily. However, when
asked to instead name the number of the card (2, 3, 4, . . . , Queen, King, Ace), the patient
will continue to name the suit.

Stuck-in-set perseveration therefore represents the repetition of a particular form of abstract
internal information that encodes the current behavioural goal and the particular stimuli or
aspects of stimuli that pertain to it (called a cognitive attentional set – hence ‘stuck-in-set’);
while recurrent and continuous perseveration represent the repetition of components of motor
programming. Stuck-in-set perseveration is seen following damage to the prefrontal cortex,
while recurrent and continuous perseveration are seen following damage to the basal ganglia
(Luria, 1965; Sandson and Albert, 1984; Turner, 1997).
Perseveration is associated with a phenomenon called ‘knowledge–action dissociation’,

whereby if asked, patients know that their responses are inappropriate, and they know the
correct response to make, but are unable to execute the response in behaviour (e.g. Owen
et al., 1991). The knowledge–action dissociation often causes patients distress and frustration
at their inability to control their own behaviour (for examples see: Luria, 1965; Turner, 1997).
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to the new behaviour. Second, responses are considered to be self-
activating, that is once switched on, a response activates itself above and
beyond its match to the current stimuli. This self-activation persists. Thus,
responses must inhibit themselves once completed. Third and finally, the
CSS also sequences individual movements within a response using
the same basic mechanisms.

The SAS, in contrast, primes and edits the selection of responses by the
CSS on the basis of abstract non-physiological internal information. As an
example, in a shopping centre, I must remember which shop I intend to
visit, and what products I am looking for. Thus the SAS selects behaviour
whenever external stimuli cannot unequivocally direct the CSS. Such
situations include: (i) planning and adhering to a plan even in the face of
new circumstances, distractions or temptations; (ii) error-correction, that
is adjusting stimulus-directed responses when they fail to achieve their
goal; (iii) selecting between two responses that equally match the set of
stimuli presented to the CSS (such as choosing between two items on a
menu); (iv) selecting a response when the meaning of an external stimulus
is dictated by an internal uncued goal or rule (for instance in poker, a player
might bet completely differently on the same hand depending on what he
knows about other players and whether he intends to bluff); and (v) over-
coming habitual responses (Shallice, 1982; Norman and Shallice, 1986;
Shallice andBurgess, 1991, 1996). Importantly, the SAS can only influence
behaviour through modulating the action of the CSS.

In terms of neuroanatomy, the CSS is located within an area of the
brain called the basal ganglia (Norman and Shallice, 1986). Thus disrup-
tion to basal ganglia motor systems results in a wide range of disorders in
the initiation, inhibition and control of movement (Albin et al., 1995),
including psychostimulant-induced stereotypies (Joyce and Iversen,
1984). Lesions of the basal ganglia motor systems also lead to two neuro-
logical signs, which can be quantified in test situations, called recurrent
and continuous perseveration (see Box 5.2) (Luria, 1965; Sandson and
Albert, 1984). Recurrent and continuous perseveration can be thought of
as software glitches explained by the SAS/CSS systems-level model. Thus
recurrent perseveration results from a failure of the CSS to inhibit a
response, and continuous perseveration results in a failure to inhibit a
single movement within a response, once each has been completed. This
type of failure, in which responses do not inhibit themselves appropri-
ately once completed, seems integral to stereotypies (Turner, 1997).

The SAS is based in the prefrontal cortex, and influences the CSS
through connections to an area of the basal ganglia called the caudate.
Human patients with prefrontal damage therefore show impaired plan-
ning (e.g. dithering and distractibility), and problems with novelty, whilst
their routine stimulus-directed behaviours remain unimpaired (Shallice,
1982; Norman and Shallice, 1986; Shallice and Burgess, 1991, 1996;
Turner, 1997). When tested, these patients also show ‘stuck-in-set persev-
eration’ (see Box 5.2), whereby they find it difficult to shift plans or rules
in an appropriate way. A key strength of the CSS/SAS model is that it
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explains this paradoxical presence of both extreme distractibility and
very repetitive behaviour in patients with lesions of the prefrontal cortex.
Both these symptoms can be thought of as software glitches explained by
the SAS/CSS systems-level model. Thus stuck-in-set perseveration is the
failure of the SAS to shift cognitive attentional set; distractibility is its
failure to maintain the activation of a response in the face of competing
stimuli, while dithering is its failure to select between two equally cued
responses (Frith and Grasby, 1995).

The SAS/CSS model therefore explains why different forms of persev-
eration are linked to different brain areas. It also helps to select neuropsycho-
logical tasks that quantify these important signs and which therefore can be
used as directmeasures of the function of the CSS and SAS. Box 5.3 outlines
the tasks used to quantify perseveration in humans. In humans, language is
often used to constrain the subject’s choices in such tasks. In animals, mazes
can be used to physically constrain choices, and additional statistical
methods or internal controls may also be used to clean the data of biases
that are not to do with perseveration (e.g. Garner and Mason, 2002). Tasks
can be implemented in different ways depending upon the sensory ecology
of the species – for example, the tasks can be implemented directly with
touchscreens (e.g. in primates: Dias et al., 1996; songbirds: Garner et al.,
2003a), in mazes (e.g. rats: Birrell and Brown, 2000; mice: Garner et al.,
2003c) or by other means within the home cage (e.g. in parrots: Garner
et al., 2003b). Stimuli, rewards and operant responses can also be modified
to take the species’ ecology into account. For instance, rats andmice readily
learn to dig for food rewards in pots of sawdust. The IntraDimensional–
ExtraDimensional set-shifting task (see Box 5.3) is then performed by pre-
senting two pots in a simple maze, and altering the outer surface, odour
and the digging material in the pots (Birrell and Brown, 2000). For example,
the initial rule might be to choose between the two pots on the basis of the
digging material, ignoring odour. Then the extradimensional shift (the stage
testing for stuck-in-set preservation; see Box 5.3) would be to choose be-
tween the pots on the basis of outer texture, ignoring digging material.

5.3. The Neurobiology of Behavioural Control – Insights from Basal
Ganglia Physiology and Drug-induced Stereotypies

Aswe shall see, the implementation of the CSS in the basal ganglia is central
to linking human and animal stereotypies. The role of basal ganglia physi-
ology in stereotypy is discussed indetail inChapter 7. To briefly summarize,
the basal ganglia select and sequence behaviour through competition
between two separatepathways, called the ‘direct pathway’ and the ‘indirect
pathway’. The direct pathway activates responses, while the indirect
pathway inhibits responses. The indirect pathway both inhibits current
responses when another response needs to be activated and inhibits com-
peting responses when the current response needs to be completed. Drug-
induced stereotypies consistently and selectively involve suppression of the
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Box 5.3. Measuring Perseveration

J.P. GARNER

Recurrent perseveration can bemeasured using the ‘two-choice gambling task’ (Frith andDone,
1983). On each trial of this task the subject chooses one of two boxes on a computer screen (four
such trials are shown below), and is instructed to ‘find the rule’ governing which box to choose.

No such rule exists: the subject is merely told that their choice was correct at random on
50% of trials. Control subjects then produce random sequences of choices (e.g. L L R L R R L R
R L), while subjects showing recurrent perseveration produce repetitive sequences of choices
(e.g. L L L L R R R R R L). The degree of perseveration is quantified using information analysis
(e.g. Frith and Done, 1983).
Stuck-in-set perseveration ismeasured using a variety of set-shifting taskswhere choices between

stimuli must be guided by cognitive attentional set, such as the Wisconsin card sort test, the trail-
making Test part B and the IntraDimensional–ExtraDimensional set-shifting task. This latter task
involves a series of problems for the subject to solve (Owen et al., 1993). On each trial two stimuli
are presented on a computer screen. The stimuli in a trial differ in two independent ways, called
‘dimensions’. In the four trials illustrated below, both shape and pattern of the stimuli vary.

The subject chooses a stimulus, and the computer informs them whether they chose
correctly. In this example the triangle might be the correct choice. Once the subject has learnt
this rule, the discrimination is ‘reversed’ – now the square is the correct choice on every trial.
Once the subject has learnt this reversal, an ‘intradimensional shift’ is performed. Thus, a new
set of stimuli are presented, but again the same dimension (i.e. shape) dictates the correct
choice – now the cross might be the correct choice.

Once this discrimination is learnt, it is reversed. By the completion of this reversal, subjects
have formed a cognitive attentional set (i.e. a generalized abstract rule) – in this example to
attend to shape, to solve each new problem – that is evident in the increased speed with which
they solve each new problem. The key stage of the task follows, where an ‘extradimensional
shift’ is performed. Thus a new set of stimuli are presented that vary in the dimension

Continued
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indirect pathway, and hence behavioural disinhibition. This is true for
classic stereotypy-inducing dopaminergic drugs such as amphetamine act-
ing on dopamine D2 receptors (e.g. Lyon and Robbins, 1975; Waddington
et al., 1990; Cabib, 1993), and also for opiate drugs such as morphine acting
on enkephalin receptors (i.e. mu and delta opiate receptors) (e.g. Longoni
et al., 1991; Cabib, 1993; Steiner and Gerfen, 1998), and a variety of seroto-
nergic drugs (Curzon, 1990). Importantly, as direct pathway activity is
required to activate all behaviour (including stereotypy), direct pathway
activity is a necessary but not sufficient prerequisite of stereotypy. Thus,
drugs that selectively activate the direct pathway only induce hyperactivity,
not stereotypy; and drugs that selectively inhibit the direct pathway sup-
press all behaviour, including stereotypy (Waddington et al., 1990; Cabib,
1993). (See Chapters 7 and 8 for further details.)

This link between the basal ganglia and stereotypy goes beyond drug
effects. Isolation-reared primates, for instance (see Chapter 6, and Lewis
et al., 1990; Martin et al., 1991) show both stereotypy and many neuro-
physiological changes in the basal ganglia, including altered dopamine
and opiate metabolism. Stereotypies in some captive animals also involve
altered dopamine function (Ödberg et al., 1987), and may share common
mechanisms with amphetamine sensitization (see Chapter 8, and Cabib
and Bonaventura, 1997). In parallel, socially isolated rodents also show
amphetamine sensitization (Robbins et al., 1996), and a wide array of
changes in brain physiology (including the basal ganglia) (Robbins et al.,
1996). Indeed the effects of chronic stress on dopamine function may play
an important role in stereotypy development (see Chapter 8). Enrichment
induces many changes in neurotransmitter function (e.g. Rosenzweig
et al., 1978), and also affects many aspects of brain growth and develop-
ment (see Chapter 7). The effects of enrichment on some neurophysio-
logical measures are magnified between high and low stereotypy
individuals, and these stereotypy-specific differences are concentrated
in the basal ganglia (Turner and Lewis, 2003).

Box 5.3. Continued

that was previously dictating choice (i.e. shape) and in a new dimension (size in the example
below) – but now the new dimension dictates the correct choice, so now the smaller shape
might be the correct choice.

To solve this new problem the subject must first switch off the previous set (‘attend to
shape’), and even healthy subjects find this difficult, taking longer to learn an extradimensional
shift than an intradimensional shift. Patients showing stuck-in-set perseveration find this new
problem extremely difficult to solve, hence stuck-in-set perseveration is quantified as the
number of trials taken to complete this stage.
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5.4. The Neuropsychology of Stereotypy – Insights from Human Mental
Disorder

5.4.1. Stereotypies and impulsive/compulsive behaviours – two fundamental
categories of Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour

Despite the confusing differences in terminology used to describe human
disorders (Box. 5.1), Abnormal Repetitive Behaviours are often differenti-
ated into two broad categories. For simplicity, we will term these two
categories ‘impulsive/compulsive behaviours’ and ‘stereotypies’. Impul-
sive/compulsive behaviours are repetitive, but unlike stereotypies they
usually vary in the form of the motor pattern and are goal-directed. Indeed
impulsive/compulsive behaviours can be seen as goal-directed behaviours
that are directed towards an inappropriately repeated goal. That is, the goal
persists in directing behaviour after it has been met or despite being
inappropriate to the current circumstances. Examples include compul-
sions in OCD, such as hand-washing; ‘impulsive’ behaviours such as
‘focused’ hair-plucking in trichotillomania; most ‘complex tics’ in Tour-
ette’s syndrome; the inappropriate repetition of topics in speech or thought
(called ‘circumscribed interests’ in autism); and echophenomena (where
the patient mimics the speech or gestures of another person). (For a
discussion of these symptoms see: American Psychiatric Association,
1994; Hollander and Wong, 1995; Turner, 1997; Garner, 1999.)

In contrast, in human clinical work, stereotypies are described in a
similar way to the ethological definition, that is, as repetitive, unvarying,
goalless behaviours. Examples include hand-flapping, body-rocking and
many forms of self-injurious behaviour in autism, mental retardation
and other pervasive development disorders (see Chapters 6 and 7, this
volume); many ‘simple tics’ in Tourette’s syndrome; non-drug-induced
dyskinesias in schizophrenia; and in autism and schizophrenia the in-
appropriate repetition of single words in speech (see: Owens et al., 1982;
Frith and Done, 1990; American Psychiatric Association, 1994; Turner,
1997; Lewis and Bodfish, 1998; Garner, 1999).

These categories are subdivided (Owens et al., 1982; Hollander and
Wong, 1995; Lewis and Bodfish, 1998), though these subdivisions are
often hard to distinguish behaviourally or physiologically. For instance,
the distinction between impulsive and compulsive symptoms is import-
ant in psychiatry (Hollander and Wong, 1995), but is at a finer level, and
is less well understood, than that between stereotypies and impulsive/
compulsive behaviours (Garner, 1999); as well as being harder to make for
animals (see Chapters 10 and 11, this volume).

Thus, overall, the key difference between impulsive/compulsive be-
haviours and stereotypies is in what is repeated: with impulsive/compul-
sive behaviours an inappropriate goal is repeated (e.g. the seeking out and
plucking of particular types of hair, or ‘focused plucking’ in trichotilloma-
nia), whilewith stereotypies, a particularmotor pattern is repeated (e.g. the
inappropriate repeated insertion of identicalwords or phrases in speech by
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some schizophrenic patients: Frith and Done, 1990). As a result, stereo-
typies are by definition inherently unvarying, while impulsive/compul-
sive behaviours are not (though somemay secondarily lose variabilitywith
repetition; see e.g. Chapters 2–4 and 11, on channelling and habit-forma-
tion). The inappropriately repeated goal behind an impulsive/compulsive
behaviour is sometimes apparent as an obsession – an inappropriate,
intrusive, repeated thought or mental image that causes mounting anxiety.

5.4.2. Back to the CSS/SAS model – the neuropsychology of human stereotypies and
impulsive/compulsive behaviours

The distinction between impulsive/compulsive behaviours and stereo-
typies is best developed in the ‘behavioural inhibition hypothesis’ of
Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour in autism (Turner, 1997). Turner proposes
that Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour involves a failure of inhibitive execu-
tive processes in either the SAS or the CSS, and that consequentially
Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour is inherently related to perseveration.
Thus,AbnormalRepetitiveBehaviour represents theday-to-dayexpression
of a deficit in behavioural control, and perseveration represents the same
deficit elicited in a quantifiable form by an experimental task. Ethologists
have similarly suggested that stereotypiesmight involve a failure in behav-
ioural control (e.g. Fentress, 1976; Toates, 2000), and psychiatrists have
suggested that Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour might represent a day-to-
day formofperseveration (e.g. Frith andDone, 1990;Crider, 1997).Turner’s
‘behavioural inhibitionhypothesis’ advances these ideas in twoways.First,
it emphasizes the failure of the SAS or CSS to inhibit behaviours, which
dovetails nicely with the ubiquitous failure of behavioural inhibition in
drug-induced stereotypies. Second, the ‘behavioural inhibition hypoth-
esis’ predicts that, just as there are two fundamentally different forms of
perseveration, Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour should be divided into two
similar categories corresponding to disinhibition of the SAS or of the CSS.

Turner thus predicted that stereotypies in autistic children would
correlate with recurrent perseveration, since both were hypothesized to
involve a failure of the CSS to inhibit responses, while their ‘higher level’
Abnormal Repetitive Behaviours, such as repetitively sticking to the same
topic in conversation, would correlate with stuck-in-set perseveration,
since both were hypothesized to involve a failure of the SAS to inhibit
cognitive attentional sets. As described earlier (and in more detail in Box
5.3), perseveration can be quantified using a variety of neuropsychological
tasks. Thus to test these hypotheses, Turner scored each child for the
severity of their stereotypies, for the severity of their ‘higher level’ Abnor-
mal Repetitive Behaviours, and then independently scored each child for
the severity of recurrent and stuck-in-set perseveration that they showed.
All the psychiatric experiments discussed in this chapter follow this basic
design where symptom severity is scored separately from measuring per-
severation – thus both measures are being implicitly treated as traits.
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Autistic children show recurrent perseveration in a two-choice gam-
bling task compared to controls (Frith, 1970; Turner, 1997). As predicted
the more stereotypy performed by an autistic child in day-to-day life, the
more severe their recurrent perseveration in the two-choice gambling task
(i.e. the two measures were correlated) (Turner, 1997). In addition to
stereotypy, repeated identical behaviours within circumscribed interests
(e.g. repeating the same phrase from a book over and over again) lead to a
correlation between circumscribed interests in day-to-day life and recur-
rent perseveration (Turner, 1997). Autistic children also show more
severe stuck-in-set perseveration compared to controls on the Wisconsin
Card Sort Test (Ozonoff et al., 1991) and the IntraDimensional–
ExtraDimensional set-shifting task (Hughes et al., 1994; Turner, 1997).
Again, as predicted, the more severe the stuck-in-set perseveration shown
by an autistic child on the IntraDimensional–ExtraDimensional set-
shifting task, the more severe their ‘higher level’ Abnormal Repetitive
Behaviours in day-to-day life – including repeated topics in conversation,
echolalia (the automatic mimicking of speech), and the repetition of
themes within circumscribed interests (e.g. drawing differing pictures
of differing animals repeatedly) (Turner, 1997).

Generally, scores for recurrent and stuck-in-set perseveration were
uncorrelated; scores for stuck-in-set perseveration were uncorrelated
with scores for stereotypy; and scores for recurrent perseveration were
uncorrelated with impulsive/compulsive behaviour. This near-perfect
‘double dissociation’ (i.e. with the exception of circumscribed interests,
the correlation of stereotypy only with recurrent perseveration; and the
correlation of ‘higher level’ Abnormal Repetitive Behaviours only with
stuck-in-set perseveration) confirms that the two classes of Abnormal
Repetitive Behaviour are distinct entities with distinct underlying mech-
anisms as measured by the two distinct forms of perseveration (Turner,
1997). Furthermore, perseveration in these experiments was also associ-
ated with reports of knowledge–action dissociation, and frustration.
Thus, these data also illustrate another important point. Perseveration
and knowledge–action dissociations are traditionally discussed with ref-
erence to patients suffering from brain lesions. However, there is little
evidence of a single consistent structural or metabolic brain abnormality
in autism (Robbins, 1997b). Thus these data emphasize the point that
perseveration does not automatically indicate brain damage, but can
also indicate dysfunction, and that such dysfunction may involve subtle
changes in brain activity.

Because Turner’s ‘behavioural inhibition hypothesis’ makes testable
predictions, it can be extended to other human disorders (Garner, 1999).
Here I review four disorders (schizophrenia, OCD, trichotillomania and
Tourette’s syndrome) of particular relevance to animal Abnormal Repeti-
tive Behaviour. First, in schizophrenia, stereotypies are correlated with
recurrent perseveration on the two-choice gambling task (Frith and Done,
1983) and the recurrent perseveration of words in speech (Manschreck
et al., 1981; Frith and Done, 1990). In contrast, symptom severity scores
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that include impulsive/compulsive behaviours correlate with stuck-in-set
perseveration (Liddle and Morris, 1991). Second, in OCD, the severity of
impulsive/compulsive behaviour is correlated in several studies with
abnormalities in the prefrontal cortex and caudate (amongst other brain
areas) (Baxter et al., 1992; Saxena et al., 1998); and damage to the pre-
frontal cortex can also sometimes result in the development of OCD
(Berthier et al., 2001). OCD patients also show stuck-in-set perseveration
in many studies (Lacerda et al., 2003). Although few studies have related
symptom severity directly to perseveration, one study did find symptom
severity in OCD to be correlated with stuck-in-set perseveration (Lucey
et al., 1997). Third, in trichotillomania (which is characterized by impul-
sive/compulsive hair pulling, but also can include stereotypic hair pull-
ing), there is some evidence of abnormal metabolism in prefrontal cortex
to caudate circuits (Stein et al., 2002). In trichotillomania, symptom
severity (scored on a scales measuring impulsive/compulsive Abnormal
Repetitive Behaviour) is again correlated with impaired performance on
tasks sensitive to stuck-in-set perseveration (Rettew et al., 1991; Keuthen
et al., 1996). Fourth, in Tourette’s syndrome, the symptoms are divided
into ‘simple tics’ and ‘complex tics’, the distinctions between which
correspond roughly to those between stereotypies and impulsive/compul-
sive behaviours, respectively. The impulsive/compulsive symptoms (i.e.
complex tics) in Tourette’s syndrome are highly intercorrelated, but only
poorly correlated with stereotypies (i.e. ‘simple tics’) (Robertson et al.,
1988). Accordingly, stuck-in-set perseveration is correlated with impul-
sive/compulsive behaviours, but not with stereotypies (Bornstein, 1990,
1991). Finally, in healthy individuals, sub-clinical symptom scores for
OCD correlate with stuck-in-set perseveration (Zohar et al., 1995).

Thus across a wide range of disorders the same basic pattern can be
found. In summary, Abnormal Repetitive Behaviours in humans do seem
to be divided into two broad categories – stereotypies and impulsive/
compulsive behaviours – in several different disorders. These two cat-
egories are distinguishable behaviourally, neuropsychologically and bio-
logically, and correspond to a fundamental division of labour between
brain systems that sequence and inhibit individual movements (i.e. the
CSS), and brain systems that sequence and inhibit abstract goals, abstract
internal information and cognitive attentional set (i.e. the SAS). However,
as few studies explicitly correlate perseveration, Abnormal Repetitive
Behaviour, and structural or metabolic brain abnormalities, the true gen-
erality of this observation remains to be properly tested. Next, I develop
the potential importance of this distinction for animals.

5.5. The Neuropsychology of Animal Stereotypy and Impulsive/
Compulsive Behaviours

Mammals and birds show the same fundamental division of labour be-
tween a system that automatically sequences behaviour in response to
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external stimuli, and one that sequences goals, and abstract internal
information (Fentress, 1976; Toates, 2000). Throughout chordates the
basal ganglia show the same basic circuitry and are involved in behav-
ioural control (Reiner et al., 1998). Thus in non-human primates (Dias
et al., 1996) and rodents (Birrell and Brown, 2000) damage to the pre-
frontal cortex results in stuck-in-set perseveration measured using the
IntraDimensional–ExtraDimensional set-shifting task. Could animal Ab-
normal Repetitive Behaviour involve similar fundamental mechanisms to
human Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour, and similarly divide into stereo-
typies and impulsive/compulsive behaviours? If so, animal stereotypies
should correlate with recurrent perseveration, and animal impulsive/
compulsive behaviours should correlate with stuck-in-set perseveration
(Garner, 1999; Garner and Mason, 2002; Garner et al., 2003b). As already
reviewed, the involvement of the basal ganglia in drug-induced and
isolation-induced stereotypies provides preliminary support for this hy-
pothesis. Indeed, some of the physiological changes seen in isolated rats,
such as increased dopamine release in the basal ganglia (e.g. Robbins
et al., 1996), do indeed increase perseveration (e.g. Jones et al., 1991).

To test this hypothesis in captive animals, we investigated stereotypy
and extinction learning in bank voles (Garner and Mason, 2002). Extinc-
tion learning (see Fig. 5.1) measures a subject’s ability to suppress a
previously learnt response. Increasing recurrent perseveration should
lead to an inappropriate and increasing persistence of the previously
learnt response, measured as the number of trials to complete extinction
learning (Garner and Mason, 2002). We initially worked with extinction
learning because it is impaired in isolation-reared animals (Jones et al.,
1991) and is relatively easy to measure. As predicted, stereotypy was
highly correlated with impaired extinction learning in bank voles. Thus
the vole showing the least amount of stereotypic behaviour completed
extinction learning in 26 trials, while the vole showing the highest level
took 244 trials (Garner and Mason, 2002) (see Table 5.1). The correlation
of stereotypy with impaired extinction learning has been replicated in
blue tits and marsh tits (Garner et al., 2003a), and in Asiatic black bears
and Malayan sun bears (Vickery and Mason, 2003, 2005) (see Fig. 5.2).

However, extinction learning is an equivocal measure of recurrent
perseveration as it may be affected by several other processes (e.g. habit-
formation or perhaps even stuck-in-set perseveration). We therefore
looked for further evidence of CSS system-level disinhibition in the
voles (Garner and Mason, 2002). Learning is apparent not only in the
choices that a subject makes, but also in the timing of choices, such that
correct choices are made progressively more rapidly than incorrect
choices as a subject learns (Olton, 1972). Furthermore, the disinhibition
of responses caused by amphetamine’s action in the basal ganglia leads to
inappropriately rapid responding in a variety of tasks (Robbins, 1997a).
We examined the timing of responses in extinction, and found that in-
creasing stereotypy was correlated with an increasing persistence of in-
appropriate rapid responses (Garner and Mason, 2002) (Table 5.1). We
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then used these two independent measures of the vole’s knowledge of the
lack of reward in extinction to test for a knowledge–action dissociation.
Increasing stereotypy was correlated with an increasing discrepancy be-
tween knowledge measured by choices and knowledge measured by the
timing of choices, suggesting a knowledge–action dissociation (Garner
and Mason, 2002) (Table 5.1). We also examined behaviour in the home
cage for evidence of disinhibition of the CSS. The disinhibition of behav-
iour caused by amphetamine leads to a general increase in the rate of
switching between behaviours as stereotypy develops. We therefore
examined the rate at which the voles switched between behaviours
in their home cage and found a positive correlation with stereotypy
(Garner and Mason, 2002) (Table 5.1). Finally, we investigated whether

Liquid reward
dispenser

Liquid reward
dispenser

One-way door

One-way door

Home cage

Home cage

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.1. The extinction learning task described in Garner and Mason (2002). A two-
choice maze is attached to the home cage. On entering the maze, the vole can enter one
of the two corridors through a one-way door. Each corridor contains a computer-
controlled reward dispenser. The vole exits either corridor through another one-way
door and returns to the home cage. (a) First, the vole is taught that only one corridor will
contain reward (the upper corridor in the figure). Voles rapidly learn to always enter this
corridor and collect reward. (b) Both reward dispensers are turned off, and extinction
learning is measured by the number of trials the vole takes to return to choosing both
corridors equally often. The animal’s initial learning of the spatial discrimination (a)
assesses many components of general learning ability that are common to extinction
learning (b). Thus each animal acted as its own control, giving a refined measure that
approximated recurrent perseveration more closely than simple extinction performance.
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Table 5.1. The intercorrelation of stereotypy and measures indicative of Contention Scheduling System disinhibition of response selection in
bank voles.

Activity
Rate of initiation
of behaviours

Repetition of choices
during extinction

Repetition of latencies
during extinction

Knowledge–action
dissociation

Stereotypy r ¼ 0.857 (P ¼ 0.0195) r ¼ 0.840 (P ¼ 0.0035) r ¼ 0.642 (P ¼ 0.0005) r ¼ 0.751 (P ¼ 0.0095) r ¼ 0.790 (P ¼ 0.0015)
Activity r ¼ 0.871 (P ¼ 0.020) r ¼ 0.791 (P ¼ 0.030) r ¼ 0.878 (P ¼ 0.007) r ¼ 0.883 (P ¼ 0.020)
Rate of initiation r ¼ 0.556 (P ¼ 0.015) r ¼ 0.840 (P ¼ 0.008) r ¼ 0.926 (P ¼ 0.0005)
Repetition of choices r ¼ 0.772 (P ¼ 0.0145) r ¼ 0.830 (P ¼ 0.0105)
Repetition of latencies r ¼ 0.820 (P ¼ 0.017)

Redrawn from Garner and Mason (2002) with permission from Elsevier. Partial correlation coefficients are given thereby controlling for the various internal

controls in each measure. The P-value of each is also given. This pattern of data indicates a single underlying causal factor consistent with Contention

Scheduling System systems-level disinhibition of response selection. N ¼ 8 (N ¼ 6 for activity).
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this general disinhibition of all behaviour might explain why high stereo-
typy animals can also be hyperactive (Ödberg, 1986). Stereotypy was
correlated with general activity levels in the home cage (Garner and
Mason, 2002) (Table 5.1). More important than any one of these results
however, was the fact that each of these measures was correlated with
every other measure, indicating that a single process was leading to all of
these behavioural differences (Garner and Mason, 2002). The most parsi-
monious – if not the only – candidate for this central causal process is a
disinhibition of behaviour selection in the CSS, consistent with indirect
pathway suppression. For instance, it is very hard to explain why evi-
dence of a knowledge–action dissociation would be correlated with the
rate of behaviour switching in the home cage, without both reflecting a
disinhibition of response selection (see Table 5.1).

These results have been harder to replicate in full in the other species
studied to date. In blue tits and marsh tits, both stereotypy and persever-
ation were correlated with the rate at which birds switched between
behaviours – but these relationships were curvilinear, suggesting the
involvement of a second unknown process (Garner et al., 2003a). Further-
more, although stereotypy and impaired extinction learning were correl-
ated in bears, neither of these measures correlated with behavioural
switching, though some correlations are seen between these three meas-
ures and activity (Vickery and Mason, 2005).

Thus, overall, the data from voles argue that recurrent perseveration is
responsible for impaired extinction learning in stereotypic animals, while
the patchy correlation of other measures of CSS function in bears suggests
that other processes may be involved in the relationships between these
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Fig. 5.2. Extinction learning is correlated with stereotypy in Asiatic black bears and
Malayan sun bears. Redrawn from Vickery and Mason 2005, see also Chapter 3, this
volume. The x-axis is partialled (statistically controlled) for various confounding factors,
including species, sex, age and performance on the initial spatial discrimination task
(hence the negative values). Recurrent perseveration will increase the number of trials
taken to complete the extinction task.
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latter measures and stereotypy and perseveration (Vickery and Mason,
2005). Therefore, in order to better replicate the human results, we
adapted the human two-choice gambling task (Box. 5.3) for use with
animals, and found that stereotypy in blue tits was indeed correlated
with recurrent perseveration measured by the two-choice gambling task
(Garner et al., 2003a). However, there remains a minor conceptual prob-
lem with the two-choice gambling task in that on any trial, no choice is
any more likely to be rewarded than the other. There is no ‘right’ or
‘wrong’ choice and so the task only approximates recurrent perseveration,
which is defined as the repetition of inappropriate responses (Turner,
1997). In psychiatry, this has led to more complex tasks that directly
measure recurrent perseveration (e.g. Turner, 1997). However, these
tasks are too reliant on spoken instructions for application to animals.
Instead, we modified the gambling task, so that although the animal is
rewarded at random, the chance of being rewarded changes with the
animal’s choices. Thus in the ‘bias-corrected gambling task’, the probabil-
ity of being rewarded for a particular choice on any given trial equals the
probability with which the animal has chosen the other option over the
previous 20 trials (Garner et al., 2003b). As a result, even though the
animal cannot predict which choice will be rewarded on any particular
trial, it can maximize its chances of being rewarded by choosing both
options equally often. As a result the bias-corrected gambling tasks does
measure recurrent perseveration properly, and recurrent perseveration
measured by this task correlates with stereotypy in orange-wing Amazon
parrots (Garner et al., 2003b) (see Fig. 5.3a). Furthermore, in this experi-
ment, we found that repeated responses were made faster in higher
stereotypy animals (see Fig. 5.3b), while no such relationship was seen
for responses that switched from that chosen in the previous trial. This
pattern can only be explained if the repetitive responses of high stereo-
typy animals involve a disinhibition of response selection – in other
words, true recurrent perseveration.

We have recently begun to extend this work to Abnormal Repetitive
Behaviour in mice. In addition to stereotypic behaviour (Würbel et al.,
1996), mice also perform an Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour called barber-
ing, where one mouse plucks the fur and whiskers from its cagemates
or itself in idiosyncratic repeated patterns (Sarna et al., 2000; Garner
et al., 2004a,b). Barbering involves flexible goal-directed behaviour
(Sarna et al., 2000) and therefore likely represents an impulsive/compul-
sive behaviour rather than a stereotypy. Barbering also showsmany behav-
ioural and epidemiological similarities to human hair-plucking in
trichotillomania (Garner et al., 2004b). We have examined the relation-
ships between stereotypy, barbering, recurrent perseveration and stuck-in-
set perseveration in mice. Accordingly, stereotypy and recurrent persev-
eration in the bias-corrected gambling task are correlated, and the severity
of barbering and stuck-in-set perseveration on the IntraDimensional–
ExtraDimensional set-shifting task is correlated (for a preliminary report
of these data see: Garner, 2002; Garner et al., 2003c), while, just as
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predicted, stereotypy and the severity of barbering are uncorrelated, stereo-
typy and stuck-in-set perseveration are uncorrelated and the severity of
barbering and recurrent perseveration are uncorrelated (unpublished
data). Thus barbering and stereotypy in mice appear to be two very
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Fig. 5.3. Recurrent perseveration measured by the bias-corrected gambling task is
correlated with stereotypy in orange-wing Amazon parrots. Redrawn from Garner et al.
(2003b) with permission from Elsevier. (a) Recurrent perseveration is shown on the
x-axis. We calculated perseveration using third-order Markov analysis, which gives
the probability that each choice was independent of the previous three choices, for a
sequence of 102 consecutive responses. Thus increasingly random sequences have
higher probabilities of sequential independence (to the left of the x-axis), and
increasingly perseverative responses have lower probabilities (to the right of the x-axis).
The x-axis is partialled for sex. (b) The response time for repetitive choices is shown on
the x-axis.
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different forms of Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour. The potentially crucial
distinction between different forms of abnormal behaviours that might
otherwise erroneously all be classed together is something I return to in
Box. 10.2, Chapter 10.

Thus cage stereotypy really does seem to involve the same basic
mechanism as drug-induced, lesion-induced and psychopathological
stereotypies. Furthermore, in mice at least, stereotypy and impulsive/
compulsive behaviours are distinct categories of Abnormal Repetitive
Behaviour that involve the same distinct mechanisms as these two cat-
egories of Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour in human disorders.

However, there are also probably caveats to this general result (and
see contributed box by Würbel, Box 5.4). For instance, Latham and Mason
(Latham, 2005) investigated the relationship between recurrent persever-
ation in extinction learning and stereotypy in mice. They found that this
relationship held only for some subsets of mice (e.g. early-weaned ani-
mals). Similarly, in bears the intercorrelation of measures related to CSS
function is rather patchy, suggesting that while perseveration probably
does play an important role in stereotypy, other processes (such as stress-
related effects, see Chapters 8 and 11; or perhaps habit-formation, Vickery
and Mason, 2005) are undoubtedly also important.

Furthermore, stepping back from these experiments and thinking more
broadly about typical cage stereotypies, recurrent perseveration does not
account for all the properties observed. In particular, recurrent persever-
ation does not explain between-individual and between-species differences
in form or type of stereotypy – where motivational or phylogenetic explan-
ations are particularly important (see Chapters 2–4). As a hypothesis, recur-
rent perseveration does explain why a motor pattern is repeated inflexibly,
and why the inflexible repetition of motor patterns appears to be a discrete
and meaningful behavioural category, something that other hypotheses
mentioned in Box 5.4 do not. These latter hypotheses (repeated elicitation
of responses; coping; habit-formation) only explain why a behaviour is
initiated repeatedly – not why it is repeated so incessantly or why each
repetition is identical (i.e. they do not really explain why a stereotypy is a
stereotypy). The study of stereotypy form is therefore extremely important,
partly tounderstand the limits of perseveration as ahypothesis, andpartly to
distinguish between behaviours that are flexible in form, and those that are
not. For example, recurrent perseveration can explain why stereotypies are
invariant within a bout, or between bouts performed in rapid succession (as
recurrent perseveration can persist over hour-long timescales: Luria, 1965) –
but not why they are invariant from one day to the next.

Würbel make rather similar points in Box 5.4, but I would disagree
with some of his other issues. For instance, he argues that for recurrent
perseveration to be a common explanation, all stereotypies must be mech-
anistically identical, perhaps directly produced by enhanced dopamine
action. However, as discussed earlier, the power of a systems-level ap-
proach is that the proximate mechanisms of drug-induced and cage
stereotypies do not need to be identical, merely that their ultimate sys-
tems-level effects (i.e. recurrent perseveration) are similar. Indeed the
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Box 5.4. Stereotypies and Abnormal Perseveration – a Unifying Theory?

H. WÜRBEL

According to Garner, cage stereotypies represent recurrent perseveration and decreased dorsal
striatal inhibitory behavioural control. He also hypothesizes – while acknowledging a lack of
conclusive evidence – that this decrease in inhibition is abnormal. Is this the ‘unifying theory
of stereotypy’? Or are there aspects it cannot explain? Garner himself recognizes puzzles in
some of the data generated in animal perseveration tests. Here, I take a broader view, because,
as seen in previous chapters, stereotypies have several key features that a unifying theory
needs to account for.

1. First, they originate from repeated behavioural responses that seem to change in nature with
development. Garner’s hypothesis is potentially consistent with this. Thus, increasing per-
formance, decreasing variance and emancipation from the originally eliciting circumstances,
may all reflect progressive disruption of inhibitory behavioural control – changes arguably
paralleling those seen in stereotypies induced by stimulant drugs such as dopamine (DA)
agonists, where, with repeated administration, the behaviour becomes more intense and rigid
(e.g. Robbins and Sahakian, 1983). However, other hypotheses e.g. ‘coping’ (see Box 1.3,
Chapter 1 and Chapter 4), or habit-formation (see Chapters 2–4), could equally account for
these developmental changes.
2. There are species differences in typical incidence. These could be due to differences in
natural tendencies to perseverate, or in the effects of captivity on underlying neural substrates;
thus in carnivores, for instance, wide-rangers could be naturally more perseverative, or more
induced to become so by captivity (cf. Chapter 3). However, systematic comparative studies,
in both natural and captive environments, are still needed to investigate this.
3. Third, different species’ stereotypies differ in typical form, and individuals’ stereotypies
similarly vary in appearance and intensity. Species and individual variation in stereotypy form
are likely to depend on motivational differences and individual choices between alternative
behavioural responses (e.g. Chapter 4), not on perseveration. Furthermore, some animals show
very low, yet stable, levels of stereotypy performance that it may be difficult to explain in terms
of dysfunction (see Chapter 4).
4. Relatedly, caged animals typically display just one or two stereotypies. When stimulant
drugs induce stereotypy, these generally affect the animals’ entire behavioural output, with
increasing doses narrowing down the behavioural repertoire while increasing performance of
all remaining activities (Lyon and Robbins, 1975; Robbins and Sahakian, 1983). Why is it that
in contrast, typically only one or two, but not other, frequently performed behaviours develop
into cage stereotypies in captive animals? It is unclear how the same systems-level effects
could explain this difference between drug- and environment-induced stereotypies. We need
more data on how single behaviours are regulated by the basal ganglia, and under what
conditions (reinforcement? stress? specific motivational states?) particular behaviours can
become stereotypic (Box 8.1, Chapter 8 presents one interesting possibility).
5. Fifth, if all stereotypies were based on the same underlying mechanism, there should be
similarities in their neural bases independent of causation (e.g. barren cages, drugs and brain
damage). Thus there should also be similarities in the behavioural changes induced by
captivity and stimulant drugs. However, above we saw one apparent difference, and further-
more, in bank voles and deer mice, drugs induce stereotypies that differ from those induced by
captivity, and also fail to enhance the performance of cage-induced stereotypies (Vandebroek
and Ödberg, 1997; Vandebroek et al., 1998; Presti et al., 2002, 2004).
6. Finally, drug-induced stereotypies are normally associated with altered DA function in the
basal ganglia. However, no evidence was found for a relationship between cage-induced

Continued
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differences between different kinds of stereotypy in a systems perspective
reflect differences in proximate mechanisms – once again reinforcing the
role of motivational mechanisms in shaping stereotypies’ form and timing.
Würbel also argues that frontal disinhibition may be important in stereo-
typies.There is certainlyagrainof truth in this suggestion, asareasof frontal
cortex are involved in most levels of behavioural control (thus both super-
visory attentional, and basal gangliamotor systemcircuitry, involve frontal
areas; see also Chapters 7 and 8, this volume). However, this also suggests
that a general frontal disinhibition is an unlikely primary mechanism –
especially as frontal brain damage in human generally results in stuck-in-
set perseveration and associated behaviours, rarely stereotypies. SAS
frontal inhibition might help animals resist existing stereotypies, without
actually being involved in the aetiology of the stereotypy itself (much as
serotonergic drugs help to treat OCD, even though OCD is not caused by a
serotonin imbalance: Rauch and Jenike, 1993). Nevertheless, resolving
these issues to understand the causes behind perseveration, and the influ-
ence of other processes on both perseveration and stereotypy is an exciting
new direction for this line of research (see also Chapter 11, this volume).

5.6. Key Issues and Implications of a Role for Perseveration in Captive
Animals’ Stereotypies

5.6.1. The causes of perseveration

Just like Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour in human disorders, the devel-
opment of Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour in captive animals involves a
mixture of genetic and environmental mechanisms. For instance, marked
strain differences in mice interact with several environmental factors to
affect the development of barbering (Garner et al., 2004a,b), and stereo-
typy in mice is similarly affected by gene–environment interactions (see
Chapter 8). Furthermore, even in inbred strains of mice, which are essen-
tially genetically identical, barbering (Garner et al., 2003c, 2004b) and
stereotypy (Cabib and Bonaventura, 1997; Nevison et al., 1999) vary

Box 5.4. Continued

stereotypies and striatal DA function (density and sensitivity of DA receptors, concentration of
DA or its metabolites) in stereotyping deer mice (Powell et al., 1999; Presti et al., 2002). This
could mean that the focus on the dorsal striatal circuit alone is too narrow. For example,
reduced inhibitory control by several loci of the cortex (a brain area whose development is
impaired by barren housing conditions: van Praag et al., 2000) have also been implicated in
the development of both drug-induced stereotypies (e.g. Karler et al., 1997) and cage stereo-
typies (see Chapter 8).

Overall, Garner’s hypothesis has great appeal. However, the issues mentioned above suggest
that a more complete analysis of the psychological and neural processes underlying cage
stereotypies is warranted before we draw final conclusions.
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considerably between individuals. Thus if Abnormal Repetitive Behav-
iour is correlated with perseveration in both genetically heterogeneous
(Garner and Mason, 2002) and homogenous (Garner et al., 2003c) animals,
how might environmental influences lead to physiological differences
that affect CSS or SAS function? A number of different perspectives on
this issue are presented in Chapters 6–8, all of which integrate in different
ways with the systems-level perspective of this chapter.

5.6.2. Is the perseveration associated with Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour abnormal?

Although the current data paint a picture whereby stereotypy is indeed
consistently correlated with recurrent perseveration, the interpretation
of this result rests on a critical further question (Garner, 2005): is the
range of perseveration seen in stereotypic animals merely normal and
simply expressed as Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour in captive situations
(cf. correlation of stuck-in-set perseveration and sub-clinical obsessive–
compulsive scores in healthy humans: Zohar et al., 1995)? Or does it reflect
abnormal (i.e. an environmentally induced pathology of) brain develop-
ment? In other words, does Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour reflect a re-
sponse of normal behavioural control mechanisms to an abnormal
environment, or the output of abnormal behavioural control mechanisms
produced by an abnormal environment (these possibilities correspond to
the general categories of maladaptive versus malfunctional behaviours,
beautifully described in Box 1.4, Chapter 1, this volume and Mills, 2003).

The crux of this question does not lie in whether stereotypies are an
abnormal behaviour (they are, as they rarely if ever occur in the wild, and
they impair health, survival or reproductive success in many species:
Garner, 2005), but in how they are abnormal. Answering whether or not
stereotypy is a symptom of a pathologically abnormal and altered brain is
crucial to understanding how to manage stereotypy, and to understanding
its potential effects (in the case of laboratory animals) on experimental
outcomes (Garner, 2005).

There are a number of different mechanisms by which the environ-
ment could alter brain function during development, not all of which
need be irreversible. Chapters 6–8, for instance, point to alterations in
neurotransmitter function that could affect the CSS and SAS. In addition,
environmental influences affect the structure and connectivity of the
brain (see Chapter 7). For instance, the visual cortex trains itself to detect
only the features of the environment present in early development
(Hubel, 1988). The behavioural control systems of the CSS and SAS
might similarly train themselves during early experience to process only
the environmental variability and behavioural consequences experienced
in the environment. Barren unchanging environments, where behaviour
has few real consequences, might then induce Abnormal Repetitive Be-
haviour through the brain programming the CSS and SAS to be perse-
verative and inflexible in response to behavioural consequences.
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Consequently, studying the effects of environmental influences (in-
cluding those of environmental enrichment) and genetic influences on
perseveration and Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour is crucial to establish-
ing whether Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour indicates abnormal (i.e.
pathological) levels of perseveration (Garner, 2005). There are two general
approaches to such studies. First, one can compare the effects of treatments
within individuals, examining the changes in perseveration associated
with changes in Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour. For instance, the persev-
eration seen in drug-induced stereotypies is clearly abnormal, in that the
function of the brain has been altered to a pathological state (Mills, 2003).
Similarly the correlation between changes in brain metabolism and OCD
symptom improvement with treatment in humans (Baxter et al., 1992),
implies that the original levels of brain metabolism might have been ab-
normal. Accordingly, the enrichment of blue tits and marsh tits reduces
stereotypy, and the change in stereotypy is correlated with the change in
recurrent perseveration, again indicating that the level of perseveration
seen in stereotyping individuals might have been abnormal (Garner et al.,
2003a). However, these kinds of experiments, though persuasive, are not
unequivocal. Thus reducing perseveration might be expected to reduce
Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour even if the original level of perseveration
was within the ‘normal’ or ‘healthy’ range (cf. Mills, 2003).

A second approach is really needed to resolve this issue, whereby the
levels of perseveration and Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour are compared
between individuals exposed to different environments. At the extreme,
one might compare the range of perseveration and Abnormal Repetitive
Behaviour of wild animals with that of captive conspecifics, effectively
using the wild population to define the ‘normal’ or ‘healthy’ range of
perseveration. However, for many species domestication often means
that an appropriate wild conspecific population does not exist to make
such a comparison. This is especially true for laboratory mice which are a
complex hybrid of several (sub)species (Silver, 1995). Nevertheless, en-
richment experiments that simultaneously compare both perseveration
and Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour provide a solution. Thus if the rela-
tionship between Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour and perseveration is the
same in both enriched and unenriched individuals, and the range of
perseveration seen in individuals that do not performAbnormal Repetitive
Behaviour is the same in both populations, then one can define the ex-
tremes of perseveration seen in unenriched animals as abnormal (Garner,
2005). Garner and his colleagues are currently embarking exactly on these
experiments in order to disentangle this issue (see also Chapter 11).

5.6.3. Implications for our use of captive animals: laboratory animal model validity

The ‘good welfare is good science’ approach in laboratory animal welfare
research argues that changes in husbandry, housing or experimental prac-
tices which improve the laboratory animal welfare might also improve the
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scientific quality of the experiments in which they serve (e.g. Russell and
Burch, 1959; Würbel, 2001; Garner, 2002, 2005). In particular, many of
the ‘high-throughput’ behavioural tests in common use show poor replic-
ability between laboratories (i.e. an experiment performed identically in
two different laboratories gives different results: Crabbe et al., 1999). In
part, this reflects the major influence of environmental variables on such
tests (e.g. Chesler et al., 2002). However, many of these tests could be
affected by perseveration, or the other behavioural effects of CSS dysfunc-
tion seen in stereotyping animals (Garner andMason, 2002; Garner, 2005).
For instance, the perseveration correlated with stereotypy in marsh tits
affects their behaviour in a widely used food storing paradigm (Garner
et al., 2003a). As husbandry directly affects stereotypy, might Abnormal
Repetitive Behaviour and perseveration represent an important source of
uncontrolled variability – particularly between laboratories?

Furthermore, if the perseveration seen in laboratory animals that
perform Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour indicates abnormal brain func-
tion, then such animals are clearly poor subjects for use in behavioural
research. As the vast majority of mice perform stereotypy (Würbel et al.,
1996; Nevison et al., 1999), what impact would Abnormal Repetitive
Behaviour and perseveration have on the validity of laboratory-based
behavioural research? This scenario applies to other captive animals too
– for instance if stereotypy reflects an abnormal level of perseveration
then could stereotypy be indirectly related to poor survival when captive-
bred animals are released into the wild (Vickery and Mason, 2003)? At
this point we simply do not know the answers to these questions.

5.6.4. Welfare implications – suffering and function

The association of perseveration with the experience of being unable to
control behaviour (the knowledge–action dissociation) is often acutely dis-
tressing to human patients when under test (e.g. Luria, 1965; Turner, 1997).
The experiences associated with Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour are, in
contrast, more difficult to determine systematically for three reasons: first,
patients often try and hide the inappropriateness of their perseverative
behaviour by claiming that they ‘just decided’ to respond inappropriately;
second, Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour is seen in several disorders where
communication is impaired; and third,AbnormalRepetitive Behaviourmay
be reinforcing or anxiolytic in some patients in some disorders. Neverthe-
less, Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour in animals could therefore indicate the
possible presence of a novel kind of suffering (and hence poor welfare)
whereby the animal experiences frustration at its inability to properly con-
trol its behaviour (Garner and Mason, 2002). In this case stereotypy would
indicate poor welfare according to the ‘suffering’ or ‘feelings’ definition of
welfare (Duncan and Fraser, 1997). Furthermore, if Abnormal Repetitive
Behaviour in captive animals does indicate abnormal brain function, then
welfare is impaired per se according to definitions of poor welfare as com-
promised physiological integrity (Duncan and Fraser, 1997).
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5.7. Conclusions and Future Work

Stereotypies in human mental disorder, stereotypies in isolation-reared
animals and drug-induced stereotypies all involve abnormalities of the
basal ganglia, and occur as part of a general syndrome of disinhibited
response selection. In autistic and schizophrenic patients, stereotypies
correlate with recurrent perseveration – the inappropriate repetition of
responses. Recurrent perseveration is indicative of dysfunction in the
basal ganglia motor system that is responsible for selecting and sequencing
individual behavioural responses. These observations suggest a system-
level mechanism underlying stereotypies that helps to unify these dispar-
ate examples. Spontaneously occurring stereotypies in many different
species of captive animals also correlate with recurrent perseveration,
and other measures consistent with differences in the basal ganglia motor
system. Thus stereotypies in captive animals do seem to involve the same
systems-level mechanism as stereotypies in humanmental disorder. How-
ever, at this point there are several key unanswered issues: (i) why are other
aspects of response selection, such as rates of behavioural switching, less
reliably correlated with perseveration and stereotypy?; (ii) how do the
individual differences in perseveration arise?; specifically (iii) is the per-
severation seen in stereotyping animals indicative of abnormal brain func-
tion?; (iv) does the perseveration of stereotypic animals affect experimental
outcomes?; and (v) do stereotyping animals suffer the same distressing
experiences as stereotyping human patients? Although these unanswered
questions are challenging, they are answerable, and they represent exciting
directions for future work.
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Editorial Introduction

Young primates have a long period of dependency on their mothers, who have
important roles beyond the mere provision of milk (e.g. transporting the infants,
and providing comfort). Thus it is perhaps unsurprising that being deprived of
maternal care has major effects on behaviour, including promoting stereotypy.
Novak and her co-authors discuss a series of past experiments on rhesus mon-
keys that documented these effects. Social deprivation had the severest impact
when infants were raised for the first months of life without mothers or peers:
these animals spent much of their time in stereotypies. Some forms seemed to
relate to specific aspects of mother–infant interaction, with self-clasping appear-
ing to reflect the loss of physical contact; rocking, the absence of maternal
movement; and digit-sucking presumably reflecting diminished opportunities
to suckle. However, frustrated motivations were not the whole story. As the
animals moved out of infancy, these stereotypies waned, but were replaced by
other abnormal behaviours such as somersaults, head bobs and sometimes self-
injurious behaviour (SIB). Furthermore, they showed other changes too, includ-
ing: poor abilities to extinguish learnt responses (cf. the perseveration described
in the previous chapter); heightened fearfulness; inappropriate social inter-
actions; and long-lasting disturbances of serotinergic function. Dopaminergic
systems were also affected, although the longevity of effects seemed affected by
subsequent housing conditions; amongst isolation-housed adults, however,
those which had previously been isolation-reared as infants showed exaggerated
responses to the catecholamine agonist amphetamine, even though tested nearly
two decades later. Less extreme rearing situations (e.g. peer-rearing, or being hand-
raised by human surrogates) had much less extreme effects, but could still increase
stereotypy levels over those of control animals long after housing conditions were
normalized.
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Although some of these accounts of maternal loss come from zoos (where
infant primates sometimes have to be hand-reared), most stemmed from the
research of Harlow and colleagues several decades ago on the role of experience
in the development of species-typical social behaviour. These experiments can be
very distressing to read about, but it should be remembered that scientifically, the
work was rather pioneering for its time (when species-typical behaviour was
thought largely instinctive). Furthermore, even today it has some practical rele-
vance, both to humans with the terrible discovery of extremely deprived ‘orphans’
in Romania in the early 1990s, and perhaps to other species too, given that
early maternal separation is currently near ubiquitous in agricultural animals. Two
contributed boxes develop these last two themes further.

Novak and colleagues explore two further principal issues here. First, they
emphasize that early social deprivation is not the only cause of primate abnormal
behaviour: moving normally-reared adolescents or adults to individual cages can
also have profound effects. Furthermore, repeated exposure to stress (again, even
in adulthood) is important in the aetiology of at least one abnormal behaviour –
SIB; while other factors, as yet unknown, must underlie the low levels of stereo-
typy evident even in zoo primates that are socially raised, socially housed and
have relatively large, enriched enclosures. Second, the authors describe the
physiological processes that co-occur with SIB. Individuals with this behaviour
appear more stress-responsive, and typically have higher levels of corticotrophin-
releasing factor (CRF) plus lower levels of enkephalin opioids in their cerebro-
spinal fluid (CSF). Furthermore, their bouts of SIB are often precipitated by acute
stressors. However, performing a bout correlates with a fall in heart rate, and a
decrease in stressor- and adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH)-induced adrenal
responses. The authors suggest that this is because SIB is often directed to sites
associated with acupuncture analgesia, and so might stimulate endogenous opioid
release. We may argue as to whether SIBs are stereotypies, but they are certainly
the sort of persistent, repeated, abnormal behaviour that anyone interested in
‘true’ stereotypies cannot afford to ignore, and it should be fascinating to follow
these researchers’ future work on this behaviour.

GM

6.1. Introduction

One of the significant challenges of maintaining non-human primates in
captivity is the development of bizarre and unusual patterns of behaviour
in some individuals. These range from stereotypies (such as pacing, rock-
ing, self-mouthing, eye-covering) to excessive self-grooming and more
serious disorders such as self-inflicted wounding. This chapter reviews
the possible causes of, and treatments for, primate abnormal behaviour
and provides suggestions for future research.

Like the taxa surveyed in the preceding chapters, the prevailing view of
how monkeys and apes acquire abnormal behaviour focuses on the captive
environment. Primate abnormal behaviour is thought to be the outcome of
early rearing practices (e.g. rearing infantswithoutmothers or companions),
aswellasof laterhousingsituations (e.g.movingnormallyrearedadolescents
or adults to individual cages). Thus, social aspects of the housing environ-
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ment seem to be particularly crucial. Stage of development must also be
added to the equation. Because growing organisms undergo radical changes
in morphology, physiology and behaviour across development, the same
impoverished environment impacts monkeys differently depending on
whether they are infants, juveniles, adolescents or adults.

This view is based largely on the early experience research of Harlow
and colleagues with infant rhesus monkeys (Harlow and Harlow, 1962,
1965), and on studies of normally-reared adolescent and adult monkeys
subjected to individual cage housing (Bayne et al., 1992). As we will see,
two basic findings emerge from this work, both emphasizing the import-
ance of social interaction. The first is that infants reared from birth in
socially restricted environments are particularly vulnerable. The second
is that even normally-reared monkeys can develop stereotypy in response
to separation from companions later in their lives. This distinction
between impoverished early rearing and exposure to impoverishment
after normal rearing is important. The term ‘social deprivation’ is com-
monly used to characterize rearing animals from birth in an impoverished
environment, whereas the term ‘social separation’ is used for animals that
are permitted to develop social ties and then subject to removal from these
companions (Gilmer and McKinney, 2003). Both conditions can yield
abnormal behaviour; however, it appears that the underlying mechanisms
may be somewhat different.

Environmental characteristics are not the whole story: genetic factors
are likely to make monkeys more or less vulnerable to the effects of
differing environments. For example, self-injurious behaviour (SIB) is
much more common in rhesus monkeys housed individually than in
monkeys housed in social groups, but only 10–15% of individually
housed monkeys develop SIB (Novak, 2003), suggesting that some ani-
mals have genetic and/or experiential risk factors making them vulnerable
to the effects of this type of housing (see Chapters 5 and 7 for similar
issues in laboratory rodents).

Ultimately, the causes of abnormal behaviour will be found in some
interactionof environmental factors (includingprenatal,maternal andphys-
ical) and genetic factors, which play out differently across development.
Therefore we must study both the consequences of captive environments
and the risk factors that predispose some monkeys to develop abnormal
behaviourunder these conditions.However, beforewedevelop these issues,
we begin with some descriptions of primate abnormal behaviour.

6.2. The Nature of Laboratory Primate Abnormal Behaviour

Abnormal behaviour in non-human primates often takes the form of
stereotypic behaviour, defined (as in earlier chapters) as repetitive, highly
ritualized motor actions not serving any apparent purpose. The word
‘apparent’ is important because it acknowledges that research may ultim-
ately reveal a purpose for various types of stereotypies, an issue we return
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to below. Those who study primates also make a distinction between
stereotypy and other kinds of abnormal behaviour that can lead to serious
injury (e.g. self-mutilation or head-banging). These latter activities are
considered pathological because of their potential for self-harm (Bayne
and Novak, 1998).

In primates, abnormal behaviour is often very idiosyncratic (Berkson,
1968; Ridley and Baker, 1982; Bayne and Novak, 1998), with stereotypic
behaviour taking many different forms both across and within species
(Walsh et al., 1982; Bayne et al., 1992). At least two classification schemes
have been developed to characterize this variability. The first scheme
emphasizes form, differentiating whole-body, gross motor actions from
fine motor movements. Whole-body stereotypies involve repetitive move-
ments through space and time, e.g. pacing, somersaulting and bouncing.
Fine motor stereotypies consist of activities directed to the animal’s own
body, e.g. digit-sucking, eye-saluting, hair-pulling, and self-biting (Berk-
son, 1968; Bayne et al., 1992). (See Figure 1 in our section of the book’s
website.)

However, because the intensity of primate abnormal behaviour can
vary greatly, we developed a second classification scheme based on
symptom severity (Bayne and Novak, 1998). Severity is assessed in
terms of the frequency and intensity, and behaviour is divided into two
categories: non-pathological and pathological. Non-pathological stereo-
typies often involve both whole-body motions and some of the fine motor
activities previously described. However, any stereotypy can become
pathological if its frequency of occurrence disrupts basic biological func-
tions (e.g. parental behaviour) or if it replaces other species-typical be-
haviours such as grooming or play. This category also includes activities
involving self-injury. SIB, such as head-banging or self-biting, is observed
in a small percentage of captive non-human primates. Unlike the stereo-
typic patterns described previously, SIB is dangerous and can result in
substantial tissue damage and increased risk of infection (Bayne and
Novak, 1998). Note that our definition of pathological is based on the
consequences, rather than causes, of stereotypies (see Box 1.3, Box 10.2,
and Chapter 11 for further discussion and alternative definitions).

In laboratory primates, most or all of these forms of stereotypy, how-
ever they are classified, seem to occur in response to a diverse array of
acutely stressful events (see Box 8.3). Some also appear to have stress-
reducing consequences, an issue we return to later in this chapter.

6.3. The Effects of Early Impoverished Rearing on Abnormal Behaviour
and Physiology of Primates

For nearly two decades (1958–1975), Harry Harlow conducted pioneering
research on the role of early social experience in the development of
species-typical social behaviour in rhesus monkeys. His work came at a
time when species-typical behaviour was thought instinctive, requiring
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little in the way of experience for its expression. It was designed to
examine two general questions, one related to developmental plasticity
(are certain social experiences necessary for normative development?),
the other to reversibility (could the deleterious effects of impoverished
early rearing environments be reversed?). Harlow established a strong
connection between early social experience and adequate social develop-
ment. He also showed that certain kinds of socially restricted environ-
ments were associated with the development of bizarre and atypical
behaviour, including stereotypic behaviour. These behaviour patterns
could only be reversed partially, and through highly specialized interven-
tions.

Harlow’s basic rearing paradigm consisted of four phases. Infants
were separated from their mothers shortly after birth, and then reared
in incubators in a nursery for a month where they were hand-fed by
humans. They were subsequently exposed to a particular rearing en-
vironment (described below) for a period of time ranging in length
from 3 to 12 months (typically 6 months). After treatment, monkeys
were typically housed in social groups with other like-reared monkeys
or in some cases housed individually because of aggressiveness (see
isolation-rearing). Thus, even post-treatment environments should not
be thought of as fully normalized. These monkeys were compared
directly or indirectly with normally reared animals (i.e. animals reared
with their mothers and peers). Such comparisons were made both during
the period of rearing itself (i.e. during infancy) and during later stages of
development.

6.3.1. Isolation-rearing

In this treatment, monkeys were removed from their mothers shortly
after birth and reared in a nursery for 30 days as described above. After
this period, they were placed alone in small cages where they could not
see, hear or physically interact with members of their species for the first
6 months of life. In a variant called ‘partial isolation’, infants could see
and hear other monkeys but not physically interact with them. However,
there were few outcome differences between total and partial isolates
(Cross and Harlow, 1965), and for this review, they are considered
together.

6.3.1.1. Behavioural effects of isolation-rearing

Isolate-reared monkeys developed a constellation of characteristics that
became known as the ‘isolation syndrome’ (Capitanio, 1986; Cross and
Harlow, 1965; Harlow and Harlow, 1962, 1965; Sackett, 1965). This syn-
drome featured abnormal behaviour along with heightened withdrawal
from novelty, inadequate motor coordination and deficits in social inter-
action, e.g. socially inappropriate aggression (Mason, 1968). When isolated
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monkeys were tested directly with normally-reared age mates shortly after
their removal from isolation, such social outcomes remained the same
regardless of the length of isolation-rearing (6 months versus 12 months).
These deficits were not simply results of barren, sensory-poor physical
environments: monkeys reared in total isolation in sensory-rich environ-
ments containing toys and manipulanda, and exposed to pictures and
videotapes, did not show reduced abnormal behaviour nor improved
social behaviour (Sackett et al., 1982).

Isolate-reared monkeys showed whole-body stereotypies including
rocking and bouncing as well as numerous self-directed stereotypies:
self-clasping, digit-sucking and eye-covering. Furthermore, the amount
of stereotypic behaviour was very high, ranging from 35–60% of an
observation session, and dominating the behavioural repertoire. It was
thus pathological in nature. Some of the isolate-reared monkeys’ stereo-
typic behaviour appeared to involve the redirection of normal behaviour
to their own body (e.g. self-clasping instead of clasping a mother). This
hypothesis was tested by giving infants access to a warm, terry-cloth
mother during the period of isolation. Rather than clasp themselves,
infants clasped their surrogate mothers and used them as a base of oper-
ations when exploring novel stimuli (Harlow and Suomi, 1970; Harlow
and Zimmerman, 1959; see Figure 2 on our section of the book’s website).
A further decrease in the development of stereotypies, particularly rock-
ing, was achieved by adding motion to the surrogate (Mason and Berkson,
1975). However, the addition of an inanimate surrogate mother did not
improve later social behaviour, nor eliminate all forms of abnormal
behaviour.

It proved very difficult to normalize the post-treatment environment
of isolate-reared monkeys. The direct testing of isolates with normal age
mates had to be discontinued, because normally-reared monkeys typic-
ally attacked isolate-reared monkeys when they encountered them. At-
tempts were then made to house isolates together in social groups, but a
marked increase in aggressiveness at the time of puberty necessitated
placing most of the isolates in individual cages, where they remained
except for brief social interactions. All the subsequent effects of isolation-
rearing are described below. Still unclear is the extent to which the effects
of early isolation-rearing were compounded by later individual cage-
housing or stressful social interactions.

Stereotypic behaviour changed with age. By the time the isolate-
reared monkeys reached 3 years of age, digit-sucking and self-clasping
decreased but were replaced with other kinds of stereotypies such as
somersaults, head bobs, unusual limb manipulations (e.g. leg behind
neck), and in some cases, SIB (Fittinghoff et al., 1974; Mitchell et al.,
1966; Mitchell, 1968; Sackett, 1967). Males were more likely to develop
SIB than females (Sackett, 1974).

Isolation-rearing was also associated with deficits in learning and
cognition. In early studies, isolate-reared monkeys did not differ from
controls on a standard learning test battery (Harlow et al., 1969). However,
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in subsequent studies testing them as adults, isolate-reared monkeys
showed deficits in both simple and complex forms of learning. For ex-
ample, in a simple lever-pressing task to obtain food, isolate-reared ani-
mals learned as readily as control animals, but in extinction continued to
press at a high rate for hundreds of unrewarded responses (Gluck and
Sackett, 1976) (see also Chapter 5). Unlike controls, isolate-reared mon-
keys also failed to show blocking in a conditioned blocking paradigm
(Beauchamp et al., 1991). In this paradigm, a conditioning stimulus such
as a tone is paired with an unconditioned stimulus. Eventually, all mon-
keys learn this conditioned response. A second stimulus (a light) was
added to the tone. Monkeys were then tested for their response to the light
alone. Controls showed the typical blocking response, with little or no
response to the light, whereas isolates showed a conditioned response to
the light, demonstrating increased sensitivity to environmental events.
Isolate-reared monkeys also had greater difficulty than controls in solving
‘oddity problems’ (Gluck et al., 1973), i.e. tasks in which monkeys are
presented with three objects, two of which are identical, and must select
the odd object in order to receive reward.

6.3.1.2. Physiological effects of isolation-rearing

Major changes in central nervous system (CNS) function accompanied the
behavioural effects. Kraemer and colleagues conducted extensive neuro-
chemical studies of isolate-reared monkeys, focusing on the major mono-
amine neurotransmitters, serotonin (5-HT), and two catecholamines –
norepinephrine (NE; also known as noradrenaline) and dopamine (DA).
One series of longitudinal studies examined alterations in monoamine
functioning and their possible relationship to abnormal behaviour. At
8–15 months of age (thence already removed from the isolation condition),
isolate-reared monkeys showed significantly higher cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF) levels of 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid (5-HIAA), the major metabolite
of 5-HT in the brain, than socially-reared controls (Kraemer et al., 1989).
They also showed lower levels of CSF NE, suggesting an imbalance in
central monoaminergic functioning. At 3 years of age, abnormal behav-
iour was significantly reduced in these animals by treatment with the
5-HT1A receptor partial agonist buspirone but not with BW A616U, an
inhibitor of monoamine oxidase A (MAO-A) (Kraemer and Clarke, 1990).
Furthermore, at 5 years of age, the central serotonergic system of the
isolation-reared monkeys failed to respond to a number of drugs that
enhanced or suppressed serotonergic activity in socially reared animals
(Kraemer et al., 1997). Although these findings are not easily interpreted,
together they point to long-lasting disturbances of serotonergic function
in isolate-reared monkeys apparently related to the expression of abnor-
mal behaviour.

Behavioural responses to specific catecholaminergic challenges in
isolate-reared monkeys were also examined. One study compared four
different rearing conditions: total social isolation for the first 11 months of
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life, mother-rearing for 6 months followed by 1 month of isolation,
mother-rearing for 6 months with no isolation, and peer-rearing (see
Section 6.3.2) (Kraemer et al., 1984). Following the isolation period, all
animals were housed socially with like-reared age-mates until 30–36
months of age when they were challenged with varying doses of the
catecholamine agonist, d-amphetamine. Amphetamine is well-known to
provoke stereotyped behaviours (see e.g. Box 7.2), and this is what oc-
curred in the non-isolated control groups. However, the two isolate
groups unexpectedly failed to show amphetamine-induced stereotypy,
but rather displayed high levels of agonistic behaviour. Repeated treat-
ment with 1 or 2 mg/kg of amphetamine led to postural collapse and even
convulsions in the 11-month isolated group, effects not observed in the
controls. Although the 11-month isolates could not be tested neurochemi-
cally, the 1-month isolated group showed an enhanced CSF NE response
compared to the combined control groups. In a later study by Lewis et al.
(1990), monkeys reared in total isolation for 9 months were compared
with socially reared (mother and peers) animals in terms of their behav-
ioural responses to a challenge with the DA agonist apomorphine. Mon-
keys in both groups had all been individually housed following their
initial rearing, until the study began when the animals were at least 14
years old. In this case, both groups displayed a dose-dependent increase
in apomorphine-induced stereotypies, but the isolates showed signifi-
cantly more whole-body stereotypy than the controls at a dose of 0.3 mg/kg.
Together, these studies suggest that early isolation-rearing leads to a long-
lasting enhancement of catecholaminergic function,most evident following a
pharmacologic challenge. Such anhypothesis is consistentwith other studies
reporting significant neuroanatomical and physiological changes in the basal
ganglia of social isolates (Martin et al., 1991), as well as a reduction in
abnormal behaviour following treatment of isolates with the DA antagonist
chlorpromazine (McKinney et al., 1973). However, the manifestation of the
isolation-rearing-induced catecholaminergic changes seems to depend on
whether the animals are subsequently housed individually or in social
groups.

Isolation-rearing is presumably highly stressful, and thus could affect
the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenocortical (HPA) axis, a key component
of the physiological stress-response system. Meyer and Bowman (1972)
determined baseline plasma cortisol levels and the cortisol responses to
adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) administration and chair-restraint
stress in 9-month total isolates, 9-month partial isolates, and feral-reared
animals at approximately 4 years of age. No differences were found. A
subsequent study by Sackett et al. (1973) in which isolates and peer-
reared monkeys were studied at 19 months of age found elevated baseline
cortisol levels in the isolates. These results raise the possibility that
isolation-rearing may cause an increase in baseline HPA activity that
persists for some time after emergence from isolation but eventually
wanes.
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The studies discussed above suggest that isolation-rearing influences
the HPA stress response system as well as all three major monoamine
systems. Although these changes may contribute to the abnormal behav-
iours also observed, several limitations must be noted. First, few monkeys
were subjected to isolation-rearing, and they exhibited wide individual
differences in abnormal behaviour. This has made it difficult to determine
the involvement of particular abnormal behaviours (e.g. stereotypies) in
disrupting normal species-typical behaviour patterns such as maternal
behaviour, and also to correlate the physiological and behavioural effects
observed. Thus existing data do not permit clear mechanistic explan-
ations to be formulated; for example, although it may be tempting to
conclude that the monoaminergic abnormalities discussed above underlie
the abnormal behaviours exhibited by social isolates, this relationship is
almost entirely correlational.

6.3.2. Peer-rearing

Could exposure to peers eliminate the development of abnormal and
stereotypic behaviour, and produce normal social development? To find
out, a peer-rearing paradigm was investigated in which monkeys were
separated from their mothers at birth, reared in a nursery for the first 30
days, and then placed with other like-reared infants for the next 6–12
months. Monkeys continued to remain in these groups after the first year
of life.

6.3.2.1. Behavioural effects of peer-rearing

In marked contrast to early isolation-rearing, peer-reared infants dis-
played nearly normal social behaviour and substantially lower levels of
stereotypic behaviour (Chamove, 1973). Peer-reared monkeys displayed
stereotypic behaviour about 4–15% of the time, mostly digit-sucking.
However, the development of appropriate social behaviour was somewhat
delayed compared to normals (Chamove et al., 1973). This delay has been
attributed to the excessive clinging that occurs when infants are reared in
this manner. Other impairments were noted. For example, in a study of
males, peer-reared juveniles were less likely to show affiliative contact
(e.g. grooming), less able to have their stress levels alleviated by a com-
panion, and more likely to show stereotypic behaviour than mother-
peer-reared males (Winslow et al., 2003). Another key characteristic of
peer-rearingwas heightened fearfulness:minor events, insignificant tomost
normally-reared monkeys, such as a caretaker walking into a colony room,
elicited fearful vocalizations and prolonged clinging to one another, a
pattern frequently persisting into adulthood (see image on website). In
addition, peer-reared monkeys showed more severe reactions to social sep-
aration than normally reared monkeys (Higley et al., 1991).
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Subsequent retrospective studies revealed the continued vulnerabil-
ity of peer-reared monkeys (Lutz et al., 2003a) and apes (Nash et al., 1999)
to display abnormal behaviour into adulthood, particularly if individ-
ually housed. In some cases, peer-reared monkeys also showed decreased
parental competence (Schapiro et al., 1994). Survey data showed that
chimpanzees performed a similar range of abnormal behaviours to mon-
keys, including whole-body stereotypies and self-directed stereotypies
such as rocking and digit sucking (Nash et al., 1999). Although the
presence of abnormal behaviour per se was not associated with repro-
ductive impairments or inadequate maternal behaviour (Fritz et al., 1992),
nursery-peer-reared chimpanzees were less maternally competent than
normally reared chimpanzees (King and Mellen, 1994). Note that recent
studies have also shown the long-term effects of peer-rearing in humans
(see Box 6.1 on Romanian orphans, although the conditions involved here
might be more akin to the ‘partial isolation’ of Section 6.3.1).

6.3.2.2. Physiological effects of peer-rearing

Although peer-rearing resulted in more ‘normal’ behaviour than isolation-
rearing, this condition was none the less associated with disruptions in
neurotransmitter (particularly monoamine) activity, as well as in the
stress response system. Higley et al. (1992) examined the effects of rearing
condition on the metabolites of 5-HT, DA, and NE in the CSF. Rhesus
monkeys were reared with their mothers or with peers for the first
6 months of life, and CSF samples were obtained at the end of the rearing
manipulation, and again at 18 months. Compared with the mother-reared
group, peer-reared monkeys showed increased turnover (activity) of the
noradrenergic system at both ages as indicated by higher CSF levels of the
NE metabolite 3-methoxy-4-hydroxyphenylglycol (MHPG) (unlike the
earlier work of Kraemer and colleagues, NE itself was not investigated in
this study). Some involvement of the serotonergic system was also noted,
with peer-reared females showing lower levels of 5-hydroxyindole-acetic
acid (5-HIAA) but peer-reared males showing higher levels of 5-HIAA
compared to their mother-reared counterparts. No differences were detected
for homovanillic acid (HVA), the major metabolite of DA. A subsequent
report by Clarke et al. (1996) confirmed the presence of higher levels of
the NE-metabolite MHPG in the CSF of peer-reared monkeys. However,
these authors also found that peer-reared monkeys in the latter half of the
first year of life showed significantly lower CSF concentrations of both
HVA and dihydroxyphenylacetic acid (DOPAC), another DA metabolite.
Thus, monoamine studies suggest that peer-rearing of rhesus monkeys led
to a transient decrease in central dopaminergic activity, a longer-lasting
increase in central noradrenergic activity, and gender-specific changes in
serotonergic activity. The relationships between these neurotransmitter
alterations and the behavioural effects of peer-rearing are as yet unknown.
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Box 6.1. Deprivation Stereotypies in Human Children: the Case of the Romanian Orphans

G. MASON

Following the fall of Ceaucescu in 1989, tens of thousands of Romanian children were
discovered in so-called ‘orphanages’. Typically abandoned by impoverished families, these
children lived in bare rooms, often spending 20 h a day confined to separate cribs. They were
largely silent, and adult contact was minimal. They were thus highly socially-deprived, and
exposed to nutritional, physical and sensory deprivation too (e.g. Fisher et al., 1997; Gunnar,
1999; Beckett et al., 2002). Stereotypies were prevalent, infants rocking back and forth on
hands and knees, or standing, holding their cribs’ railings, shifting from foot to foot (e.g.
Carlson and Earls, 1997; Fisher et al., 1997).
1992–1993 saw thousands of these children adopted internationally, several hundred then

being studied by developmental psychologists (e.g. references above plus O’Connor et al.,
2000; Chugani et al., 2001; Rutter et al., 2004). Adoptees showed incredible improvements in
health, behaviour and cognition, yet often also profound long-term deficits including general
cognitive impairments, ‘executive problems’ like impulsivity (cf. Chapter 5, this volume), and
autistic-like symptoms including circumscribed interests and – our focus here – stereotypies:
one of the commonest problems reported by adopting parents. Rocking was most prevalent,
but they also performed hand stereotypies (often while staring at their fingers), and self-
injurious behaviours (SIB) like head-banging and eye-poking (Benoit et al., 1996; Fisher
et al., 1997; Beckett et al., 2002; MacLean, 2003). Half or more of the children stereotyped,
even a year post-adoption (Fisher et al., 1997; Beckett et al., 2002; MacLean, 2003), with SIB
evident in around a quarter (Beckett et al., 2002). They often rocked before falling asleep,
when bored, or when anxious; while SIB was more specifically linked with acute stress
(Beckett et al., 2002; cf. Novak et al., in this chapter and Box 8.3, Chapter 8). Both abnormal
behaviours were more prevalent the longer the child had been institutionalized and the older
she/he was at adoption (Beckett et al., 2002). Within a few years in their new homes, half or
more then ceased to stereotype, the remainder showing reductions (Fisher et al., 1997).
Stereotypy-persistence was most marked the longer the child had been institutionalized, and
the less time she/he had with the new family (Fisher et al., 1997; Beckett et al., 2002).
Persistent stereotypers also had lower IQs than other adoptees, even when length of time in
the orphanage was controlled for, and typically (but not always) other ‘quasi-autistic’ symp-
toms (Beckett et al., 2002).
In these age-matched cross-sectional studies, length of time in the institution was positively

correlated with age at adoption (since most were institutionalized as small babies), and
negatively correlated with amount of time with the new family. Thus from these papers
alone, one cannot disentangle the relative roles of the ages over which the children were
deprived versus the lengths of their periods of deprivation and/or of exposure to normal
homes. It is also unknown how environmental variation, both within orphanages and post-
adoption, affected later stereotypy; nor how stereotypy relates to other variables such as
the reduced cranium size common in these children (Rutter et al., 2004), their altered
forebrain activity and executive dysfunction (Chugani et al., 2001), and their elevated evening
cortisol levels (cf. Gunnar, 1999). Thus what caused some children but not others to develop
abnormal behaviours, and why some stereotypies then persisted post-adoption, is not fully
understood. However, these infants highlight both the potentially profound long-term effects
of early deprivation (cf. this chapter), and the impressive recovery sometimes possible in good
environments.
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Because heightened fearfulness is a key characteristic of peer-rearing,
a number of studies have focused on the HPA axis. Unfortunately, no
consistent pattern has emerged from this effort. In an initial study, peer-
reared monkeys had higher concentrations of cortisol than mother-reared
controls under baseline conditions (Higley et al., 1992). However, oppos-
ite results were obtained by Clarke (1993). Furthermore, mother-reared
animals responded to stress with larger increases in ACTH and cortisol
than peer-reared monkeys (Clarke, 1993). In a subsequent study designed
to examine infants longitudinally under several different conditions,
mother-reared infants displayed higher concentrations of cortisol than
peer-reared monkeys during the first 2 months of life but showed no
difference in their response to 30-minute separation periods (Shannon
et al., 1998). In yet another study, neither baseline levels of cortisol or
stress levels varied by rearing condition (Winslow et al., 2003). This
variability across studies may be related to procedural variations in the
rearing paradigm and the methodology used to obtain blood samples for
cortisol assay.

Several general conclusions can be drawn from the work on peer-
rearing. Unlike isolation-rearing, peer-rearing did not produce major def-
icits in social behaviour nor excessively abnormal behaviour. However,
peer-reared monkeys were none the less more fearful and showed higher
levels of stereotypic behaviour than normally reared monkeys. Recent
studies also revealed that affiliative processes were altered in peer-reared
monkeys (e.g. social buffering effects). These behavioural differences
have been associated with alterations in monoamine, neuroendocrine,
and immune function. However, as in the case of isolate-reared animals,
it is difficult at this time to make causal connections between any of these
physiological systems and the behaviour patterns seen in peer-reared
monkeys.

6.3.3. Surrogate with limited peer-rearing

Monkeys reared with peers developed a strong, clinging attachment to
one another, similar to that seen in young infants with their mothers,
which may have interfered with the development of play behaviour. The
surrogate-peer-rearing condition was instituted to overcome the problem
of infants serving in the dual role as a mother figure and as playmate.
Surrogate-peer-reared monkeys were reared with continuous exposure to
an inanimate ‘terry cloth’-covered mother and were given brief daily
exposure to similarly reared peers. Monkeys were housed in individual
cages with their surrogate mother and then hand-carried daily to a
playpen environment.Depending on the study, the exposure topeers ranged
from 30 min to 2 h a day (Hansen, 1966; Meyer et al., 1975). The brief
exposure to peers was designed to mimic naturalistic early mother–infant
interaction, in which infants spend most of their time with their mothers
and only interact with other infants for brief periods. The brief exposure
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was also expected to facilitate play behaviour with peers and reduce the
risk of developing a primary attachment to peers. Data were typically
collected both during the treatment and afterwards when the surrogate-
peer-reared monkeys were housed with each other continuously. The
behaviour of surrogate-peer-reared animals was compared with the be-
haviour of animals reared with mothers and peers.

6.3.3.1. Behavioural effects of surrogate plus limited peer-rearing

In contrast to peer-rearing, the surrogate-peer-rearing regimen resulted in
the development of normal social behaviour (Hansen, 1966; Ruppenthal
et al., 1991). Minor differences in vocalization such as ‘geckering’ and
cooing between surrogate-peer-reared and normally reared monkeys dis-
appeared after the first few months of life. Some forms of stereotypic
behaviour were observed (mostly digit-sucking and some rocking against
the surrogate surface) occurring about 5–10% of the time, but these pat-
terns declined across age so that surrogate-peer-reared monkeys behaved
like normally-reared monkeys at 1 year of age (Hansen, 1966). Surrogate-
peer-reared animals continued to develop socially, showing adequate
skills in grooming, reproduction and parental care with little expression
of abnormal behaviour (which occurred about 5% of the time, providing
that the animals continued to be socially housed) (Novak et al., 1992;
Sackett et al., 2002).

6.3.3.2. Physiological effects of surrogate plus limited peer-rearing

There are only a few studies of the effect of surrogate-peer-rearing on CNS
function. To date, the emphasis has been on the HPA axis. Converging
evidence suggests that surrogate-peer-reared monkeys have significantly
lower concentrations of circulating cortisol than mother-peer-reared mon-
keys. This difference was detected during the first month of life and again
in juveniles ranging in age from 1–3 years (Davenport et al., 2003). This
latter finding is of interest because the surrogate-peer-reared juveniles in
this case were housed in a large mixed rearing group containing mother-
peer-reared and peer-reared animals. Thus, the differences in cortisol
observed in infancy when the rearing groups were not mixed persisted
even when the surrogate-peer-reared monkeys were exposed to other
rearing conditions. Surrogate-peer-reared monkeys also responded sig-
nificantly less than mother-peer-reared monkeys to the stress of brief
social separation (Shannon et al., 1998).

The information derived from this rearing condition suggests that
infants can acquire all species-typical social behaviours under conditions
in which their only early exposure to conspecifics is with naı̈ve infants.
Apart from the HPA system findings, we know little about how surrogate-
peer-rearing may influence physiological functioning. The finding of
significantly lower cortisol levels in these monkeys is interesting
with respect to similar findings in rodents subjected to early handling
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manipulations. The surrogate-peer-rearing condition is the only one in
which infant monkeys received extensive human handling during the
daily transfers from their individual cage to the playroom environment.
The possible significance of this variable remains to be determined.

6.3.4. Reversibility of the effects of early social deprivation

As a part of his research, Harlow was interested in the extent to which
negative consequences of adverse early rearing conditions could be re-
versed with treatment. Were the deficits permanent due to persisting
abnormalities in the CNS, or could previously isolated monkeys reduce
their stereotyped behaviours and ‘acquire’ more appropriate social behav-
iours with the right experiences (i.e. therapy) after the isolation period
was over?

His therapeutic interventions involved social stimulation and most
failed. Isolate-reared monkeys did not show less stereotypy and more
social behaviour when exposed to socially sophisticated animals of the
same age (Harlow et al., 1964; Rowland, 1964), nor did they benefit from
extensive adaptation to social environments (Clark, 1969). It was only
when the isolates were exposed to younger monkeys that substantial
improvements were noted (Novak and Harlow, 1975; Suomi and Harlow,
1972; Suomi et al., 1974) (Fig. 6.1). This intervention paired socially
unsophisticated isolates with monkeys matched for developmental stage
rather than chronological age. During the several months of exposure to
younger monkeys, isolates began first to tolerate social contact and then to
reciprocate with play. Associated with these social changes were substan-
tial decreases in stereotypic behaviour. Before this intervention, the isol-
ates spent nearly 50% of their time engaged in self-clasping, rocking, and
huddling, a value that was reduced to less than 10% after 18 weeks of
treatment. In a follow-up study (Novak, 1979), isolates exhibited more
complex forms of social behaviour such as grooming. However, other
patterns of social behaviour failed to develop (e.g. double-foot-clasp
mount in males), and behaviour was not always context appropriate.
Some forms of stereotypic behaviour persisted (e.g. self-clasping at low
levels) and other forms of stereotypic behaviour developed (e.g. back-
flipping and eye-covering). These results suggested that with exposure
to younger monkeys, isolate-reared monkeys could acquire some social
skills later in development. However, there were limitations to this treat-
ment, and stereotypy was not abolished. Although physiological assess-
ments of ‘rehabilitated’ isolate-reared monkeys would be of great interest,
no such assessments have been performed.

Interestingly, studies of breeding female isolates also suggested that
they might be able to acquire social responses through experience. Al-
though isolate-reared females showed highly abnormal maternal behav-
iour (e.g. abusiveness or indifference) toward their first infant (Arling and
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Harlow, 1967), substantial improvements were noted with exposure to
their second infant (Ruppenthal et al., 1976).

Overall,Harlowand colleagues’ attempts at therapy are consistentwith
the neurophysiological studies reported earlier, which showed some last-
ing effects of early isolation. As we will see in Section 6.5, they are also
consistentwith findings in zoos that hand-reared primates aremore stereo-
typic in adulthood despite an intervening period of normal housing.

6.3.5. Summary of the effects of early social deprivation

The work by Harlow and others established that impoverished early social
environments could both affect the development of normal behaviour and
produce pathological behaviour. Only themost severe forms of impoverish-
ment (i.e. isolation-rearing) resulted in social incompetence, profoundly
pathological behaviour, andmajor disruptions in neurotransmitter systems.
In contrast, monkeys reared with naı̈ve infants showed high levels of
social behaviour, markedly reduced levels of abnormal behaviour, and
some changes in CNS function (see Table 6.1). Even some of the deleteri-
ous behavioural effects of isolation-rearing could be reversed by younger
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Fig. 6.1. Changes in the behaviour of isolate-reared monkeys over the course of 18 weeks of
social experience with young ‘therapist’ monkeys. The isolates were 16 months of age at the
beginning of treatment and the therapist monkeys were 7 months of age. Treatment resulted in
substantial reductions in abnormal behaviour (self-clasp and rocking) and increases in social
behaviour (social contact and play). (From Novak and Harlow, 1975.)
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Table 6.1. Behavioural and physiological effects of rearing monkeys from birth either alone for the first 6 months of life (isolation), continuously
with peers (peer-only) or with an inanimate surrogate and brief daily peer experience followed by group housing at 1 year of age
(surrogate-peer).

Infant
rearing
condition

Stereotypic behaviour
as % of the
repertoire Emotional behaviour Social behaviour HPA axis Monoamine metabolites

Isolation 35–60 Extreme
withdrawal in
infancy;
hyper-aggressive
as adults

Show little, if any,
appropriate social
behaviour

Elevated levels of
cortisol in juveniles

Dysregulation of
serotonergic system;
enhancement of
catecholaminergic
system

Peer-only 4–15 Heightened
fearfulness
and clinging
throughout life

Show most
species-typical
patterns of behaviour

No consistent
pattern
of effects

Transient
decreases in
dopaminergic
activity; increased
noradrenergic
activity

Alterations in the
serotonergic
system

Surrogate-peer 5 Mild differences
in vocalization
during infancy;
possibly more
aggressive as adults

Display virtually all
species-typical patterns
of behaviour

Lower levels of
cortisol in infants
and juveniles

No data available

1
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monkey ‘therapy.’ However, early experience effects could be long-last-
ing, and Harlow’s original work inspired subsequent primate work on this
important topic. These primate data also provide a useful context for
understanding the potentially long-term effects of early social deprivation
in non-primate species (see Box 6.2). In the next section, we look at how
some of these early treatments affect monkeys that have already had some
social experience.

6.4. The Effects of Individual Cage-housing on Abnormal Behaviour and
Physiology of Normally Reared Primates

Although the early rearing environment can be an important predictor of
behavioural abnormality in rhesus monkeys and other primates, normally
(i.e. socially) reared monkeys can also develop abnormal behaviour if they
are removed from conspecifics and placed in individual cages at some
point in their life (‘social separation’). Individual cage-housing of labora-
tory primates typically occurs in two contexts: when necessitated by
research protocol or because of hyper-aggressiveness in particular ani-
mals. Individual cage-housing of normally-reared monkeys has been
shown to produce both stereotypic behaviour and more serious kinds of
abnormal behaviour (Lutz et al., 2003b). The kinds and extents of abnor-
mal behaviour depend, in part, on the age at which separation occurs.
Removal from the primary attachment figure, usually the mother, during
the first year of life is thought to be different than removal from others
after the first year of life. Consequently, we will differentiate social sep-
aration occurring during the first year of life from that occurring at a later
point in time.

6.4.1. Separation from attachment figures in infancy

6.4.1.1. Brief separations

Considerable early research demonstrated the powerful effects of mother–
infant separation. Infants separated even briefly from their mothers dur-
ing the first 6 months of life responded initially with heightened activity
termed ‘protest’. Within 24–48 h, the protest waned and was replaced
with depressive-like symptoms (Hinde et al., 1966; Kaufman and Rosen-
blum, 1967). Most of the early studies involved brief 1–2 week separations
from the mother (for a review and theoretical perspective, see Mineka and
Suomi, 1978). Abnormal behaviour in infants was confined primarily to
the separation period and consisted mostly of pacing and vocalizations in
the first 24 h followed by huddling and also elevated cortisol concentra-
tions in the depressive phase (Levine and Weiner, 1988; Smotherman
et al., 1979). When reunited with their mother, infants spent more time
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Box 6.2. Maternal Deprivation and Stereotypy in Animals other than Primates

G. MASON

Social deprivation profoundly affects primate abnormal behaviour (cf. this chapter, and recent
complementary reviews by Sackett et al., 1999; Sanchez et al., 2001; Gilmer and McKinney,
2003). But what about other taxa? Most animals kept by humans are removed from their
mothers earlier than would happen naturally: for instance, horses, farmed mink and laboratory
mice are separated from their mothers before natural dispersal age; piglets are removed while
still dependent on milk; and more extreme still, dairy calves and hatchery-raised poultry have
respectively minimal maternal contact (separated on day 1) and none at all (e.g. Mason, 1995;
Roden and Wechsler, 1998; Latham and Mason, 2004; and cf. Chapters 2 and 4). So could
standard husbandry practices be predisposing animals to abnormal behaviour?
In many instances, this early separation promotes the rapid emergence of stereotypies, whose

‘source behaviours’ (see Box 1.1, Chapter 1) appear to be frustrated suckling or escape attempts.
Dairy calves thus show intense non-nutritive sucking, which seems to have similar physiological
effects (e.g. on insulin) to normal teat-sucking following milk let-down (de Passillé et al., 1993);
early weaned kittens ‘wool-suck’ (e.g. Morris, 1987); and piglets rub their snouts on the floor and
‘belly-nose’ the flanks of their fellow-piglets – behaviours typicallymore frequent the younger the
piglets were weaned (e.g. Bøe, 1997; Worobec et al., 1999; Widowski et al., 2003). In mice,
gerbils and black rats, back-flips and bar-mouthing similarly develop rapidly when young are
moved from the natal cage (see Chapter 4; Callard et al., 2000; Waiblinger and König, 2004). In
mice (at least) these seem to begin as escape attempts; and in both mice and gerbils, individuals
with the youngest developmental ages at separation go on to develop the most frequent stereo-
typies. Pacing the enclosure can even occur in young pygmy hippopotamuses after removal from
the mother – and very intensely, albeit transiently (Stroman and Slaughter, 1972; see also the
transient pacing of briefly maternally-separated primate infants, this chapter).
However, such stereotypies can persist long after frustration should have waned. Thus mouse

stereotypies do not decline once natural dispersal age passes, but instead persist or even
increase (e.g. Latham, 2005), and more anecdotally, the same seems true for oral stereotypies
in a subset of early-weaned cats, pigs and cattle (Fry et al., 1981; Morris, 1987; T. Widowski,
personal communication, Guelph, 2005). Indeed sometimes maternal deprivation has effects
that are latent until young adulthood. Thus mink separated from their mothers around natural
dispersal age (11weeks) are no less active over the following 2months than animals separated at
7 weeks, but when pacing and similar appear 3–4 months later, the late-separated animals start
to differ, developing stereotypies that are both less frequent and more variable (Mason, 1992,
1996; see also Mason, 1995 and Jeppesen et al., 2000). Likewise, poultry chicks reared with
their mothers show no less feather-pecking at 2 months than chicks reared with peers alone
(Roden andWechsler, 1998), but once they are 3–7-months old pullets, they then emerge as less
likely to be feather-peckers, and spend less time in the behaviour (Perré et al., 2002).
Such effects are not deterministic – many factors other than maternal deprivation affect both

the development and the continued performance of the stereotypies discussed here, including
individual differences and the physical environment post-weaning (e.g. Mason, 1996; Bøe,
1997; Jeppesen et al., 2000; Widowski et al., 2003). However, these data do suggest that early
maternal deprivation can have long-term effects in taxa other than primates. In species as
diverse as mice, pigs and poultry, maternal deprivation also affects immediate stress levels (see
Chapter 4), later anxiety and stress responsiveness (e.g. Adriani and Laviola, 2002; Perré et al.,
2002) and brain dopaminergic (Fry et al., 1981; Sharman et al., 1982; Adriani and Laviola,
2002) and serotoninergic (Sumner et al., 2002) systems (cf. similar findings for primates) –
although such data are somewhat patchy. Exactly how such effects are mediated thus looks a
fascinating, practically important area for future research.
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in proximity to her and showed lower levels of activity than non-separ-
ated controls (Spencer-Booth and Hinde, 1971). The reunion differences
in activity, produced by one or two brief separations during the 30th week
of life, were still present at 30 months of age (Spencer-Booth and Hinde,
1971); and monkeys that had experienced separation also showed height-
ened reactions to fearful stimuli (Young et al., 1973). However, there were
no lasting effects on stereotypic behaviour, which was confined primarily
to the separation period.

6.4.1.2. Early permanent separations from the mother

Some research procedures require that infants be weaned from the mother
before the normal weaning period and placed into individual cage-hous-
ing. We know little about the effects of such manipulations on abnormal
behaviour in primates (though see Box 6.2). However, early weaning was
associated with changes in brain morphology (reduced corpus callosum
size), impairments in cognitive function (Sanchez et al., 1998) and with
reduced rates of reconciliation (Ljungberg and Westlund, 2000), suggest-
ing that permanent removal from the mother very early in life can have
substantial consequences for the offspring.

6.4.2. Separation from companions post-infancy

For juvenile, adolescent and adult monkeys, separation from companions
is an important risk factor for the development of abnormal behaviour
(Bayne et al., 1992; Lutz et al., 2003b). Rhesus monkeys placed into
individual cages can develop depressive-like behaviour (Suomi et al.,
1975) and typically display both whole-body stereotypies (e.g. pacing
and somersaulting) and self-directed stereotypies (e.g. eye-saluting and
digit-sucking). Furthermore, about 10–12% of these monkeys exhibit
pathological behaviour in the form of biting and wounding themselves
(Novak, 2003). These effects can be observed in adult monkeys of different
ages, although juveniles are thought to be at greater risk for developing
these symptoms (Lutz et al., 2003b).

The finding that separation from companions is a substantial risk
factor for stereotypic and pathological behaviour has come from conver-
ging sources of information. One approach involved direct comparisons
of individually- and socially-housed rhesus monkeys. Bayne et al. (1992)
compared adult monkeys housed individually for more than a year with
animals housed socially for 4 years. Individually-housed monkeys
showed higher levels of repetitive locomotion, stereotypic behaviour
(e.g. saluting), and self-directed behaviour (e.g. self-clasp, hair-pull, and
self-bite) than monkeys housed in social groups.

A second approach was to compare the response of primates in social
groups to removal and placement in individual cage-housing. In a study
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of chimpanzees housed socially before being moved into individual cages,
stereotyped behaviours such as rocking, pacing, flipping and spinning,
increased during the 5 weeks of individual housing in comparison to the
week prior to single caging. However, self-directed behaviours such as self-
injurious behaviour, self-orality and eye-saluting did not change from pre-
to post-separation (Brent et al., 1989). Thus in this study, individual cage-
housing only increasedwhole-body stereotypies, a not-unexpected finding
given that locomotor activity is constrained in this environment, so that
active monkeys can only express activity through stereotypic patterns.

In the third approach, routine assessments of individually-housed
monkeys were combined with demographic information, colony location
and health records to discern important relationships. In a survey we
conducted of 362 singly housed adult rhesus monkeys at the New Eng-
land Primate Research Center, 321 animals (89%) displayed at least one
abnormal behaviour with a mean of 2.3 different behaviours and a range
of 1–8 behaviours (Lutz et al., 2003b). Pacing was the most common
stereotypic behaviour, which occurred in 78% of the population, a find-
ing also observed in pigtailed macaques (Bellanca and Crockett, 2002). A
substantially larger percentage of monkeys exclusively displayed whole-
body stereotypies (48%) compared with those that exclusively exhibited
self-directed stereotypies (4%). The two kinds of stereotypies co-occurred
in 33% of the population. About 11% of the individually-housed mon-
keys developed self-injurious behaviour and had a veterinary record for
self-inflicted wounding. The incidence of SIB was somewhat lower in
pigtailed macaques where only 6% of the animals had a veterinary record
of wounding (Bellanca and Crockett, 2002). The role played by the length
of time housed individually – a significant risk factor for SIB – is pre-
sented and discussed in Section 6.6. We have thus far attributed the
development of abnormal behaviour in individually-housed monkeys to
the loss of social companions. However, it is also possible that the emer-
gence of such behaviour may be related to the nature of the individual
cage, both in terms of its small size and its lack of complexity (a standard
individual cage is shown on the book’s website). If true, then increasing
the cage size or adding enrichment to the cage environment should
reduce abnormal behaviour in individually-housed monkeys.

6.4.2.1. Cage size

No clear picture has emerged from studies in which cage size was ma-
nipulated in individually housed monkeys. The failure to obtain consist-
ent findings across studies may stem from two factors – the actual sizes of
the cages examined and the confounding of a change of location (novelty)
with a change in cage size. Very large changes in cage size, such as moving
monkeys to large runway cages (Paulk et al., 1977) or to very large outdoor
pens (Draper and Bernstein, 1963), substantially reduced stereotypic behav-
iour, but smaller variations in cage size yielded negligible effects (Line et al.,
1991a; Crockett et al., 1995). However, in the above studies, a change in
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cage size was confounded by a change in cage location (novelty). When this
confounding variable was eliminated, rhesus monkeys did not show a
reduction in abnormal behaviour whenmoved to large runway cages (Kauf-
man et al., 2004). Thus, stereotypic behaviour in individually housed ani-
mals appears to be largely unaffected by changes in cage size per se.

6.4.2.2. Enrichment

Increasing the complexity of an individual cage by adding toys, furnish-
ings and foraging devices reduces abnormal behaviour, effectiveness
varying with the device, the species tested, and the kind of abnormal
behaviour (cf. our contributed box in Chapter 9). Modest reductions in
SIB were observed in rhesus monkeys exposed to a ‘feeder box that
triggered music’ (Line et al., 1990) – a radio and a food dispenser con-
tained within a box attached to the home cage. The decline in SIB was
observed only during the 20-week period in which the box was present.
When it was removed, SIB increased. Self-directed stereotypies and SIB
also declined during brief daily exposure to an enriched playpen envir-
onment, but again, the change occurred only in the playpen, not carrying
over to the home cage environment (Bryant et al., 1988). Exposure to a
foraging/grooming board led to a different outcome. Although whole-
body stereotypies (e.g. pacing) decreased, self-directed stereotypies and
self-injurious behaviour were unaffected (Bayne et al., 1991). Again,
however, the improvement in abnormal behaviour was not maintained
when the foraging/grooming board was removed. A similar pattern was
noted when monkeys with a history of SIB were provided with a food
puzzle feeder. The presence of the feeder led to reductions in pacing but
did not have any beneficial effect on SIB or self-directed stereotypies
(Novak et al., 1998). Thus although environmental enrichment appeared
to aid in the reduction of stereotypies, more pathological behaviours such
as SIB were generally resistant to this treatment (Line et al., 1991b, Novak
et al., 1998; Schapiro andBloomsmith, 1994, 1995). The above studies suggest
a link between a reduction in environmental complexity and the develop-
ment of stereotypy. However, other factors such as the loss of companions
undoubtedly play an equally, if not more important, role. Furthermore, en-
richment was introduced after monkeys had been individually-housed for
different periods of time and after abnormal behaviour had developed. In this
situation, enrichment was often therapeutic in reducing general types of
stereotypies but not pathological behaviour. These data do not, however,
address the issue of prevention (i.e. whether animals would have been
protected from acquiring abnormal behaviour if they had been exposed to
anenrichedenvironment at the timeof theirplacement into individual cages).

6.4.2.3. Social interaction

If the development of abnormal behaviour is tied to the loss of compan-
ions, then providing companionship might be very effective at reducing
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abnormal behaviour in individually housed animals. Emerging evidence
suggests that providing companions can indeed lead to marked
reductions in abnormal behaviour. Comparisons of individually-housed
rhesus monkeys before and after introduction to a compatible partner
revealed significant decreases in self-directed stereotypies such as hair-
pulling and digit-sucking (Eaton et al., 1994). Pair-housing also led to
decreased abnormal behaviour in female long-tailed macaques, although
this strategy was considerably less successful with males (Crockett et al.,
1994). Group-housing instituted after 5 years of individual cage-housing led
to marked reductions of abnormal behaviour in baboons (Kessel and Brent,
2001). Furthermore, in contrast to the effects of enrichment, pair-housing in
rhesus monkeys successfully reduced SIB (Reinhardt, 1999).

6.4.3. Summary of social separation in normally reared primates

Separation from species members can have different effects depending
on the age of the monkey and the source of attachment. Infants separated
from their mothers initially show heightened arousal (vocalizations
and pacing) followed by withdrawal and depression (huddling behav-
iour). Separation in juveniles does not typically produce heightened
arousal but it can lead to depressive behaviour and it is associated
with an increase in stereotypic behaviour. Juveniles separated from
their social group appear to have increased vulnerability to develop SIB
compared to adolescents and adults undergoing a similar separation.
Considerable evidence suggests that enriching the environment of
individually-housed monkeys with toys and foraging devices is effective
in eliminating some forms of abnormal behaviour. However, social
housing is more effective than enrichment in ameliorating severe forms
of abnormal behaviour. Thus, it is likely that social loss is more important
in the development of pathological behaviour than the small size or
physical barrenness of the individual cage.

6.5. Abnormal Behaviour in Socially-Reared and Socially-Housed
Primates: From Laboratories to Zoos

The focus so far has been on laboratory animals either reared under
socially deprived conditions, or socially reared but then separated
from companions. However, stereotypic behaviour can also develop in
socially reared animals that remain socially housed. The best evidence
comes from observations or surveys of primates housed in zoological
gardens (e.g. Bollen et al., submitted), where the animals are maintained
in social groups and the environment is generally considered to be
superior to laboratory housing environments. (Swaisgood and Shepherd-
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son in Chapter 9 deal further with such behaviours when as in zoos.)
Studies of zoo-maintained animals also permit a direct comparison of
several different primate taxa (see Figure 6.2, and Box 3.3, Chapter 3).

Zoo primate rearing is not always naturalistic: infant zoo primates
occasionally have to be hand-reared due to maternal rejection. Hand-
rearing is considered a strategy of last resort because it can produce
animals with abnormal behaviour. For example, Marriner and Drickamer
(1994) found that animals which had been hand-reared performed signifi-
cantly more stereotypy than mother-reared animals even though hand-
and mother-reared animals were born in the same year and exposed to the
same changes and improvement in zoo design. More recently, Martin
(2002) similarly found mother-reared chimpanzees to be the least stereo-
typic when housed in zoo enclosures, compared with human-reared
animals.

6.6. The Causes and Correlates of Self-injurious Behaviour

In previous sections, we discussed the complex roles of early rearing
experience, later environmental conditions, and other factors in the de-
velopment and maintenance of stereotypies and SIB. Nevertheless, the
relationship between stereotypy and SIB is not yet fully understood. We
know that SIB is significantly associated with stereotypies directed to
the self (e.g. self-clasping, hair-pulling – see image on the book’s website),
but it is also the case that such stereotypies can occur in the absence
of more severe behavioural pathology (e.g. SIB). However, despite
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Fig. 6.2. Incidence of three types of abnormal behaviour in zoo-housed primates. ST is an
abbreviation for stereotypy (with ‘active’ meaning whole body) and SIB, an abbreviation for
self-injurious behaviour. NW signifies NewWorld and OW denotes Old World species.
(From Bollen et al., submitted for publication; see also our Box 3.3, in Chapter 3.)
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many gaps in our understanding of how stereotypy and SIB fit together,
significant progress has been made in characterizing the risk factors and
physiological correlates of SIB, particularly in captive rhesus monkeys.
Earlier, we reviewed the occurrence of SIB and showed that it occurs with
high probability in isolate-reared monkeys. However, we have also
shown that SIB can develop spontaneously in a small percentage of
monkeys that were normally reared but subsequently separated from
companions and housed in individual cages. Our discussion of SIB
will be restricted to this latter category, focusing on research from our
laboratory. Only a small percentage of macaques (10–15%) appear to be
vulnerable to this disorder (Bayne et al., 1995; Lutz et al., 2003b). How-
ever, for the animals that develop SIB, there is no generally effective
treatment for this problem as long as they remain individually housed.
Thus, SIB poses a significant challenge to the management of non-human
primates in captivity. Complicating the picture is that monkeys with
SIB come to the attention of caretakers and veterinarians only after the
disorder is well established. Thus, both retrospective analysis of colony
records and behavioural observations of individual animals are necessary
to study the disorder.

Based on our research and the work of others, we have formulated
an integrated developmental-neurochemical hypothesis in which SIB
arises from adverse life events, is maintained by dysregulations of several
neurochemical and physiological systems, and serves to reduce anxiety
(Tiefenbacher et al., 2005). Below we review the evidence for this
hypothesis.

6.6.1. Adverse life events

Retrospective analysis of the colony records at the New England Primate
Research Center supports a linkage between adverse, stressful experi-
ences and the development of SIB. As was the case with other kinds of
abnormal behaviour (see above), social separation was a significant risk
factor for SIB (Novak, 2003). Monkeys with SIB were separated from
companions and housed alone at a much earlier age than monkeys with-
out SIB (mean age of 14.45 versus 25.12 months respectively; Novak,
2003). Two other factors also increased the risk of developing SIB. Mon-
keys with SIB had a longer tenure in individual cages and experienced
more veterinary procedures (e.g. venipuncture) than animals without the
disorder (Lutz et al., 2003b).

We hypothesize that a combination of social deprivation and repeated
exposure to veterinary procedures during the juvenile period is highly
stressful to rhesus monkeys and may subsequently elicit SIB in vulner-
able individuals. Since in primates, bouts of stereotypy and SIB are often
elicited by acutely stressful events (see our Box 8.3, Chapter 8), such
effects may be mediated by endowing individuals with a heightened
sensitivity to a variety of environmental events.
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6.6.2. Physiological correlates

SIB is associated with heightened reactions to the environment, and
elevated CSF levels of CRF (see our Box 8.3, Chapter 8, for more details),
but also with some seemingly paradoxical changes in the stress response
system, particularly the HPA axis. Monkeys with a history of self-inflicted
wounding showed an attenuated plasma cortisol response to the mild
stress of blood sampling compared to non-wounding controls (Tiefenba-
cher et al., 2000). Moreover, stress-induced cortisol levels were inversely
related to the rate of self-directed biting, the main form of expression of
SIB in macaques. In addition, self-biting was preferentially directed to
body sites associated with acupuncture analgesia (Marinus et al. 2000).

Subsequent studies investigated the mechanisms underlying this
blunted stress response. Monkeys with the disorder showed an attenuated
cortisol response to an ACTH challenge, suggesting reduced adrenocorti-
cal sensitivity (Tiefenbacher et al., 2003d). In addition, the cortisol rise at
30 min post-ACTH was correlated with the recency of self-wounding,
such that animals with the most recent wounds showed the most blunted
cortisol response to ACTH. Finally, we found altered glucocorticoid nega-
tive feedback in the SIB monkeys, as demonstrated by an attenuated
urinary cortisol response to a low dose of dexamethasone (Tiefenbacher
et al., 2003d). Together these findings suggest that SIB in this cohort of
rhesus monkeys is associated with complex and persistent changes in
HPA activity that are related to both the outcome (i.e. wounding) and the
expression (i.e. self-directed biting) of the behavioural pathology. The
present evidence is only correlational in nature, and it remains to be
determined whether HPA system dysregulation is a cause or a conse-
quence of SIB. However, the persistence of SIB in some human popula-
tions is thought to be mediated through a reduction in anxiety. Indeed,
individuals often verbally report significant tension relief after cutting,
burning or other kinds of self-mutilation. Our recent studies indicate that
relief of anxiety may similarly underlie the expression of SIB in rhesus
monkeys. For example, episodes of SIB were found to be preceded by a
rise in heart-rate, which was followed by an immediate return to baseline
once the episode was over (Novak, 2003). This finding suggests that self-
directed biting serves as a coping mechanism to alleviate acute episodes
of arousal or stress. (See Box 1.3, Chapter 1, for more on abnormal behav-
iour and coping.)

We do not yet know how such ‘coping’ effects are mediated. However,
growing evidence implicates the opioid system in the expression of
SIB. Symptom reduction following treatment with an opioid receptor
antagonist such as naltrexone in humans (Sandman et al., 2000) raises
the possibility that such individuals may injure themselves in order to
stimulate endogenous opioid release (see Box 1.3, also Chapter 10, for a
critique of opioid antagonist effects). Furthermore, more direct evidence
relating endogenous opioid activity to SIB in monkeys comes from two
recent studies. In both cases, circulating b-endorphin-like immunoreactivity
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(IR) was positively correlated with the expression of SIB (Crockett et al.,
2003; Tiefenbacher et al., 2003b). b-endorphin-like IR was also positively
correlated with age of first individual caging (Tiefenbacher et al., 2003b),
suggesting that the observed alterations in endogenous opioid activity
may precede the onset of abnormal behaviour rather than being a conse-
quence. In a subsequent experiment, met-enkephalin-like IR in the CSF
was also lower in monkeys with a veterinary record of self-inflicted
wounding and was positively associated with the percentage of bites
directed towards acupuncture sites (Tiefenbacher et al., 2003c). Together
with the b-endorphin results, these results support the hypothesis that
monkeys with SIB tend to have low baseline opioid activity, which might
promote self-directed biting (and occasional wounding) in order to stimu-
late opioid peptide release. It is well known that opioid receptor activa-
tion can be highly rewarding to both animals and humans. Thus, monkeys
might persist in self-biting because it is reinforcing. In addition, early
clinical work by Pickar and others (1982) reported that high doses of the
opioid antagonist naloxone increased tension and anxiety, suggesting that
endogenous opioids decrease such feelings. Based on this finding, the
elevated anxiety thought to contribute to self-biting and SIB in rhesus
monkeys may result not only from elevated CRF levels, as mentioned
above, but also from a deficit in opioid activity.

Although our working hypothesis has focused on the interacting influ-
ences of stressful events, heightened anxiety, and a dysregulation of the
HPA and opioid systems, other systemsmay also be involved. Levels of the
neurotransmitter, serotonin and the gonadal hormone testosterone have
been linked to aggressiveness in male rhesus monkeys and implicated in
SIB. Weld et al. (1998) found that self-biting behaviour in male rhesus
monkeys was decreased following the administration of l-tryptophan, the
metabolic precursor to serotonin (see Chapter 10 for more on ‘psycho-
dietetrics’). These results suggested that self-biting was related to a deficit
in serotonergic activity that could be ameliorated by appropriate pharma-
cologic intervention. However, this hypothesis must be tempered in light
of other experimental findings. Monkeys with SIB did not differ from
controls in their levels of baseline 5-HIAA levels in CSF (Tiefenbacher
et al., 2000; Weld et al., 1998). Moreover, there were no group differences
in prolactin or cortisol responses to a challenge with the 5-HT releasing
agent fenfluramine (Tiefenbacher et al., 2003a). Consequently, if there is a
serotonergic deficit in monkeys that exhibit SIB, the nature of this deficit
remains to be identified.

6.6.3. Summary

Our findings show that a small percentage of socially-reared monkeys
develop self-injurious behaviour when separated from companions
and placed into individual cages. Animals with this disorder tend to
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share several characteristics. First, they were separated at an early age
(less than 2 years) and were exposed to more stressful experiences than
animals without SIB. Second, they exhibit a dysregulation of the HPA
axis that is manifested, in part, by a blunted response to mild stress.
Third, they show reduced levels of the endogenous opioid peptides
met-enkephalin and b-endorphin, and fourth, they appear to suffer from
elevated arousal and/or anxiety. The hypothesis that the appearance of
SIB in monkeys may involve a complex pattern of heightened anxiety,
dysfunctional reward mechanisms, and abnormal stress responses fits
well with much of the human literature on SIB. This hypothesis holds
promise for informing future research in determining the etiology and
treatment of SIB.

6.7. Conclusions: Understanding Abnormal Behaviour in Primates:
Common Themes

Socially restricted environments play a substantial role in the develop-
ment of abnormal behaviour in monkeys. However, this relationship is
strongly influenced by development. Monkeys have a relatively long
infant period and spend several more years as juveniles and adolescents
before reaching adulthood. Thus, the same socially impoverished envir-
onment will have substantially different effects depending on the age of
exposure. For example, as we have seen, isolation-rearing from birth leads
to a very different syndrome than is produced by separation from the
mother, which in turn is somewhat different than the loss of companions
in adolescence or adulthood.

Social restriction in infancy clearly has particularly marked effects on
the development of abnormal behaviour. In fact, the single best predictor
of stereotypic and pathological behaviour is rearing infant monkeys in
isolation. This rearing condition is also associated with pronounced so-
cial deficits. However, monkeys that are reared with naı̈ve peers, or with
surrogates and naı̈ve peers, develop most species-typical social behav-
iours and show fewer abnormal behaviours. This latter finding suggests
that social development in rhesus monkeys may be relatively buffered
from altered early experiences, as long as some social interaction occurs.
However, as we have also seen, the effects of early social deprivation may
also be prolonged, and in some severe instances very hard to reverse.

Even if monkeys are reared socially, they may still acquire abnormal
behaviour if subsequently separated from companions and housed in
individual cages. Risk factors include the initial age of exposure, the
duration of individual cage-housing, and also the number of stressful
events experienced. In some cases and under some circumstances, abnor-
mal behaviour can be ameliorated with social interaction, or even with
non-social enrichment devices. However, the path to abnormal behaviour
is not always through exposure to social separation. Both stereotypic and
pathological behaviour can occur in primates maintained in social groups
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in enriched environments (e.g. zoological gardens). The significantly
reduced rates of stereotypic behaviour in zoo environments also further
suggests that the quality of the physical environment may play some role
in the development of stereotypic behaviour in primates. The finding of
differences in both the range and intensity of stereotypic behaviour across
taxonomic groups also suggests that genetic variables may play some role
in the etiology of behavioural abnormalities.

Physiological correlates of abnormal behaviour have been found to
vary as a function of the type of environment and the developmental stage
of the organism. For example, isolation-rearing is associated with alter-
ations of the serotonergic system, whereas peer-rearing is not. A number
of studies have linked various neuroendocrine and neuropeptide systems
to abnormal behaviour in normally reared monkeys. Self-injurious behav-
iour is of particular interest, especially for ideas about ‘coping’, and is
related to HPA axis dysregulation, elevated central levels of CRF, and
alterations in both central and peripheral opioid activity.

We have thus established a picture of stereotypic behaviour in pri-
mates that plays out on a larger stage that includes early experiences,
social competence, and physiological effects. However, the actual inter-
relationship between these variables remains largely unknown, except
possibly for our analysis of SIB. Below we discuss future research direc-
tions.

6.8. Future Directions

Although we have made much progress in understanding abnormal be-
haviour in primates, there is more work to be done. For instance, at
present, we know relatively little about the actual relationship between
social deficits and stereotypy. We might predict that the animals with the
highest rates of abnormal behaviour are the most socially impaired (see
Chapter 5 for some behavioural control problems that might affect social
interaction). Certainly, isolation-rearing produces both the most severe
social deficits and the highest level of abnormal behaviour. However, we
can also ask this question about individuals within specific rearing
groups. For example, do the most socially impaired peer-reared monkeys
also show the highest level of abnormal behaviour, or the most severe
kinds? And if there are individual differences, are there genetic factors
that underscore them?

The physiological bases of deprivation-induced and other stereotypic
behaviours also remain essentially unknown. For example, relationships
between specific neurotransmitter alterations and the behavioural affects of
early social deprivation have yet to be determined. Chapters 5, 7 and 8 all
suggest specific hypotheses that could be tested. More extensive analyses of
the biological underpinnings of both stereotypy and SIB are needed to deter-
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minewhether these categories represent differentmanifestations of the same
underlyingmechanism. In addition, longitudinal prospective studies would
behelpful in ascertainingwhether an increase in the frequencyor intensity of
stereotypy is a necessary precursor to the development of SIB.

In terms of experiential effects, some further questions still remain
unanswered. Although there has been speculation about the role of sensi-
tive periods in the development of species normative social behaviour, it is
also likely that there may be sensitive periods for the development of
abnormal behaviour (see also Chapter 7 for further discussion of this
issue). Certainly, some forms of abnormal behaviour are linked to specific
developmental periods. For example, monkeys reared apart from their
mothers tend to develop a pattern of digit-sucking which is high during
the first year of life but wanes as the animal approaches puberty. Very few
animals develop a pattern of digit-sucking after the first year of life. Simi-
larly, monkeys that are separated from their social group as juveniles are
more vulnerable to developing SIB than are adolescents or adults. Further-
more, other developmental factors affect SIB; risk factors include the initial
age at exposure, the direction of individual cage-housing (see Chapter 7 for
somewhat similar findings for physical enrichment), and also the number
of stressful events experienced (see Chapter 8 for how uncontrollable stress
can affect CNS functioning). Do these examples involve sensitive periods?
Are there sensitive periods for other stereotypies? How are such effects
mediated? Future research is needed to answer these questions.

Wealsodonot yet fullyunderstand the effect of thephysical environment
in eliciting stereotypies in primates. Clearly, placing a monkey into a barren
individual cage leads to stereotypic behaviour. But is it the loss of compan-
ionship or the loss of environmental complexity that produces this outcome?
Undoubtedly, both contribute in somemanner but the relative importance of
each contribution remains unclear. Determining how these factors interact
could help us determinewhether changes to the physical environmentmight
compensate for social loss; and zoo studies might be one route forward here.

Finally, the putative function of much abnormal behaviour is unclear.
It is possible that active whole-body stereotypies, such as somersaulting
and bouncing, are replacements for locomotor activity that is constrained
by small cages. On the other hand, the significance of stereotypies such as
eye-covering and poking remains largely unknown. Complicating the
picture is the possibility that stereotypies may have different etiologies
in different individuals. For example, eye-covering and -poking may be
associated with decreases in visual acuity or visual distortions, may be a
form of visual stimulation, or may be copied from other individuals. As
for SIBs, for which there is arguably the most convincing and intriguing
evidence, questions still remain as to the exact effect such behaviour may
have on endogenous opioid systems.
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Editorial Introduction

The contribution of Lewis and colleagues plays three important roles in this book.
First, it builds on the previous chapter in emphasizing the lasting effects that early
experience can have on stereotypy; second, it reviews the diverse changes in
brain functioning induced by the barren environments typically associated with
abnormal behaviour; and third, it fills in the details behind the ‘systems view’
of Chapter 5. This group’s own research is unique here, both in its focus on
environment-induced stereotypies and its parallel investigations of brain and
behaviour.

While Novak illustrated the potentially lasting effects of social deprivation,
this chapter focuses on the physical environment: the predictability of ‘impover-
ished’ conditions versus the space, complexity and novelty of those captive
environments we label ‘enriched’. Evidence is reviewed that the prolonged ex-
posure to impoverished environments can potentially induce stereotypies that
become hard to abolish with enrichment; while in contrast the early exposure to
enriched environments can protect animals against the development of stereo-
typies if moved to barren environments (a contributed box also contrasting the
behaviour of wild-caught and captive-born animals). Lewis and colleagues’ own
work on deer mice illustrates such effects beautifully. For example, young deer
mice housed in enriched cages develop little stereotypy even if then moved to
barren cages 2 months later. The stereotypy of barren-raised mice, in contrast,
is affected by a change in physical complexity, declining with enrichment –
unless, that is, the animals have lived in these barren conditions until well into
their mature years, in which case enrichment is no longer effective. Much remains
unknown about these interesting effects, however. As the authors review, barren
or enriched rearing environments have many potential effects on brain develop-
ment, but which – if any – have ‘sensitive periods’ is far from known, and indeed
recent evidence suggests that many aspects stay plastic long into adulthood.
Furthermore, the ages at which animals are exposed to differential rearing, their
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length of time in these conditions, and their ages when tested in new environ-
ments are typically all inter-correlated: which factors are key has not yet been
teased apart. Finally, how the effects of physically barren environments compare
with those of social deprivation (Chapter 6) or chronic stress (Chapter 8) is not
resolved: are they qualitatively similar processes (e.g. all involving degrees of
stress), or are they distinct?

One way to address such questions is to examine the CNS changes seen in
stereotypy-inducing environments, and Lewis and colleagues have conducted a
series of experiments on this issue, rearing deer mice in barren or enriched envir-
onments and investigating the high and low stereotypers that emerge. Enriched
animals with negligible stereotypy prove a distinctive group, with higher levels of
neuronalmetabolic activity, dendritic branching and the neurotrophinBNDF in the
motor cortex and striatum. In addition, although low and high stereotypers from
barren cages were indistinguishable using the measures above, more focused re-
search into the neuropeptides of the striatum revealed significant differences be-
tween these animals, the most stereotypic mice having the low enkephalin and
relatively high dynorphin characteristic of under-activity in the indirect pathway.
These data thus build on Chapter 5, this volume, in implicating specific changes in
basal ganglia functioning, particularly in the circuits betweenmotor cortex and dorsal
striatum, in cage stereotypy. The chapter also provides an excellent and thorough
overview of the neuroanatomy and physiology of this region, and its involvement in
the stereotypies induced by drugs and various clinical conditions.

If we assume that the differences between enriched and barren environments
represent those between normal and pathological development, then enriched
environments that protect deer mice against stereotypy are thus doing so by
normalizing CNS development. However, whether this means that all the stereo-
typies of captive animals stem from abnormal CNS development is still unknown.
Nor does this mean that the motor loop is always the critical brain system
involved – a topic that Cabib develops in the subsequent chapter.

GM

7.1. Introduction

In this chapter, we propose a fundamental parallel between the predict-
able nature of impoverished environments and the predictable nature of
the stereotypies they engender (Sections 7.2 and 7.3). We argue that such
effects are mediated by profound changes in the central nervous system
(CNS), an idea we support with evidence from our own work on deer mice
(Peromyscus maniculatus), data from a wide range of studies on the
neurobiological effects of environmental enrichment, and research into
the stereotypies resulting from pharmacological manipulations and cer-
tain clinical conditions (Sections 7.4–7.6). During our review, we also
touch on a number of areas that are as yet only partially understood, some
of which we return to in our final discussion (Section 7.7): What are the
key features of the environment in the aetiology or prevention of stereo-
typy? How does the length of exposure, or its timing relative to an ani-
mal’s stage of development, influence the stereotypy-inducing effects of
barren environments? And at what point in development does enrich-
ment cease being able to confer its benefits? Conversely, does exposure
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to enrichment early in development confer lasting neuroprotection to
animals transferred to typical (i.e. impoverished) captive environments?
And finally, do all stereotypies share fundamental similarities in mech-
anism at the molecular level, or are there instead diverse means by which
the CNS can be affected (e.g. via the direct and indirect pathways of the
striatum), all sharing similar behavioural outcomes?

7.2. Complexity and Regularity

Stereotyped behaviour is characterized by strikingly periodic, predictable
or regular dynamics. This marked regularity contrasts with the complex-
ity, variability and relative unpredictability that characterizes adaptive,
functional behaviour. In the ‘dynamical disease’ model of Glass and
Mackey (1988), medical illness (e.g. cardiovascular disease) can be char-
acterized by strikingly periodic or predictable dynamics in the relevant
physiological systems, whereas healthy systems are complex and vari-
able. Indeed, within the field of dynamical diseases, the most repetitive
and predictable dynamics are associated with the most severe patho-
logical conditions (e.g. Cheyne-Stokes breathing), a phenomenon referred
to as the ‘law of stereotypy’ (Goldberger, 1997). Abnormal Repetitive
Behaviour may be viewed from this perspective as representing a loss of
complexity associated with CNS insult.

The loss of behavioural complexity or variability potentially indexed
by abnormal repetition may arise from a number of sources. Insult to the
CNS very early in development (e.g. autism), and exposure to high and/or
chronic doses of certain pharmacological agents (e.g. amphetamine)
are two such factors. The marked regularity of behaviour may also be
accompanied, or driven by, a shift from complexity to regularity in early
experience and/or current environment. Restricted, impoverished envir-
onments arguably lack variability, complexity, unpredictability and nov-
elty, and these environments have often been associated with stereotypy.
In the rest of this chapter, we therefore review the evidence for the effects
of environmental complexity on brain structure and function, and discuss
which of these effects mediate the amelioration or prevention of Abnor-
mal Repetitive Behaviour. Finally, we use these and related findings to
advance a neurobiological model that accounts for the expression of
spontaneous, persistent stereotypy.

The relationship of stereotypy to the lack of complexity or variability in
experience and environment is the focus of several previous chapters
(especially Chapters 2–4 and 6, this volume). Suffice to say, then, that
stereotypies in both humans and animals have been documented following
abnormal rearing and housing conditions like early maternal deprivation,
social isolation or restraint. Animals exposed to the regularity arguably
associated with such rearing conditions reliably develop behavioural rep-
ertoires that are also devoid of complexity or variability. For instance, the
studies ofHarlow and colleagues showed that rhesusmonkeys subjected to
social isolation or maternal deprivation develop stereotyped behaviours
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(Chapter 6, this volume). In humans, case history reports have also docu-
mented this (e.g. body-rocking) in children raisedunder conditions of severe
social deprivation (Davis, 1940, 1946; Freedman, 1968) – a devastating effect
seen on amuch larger scale in the orphanages established in Romania under
the Ceaucescu regime of the 1980s, inwhichmany children exhibited body-
rocking and other stereotypies (Carlson and Earls, 1997; personal observa-
tions; seeBox6.1,Chapter 6 formoredetails). Similarly, confinement and/or
the prevention of species-typical behaviours is associated with stereotypy
development in laboratory, zoo and farm animals (Chapters 2–4, this vol-
ume); indeed, stereotypies are the most common category of abnormal be-
haviour observed in confined animals (Würbel, 2001; also Chapter 1, this
volume). In our ownwork, for example, deer mice develop specific forms of
high rate and persistent stereotyped behaviour as a consequence of being
housed in standard laboratory cages (Powell et al., 1999; see video images on
the book’s website). These are typically hindlimb jumping or backward
somersaulting, and can occur at very high rates. These behaviours appear
spontaneously in such housing conditions – they do not require a drug
challenge, nor specific eliciting stimuli for their expression (our observa-
tional data suggesting that their occurrence is not systematically associated
with any particular environmental event).

7.3. Environmental Complexity and Stereotypy

If environmental restriction or regularity induces stereotypy, environmen-
tal complexity should ameliorate or prevent it. Increasing environmental
complexity is indeed a frequently and successfully employed strategy for
reducing animal stereotypy. Surprisingly, however, few studies have sys-
tematically assessed the effects of environmental complexity on stereoty-
pies (e.g. Meehan et al., 2004; Chapter 9, this volume), or measured
complexity per se. It should also be noted that despite the popular use of
the term ‘environmental enrichment’, attempts to make captive environ-
ments more complex hardly result in environments that could be consid-
ered enriched relative to the animal’s natural habitat (again see Chapter 9).
None the less, even modest changes (e.g. adding straw bedding to sows’
stalls; see Fraser, 1975 and other citations in Chapter 2) can have appre-
ciable effects on stereotypic behaviour.

Not surprisingly, controlled experimental manipulations of environ-
mental complexity have tended to use rodents. For instance, Ödberg
(1987) demonstrated that bank voles exposed to an enriched environment
exhibited significantly less stereotypy than voles housed in barren cages,
an effect independent of cage size, and Würbel (Chapter 4, this volume)
gives further examples. Our own work has focused on such a model. Our
first reports showed that deer mice reared in larger, more complex envir-
onments exhibit significantly less of the stereotypy described in Section
7.2 than do deer mice reared in standard laboratory cages (Powell et al.,
1999, 2000). When housed in these conditions, fewer enriched animals
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developed stereotyped behaviours, and they developed them later and
displayed them at a lower rate than the standard-caged mice.

Building on thiswork, our current version of environmental complexity
(Turner et al., 2002, 2003; Turner and Lewis, 2003) consists of placing up to
six same-sex weanlings in specially customized large dog kennels (121.9 �
81.3� 88.9 cm), consisting of two extra levels constructed from galvanized
wiremesh and connected by ramps to create three interconnected levels (see
figure on this volume’s website). Bedding, a running wheel, a shelter (an
inverted baking pan or similar opaque, concave object), and various other
objects (Habitrail tubes, plastic toys, mesh structures for climbing) are also
added. Novel objects are introduced on a weekly basis, and birdseed is
distributed three times each week to encourage foraging-type behaviours.
Furthermore, to allow us to assess the behaviour of standard and enriched-
housed animals when not in such dissimilar environments, we have
adapted automated activity monitors to quantify the outcomes of exposure
to these different conditions. Because the stereotyped behaviours observed
in our deermice typically involve vertical activity, they can be quantified by
using photobeam arrays which, when interrupted, record a count. Our
activity monitors have been adapted to record accurately the high rates of
stereotyped jumping or backward somersaulting that can be observed (e.g.
more than 2000 jumps in a 1-h period, and in some instances as many as
4000; e.g. Turner and Lewis, 2003); and we also routinely videotape these
sessions to ensure accuracy of the automated counters, as well as to identify
the topography of stereotypy. These methods have shown that in general,
after 60 post-weaning days exposure to the more complex environment,
most deer mice (approximately 70–80%) exhibit low rates of stereotypy
when tested in the standardized activity monitors. The remaining
animals exhibit stereotypies at roughly the same frequency observed in
standard cage mice. Conversely, after 60 post-weaning days of standard
housing, only ca. 20% of the mice tested exhibit little or no stereotypy.
Table 7.1 provides one example from a recent study (Turner and Lewis,
2003). In this study, animals (N ¼ 105) were monitored for two 1-h periods
over two consecutive days. Animals exhibiting fewer than 500 counts per
hour were considered ‘low stereotypy’, mice exhibiting more than 1000
counts per hour, ‘high stereotypy’.

Note that why individual mice react differently to the either standard
or enriched cages is as yet unknown, although as we shall see later, brain
changes co-occur with at least some of this within-group variation in
behavioural response (see Section 7.5). Nevertheless, overall there is a

Table 7.1. Percentage of deer mice categorized as high or low stereotypy in a
standard test apparatus.

Housing type Low stereotypy (%) High stereotypy (%)

Large enriched cage 67 18
Standard cage 22 60
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clear treatment effect, with housing typically affecting how stereotypic
the mice are even when removed from these cages and tested in a stand-
ardized environment. Such results raise a number of questions. How are
such effects mediated? How might the timing of exposure to these hous-
ing environments alter their effects? And what are the key features of
stereotypy-reducing environments? We try and address these issues in the
sub-sections that follow.

7.3.1. The timing and duration of exposure: sensitive periods for the environmental
induction and reduction of stereotypy?

Just as is the case for social deprivation (Chapter 6, this volume), rather
little information is available as to whether sensitive periods exist for the
induction of stereotypy by environmental restriction, or for its preven-
tion/reversal by environmental complexity. There is also little informa-
tion on how much time is needed for each such environment to have its
effects, nor on whether environmental complexity effects always last in
the longer term, e.g. if the environment is altered to the more typical,
standard laboratory housing.

A large literature on early experience does suggest, however, that
exposure to a restricted environment should have more deleterious con-
sequences on younger than older organisms. The loss of CNS plasticity
that has been reported with age (e.g. Reis et al., 2005) also leads to the
hypothesis that the effects of a restricted environment should be more
readily reversible by complex environments in younger animals. Consist-
ent with this, of two studies conducted on bank voles, one study (Cooper
et al., 1996) showed that stereotypies were harder to disrupt through
environmental enrichment in older voles (14 months of age) than in
young voles (2 months of age). However, the other study, looking at
younger animals, found no such effects: Ödberg (1987) found that voles
raised with enrichment through 60 days of age exhibited significantly less
stereotypy than voles housed in barren cages; but also that animals ex-
posed to enrichment conditions after day 60 of life similarly displayed
decreased stereotypies, thus demonstrating the power of enrichment
provided later in development. This last finding is consistent with, for
example, the work of Meehan et al. (2004) who reported that increased
environmental complexity was effective in reducing stereotypy in
Amazon parrots despite their being maintained in standard caging up to
48 weeks of age (see Chapter 9, this volume, for further examples). Thus
the stereotypies of older animals (or those exposed to barren conditions
for longer) are sometimes, but not always, harder to alleviate (see Chapter
10, this volume for similar issues in companion animals). Turning to the
effects of taking animals from enriched conditions and placing them in
barren cages, Ödberg (1987) showed that voles transferred from enriched
cages to standard ones at 60 days of age did not develop higher rates of
stereotypy when tested 30 days later. Additionally, Mason, in Box 7.1,
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presents evidence that wild-caught animals are less stereotypic when
captive-housed than are animals born and raised in such conditions.
These findings together argue for a neuroprotective effect of early enrich-
ment against later stereotypy development. Furthermore, consistent with
this neuroprotection hypothesis, a recent longitudinal study of early
environmental enrichment in children showed that children receiving a
structured exercise, nutrition and educational programme between the
ages of 3 and 5 were significantly less likely later to exhibit symptoms of

Box 7.1. Are Wild-born Animals ‘Protected’ from Stereotypy When Placed in Captivity?

G. MASON

If stereotypies arose solely from frustrated normal behaviours (Chapters 2–4, this volume), then
one would expect them to be more evident in animals captured from the wild than those bred
in captivity. After all, if farmed mink are raised with swimming water, but this is removed in
adulthood, they pace more than mink who have never had this enrichment (Vinke, 2004); and
laboratory mice raised in small enriched cages but transferred to standard ones stereotype
more than control animals (Latham, 2005). However, in almost every reported instance, wild-
caught animals show less stereotypy than captive-bred conspecifics.
Thus in laboratories, wild-born chimpanzees were less stereotypic than laboratory-born

animals (e.g. Davenport and Menzel, 1963). Stereotypies (plus also ‘faeces-smearing’) were
absent altogether in the wild-caught individuals of two macaque species, in marked contrast to
their zoo- and laboratory-born peers (Mason and Green, 1962, cited by Davenport and
Menzel, 1963; Berkson, 1968; Wesseling et al., 1988, cited by Philbin, 1998; Mallapur
et al., 2005). Likewise black rats, bank voles and African striped mice caught from the wild
and caged as adults also typically show no stereotypies (Sørenson and Randrup, 1986; Callard
et al., 2000; Schoenecker et al., 2000; N. Pillay, personal communication, Johannesburg,
2004), although these emerge rapidly in most of their cage-born offspring. In carnivores the
picture is less clearcut, but wild-caught individuals still never seem more stereotypic than
captive-borns: two studies of polar bears and other ursids detected no differences (van Keulen-
Kromhout, 1978; Ames, 2001), but a more recent study’s preliminary analyses suggest that
wild-caught male polar bears pace less than zoo-born males (D. Shepherdson, personal
communication, Oregon, 2005); while on an experimental fur farm, pacing was found in
only ca. 25% wild-caught beech martens, but in 100% of their offspring (Hansen, 1992, who
reports too that abnormal fur-chewing was absent in wild-caught but common in farm-born
martens). In surveys, zoo-keepers also score zoo-born black rhinoceroses as more stereotypic
than wild-caught animals (K. Carlstead, personal communication, Hawaii, 2004). My one
avian case contains the only (partial) counter-example: caged wild-caught blue jays spent far
more time route-tracing than did hand-reared birds; however, they were much less prone to
stereotypic spot-pecking (Keiper, 1969).
Overall, these data are consistent with the idea that being raised in naturalistic environment

protects animals against later stereotypy, while being raised in spatially restrictive and/or
barren captive environments predisposes animals towards the behaviour (see Lewis et al.,
this chapter). However, captive-rearing often involves some social deprivation too – most
laboratory rodents and primates are removed from their mothers earlier than would happen
naturally, for instance (Chapter 6, this volume) – and so the developmental importance of
physical complexity per se cannot be determined from the cases given here.
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schizotypy (response patterns that mimic schizophrenia) at the ages of 17
and 23 (Raine et al., 2003).

Using the environmental complexity paradigm previously described,
we investigated these issues further, to explore: (i) whether exposure to a
more complex environment later in development successfully amelior-
ates the stereotypy observed in deer mice previously housed in standard
cages, and if so, whether this holds over a range of ages; and also (ii)
whether early exposure to a more complex environment prevents the
subsequent development of stereotypy if animals are transferred to re-
strictive environments later in development. We found, first, that both
early (at weaning) and later (60 days after weaning) exposure to environ-
mental complexity resulted in low rates of stereotyped behaviours
(Powell et al., 2000) – as consistent with the work of Ödberg (1987) on
similarly aged voles. Thus both the early and later exposure to enrichment
reduced the frequency of stereotyped behaviour, and resulted in fewer
mice categorized as stereotypic. We recently replicated this outcome in a
subsequent study (Hadley et al., 2006), where a more complex envir-
onment provided after an initial period of 60 days of standard caging
post-weaning, again reduced stereotyped behaviour to about the same
level as exposure to the more complex environment initiated at weaning
(mean stereotypic responses per hour were 886.2 (� 157.4) for the late
enrichment animals and 640.3 (� 168.1) for the early enrichment group).
However, in this further work we also found that older animals (11–14
months old) did not, in contrast, appear to significantly benefit from being
exposed to environmental complexity, in terms of their stereotypy reduc-
tion. Like the Cooper et al. (1996) example given above, this suggests
some limit to CNS plasticity.

Turning to our second question, our findings also indicate that early
exposure to a larger, more complex environment conferred significant
protection when our animals were moved to standard cages (Powell
et al., 2000; Hadley et al., 2006). For example, when observed in their
home cages, a significantly higher proportion of deer mice stereotyped
after 60 days post-weaning in standard housing and after 120 days of such
housing, than if housed for 60 days of standard housing after 60 days of
enriched housing (see Table 7.2). Furthermore, their stereotypy rates in a
standard test environment showed that, as before, 60 days of housing in a
more complex environment following weaning substantially reduced or
prevented stereotypy. However, exposing these animals to standard cage
housing for a subsequent 60-day period resulted in significantly less
stereotypy (907.2 (� 226.2) stereotypy counts per hour) than that seen in
animals maintained in standard cages throughout the 120 days (1820.1
(� 282.1) stereotypy counts per hour) (Hadley et al., 2006).

Such data might thus suggest that the timing of enrichment is more
important than its duration. Indeed with respect to the duration of envir-
onmental enrichment, our unpublished data indicate that 30 days of
environmental complexity immediately following weaning is as effective
as 60 days of such experience in preventing stereotypy development.
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However, to our knowledge no other work has yet been done to system-
atically examine how duration of exposure to more complex environ-
ments affects the prevention/amelioration of stereotypy. The ability
of an organism’s stereotypies to benefit from environmental complexity
would thus seem affected by the developmental age of the individual, and
perhaps also the duration of exposure to such an environment. But, what
can studies of the effects of complex environments on brain functioning
add to this picture?

7.3.2. Complex environments and CNS changes: effects of the timing and duration
of exposure

Several studies have looked at how the timing of enrichment relative to an
animal’s stage of development, and also the length of exposure to complex-
ity (two issues that are often confounded) influence its impact on the brain.

One early study using rats suggested that just 2 h of increased envir-
onmental complexity daily for a period of 30 or 54 days post-weaning
resulted in similar alterations in neurotransmitters and brain weight as
continuous 24-h exposure to enrichment over the same periods of devel-
opment (Rosenzweig et al., 1968). A later study also indicated that as little
as 4 days in a more complex environment was sufficient to induce alter-
ations in dendritic morphology in weanling rats (Wallace et al., 1992).
Likewise, Rampon et al. (2000a) documented significant alterations in
gene expression with as little as 2 days of environmental complexity for
6 h per day, even in adult animals. Finally, mice exposed to different
durations (2.5, 15 or 25 months) of environmental complexity appear to
benefit equally as indexed by improved cognitive functioning (Kobayashi
et al., 2002). Focusing instead on timing, exposing rats to a more complex
environment for 30 days, starting at either 50 days of age (juveniles) or 105

Table 7.2. The proportion of deer mice displaying stereotypies in standard cages, as affected
by prior experience (from Experiment 1, Powell et al., 2000).

Housing

% standard-housed
subjects with

stereotypies at the
end of Phase 1

% standard-housed
subjects with

stereotypies at the
end of Phase 2

Early enrichment: enriched housing
for 60 days post-weaning (Phase 1),
standard for 60–120 days
post-weaning (Phase 2)

N/A 13 (2/15)

Late enrichment: standard housing for
60 days post-weaning (Phase 1),
enriched for 60–120 days
post-weaning (Phase 2)

69 (11/16) N/A

Control: standard housing throughout 77 (10/13) 67 (6/9)
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days of age (adults), also resulted in similar changes in the brain
(Rosenzweig and Bennett, 1996). Enrichment effects in adult rats were
also demonstrated by Kempermann et al. (2002) who demonstrated that
hippocampal neurogenesis in mice living in more complex environments
from age 10 to 20 months was fivefold higher than in standard cage
controls.

Perhaps surprisingly, in the light of some of the stereotypy examples
given above, exposure to a more complex environment thus appears to
have significant effects on brain structure and function across a variety of
ages and durations of exposure (an issue we revisit in Section 7.4 when
discussing neuronal plasticity). These results indicate that – despite ideas
about age and loss of plasticity – environmental manipulations providing
increased complexity for almost any duration, at almost any age, can
result in improved learning and memory.

Much less information is available regarding the persistence of enrich-
ment effects on the brain after the organism is returned to a restricted
environment. Camel et al. (1986) demonstrated that an environmental com-
plexity-induced increase in dendritic arborization and synapse number
persisted for at least 30days after the end of an experimental housingperiod.
It might be argued that exposure to a more complex environment earlier
rather than later in development should confer greater persistence of effects
or neuroprotection, but such information does not as yet seem available.

7.3.3. Key features of stereotypy-attenuating environments

Despite many studies documenting impressive effects of increased
environmental complexity on brain and behaviour, relatively little experi-
mental work has addressed the question of what specific key factors
are responsible for these outcomes. In practice, environmental com-
plexity paradigms usually share several commonalities (although they
may differ across species in their details), and provide multiple factors
together including increased space, increased number of conspecifics
and more novelty or unpredictability (Chapters 3 and 9, this volume,
further discuss the many confounded properties of typical enrichments.
For a comprehensive review of methods of rodent environmental en-
richment, preferences and variability across research, also see Olsson
and Dahlborn, 2002). Thus, for example, environmental complexity
often includes both social and inanimate factors, the many effects
of which are often confounded (Schrijver et al., 2002), and the differ-
ential impact of social versus inanimate features of the environment on
stereotypy has not been systematically examined (though see Chapter 6,
for some valuable data from primates). In addition, physical complexity
is often provided along with more space, although here, some ethological
studies teasing their relative effects apart are available. For instance,
Ödberg (1987) demonstrated that when bank voles reared in enriched
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environments exhibited less stereotypy, this effect was independent of
cage size; and see Chapters 2 and 6, this volume, for further studies.

In many environmental complexity protocols, a variety of objects are
placed in enriched cages and those objects are rotated frequently, in some
cases daily, providing novel configurations of objects and their placement
to animals. However, again the importance of such variability and nov-
elty, independent of other features of the environment, has not been
assessed systematically. We are not aware of any studies examining the
effects of novelty per se on spontaneous stereotypy. In our own studies, as
we have reviewed, we place a variety of objects (e.g. inverted baking pan,
Habitrail tubes, plastic toys, mesh structures for climbing) in enriched
cages, and we rotate those objects weekly providing novel configurations
of objects and their placement to the mice. We have not, however, as-
sessed systematically the importance of this last manipulation, independ-
ent of other features of the environment. Interestingly, studies concerned
with drug-induced stereotypy have demonstrated decreased stereotyped
behaviour within novel environments and increased stereotyped behav-
iour within familiar environments (Sahakian and Robbins, 1975; Russell
and Pihl, 1978; Einon and Sahakian, 1979).

As well as being predictable, impoverished or restricted environ-
ments often lack the specific stimuli, cues and physical dimensions
necessary for the individual to engage in species-typical behaviour. As
reviewed in Chapters 2–4, this volume, the inability to engage in species-
typical motor behaviours is likely the very root of many stereotypies. This
inference is supported, for example, by the analysis of stereotypic digging
in Mongolian gerbils (by Wiedenmayer, 1997), discussed in Chapter 4,
this volume. In these experiments, access to loose sand did not prevent
the development of stereotypic digging in the animals’ home cage. Con-
versely, access to burrows of a particular type prevented the development
of stereotypic digging. In neuroscience studies, one mainstay of enriched
environments for rodents is a wheel that allows running (although see
Box 4.2, Chapter 4, this volume, for a discussion of whether or not wheel-
running should itself be considered a stereotypy). Access to voluntary
exercise is considered essential for enrichment-related hippocampal
neurogenesis and neurotrophin expression (van Praag et al., 1999;
Cotman and Berchtold, 2002; Ehninger and Kempermann, 2002). Further-
more, in humans, movement restriction may be operative in the stereo-
typies observed in typically developing children. Thelen (1980), for
example, found that infants characterized as ‘high stereotypy’ (based on
a median split) spent much more time in infant seats, playpens and high
chairs than did their ‘low stereotypy’ counterparts. However, despite
these data, no study has as yet assessed the importance of running wheels
for the prevention/amelioration of stereotypy.

Finally, no systematic attention has been directed towards the issue
of individual differences in response to environmental complexity.
Presumably, as our own stereotypy data suggest (see e.g. Table 7.1),
not all animals benefit or benefit equally from larger, more complex
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environments (an issue we return to later, in Section 7.5). However,
whether this stems from differential access to key resources, or from
some other reason, remains unknown.

The unanswered research questions here are important because as
well as being differentially effective, the various attributes of enrichment
might work in different ways. It does, for instance, appear that the isol-
ation-housing of naturally social species, regardless of the inanimate
environment, enhances emotional reactivity (e.g. freezing) to novel stim-
uli, while a more complex environment, independent of the number of
animals, accelerates animals’ habituation to novelty and improves spatial
learning and memory (e.g. Schrijver et al., 2002).

7.3.4. Summary

To summarize Section 7.3, it appears that increased environmental com-
plexity can robustly attenuate the development of stereotypy in a number
of species. Such effects are likely to be observed with varying durations of
exposure to enriched housing, and at varying developmental periods.
However, older animals sometimes appear to benefit least; and early
environmental complexity can also have effects that remain when ani-
mals are transferred to more barren conditions. This raises unanswered
questions about possible sensitive periods. Furthermore, relatively little
is yet known about what specific features of environmental enrichment
are responsible for such effects, although (as we also see in Chapters 2–4,
this volume), certain environmental features appear differentially effect-
ive for specific species and topographies of stereotypy.

7.4. Environmental Complexity and CNS Function

The efficacy of environmental complexity and enrichment in attenuating
stereotypy leads to the question of neurobiological mechanisms. How
does the experience of a more complex environment alter brain function
so as to prevent or attenuate the development of abnormal behaviour?
This is a challenging question, as environmental enrichment has been
reported to be associated with a myriad of CNS effects (and furthermore,
as discussed in the preceding paragraphs, enrichment paradigms often
involve multiple attributes). Some of these CNS effects are reviewed in
the following section, followed by a discussion of the specific complex-
ity-induced brain changes that seem associated with the prevention or
reversal of stereotypy.

Examining how exposure to more complex environments affects brain
function has a long history. As early as the 1940s, Hebb exposed rats to a
complex environment (his home) as an experimental manipulation and
demonstrated that this resulted in increased maze learning and increased
brain weights (Hebb, 1949). Although the specific methodology and
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paradigms employed since then have varied, work on the effects of envir-
onmental complexity on the CNS has continued. Starting in the early
1960s, Rosenzweig and colleagues examined environmental complexity
effects on neuroanatomy (e.g. brain weight, cortical thickness, dendritic
structure) and learning and memory (e.g. Rosenzweig et al., 1968). The
seminal contributions of Greenough and colleagues started in the 1970s
and involved examination of the impact of environmental complexity on
a variety of parameters of brain function (e.g. dendritic branching, spine
density, synaptogenesis, angiogenesis, gliogenesis; e.g. Greenough et al.,
1985; Comery et al., 1995). Recent work dating from the 1990s has further
evaluated the effects of environmental complexity on a variety of molecu-
lar and cellular endpoints, including gene expression, apoptosis or pro-
grammed cell death and neurogenesis. Relevant to the topic of Abnormal
Repetitive Behaviour, a number of these studies have involved animal
models of CNS insult (a topic we explore further below).

Enrichment-related alterations in CNS structure translate to func-
tional behavioural outcomes. For example, exposure to a more complex
environment improves spatial memory acquisition and retention in a
number of maze tasks (Wong and Jamieson, 1968; Schrijver et al., 2002;
Frick and Fernandez, 2003; Frick et al., 2003). Enrichment can also
improve retention in non-spatial tasks, object recognition tests and two-
way active avoidance tasks (Escorihuela et al., 1995). Additionally, en-
riched mice show improved memory for contextual fear conditioning
(Duffy et al., 2001). Beyond learning and memory, enrichment in rodents
has also been shown to decrease voluntary alcohol consumption (Rock-
man and Borowski, 1986), decrease aggressive behaviour (Haemisch et al.,
1994) and increase foraging (Cheal, 1987). Additionally, enrichment de-
creases stress reactivity, as indexed by performance on an elevated plus
maze (Fernandez-Teruel et al., 1997), defecation in a novel environment
(Fernandez-Teruel et al., 1992), defensive responses to a predator (Klein
et al., 1994) and open field exploration (Widman and Rosellini, 1990).
Francis et al. (2002) and Bredy et al. (2003) have even demonstrated that
the stress hyper-reactivity resulting from maternal separation is com-
pletely attenuated by environmental enrichment. However, how any of
these various enrichment-induced changes in responsiveness, cognition
and behaviour relate to prevention or attenuation of stereotypy has not
been established. It may, for example, be that alterations in stress re-
sponses (Chapter 8, this volume) are important, but these links have
simply not as yet been investigated.

7.4.1. Neuronal plasticity

Environmental complexity is thought to exert its behavioural effects via
selective, long-term alterations in synaptic efficacy. These alterations are
achieved through differential transcription of neurotransmission-related
target genes. For example, enriched rearing conditions reportedly produce
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significant elevations in the density or affinity of a variety of neurotrans-
mitter receptors (e.g. Bredy et al., 2003). Such changes in receptor and
signalling molecules are paralleled by enhanced second-messenger cas-
cades (Rampon et al., 2000a). Thus enriched rearing conditions produce
significant elevations in the density or binding affinity of a-amino-3-
hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazoleproprionic acid (AMPA) and n-methyl-D-
aspartate (NMDA) glutamate receptors (Bredy et al., 2003), D1 dopamine
receptors (Anderson et al., 2000), 5-HT1A serotonin receptors (Rasmuson
et al., 1998), kappa opioid receptors (Smith et al., 2003) and both gluco-
corticoid and mineralocorticoid ‘stress’ hormone receptors (Dahlqvist
et al., 1999, 2003). The expression of genes coding for such proteins is
initially modulated by the activity of immediate early gene (IEG) products
(e.g. Fos and Jun proteins), and the expression of these genomic regula-
tory complexes is enhanced by environmental enrichment. As but one
example, activity-regulated cytoskeletal gene (arc) is an IEG implicated in
enrichment-induced neuronal plasticity. Specifically, given its site of
translation in the post-synaptic density (Steward et al., 1998), this IEG
is thought to play a key role in dendritic growth processes associated with
synaptic reorganization. This protein is significantly upregulated
throughout much of the cortex and hippocampus of rats exposed to an
enriched environment relative to standard-housed controls (Pinaud et al.,
2001). To sustain synaptic plasticity, neurons utilize endogenous signal-
ling molecules that also promote cell survival, division, growth, differen-
tiation and morphological plasticity. These neurotrophic factors (e.g.
nerve growth factor (NGF), brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF))
can also be robustly increased by environmental enrichment (for review
see Pham et al., 2002).

Until recently, it was widely accepted that the mature mammalian
nervous system was incapable of neuronal proliferation. However, as we
saw in Section 7.3, recent findings convincingly indicate that neurogen-
esis actually continues throughout adulthood, and furthermore, such
proliferative processes are significantly enhanced as a function of envir-
onmental enrichment. For instance, as indicated in this earlier section,
even long-term exposure to an enriched environment later in life (from 10
to 20 months in mice) produces a robust, fivefold enhancement of net
neurogenesis relative to standard-caged animals (Kempermann et al.,
2002). As another example, exposure to a complex environment also
significantly increases neurogenesis in the visual cortex (for review, see
Kaplan, 2001), and hippocampus (Young et al., 1999), even in adults.
Access to voluntary wheel-running alone (as we have discussed, a com-
mon feature of enriched environments for rodents) also increased neuro-
genesis in adult rats (van Praag et al., 1999) – and the mechanism by
which physical activity increases neurogenesis appeared to be through
enhanced neurotrophin expression (Cotman and Berchtold, 2002).

So to summarize, a large literature provides evidence of the effect of
environmental enrichment on IEGs, neurotransmission-related genes,
neurotrophic factors and neurogenesis. Such effects are consistent with
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the notion that the environment can exert a profound impact on the
development and maintenance of neuronal plasticity that, in turn, will
have important functional outcomes for the organism. Yet again, there has
been little investigation of how such processes might be implicated in
stereotypy-reduction.

7.4.2. Ameliorative or protective effects of complex environments in relation to insult
and pathology

Finally, exposing animals to more complex environments has also been
shown to attenuate or reverse the sequelae of such CNS insults as seizures,
ischaemia, infarct, cortical lesion and traumatic brain injury (Kolb and
Gibb, 1991; Johansson, 1996; Johansson and Ohlsson, 1996; Hamm et al.,
1996; Young et al., 1999), and to be protective against genetic perturba-
tions. For instance, improvements in motor deficits in mouse models of
cerebellar degeneration (e.g. Lurcher mutants) (Caston et al., 1999) and
non-spatial memory deficits in a glutamate receptor subtype (NMDA)
knockout mouse model (Rampon et al., 2000b) have been reported. In
this targeted knockout of CA1 NMDA receptor NR1 subunit, impaired
spatial and non-spatial memory, object recognition, olfactory discrimin-
ation and contextual fear were attenuated by environmental enrichment.
Furthermore, in the R6/2 transgenic mousemodel of Huntington’s disease,
even limited environmental enrichment attenuated the loss of peristriatal
cerebral volume, and slowed the decline of sensory-motor integration as
measured by ‘rotarod’ performance (Hockly et al., 2002). Environmental
enrichment has also been associated with resistance to age-related neuro-
biological impairments. In animal models, both the age-related decline in
cognitive performance and the cellular markers that parallel this decline
are reversed via exposure to increased environmental complexity. For
example, enriched rearing conditions attenuate spontaneous cell death or
apoptosis (Young et al., 1999), and the compromised spatial memory,
synaptophysin expression, glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD) activity
and hippocampal synaptic density associated with ageing (Saito et al.,
1994; Frick and Fernandez, 2003; Frick et al., 2003).

Collectively, these findings provide clear evidence for a protective
effect of environmental enrichment against challenge-related impair-
ments in behaviour and neurobiological function. However, once again,
how such effects might play a role in stereotypy per se is unknown.

7.5. Environmental Complexity, CNS Function and Stereotypy

A critical question for our research group has therefore been which of the
myriad of brain changes associated with increased environmental com-
plexity operate in preventing repetitive behaviour. In three related studies
(Turner et al., 2002, 2003; Turner and Lewis, 2003), we examined the
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enrichment-related changes in neuronal structure and function, and com-
pared them with our animals’ degree of stereotypic behaviour. In all
the studies, deer mice were, as described in previous sections, reared
in enriched or standard cages for 60 days post-weaning, before being
tested in our automated photocell detectors, and classified as ‘low
stereotypy’ or ‘high stereotypy’. This testing paradigm thus yielded four
distinct groups: enriched high stereotypy, enriched low stereotypy, stand-
ard cage high stereotypy, and standard cage low stereotypy. This
four-group, 2�2 design thus allowed us to avoid confounding behavioural
outcome (high stereotypy/low stereotypy) with housing condition
(standard/enriched). Apart from our studies, we are not aware of any
published literature identifying neurobiological mechanisms that medi-
ate the ameliorative or preventative effects of environmental complexity
on stereotypies. We therefore review our studies in the three subsections
below.

7.5.1. Neuronal metabolic activity

Our initial studies assessed whether environmental enrichment-related
effects on the development of stereotyped behaviour in deer mice were
associated with alterations in neuronal metabolic activity (Turner et al.,
2002). Neuronal activity was assessed using cytochrome oxidase (CO)
histochemistry, an index of oxidative energy metabolism. CO indexes
long-term changes in neuronal functional activity and has been shown
to correlate with indices of activity-dependent plasticity (Poremba et al.,
1998; Wong-Riley et al., 1998).

In terms of CO activity in the motor cortex, striatum, nucleus accum-
bens, thalamus and hippocampus, our findings revealed a clear and
striking environment by behaviour interaction. All stereotyping animals
had relatively low levels, regardless of their housing type. So too did the
standard-housed mice which did not develop stereotypies; and these
three groups did not significantly differ. However, the non-stereotyping,
enriched-housed animals were distinct: they had relatively high CO ac-
tivity in all of these brain regions. These results suggest that, in a model of
spontaneous stereotypy, the enrichment-related prevention of stereo-
typed behaviour is associated with increased neuronal metabolic activity
particularly in motor cortex and basal ganglia.

7.5.2. Dendritic morphology

Next, we evaluated whether the environmental enrichment-related effects
on the development of stereotyped behaviour in deer mice were associ-
ated with alterations in dendritic morphology (Turner et al., 2003).
Dendritic alterations have been shown to be sensitive measures of experi-
ence-dependent changes in brain structure. Dendritic morphology was
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assessed in layer V pyramidal neurons of the motor cortex, medium spiny
neurons of the dorsolateral striatum and granule cells of the dentate gyrus
using Golgi-Cox histochemistry (Gibb and Kolb, 1998). These brain
regions were selected based on our CO findings suggesting the importance
of cortical-basal ganglia circuitry and relative lack of importance of
limbic areas.

Once again, we found an environment by behaviour interaction, with
the low stereotyping, enriched-housed animals differing from each of the
three other groups, which in turn were statistically indistinguishable
from each other. The enriched low-stereotypy mice exhibited signifi-
cantly higher dendritic spine densities in the motor cortex (see Table
7.3), and also the striatum, but not hippocampus, compared with the
other groups, suggesting that enrichment-related prevention of stereo-
typed behaviour is associated with increased dendritic spine density in
neuroanatomical loci comprising cortical-basal ganglia circuitry.

7.5.3. Neurotrophic factors

As indicated previously, neurotrophins promote neuron survival and
growth, and play an important role in use-dependent plasticity. Changes
in neurotrophin expression would thus seem a likely candidate mechan-
ism mediating the changes in neuronal metabolic activity and dendritic
morphology observed in our enriched, low-stereotypy mice. Therefore,
we evaluated whether environmental enrichment-related effects on the
development of stereotyped behaviour in deer mice were associated with
alterations in neurotrophin levels (Turner and Lewis, 2003). The motor
cortex, striatum and hippocampus were dissected, and the levels of BDNF
and NGF in each brain region were analysed using ELISA kits. There were
no differences in either NGF or BDNF in either the motor cortex or the
hippocampus. However, in the striatum, just as we predicted the enriched
low-stereotypy mice exhibited significantly more BDNF (but not NGF)
than the enriched high stereotypy and standard cage mice (see Fig. 7.1).
These results provide evidence that the enrichment-related prevention of
stereotyped behaviour in deer mice is associated with increased BDNF in
the striatum.

Table 7.3. Number of dendritic spines per micron in motor cortex pyramidal neurons.

Rearing environment Low stereotypy High stereotypy

Environmental enrichment 1.86� 0.09a 1.06� 0.06b

Standard cage 1.00� 0.3b 0.98� 0.04b

Values with different letters (a and b) are significantly different.

NB. Similar results were found for the dorsolateral striatum (see Turner et al., 2003).
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7.5.4. Summary

The studies in Section 7.5 thus represent our initial efforts to identify the
brain changes mediating the effects of environmental complexity on
stereotypies. As indicated in Section 7.4, environmental complexity
induces a large number of alterations in brain function and structure.
None the less, our findings do indicate particular structural and functional
differences associated not just with enrichment, but specifically with the
enrichment-related prevention of stereotypy. Moreover, these differences
were found in brain areas that comprise part of the cortical-basal ganglia
motor circuits. This is a particularly significant outcome since several lines
of evidence support the importance of such circuitry in the expression of
repetitive behaviour (as in Chapters 5 and 8, this volume). These lines of
evidence are reviewed and pursued further in the following section.

7.6. Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour and Cortical-basal Ganglia
Circuitry

Our environmental complexity findings, as surveyed above, suggest alter-
ations in cortico-basal ganglia-cortical circuitry in the development of
stereotypies. In this section, we therefore review this circuitry and show
evidence from other work, especially clinical findings and drug studies,
implicating cortical-basal ganglia circuitry in repetitive behaviour. Since
our environmental complexity findings only indirectly indicate involve-
ment of this circuitry, we will also provide here more direct evidence that
cage stereotypies in rodents are associated with perturbations in the
cortical-basal ganglia-cortical motor loop.
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Fig. 7.1. Striatal BDNF protein concentrations (ng/g wet weight) from enriched low
stereotypic (E-LS; n ¼ 8), enriched high stereotypic (E-HS; n ¼ 7), standard-caged low
stereotypic (SC-LS; n¼ 9) and standard-caged high stereotypic (SC-HS; n¼ 10) deer mice
(from Turner and Lewis, 2003). *¼ Signifies a significant difference from all other groups.
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7.6.1. Cortical-basal ganglia circuitry

The motor circuit we hypothesize to mediate the expression of cage
stereotypy originates in the pre- and primary motor cortices, travels
through the direct (or striatonigral) pathway of the basal ganglia, and
ultimately terminates on thalamocortical relay neurons that stimulate
the supplementary motor cortex to provide positive feedback to selected
motor programmes in the primary motor cortex (see Olanow et al., 2000
for review). This type of circuit is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 7.2, and
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Fig. 7.2. Direct/indirect pathway organization in a cortical-basal ganglia circuit.
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discussed further by Garner in Box 7.2. It is modulated by midbrain input
via the nigrostriatal pathway, as well as by projections from the frontal
cortex (see Fig. 7.2).

We postulate that stereotypic behaviour is expressed as a consequence
of abnormal facilitation of selected motor programmes due to imbalanced
activity between the direct pathway, and the ‘indirect’ (or striatopallidal)
basal ganglia pathway (see Chapter 5, this volume and Box 7.2). Simplistic-
ally, the direct pathway of the basal ganglia promotes movement, whereas
the indirect pathway of the basal ganglia suppresses movement. So, for
example, the impairment of voluntary movement associated with Parkin-
son’s disease is thought to reflect relative overactivity of the indirect path-
way,whereas the excessmovement characteristic of Huntington’s disease is
thought to reflect relative overactivity of thedirect pathway (Graybiel, 2000).

In the direct pathway, D1 dopamine receptors are colocalized with
glutamate receptors on medium spiny neurons of the striatum that use
gamma aminobutyric acid or GABA as a neurotransmitter (Steiner and
Gerfen, 1998; Gerfen, 2000; Olanow et al., 2000). These direct pathway
neurones also express the neuropeptides dynorphin (see Fig. 7.2) and

Fig. 7.2. Continued
J.P. Garner
This figure shows the connections of a generic corticostriatal circuit loop, using the circuitary of the
dorsal striatum as an example. Several corticostriatal loops – see Box 7.2 and Chapter 11, this
volume – run between the basal ganglia areas of the frontal and motor cortex (including the
orbitofrontal ‘limbic’ areas, prefrontal ‘executive’ areas, premotor ‘motor planning’ areas and
primary motor areas). All are involved in controlling and sequencing behaviour. Although
anatomically distinct, the general connections of each loop are the same. Distinct brain areas here
are shown in dark grey shaded boxes. The cortical area in which a loop originates (e.g. premotor
and primary motor cortex, for the ‘motor’ loop implicated in this chapter) is indicated in the figure.
The striatum is the ‘input’ area of the basal ganglia, and is traditionally divided into the dorsal
striatum (caudate and putamen) and ventral striatum (nucleus accumbens and part of the
olfactory tubercle). Although this figure (and chapter) focuses on the dorsal striatum, note that a
very similar circuit runs through the ventral striatum and ventral pallidum, and appears
involved with sequencing behavioural aspects of emotion and reward (see Chapter 8, this volume).
Note too that while themidbrain dopaminergic input to this illustrated circuit is via the nigrostriatal
pathway from the substantia nigra pars compacta, SNpc, the midbrain dopaminergic input to the
ventral striatal circuit is from the ventral tegmental area, via the mesoaccumbens pathway (see
Chapter 8, this volume). Other areas are labelledwith standard primate nomenclature: GPi, Globus
pallidus internal segment; GPe, Globus pallidus external segment; SNpr, Substantia nigra pars
reticulata; STN, Subthalamic nucleus; Thal, Thalamus; RN, Raphe nuclei. GPi and SNpr appear to
be only arbitrarily divided by a white matter tract in primates, in the sameway that the caudate and
putamen are only arbitrarily divided by a white matter tract (Albin et al., 1995). In rodents,
these arbitrary divisions do not occur, and so the dorsal striatum is also called the caudatoputamen;
and the equivalent of the GPi/SNpr is called the SNpr, and the equivalent of the GPe is called the
Globus Pallidus. For clarity, modulatory circuitry involving acetylcholine, substance P and
adenosine has been omitted, as have modulatory projections to the striosomes and frontal cortex.
Projections whose innervation of particular cells is unknown or complex are depicted as projecting
to the brain area rather than a particular cell (e.g. the inhibitory serotonin projection to STN).
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substance P and A1 adenosine receptors (an issue we return to later).
The D1 receptors are positively coupled to adenyl cyclase stimulation,
and when activated, they increase the overall excitability of neurons
(Aosaki et al., 1998; Price et al., 1999). Therefore, in medium spiny
neurons of the direct pathway, dopamine acts to amplify the excitatory
corticostriatal input, resulting in increased GABAergic inhibition of the
major inhibitory output nuclei of the basal ganglia, the substantia nigra

Box 7.2. Direct–Indirect Pathway Organization, Modulation and Drug Effects

J.P. GARNER

Different corticostriatal loops – e.g. limbic, prefrontal and motor loops – sequence different
components of behaviour (e.g. sequencing goals, behaviours, movements, etc.), depending on
the cortical area involved (see Chapters 5 and 11, this volume; Alexander and Crutcher, 1990;
Rolls, 1994; Albin et al., 1995). The basic circuitry is mediated by glutamate (Glu) and GABA-
releasing cells, which form two distinct branches within each loop: the indirect (or striatopal-
lidal) pathway, and the direct (or striatonigral) pathway (see Fig. 7.2). The sum action of the
direct pathway is to increase the activity of neurons in the thalamus, while the sum action of
the indirect pathway is to inhibit neurons in the thalamus. Thus, under normal circumstances
the direct pathway activates behaviour, and the indirect pathway inhibits behaviour, at the
level of control that each loop is responsible for (Alexander and Crutcher, 1990; Albin et al.,
1995). Because inhibition by the indirect pathway prevents inappropriate behaviours and
movements, down-regulation of the indirect pathway appears to be integral to unwanted
movements (including stereotypy-like symptoms: Chapter 5, this volume) in human disorders
(Albin et al., 1995). Conversely, down-regulation of the direct pathway leads to a decrease in
the activation of all behaviours (Albin et al., 1995).
These pathways are modulated by opiates (Dyn, dynorphin; Enk, enkephalin), dopamine

(DA), serotonin (5HT) and several other neurotransmitters. The same general indirect/
direct pathway organization, and modulatory connections are present in birds, and probably
all chordates (e.g. Reiner et al., 1998). Dopaminergic projections from the SNpc to
the dorsal striatum comprise the mesostriatal or nigrostriatal pathway (see Fig 7.2; also
Box 7.3), and activate post-synaptic D1 receptors in the direct pathway, D2 receptors in the
indirect pathway. In general terms, dopamine release thus increases the sensitivity of the entire
system, increasing the likelihood of all behaviours being elicited (Robbins, 1997), through
stimulating the direct pathway and inhibiting the indirect pathway. Opiate release mediates
medium-term feedback, correcting overactivity in both the direct pathway (dynorphin)
and indirect pathway (enkephalin) (Steiner and Gerfen, 1998; see also Fig. 7.2, and
Lewis et al., this chapter). The role of serotonin (5-HT) in the basal ganglia is particularly
complex. One function appears to be promoting ‘attentional’ and context-dependent
inhibitory processes (Robbins, 1997). In addition to dopaminergic drugs, opiate and seroto-
nergic drugs can both induce and reduce stereotypies, and these effects often involve
the modulation of dopamine transmission (Curzon, 1990; Waddington et al., 1990; Cabib,
1993). Broadly speaking, stereotypy can thus be reduced by drugs that activate the indirect
pathway or suppress the direct pathway; while stereotypy is selectively induced by drugs
that suppress the indirect pathway. This relatively simplified picture is by no means the
whole story, however – for instance the ‘striosomes’ (see Fig. 7.2) play an as yet poorly
understood role in some drug-induced stereotypies (Canales and Graybiel, 2000; Graybiel
et al., 2000).
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pars reticulata (SNpr) and the medial globus pallidus (GPi). This removal
of inhibitory tone over the thalamocortical motor relay ultimately results
in increased activity of the supplementary motor cortex neurons that
provide positive feedback to active motor programmes.

In the indirect pathway, D2 receptors are colocalized with the
glutamate receptors on striatal medium spiny neurons (Steiner and
Gerfen, 1998; Gerfen, 2000; Olanow et al., 2000). These neurons add-
itionally express the neuropeptide enkephalin (see Fig. 7.2) and A2
adenosine receptors (again, an issue we return to later). These indirect
pathway D2 receptors are negatively coupled to adenyl cyclase stimu-
lation, and when activated they thus reduce the overall excitability of
neurons (McPherson and Marshall, 2000; Nicola et al., 2000; Pisani
et al., 2000). Therefore, in medium spiny neurons of the indirect
pathway, dopamine acts to diminish the excitatory corticostriatal
input, resulting in decreased GABAergic inhibition of the external
globus pallidus (GPe), causing this nucleus to exert more inhibitory
control over the subthalamic nucleus (STN). This increased inhibition
of STN removes its excitatory influence on the inhibitory output
nuclei of the basal ganglia, the GPi and SNpr, so that these become
less activated, thus ultimately disinhibiting the thalamocortical relay
neurons previously discussed. (NB. The importance of striatal D2
receptors in mouse strain differences and stress sensitization is
discussed in Chapter 8).

7.6.2. Drug-induced repetitive behaviour and cortical–basal ganglia circuitry

Early experiments first established the importance of the basal ganglia in
the mediation of repetitive behaviours by showing that dopamine or a
dopamine agonist (e.g. apomorphine) injected into the corpus striatum
induced stereotyped behaviour in rats (e.g. Ernst and Smelik, 1966; see
also Boxes 7.2 and 7.3). Subsequent experiments stimulated other recep-
tors in these pathways. For example, intrastriatal administration of a spe-
cific type of glutamate receptor agonist, NMDA, also induces stereotypic
behaviour that is often indistinguishable from dopamine agonist-induced
stereotypy. Such stereotypy can be attenuated by intrastriatal administra-
tion of the NMDA receptor antagonist CPP (Karler et al., 1997). Notably,
glutamatergic induction of stereotypic behaviour is not restricted to
NMDA-sensitive glutamate receptors, but can also be influenced through
modulation of other types of glutamate receptors in the dorsal striatum
(Mao and Wang, 2000).

Given the capacity of intrastriatally administered glutamate agonists to
induce stereotypy, it is not surprising that other intracortical manipula-
tions enhancing the activity of excitatory corticostriatal projections also
exacerbate the expression of stereotypy. For instance, administration of
either the D2 antagonist sulpiride or the GABA antagonist bicuculline into
the frontal cortex enhances the motor stimulatory effects of amphetamine
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(Karler et al., 1998; Kiyatkin and Rebec, 1999). Conversely, amphetamine-
induced stereotypy can be attenuated via intracortical infusion of DA or
GABAergic agonists (Karler et al., 1998). It is thought that midbrain dopa-
minergic projection neurons regulate the excitability of these corticofugal
efferents through activation of GABAergic cortical interneurons, as well as
through direct interaction with cortical pyramidal neurons.

Experiments in which the expression of drug-induced stereotypy was
shown to be sensitive to manipulations in the SNpr of the direct pathway
and the STN of the indirect pathway also support the hypothesized role of
these pathways in repetitive behaviours. Specifically, intranigral GABA
agonist administration induces intense stereotypy in rats (Scheel-Kruger
et al., 1978), and administration of a serotonergic (5-HT2) antagonist into
the STN reduces stereotypy. These manipulations are expected to have
altered either directly (intranigral GABA agonist administration) or indir-
ectly (intra-STN 5HT2 antagonist administration) inhibitory GABAergic
tone over thalamocortical relay neurons (Brunken and Jin, 1993) such that
manipulations disinhibiting thalamocortical projections induced stereo-
typy, whereas stereotypy was attenuated by manipulations increasing
inhibitory tone in the thalamus (Barwick et al., 2002). Similarly, direct
injections of opiate agonists into the substantia nigra produce intense
stereotypies in rats (Iwamoto and Way, 1977), presumably due to dis-
inhibition of nigrostriatal dopaminergic projections, as this manipulation
has been shown to elevate striatal dopamine release in mice (Wood and
Richard, 1982).

Pharmacological studies have also consistently shown that manipul-
ations which enhance activity of the direct (striatonigral) pathway or which
inhibit activity of the indirect (striatopallidal) pathway inducemotor stereo-
typy (Ernst and Smelik, 1966; Scheel-Kruger and Christensen, 1980; Chen
etal., 2000;Salmietal., 2000) (thoughseeBox7.2, andChapter5, thisvolume
for a take on such data that emphasizes inhibition of the indirect pathway in
stereotypy per se). Moreover, the intense stereotypy induced by psycho-
stimulant drugs is associatedwith increased expression of IEGs in striatonigral
neurons (Canales and Graybiel, 2000). Conversely, as reviewed in the next
section, non-drug-induced stereotypies are attenuated via pharmacological
manipulations that, in mice, inhibit activity of the direct pathway (Presti
et al., 2003) or, in humans, enhance activity of the indirect pathway (Reming-
ton et al., 2001). Interestingly, transgenic animals that selectively over-
expressDFosB (an IEG involved in themodulation of neuronal excitability) in
striatonigral projection neurons exhibit excessive wheel-running, whereas
wheel-running is significantly inhibited in animals that overexpress the
gene in striatopallidal projection (indirect pathway) neurons (Werme et al.,
2002; see Box 4.2, Chapter 4 for discussion of wheel-running as a stereo-
typy). Patients with obsessive–compulsive disorder (OCD) have also been
reported to have fewer striatal D2 dopamine receptors, suggesting a loss of
activity of the indirect or striatopallidal pathway (Denys et al., 2004). (The
symptoms of OCD and their relationship with stereotypies are discussed
further in Chapters 5 and 10, this volume.) These studies together support
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the hypothesis that repetitive behaviours are expressed as a result of
imbalanced activity along the direct and indirect pathways of the basal
ganglia and that this imbalance is characterized by a relative increase in
striatonigral tone. These studies also support our preliminary conclusion
that environmental complexity prevents stereotyped behaviour by nor-
malizing cortical–basal ganglia activity, including potentially restoring
the balance between the direct and indirect pathways.

It is important to note, however, that while rats are often used as the
model in drug-induced stereotypy experiments, this is perhaps somewhat
paradoxical given their negligible levels of spontaneous cage stereotypy
(Chapter 4, this volume). Furthermore, drugs that induce stereotypy do
not always enhance animals’ spontaneous cage-induced stereotypies, and
often elicit forms of stereotypy that are quite different in form (see e.g. Box
5.4, Chapter 5, this volume; see also Box 7.3, this chapter). For example,
in our own studies, neither systemically nor intrastriatally administered
apomorphine increased spontaneous cage stereotypies in deer mice, al-
though other repetitive behaviours (e.g. stereotyped sniffing) were ob-
served (Presti et al., 2002, 2004). These results were also consistent with
work done showing that apomorphine did not affect spontaneous stereo-
typies in bank voles, and nor did the NMDA antagonist MK-801 (Vandeb-
roek and Odberg, 1997; Vandebroek et al., 1998). Thus although cage- and
drug-induced stereotypies share important similarities, they are not iden-
tical phenomena.

7.6.3. Non-drug-induced repetitive behaviour and cortical–basal ganglia circuitry:
clinical findings and further animal studies

The view that spontaneous and persistent repetitive behaviour – including
stereotypies but also other repetitive traits – is linked to dysfunction of
the neural circuits that transmit information between the cortex and basal
ganglia is supported by several lines of evidence. For example, functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data indicate that, in subjects with
OCD, symptomatology was significantly correlated with alterations in
activation of the orbitofrontal cortex (Adler et al., 2000). Furthermore,
anatomical MRI analysis has revealed alterations in putamen volume
within the basal ganglia of individuals suffering from trichotillomania
(repetitive hair-pulling) (O’Sullivan et al., 1997). Similarly, magnetic
stimulation and fMRI studies demonstrate increased cortical excitability
and abnormal corticobasal ganglia activation, respectively, in individuals
with Tourette’s syndrome, a disorder characterized by repetitivemotor tics
(Berardelli et al., 2003). A relationship between repetitive behaviours and
the basal ganglia has also been found in autism and related disorders. Reiss
et al. (1995) have shown that in Fragile X syndrome, dorsal striatal volume
is significantly correlatedwith stereotypies; while in a recentMRI study of
autism (a disorder that has abnormal repetitive behaviour as a diagnostic
criterion), caudate volume was associated with compulsions, rituals,
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difficulties with minor change and complex motor mannerisms (Sears
et al., 1999).

Clinical findings also implicate neurotransmitter systems associated
with the anatomical loci discussed above in the mediation of stereotypic
behaviour. Our studies of individuals with mental retardation have shown
that stereotyped behaviour is associated with alterations in indirect esti-
mates of central dopamine function. One such indirect estimate is spontan-
eous blink rate. For example, unmedicated Parkinson’s disease patients
have low spontaneous blink rates, which normalize with L-DOPA treatment
(Karson, 1983). We demonstrated that individuals with mental retardation
who exhibit stereotypies also show substantially lower spontaneous blink
rates than age, sex and IQ-matched controls (Bodfish et al., 1995). We also
demonstrated lower plasma concentrations of the dopamine metabolite
homovanillic acid (HVA) in the same population (Lewis et al., 1996). The
hypo-dopaminergic state that this suggests might at first sight seem
paradoxical, but this result merely re-emphasizes how dysregulation of

Box 7.3. A Brief Further Note on Psychostimulant-induced Stereotypies

D. MILLS and A. LUESCHER

It has long been known that large doses of dopaminergic drugs, such as amphetamine or
apomorphine, induce stereotypic behaviour in rodents and primates (as reviewed in this
chapter, and Chapter 8, this volume). Dopamine injected into the caudate nucleus of the
basal ganglia also produces stereotypic behaviour in cats (Cools and van Rossum, 1970). The
fact that such pharmacologically induced stereotypic behaviours are aggravated by stress, and
some environmentally induced stereotypic behaviours are enhanced by amphetamine, seems
to indicate some commonality (see e.g. Chapter 8). However, differences between the stereo-
typies produced by these very different processes have also been recognized, e.g. in pigs and
rodents (Terlouw et al., 1992a,b; also see Lewis et al., this chapter, plus Box 5.4, Chapter 5),
and care is thus needed when extrapolating the information from one to the other (Mills,
2003). For example, when inducing a stereotypic behaviour pharmacologically, the doses of
drugs used mean that the consequent tissue levels of neurotransmitter might be many times
higher than the natural endogenous level. Thus, the drugs may be operating by chemically
flooding the system to produce an extreme response that only resembles the ‘natural’ condi-
tion at the phenomenological level (face validity) but not the mechanistic one (construct
validity) (see also Chapter 10, this volume).
This problem aside, it is interesting to note that at least two different brain dopamine systems

are implicated in drug-induced stereotypy. The nigrostriatal dopamine system containing the
caudate nucleus (and focused on by this chapter) mediates mainly oral stereotypic behaviour,
at least in rats. However, the mesolimbic dopamine system including the nucleus accumbens
(as focused on in Chapter 8, this volume) is also affected, and this activates increased
locomotion. In apomorphine-induced stereotypic behaviour in rats, such locomotion appears
first (or at lower doses of apomorphine), while the oral stereotypic behaviours appear later (or
at higher doses of apomorphine) (e.g. Teitelbaum et al., 1990). At present, the relevance of the
distinction between these two effects for captivity-induced stereotypies has not been fully
established, although one hypothesis is presented in Chapter 8, this volume, and discussed
further in Chapter 11.
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cortical–basal ganglia circuitry can result fromany number of perturbations,
and how the actions of dopamine itself vary in different parts of these
systems. Finally, individuals with mental retardation and stereotypies
were also found to have deficits in a postural control task, also indicative
of basal ganglia dysfunction (Bodfish et al., 2001). Aswe saw in the previous
section, both dopaminergic and serotonergic systems are integral modula-
tors of the cortical–basal ganglia circuit hypothesized to control abnormal
repetitive behaviour. These neurochemical systems have been implicated in
the aetiology of autism through several genetic analyses of candidate genes.
Such analyses have revealed disruption of alleles associated with dopami-
nergic biosynthesis pathways (Smalley et al., 2002) and receptor loci (Feng
et al., 1998), as well as polymorphisms of a locus regulating transcription of
the serotonin transporter gene (Yirmiya et al., 2001) in autistic individuals.
Similarly, the concentrations of dopamine and serotonin metabolites in the
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of individuals with Prader–Willi syndrome, a
genetic disorder characterized by stereotypic skin-picking andhyperphagia,
are significantly elevated relative to those inhealthy controls (Akefeldt et al.,
1998). A central theme of these findings is that disruption of these mono-
aminergic neurotransmitter systems, so critical to the modulation of corti-
cobasal ganglia–cortical circuitry, is associated with stereotypic behaviours
in several distinct clinical populations.

Our studies of early socially deprived non-human primates further
support the association of stereotypies and altered cortical–basal ganglia
function. As we reviewed briefly in Section 7.2, stereotyped behaviour is
a predictable consequence of early social deprivation in these species. We
found that it was associated with dopamine receptor supersensitivity
(Lewis et al., 1990), and a loss of dopamine innervation in striatum and
dopamine cells in the substantia nigra (Martin et al., 1991) (see Chapter 6,
this volume, for more details).

Returning to caged rodents, alpha-methyl-para-tyrosine (a catechol-
amine synthesis inhibitor that decreases dopamine levels) and L-DOPA
(a catecholamine precursor that increases dopamine levels) have been
shown to attenuate and increase, respectively, captivity-induced stereo-
typies in bank voles. Other activities, as measured by a general activity
meter, were reported not to be altered. A dopamine-b-hydroxylase inhibi-
tor, which decreases norepinephrine synthesis, had no significant effects
on stereotyped behaviour in these animals, suggesting the specific im-
portance of dopamine but not other catecholamines (Ödberg et al., 1987).

In our own work, spontaneous jumping stereotypy in deer mice was
attenuated selectively via intrastriatal administration of either the D1
dopamine receptor selective antagonist SCH23390 or the NMDA recep-
tor-selective glutamate antagonist MK-801 (Presti et al., 2003). Import-
antly, observational data indicated no significant drug-related changes in
non-stereotypic motor behaviour. These results show that interruption of
cortical projections to striatum by MK-801 or dopaminergic projections to
striatum from substantia nigra can selectively reduce captivity-induced
stereotypy via alterations in the direct pathway.
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Furthermore, as described earlier in this section, expression of the
striatal neuropeptides dynorphin and enkephalin index the activity of the
direct and indirect pathways, respectively (see also Fig. 7.2 and Box 7.2).
We therefore hypothesized that spontaneous stereotypy in deer mice
would be associated with an imbalance in the activity of the pathways,
favouring overactivity of the direct pathway. We measured the concen-
trations of these striatal neuropeptides in dorsolateral striatum in spon-
taneously high and low stereotypy deer mice from standard cages (Presti
and Lewis, 2005). As predicted, results indicated significantly decreased
leu-enkephalin content and significantly increased (dynorphin/enkeph-
alin) content ratios in the high-stereotypy mice relative to low-stereotypy
mice. Moreover, we saw a significant negative correlation between striatal
enkephalin content (indexing indirect pathway activity) and frequency of
stereotypy (r ¼ �0.40), as well as a significant positive correlation be-
tween the (dynorphin/enkephalin) content ratio and frequency of stereo-
typy (r ¼ þ0.42) in these mice. These data are consistent with our
hypothesis that spontaneous stereotypic behaviour is a consequence of
relative hyperactivity along cortico-basal ganglia-cortical feedback cir-
cuits involving the direct (facilitative) pathway, but suggest that primary
perturbations to the indirect (inhibitory) pathway give rise to such imbal-
anced activity. (See Chapter 5 for behavioural data from caged rodents
further consistent with this corticostriatal hypothesis, and further discus-
sion of the relative roles of these two pathways in stereotypy.)

7.7. Conclusions and Future Research Questions

The association between environmental complexity and stereotypy
underscores the potency of experiential factors, particularly early in life,
in shaping the development of brain and behaviour. The evidence for
adverse outcomes following rearing in restricted or impoverished envir-
onments is overwhelming; it cuts across multiple domains of function
and across species, including humans. Abnormal repetitive behaviours
are an all too common outcome of such environments. The literature
reviewed here indicates that increasing the complexity of the environ-
ment over standard captive housing conditions can markedly reduce the
development of such behaviours – yet this literature is surprisingly sparse
as to the mechanisms underlying these effects, especially given the vol-
uminous work on environmental restriction and stereotypy. However,
attempting to identify neural mediators of enrichment-related prevention
of stereotypy has been the focus of several of our studies. Animals bene-
fiting from an enriched environment (i.e. exhibiting little or no stereo-
typy) show increased neuronal metabolic activity, increased dendritic
spine density and increased BDNF concentrations. Moreover, these
effects are evident in the motor cortex and basal ganglia but not the
hippocampus. This work, as well as our studies of intracerebral
drug administration and striatal peptide concentrations, points to a
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pre-eminent role for cortical–basal ganglia circuitry in the development
and maintenance of abnormal repetitive behaviour.

Much work remains to be done, however, to elaborate how environ-
mental influences alter the brain to bring about a shift from behaviour
characterized as periodic or regular, to behaviour that is complex, variable
and thus adaptive for the organism and we end by giving just some
examples of questions yet to be answered:

1. We opened this chapter by hypothesizing an intrinsic link between the
complexity of an environment and the complexity of the behaviour
shown by animals developing therein (Section 7.2). Yet an important
line of research remains to still identify the key environmental factors
that underlie the positive effects of enrichment on stereotypy: Complexity
per se? The performance of species-typical behaviour patterns? Stress-
reduction? It is likely not any single factor (e.g. increased space) but rather
combinations of factors that permit expression of key species-typical
behaviours. Moreover, the importance of these environmental factors is
likely to vary across species and topographies (e.g. jumping in voles,
cribbing in horses, etc.) of repetitive behaviour.
2. In Section 7.3, we showed that despite some intriguing evidence, there
is still relatively little information as to whether true sensitive periods
exist for either the induction of stereotypy by environmental restriction,
or the prevention/reversal of stereotypy by increased environmental com-
plexity. There is also as yet little information on how long is needed
for such environments to have their effects; nor on what determines
whether their effects will last if the environment is altered. For instance,
little information is available regarding the persistence of enrichment
effects on the brain after the organism is returned to a restricted environ-
ment, and while it might be argued that exposure to a more complex
environment early in development should confer greater persistence of
effects (or neuroprotection), this fascinating area still remains to be fully
explored.
3. The impact of increased environmental complexity on CNS structure
and function is well appreciated, and based on a long history of work. As
we reviewed in Sections 7.4 and 7.5, environmental enrichment confers
diverse advantages on intact animals (e.g. inhibition of apoptosis, in-
creased hippocampal neurogenesis). It also ameliorates the effects of a
variety of insults to the CNS (e.g. gene perturbations, traumatic brain
injury, ischaemia). However, the possible relationship(s) between this
long litany of effects on brain function, and the mediation of environmen-
tal effects on stereotypy, remains as yet little explored.
4. Likewise, in Section 7.4we reviewedhowenrichment-related alterations
in CNS structure have diverse functional behavioural outcomes (e.g. im-
proved spatial memory, decreased stress reactivity). Yet the possible rela-
tionship(s) between these specific outcomes and the prevention or
attenuation of stereotypy remains uninvestigated.
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5. Finally, no systematic attention has been directed toward the issue of
individual differences in response to environmental complexity. As we
have clearly shown, not all animals benefit equally from the larger, more
complex environments, neither in terms of stereotypy (see Section 7.3)
nor brain function (see Section 7.5). Conversely, while abnormal repeti-
tive behaviours are an all too common outcome of barren environments,
again not all animals are affected equally. Such outcomes thus likely
depend on genotypic characteristics, but again little work has explored
either the genetics of stereotypy or gene by environment interactions:
further important lines of research to pursue in the future.
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8 The Neurobiology of Stereotypy
II: the Role of Stress

S. CABIB

Universita ‘La Sapienza’, Dipartimento di Psicologia, via dei Marsi 78,
Rome 00185, Italy

Editorial Introduction

In this chapter, Cabib contrasts the well-characterized responses of two mouse
strains – DBA/2 and C57BL/6 – to sustained stress, and uses them to argue that
some genotypes respond to certain types of stress with a suite of neurobiological
changes (‘stress sensitization’) that have multiple behavioural effects, including
stereotypy. Like Chapters 5 and 7, she portrays exaggerated, apparently func-
tionless repeated behaviour as the products of enhanced behavioural activation
by the brain’s basal ganglia. However, unlike these chapters, her focus here is not
on the dorsal striatum (DS) and its inputs and outputs, but instead on the ventral
striatum (or nucleus accumbens (NAc)) and its inputs from the midbrain’s ventral
tegmental area (VTA). Furthermore, she emphasizes that the increased influence
on behaviour of this subcortical part of the brain is not solely due to changes here,
but also to a stress-induced decrease in the inhibitory influence usually exerted by
the cortex.

Repeated exposure to uncontrollable aversive situations can cause profound,
long-term changes in brain organization – effects that Cabib argues could underlie
a new, more biologically meaningful definition of ‘stress’. Such changes can occur
even in adult animals whose brains are fully developed, and seem to fall into two
classes. One type of change, readily seen in C57 mice for instance, is that stressors
come to elicit increasingly minimal dopamine response from the NAc. This seems
caused by enhanced dopamine release by the prefrontal cortex (pFC), which
inhibits striatal activation. It is also correlated with a decreased density of post-
synaptic striatal D2 receptors (receptors which, as we saw in the previous chapter,
act to inhibit the indirect pathway and thence enhance direct pathway activity).
Behaviourally, this acts to increase learned helplessness (e.g. causes less active
struggling and more passive floating in ‘forced swim’ tests); to reduce responsive-
ness (including stereotypy) to dopamine agonists like amphetamine; and to re-
duce cage stereotypies. The second possible stress-induced change, in contrast,
causes stress-induced NAc dopamine responses to become increasingly pro-
nounced with repeated exposure, due to a wane in prefrontal inhibitory control
and an increase in the density of post-synaptic striatal D2 receptors (thence
leading to increased direct pathway output). A contributed box discusses how
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ventral tegmental area opioid receptors also play a role in this process. Isolated,
food-deprived DBA mice illustrate this ‘sensitization’ well, plus the behavioural
changes that follow it, namely reduced susceptibility to ‘behavioural despair’
in situations like the forced swim test; an enhanced susceptibility to the activating
and stereotypy-inducing effects of amphetamine or similar compounds; and
increased stereotypic climbing within the home-cage. This last emerges after
2 weeks of food restriction, and is especially seen before the expected arrival of
food. A contributed box presents additional home-cage data backing this strain
difference in cage stereotypy (but questioning the generality of this model across
all mouse strains). From other literatures, Cabib then argues that further features
are likely to characterize sensitization-induced cage stereotypy: a correlated gen-
eral impulsivity; a tendency for the stereotypy to be elicited by a range of acute
stressors (with a final contributed box nicely illustrating this with data from
laboratory primates); and a developmental decrease in behavioural flexibility as
the nigrostriatal systems more traditionally implicated in stereotypy (cf. Chapters
5 and 7, this volume) come to play a growing role in the behaviour’s control.

GM

8.1. Introduction

In recent years, stress research has undergone a major evolution. Psycho-
logists and psycho-neuroendocrinologists have increasingly applied cog-
nitive concepts and theories to the interpretation of stress-related
phenomena (Ursin and Eriksen, 2004). Moreover, technical developments
in neuroscience have allowed collection of newdata on the involvement of
the central nervous system (CNS) in stress-related responses. Historically,
the interpretation of stereotypy as a stress-related response had suffered
from the lack of a clear, unitary definition of stress. Indeed, ‘stress’ had
been used to indicate a general alarm reaction elicited by novel and unpre-
dicted events; the physiological strain produced by prolonged exposure to
extreme environmental conditions; and the defensive reaction of the
whole organism against potentially dangerous stimuli. The concept of
stress, therefore, seemed to offer little, if any, indication about the quality
or quantity or temporal characteristics of stimuli or responses involved,
making it of little help in understanding related phenomena, such as
stereotypic behaviour. Now, however, thanks to recent advances in stress
research, it is possible to re-evaluate the role of stress in the development
and expression of stereotypies, using new concepts and data.

One simple way to circumvent the problem of defining stress might be
to use the so-called hormonal stress response as the index of stressful
situations. Indeed, activation of the ‘HPA axis’, the circuit connecting the
brain areas of hypothalamus and pituitary with the adrenal glands, lead-
ing to the release of corticoid hormones, is considered ‘the physiological
stress response’ by many researchers (e.g. Marinelli and Piazza, 2002).
However, the HPA response is controlled ‘upstream’ by higher order brain
structures such as the amygdala, hippocampus and frontal cortex in a
complex and integrated way. Thus, the frontal cortex and hippocampus
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bear corticoid receptors whose activation inhibits HPA responses (Mar-
inelli and Piazza, 2002), while the amygdala, more specifically its central
nucleus, is necessary for the induction of adrenocortical activation (Gold-
stein et al., 1996). Furthermore, the stress-related activation of such
higher order brain areas is independent of HPA activation (Imperato
et al., 1991). This involvement of phylogenetically recent areas of the
brain in the regulation of the hormonal stress response, and the inde-
pendence of their response from HPA activation, supports the psycho-
logical view of a key role of cognitive evaluation in stress-related
phenomena (see Ursin and Eriksen, 2004, for a recent review). Thus,
brain stress responses depend on the organism’s previous experience,
the behavioural response allowed by the context, and the predictability
of the stressful events (Cabib and Puglisi-Allegra, 1996a).

There is a general agreement that stress responses are essential physio-
logical responses that do not represent health threats per se, but also, that if
sustained they can lead to illness and disease (Ursin and Eriksen, 2004).
Pathological alterations may thus derive from organisms’ attempts to
physiologically and neurologically adapt to maintain ‘homeostasis’ (Ursin
and Eriksen, 2004). Brain systems have a number of different auto-regula-
tory mechanisms and retain a fairly large functional and even
morphological neuroplasticity well into maturity (Perrotti et al., 2004;
Robinson and Kolb, 2004; see also Chapter 7, this volume). Thus, in condi-
tionsofprolonged, chronicpressure, brain functioningmaychangedramat-
ically, in turn leading to profound behavioural alterations. Thus the term
‘stress’ might usefully be restricted to these neurobiological changes, as
induced by aversive experiences that cannot be copedwith behaviourally.

Here I therefore propose that some forms of stereotypy that develop in
mature organisms derive from such brain ‘adaptations’ to stress-inducing
circumstances. Note that I use the term ‘adaptation’ in the sense that
neuroscientists use it, to mean changes in the brain that occur within the
lifespan of individuals and are not directly related to learning. Such adap-
tation involves CNS re-organization, occurring via a series of complex
reciprocal alterations; it is therefore relatively slow to develop, and can be
long lasting (or even permanent). Also note that it can be either functional
or pathological (see Box 1.4, Chapter 1, this volume). Adaptations to stress
involve mainly the brain areas receiving dopamine projections from the
mesencephalon (midbrain). In one form of adaptation, it leads to a progres-
sive imbalance within the forebrain between cortical areas and subcortical
areas such as the basal ganglia. Subsequently, within the basal ganglia, it
also leads to imbalances between the dorsal striatum (DS) (Chapters 5 and
7, this volume) and the ventral striatum. The general dysfunctional out-
come of these types of disturbance is a strong general tendency toward
impulsivity, inflexibility and compulsivity that then renders animals
susceptible to the stereotyped alteration of behavioural output.

In Section 8.2, I offer a brief introduction to the brain dopaminergic
systems involved in stress-related responses, both short-term ones
and long-term (i.e. adaptation). Section 8.3 reviews evidence on the
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relationship between brain dopaminergic dysfunctions and outcomes that
are arguably pathological: impulsivity, inflexibility, compulsivity and
stereotypy. Section 8.4 discusses the relationship between stress-induced
altered dopaminergic functioning and the development and expression of
stereotyped behaviour.

8.2. Brain Dopamine and Stress

Dopamine (DA) is a catecholamine neurotransmitter of the amine group.
As we saw in the previous chapters (Chapters 5–7, this volume), it is one
of the neurotransmitters most implicated in how animals respond to
captivity. Within the brain, it has a rather selective distribution within
two major systems: the ‘mesocorticolimbic’ and ‘nigrostriatal’ systems.
These two systems have anatomical relationships and are activated by all
so-called psychostimulant drugs (e.g. amphetamine; see e.g. Box 7.3,
Chapter 7). However, they have been classically differentiated respect-
ively as motivational (the mesocorticolimbic) and motor (the nigrostriatal)
systems. Thus the mesocorticolimbic system is the key in turning ‘liking’
or ‘disliking’ into approach or avoidance (see Box 8.1), while the nigros-
triatal pathway is the key in behavioural response selection and sequen-
cing (see e.g. Chapter 7).

8.2.1. Mesocorticolimbic (motivational) dopamine and the responses to acute stress:
coping versus failure

The mesocorticolimbic dopaminergic system is formed by projections
of DA neurons that are located within the VTA of the mesencephalon
(midbrain). VTA DA neurons send projections to three forebrain areas: (i)
the cortical area known as the prefrontal cortex (pFC), giving rise to the
‘mesocortical DA system’; (ii) the limbic system’s amygdala and hippo-
campus (giving rise to the ‘mesolimbic system’); and (iii) the ventral
portion of the striatum, within the basal ganglia, known as the NAc,
giving rise to the ‘meso-accumbens’ system. (See also Fig. 7.2 and Box
7.2, Chapter 7, this volume, for how this compares with the system
involving the nigrostriatal pathway and DS.)

In rodents, sophisticated techniques have been used to quantify vari-
ations in neurotransmission in these specific brain areas in living, behav-
ing animals. These reveal that very mild and short-lasting aversive
stimuli, for example from stroking a rat’s fur with a gloved hand, promote
a selective increase of DA release within the amygdala (Inglis and
Moghaddam, 1999); while stronger aversive stimuli enhance DA release
in the pFC; and more prolonged aversive experiences (e.g. immobilization
of the animal in a tightly fitting restraint apparatus) involve DA release
within the NAc too (Puglisi-Allegra and Cabib, 1997). Thus as severity
increases from mild to much more stressful, all three mesocorticolimbic
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Box 8.1. Stress Sensitization and Exaggerated Reward-responses: the Role of VTA Opioids

B.M. SPRUIJT and R. VAN DEN BOS

The mesoaccumbens DA system seems to be involved in the cost–benefit analyses made of
rewards and the effort animals will expend to obtain them (Salamone and Correa, 2002; see
also Berridge and Robinson, 2003). Before obtaining rewards, such effort can be expressed as
intense investigatory and locomotor anticipatory or ‘appetitive’ behaviour (e.g. Spruijt et al.,
2001). The magnitude of such behavioural responses is variable; for example, depending on
species and test conditions, they may either decrease (cats: van den Bos et al., 2003), or increase
(e.g. rats: Von Frijtag et al., 2000, 2002; van der Harst et al., 2003a,b; van den Bos et al., 2004;
mink: Vinke et al., 2004; cats: van den Bos et al., 2003). Here, we argue that increased
anticipatory responding is an opioid-mediated consequence of stress that underlies some stereo-
typies.
As Cabib reviews here, both stress and highly rewarding incentives can sensitize the meso-

accumbens DA system (also reviewed by Spruijt et al., 2001). This could explain why some
stressors, such as short-term social isolation (van den Berg et al., 1999) or poor housing conditions
(van der Harst et al., 2003b), tend to increase rats’ anticipatory activity before a standardized
sucrose reward. This change in behaviour may reflect an increased tendency to seek rewards, to
compensate for negative experiences (van der Harst et al., 2003b), and opioids seem to play an
important role. Thus stimulation of mu-opioid receptors in the ventral tegmental area (VTA: the
origin of the mesoaccumbens DA system; see this chapter) enhances DA release in the nucleus
accumbens (e.g. reviewed by Kas et al., 2004). In contrast, expressions of reward-anticipation are
blocked in rats by the mu-opioid antagonist naloxone (Spruijt et al., 2001; Barbano and Cador,
2004), and in mice by genetic manipulations that cause a lack of mu-opioid receptors (Kas et al.,
2004). Thus the mesoaccumbens DA system is influenced by an opioid system that in turn seems
important for this system’s responsiveness to external stimuli. This opioid–dopamine interaction
may be crucial for the development of stereotypies in stressful conditions, because when stress
exaggerates behavioural responses to rewards, the repetition of such responses can potentially
lead to stereotypy. For example, in mink and other carnivores, food-restriction increases the
anticipatory behaviour to scheduled food, which often involves stereotypies (e.g. Vinke et al.
2002, 2004, and reviewed in Chapter 3, this volume). But note that food is not the only important
reward. Some behaviour patterns are not controlled by homeostatic processes but are still vital for
fitness, e.g. those relating to reproduction and self-maintenance (grooming etc.). It has been
argued that such behaviours have inherently rewarding properties (e.g. Spruijt et al., 1992,
2001). Following this rationale, these so-called ‘ethological needs’ are controlled by the meso-
limbic opioid–dopamine system (Spruijt et al., 1992, 2001). We therefore suggest that if some
stressors exaggerate animals’ ‘wanting’ of rewards, when no external rewards are immediately
available, they may instead look for compensation by performing ethological needs. Thus
depending on the species and circumstances, stressed individuals may display enhanced loco-
motion, sexual behaviour or self-maintenance such as grooming. Our hypothesis would help to
explain why abnormal variants of such activities are so common in caged and stressed animals.
With repetition, such behaviours may then change in control: as this chapter discusses,

sequences of behaviour can change from environmentally sensitive (i.e. flexible, reversible)
to environmentally insensitive (i.e. irreversible, inflexible) due to events downstream of the
mesoaccumbens system, e.g. in the nigrostriatal system (see also Toates, 2004). This change in
control may explainwhy developing stereotypies are sensitive to both opioid and dopaminergic
antagonists, while firmly established stereotypies are sensitive to the latter only (reviewed
Mason, 1991; Willemse et al., 1994). Overall, we thus highlight the central role of VTA opioids
in Cabib’s sensitization processes, a role we propose then increases – and ultimately renders
stereotypic – anticipatory behaviour and/or the performance of ‘ethological needs’.
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pathways come to show enhanced DA release. However, experimental
evidence indicates that DA release within the mesoaccumbens (NAcc)
system, is actually under the inhibitory influence of DA release within the
pFC (see McFarland and Kalivas, 2001 and Cabib et al., 2002 for reviews;
also Box 5.4, Chapter 5, this volume). Thus neurotoxic lesions of the
mesocortical system that reduce or eliminate stress-induced DA release
here, facilitate mesoaccumbens DA responses (King et al., 1997). As we
will see later, this potential inhibition from the pFC plays an important
role in animals’ behavioural responses to stress.

Experimental data support the view that mesocortical and meso-
accumbens DA responses modulate behavioural responses, sometimes
termed ‘coping’ responses, in stressful condition. The term ‘coping’ has
several meanings; for example, in human research the term involves
subjective feelings, and in ethological and stereotypy research it has
typically meant having beneficial consequences (see Box 1.3, Chapter 1,
this volume). Here, I intend the term coping to refer to behavioural efforts
to master a situation. These may succeed (successful coping) or may not
(failed coping). Escaping, hiding, freezing and fighting, as well as species-
specific defensive displays during agonistic encounters, represent typical
and simple coping responses. Pharmacological facilitation of DA trans-
mission favours the expression of species-typical defensive reactions, and
the expression of species-typical defensive responses in intact animals is
accompanied by mesocortical and mesoaccumbens DA release. Thus, as
an example, repeatedly defeated male mice as well as undefeated mice
treated with a drug that enhances DA transmission display species-typ-
ical defensive reactions in the presence of a non-aggressive conspecific
(Puglisi-Allegra and Cabib, 1988; Belzung et al., 1991; Cabib et al., 2000b).
Moreover, defeated mice exposed to non-aggressive conspecifics show
enhanced mesoaccumbens and mesocortical DA release (Cabib et al.,
2000b).

However, if animals cannot avoid, escape or control an aversive
experience, i.e. they are unable to cope with the event successfully, the
initial increase in DA release within the NAc changes into a decrease
below resting levels (Puglisi-Allegra et al., 1991; Rossetti et al., 1993;
Cabib and Puglisi-Allegra, 1994; Rada et al., 1998). To illustrate, in spec-
ifically designed experiments, it was demonstrated that exposure to
restraint produces a time-dependent biphasic alteration of DA release in
the NAc: an initial increase of DA release is followed by a decrease below
resting levels (Puglisi-Allegra et al., 1991; see Fig. 8.1). Furthermore, this
effect was evident in both rats and mice, under different stressful condi-
tions, and using different technical approaches (Puglisi-Allegra et al.,
1991). It was proposed that the decrease of mesoaccumbens DA release
was promoted by coping failure in unavoidable/uncontrollable situations
where no behavioural coping was possible (Puglisi-Allegra et al., 1991;
Imperato et al., 1993). Furthermore, as we will see below, it seems to be
mediated by the inhibitory effect of pFC DA release on NAcc DA re-
lease. Further support of this hypothesis comes from mice tested in a
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‘shocked–yoked’ situation. Here, pairs of animals are subjected to a series
of electric shocks, with only one animal being able to interrupt shock
delivery for both animals (Cabib and Puglisi-Allegra, 1994). Thus, in this
experimental paradigm, both the shocked and yoked subjects receive
exactly the same amount of shock, and for identical periods, but they
experience it either with or without the possibility of being able to cope
with the shock by turning it off. Mice exposed to this procedure show an
increase of DA release in the NAc if they were allowed to control the
shock experience (shocked condition), but a decrease of DA release if they
were not allowed to exert any control (yoked condition; see Fig. 8.1).

So what mediates such effects? And what are their behavioural cor-
relates? Recent results indicate that the inhibitory phase of mesoaccum-
bens DA response, seen in prolonged stressful conditions or where coping
fails, is controlled by mesocortical DA release. The classic model used for
these experiments is the so-called forced swimming or Porsolt’s test
(Porsolt et al., 1977). Rodents, either mice or rats, are individually intro-
duced into small tanks filled with warm water. The initial responses
exhibited by individuals from both species are swimming and struggling
to climb the walls, aimed at escaping. However, these attempts at active
coping are soon abandoned when they fail, and the animals start floating
in a rigid immobility that is called ‘helplessness’ or ‘behavioural despair’
(Porsolt et al., 1977). Such helpless mice show a profound inhibition of
DA release in the NAc. This reduction in mesoaccumbens activity is
prevented by neurotoxic lesion of the mesocortical DA system (Ventura

Restraint Controllable/uncontrollable
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Fig. 8.1. Biphasic effects of different stressful experiences on dopamine release in the
nucleus accumbens of mice of the DBA/2 strain. Time-dependent release during
restraint is shown on the left-hand side; coping-dependent effects on the right.
Controllable/uncontrollable indicates effects of 60 min of exposure to the shock-yoked
condition (see text). Y-axis data are expressed as mean (� SE) percent changes from basal
(0 or control) tissue levels of 3-methoxytyramine (3-MT), a DA metabolite suitable for
quantification of DA release ex vivo.
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et al., 2002), and moreover, mice or rats bearing such mesocortical DA
lesions maintain active behavioural coping (Ventura et al., 2002)
instead of displaying helplessness. Furthermore, clinically effective anti-
depressants reduce both behavioural helplessness, and mesocortical DA
activation, and the inhibition of DA release in the NAc (Ventura et al.,
2002). Behavioural helplessness is not unique to the ‘forced swim’ test: it
is also promoted in rodents by exposure to uncontrollable unavoidable
shock, including the shocked–yoked paradigm previously described
(Maier and Seligman, 1976; Overmier, 1988). This provides a further
example of how a treatment that decreases mesoaccumbens DA release
also causes a marked inhibition of behaviour.

Is such helplessness, functional or pathological? It has been hypoth-
esized that this helplessness derives from the learned expectancy that
there are no relationships between available responses and consequences
and, for this reason, it is also called ‘learned helplessness’ (Maier and
Seligman, 1976; Overmier, 1988; Levine and Ursin, 1991). It should be
pointed out that although the helpless response is certainly functional in
a situation that does not allow active coping, it is potentially extremely
costly for the organism. For instance, it is easily generalized and may thus
severely impair subsequent learning of escape/avoidance strategies in
conditions that do allow this type of responses (Maier and Seligman,
1976; Overmier, 1988; Levine and Ursin, 1991). Moreover, helplessness
has long-lasting negative effects on the expression of previously acquired
appetitive responses, such as the consumption of palatable foods or intra-
cranial auto-stimulation of selected brain areas (Cabib and Puglisi-
Allegra, 1996a; for review), i.e. it is linked with anhedonia or the loss of
pleasure. For this reason, learned helplessness is typically considered
dysfunctional or pathological, and indeed these behavioural effects of
unavoidable/inescapable experiences are among the most widely used
models of human depressive syndromes (Maier and Seligman, 1976;
Porsolt et al., 1977; Overmier, 1988; Cabib and Puglisi-Allegra, 1996a).

8.2.2. Neurochemical adaptations during repeated stress

As we saw above, uncontrollable acute stress leads to an increase in
mesoaccumbens DA transmission, followed by a decrease. However, the
biphasic pattern of mesocorticolimbic DA response described above is
elicited only by new experiences. When these experiences are then
repeated, the pattern or response changes markedly. Indeed, it has been
shown that repeated exposure to stressful restraint progressively elimin-
ates the initial activation of mesoaccumbens DA release in both rats and
mice, but without affecting the inhibitory phase of the stress response, i.e.
the phase in which mesoaccumbens DA release becomes depressed
(Imperato et al., 1992, 1993; Cabib and Puglisi-Allegra, 1996b; see Fig. 8.2).

This change is an adaptation, not a mere artefact. For instance, it is
not merely the result of an inability of the system’s metabolism to sustain
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enhanced neurotransmitter synthesis, because the enhanced mesoaccum-
bens DA release that is elicited by termination of the restraint experience is
always maintained (Imperato et al., 1992). Thus it is suggested that the
repeated exposure to the unavoidable experience specifically eliminates
the initial, coping-related DA response (Imperato et al., 1992). Interestingly
– and perhaps unsurprisingly given the role of this system in behavioural
helplessness – mesocortical DA activation is, in contrast, not reduced by
repeated stress experiences (Cabib and Puglisi-Allegra, 1996b; see Fig. 8.3).

This adaptation of the mesocorticolimbic DA response as a result of
repeated stress is affected strongly by gene–environment interactions.
Thus, as can be seen in Fig. 8.3, mice of the inbred strain C57BL/6 (C57)
are highly susceptible to inhibition of mesoaccumbens DA release in
uncontrollable or unavoidable stressful conditions (Ventura et al., 2001,
2002). In contrast, the pattern of response expressed by mice of the inbred
strain DBA/2 (DBA) depends on their preceding experience. DBA mice
living in standard conditions (group-housed and free-feeding, i.e. with ad
libitum food), show a biphasic mesoaccumbens DA response to restraint
(as was illustrated in e.g. Fig. 8.1), and then a progressive reduction of the
initial, active phase and mesoaccumbens enhancement of DA release
upon repeated restraint experience (Puglisi-Allegra et al., 1991; Cabib
and Puglisi-Allegra, 1996b). However, individually housed (though still
free-feeding) DBA mice are characterized by a more rapid onset of the
inhibitory phase in response to restraint; while individually housed and
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Fig. 8.2. Effects of repeated (ten daily) experiences of restraint stress on dopamine
release in the rat nucleus accumbens. Y-axis data are expressed as mean percent
changes (+SE) from basal (0) DA outflow measured by intracerebral microdialysis on the
first or last session of stress.
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food-restricted DBA mice show, in contrast, a prolonged activation of
mesoaccumbens DA release (Cabib et al., 2002). In parallel, mesocortical
DA responses are enhanced in individually housed free-feeding DBA
mice, but reduced in food-restricted DBA mice (Cabib et al., 2002). Thus
in DBAs, isolation on its own makes animals respond to restraint as
though they repeatedly had been uncontrollably restrained previously,
whereas the addition of food restriction has the opposite effect. This
suggests that DBA and C57 mice differ in their general propensities to
show CNS adaptation, as I consider below.

The plasticity within the mesocorticolimbic system, as evidenced by
the adaptation of DA responses to repeated stress, may well involve DA
receptors, especially DA receptors of the D2 type. Strain differenceswithin
mice would certainly be consistent with this. D2 receptors are expressed
either by DA neurons or post-synaptic, non-DA neurons. The latter type of
receptor mediates the effects of DA-typical transmission, while the former
plays an auto-regulatory role by inhibiting DA synthesis and release, as
well as inhibiting DA neuronal activity (Usiello et al., 2000). Therefore,
activation of theD2post-synaptic receptorspromotes the expressionofDA-
typical behaviours such as locomotion and stereotypies (see also Boxes 7.2
and 7.3, Chapter 7, this volume), while activation of the D2 auto-receptors
inhibits these same behaviours. C57 and DBA strains differ in their behav-
ioural responses to pharmacological stimulation of the D2 type of DA
receptor (Puglisi-Allegra and Cabib, 1997). Thus, the behavioural profile
promoted by D2 agonists (e.g. apomorphine) in group-housed free-feeding
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Fig. 8.3. Strain-dependent effects of restraint stress on mesocortical (left) and
mesoaccumbens (right) dopamine release in the mouse. Data are expressed as mean
(+SE) percent changes from basal (0) 3,4-dihydroxyphenylacetic acid (DOPAC)/
dopamine (DA) ratios or tissue levels of 3-methoxytyramine (3-MT). DOPAC/DA is an
index of released dopamine in the cortical areas for ex vivo analyses. *¼ statistical
significance (P < 0.05) versus baseline (0).
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mice of the C57 strain reveals marked ‘post-synaptic’ effects, i.e. dose-
dependent stimulation of locomotion and of stereotyped climbing. In
contrast, the same agonists promote auto-receptor typical effects in mice
of the DBA strain, i.e. an inhibition of spontaneous locomotion and climb-
ing (Cabib et al., 1997; Puglisi-Allegra and Cabib, 1997).

Evaluation of D2 densities within the basal ganglia of the two strains,
using auto-radiographic techniques, further suggests a prevalence of the
auto-receptor D2 in mice of the DBA strain, and in contrast the
post-synaptic D2 receptors in C57 animals (Cabib et al., 1998). Thus in
standard-housed animals not exposed to experimental stressors, there are
clear strain differences in the distribution of the D2 DA receptors. However,
when animals were exposed to repeated daily restraint, this strain differ-
ence was abolished, due to opposite changes of D2 pre-synaptic and post-
synaptic densities in the two strains (Cabib et al., 1998). Thus with this
type of repeated stress, DBA mice developed fewer of the auto-receptors
involved in negative feedback, and more of the post-synaptic receptors
involved in active DA responses. In contrast, with repeated restraint, C57s
developed more auto-receptors, but reduced the post-synaptic receptors
involved in active DA responses. Building on this, the behavioural re-
sponses to D2 agonists were then used for a genetic analysis involving
recombinant inbred strains derived by C57 and DBA progenitors. The
results confirmed the major regulatory role of gene–environment inter-
actions on the D2-dependent phenotypes and identified a restricted num-
ber of loci involved in this regulation (Cabib et al., 1997). These results
indicate that two strains do not differ in their susceptibility to stress-
induced neuroadaptation per se, but, rather in the type of neuroadaptive
changes they undergo under environmental pressure.

8.2.3. Behavioural sensitization to psychostimulant drugs, and its inverse relationship
with ‘helplessness’-type DA adaptations

One long-known effect of exposure to repeated or chronic stressful experi-
ences in laboratory rodents is ‘behavioural sensitization’. This term refers
to the enhancement of the behavioural effects of drugs of abuse, such that
smaller doses are subsequently required to produce a given effect. Behav-
ioural sensitization is also observed following repeated drug administra-
tion so that repeated psychostimulant dosing and stress share this
enhancing effect (see Vanderschuren and Kalivas, 2000 for a review). The
phenomenon is most studied in rodent models. It is supposed to be hom-
ologous to psychostimulant-induced psychoses in humans and to share
neurobiological mechanisms with addiction and dependence (Laruelle,
2000; McFarland and Kalivas, 2001; Everitt and Wolf, 2002).

Interestingly, there are strain differences in this phenomenon that
seem to parallel strain differences in responses of the DA system to
repeated stress. Thus environmentally induced sensitization to the
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behavioural effects of the addictive psychostimulant amphetamine is
observed in mice of the DBA strain, but not in C57 animals. This latter
strain is also the most susceptible to the psychomotor and rewarding
effects of amphetamine in standard living conditions (group-housed and
free-feeding), but become less susceptible following food restriction or
repeated restraint (Puglisi-Allegra and Cabib, 1997; Cabib et al., 2000a;
see Fig. 8.4). Thus, sensitivity to psychostimulants seems to be regulated
by the same gene–environment interaction that controls the balance
between D2 pre- and post-synaptic sensitivity (see above).

As we saw above, behavioural sensitization is not the only form of
alteration induced by repeated or chronic stress: helplessness can also
result. An enhanced predisposition to this type of helplessness, for in-
stance in the forced swimming test, has been reported in food-restricted
mice of the C57 strain (Alcaro et al., 2002) and in individually housed
DBA (Cabib et al., 2002). In contrast, food-restricted mice of the DBA
strain show a reduced propensity to helplessness (Cabib et al., 1995;
Alcaro et al., 2002). The profile of behavioural adaptation thus appears
to parallel the previously described neurochemical adaptation responses
of these two strains. Thus, gene–environment interactions that facilitate
mesoaccumbens DA transmission in stressful conditions (Cabib et al.,
2002) favour ‘active coping’ responses like escape, struggling and fighting
(Alcaro et al., 2002; Cabib et al., 2002), and also promote behavioural
sensitization to psychostimulant drugs (Cabib and Bonaventura, 1997;
Cabib et al., 2000a,b).

Interestingly, just as we might predict from the evidence above, the
research on drug-induced behavioural sensitization points to an imbal-
ance between mesocortical and mesoaccumbens DA transmission that
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favours the latter (Karler et al., 1998; Prasad et al., 1999; McFarland and
Kalivas, 2001). In addition, repeated psychostimulant administration re-
duces immobility in the forced swimming test, and does so selectively in
the DBA mouse strain susceptible to behavioural sensitization (Puglisi-
Allegra and Cabib, 1997; Alcaro et al., 2002). Box 8.1 further discusses the
role of VTA opioids in helping to modulate this DA activity, and makes a
suggestion as to why it is that particular behaviours are most prone to
becoming intensely repetitive with chronic stress.

In conclusion, repeated stressful experiences and alteration of the
living environment may promote opposite neurobehavioural adaptations,
depending on complex gene–environment interactions. On one hand,
there are CNS adaptations that favour mesoaccumbens DA transmission,
active behavioural coping and the development of the phenomenon of
behavioural sensitization. On the other, there are CNS adaptations that
favour inhibition of DA transmission and helplessness.

8.2.4. Summary

The data reviewed above indicate that the mesocorticolimbic DA system
is involved in both behavioural responses to acute stress as well as in
CNS adaptations to prolonged stress. Within this system, the balance
between mesocortical and mesoaccumbens DA transmission appears to
play a major role in behavioural responses to long-term or uncontrollable
stress. Thus, an imbalance that favours mesoaccumbens DA transmission
is related to active coping responses (e.g. escape attempts), while an
imbalance that favours mesocortical DA transmission is related to pas-
sive responses such as helplessness and also anhedonia. Finally, the
balance between mesocortical and mesoaccumbens DA responses, and
animals’ behavioural responses to repeated stress are regulated by inter-
actions between genotype and experience. Thus CNS adaptations pro-
moted by particular environments may favour active coping or
helplessness, depending on both genotype and the particular challenge
in question.

Are such changes functional or dysfunctional? It is hard to say
whether either meets the definition of pathology (see Box 1.4, Chapter 1,
and Chapter 11). However, due to its proactive effects (i.e. its interference
with subsequent expression of species-typical defensive responses as
well as with learning of new defensive strategies), helplessness arguably
represents a costly mechanism, and the underlying neurobiological
adaptation may represent the substrate of a clinical depressive-like dis-
turbance. None the less, the neurobiological adaptation underlying main-
tenance of active coping strategies may be pathological too, since it has
been implicated in human drug addiction and schizophrenia. Building on
this, in the section below, I discuss in more detail the pathological
outcomes of the DA dysfunctions underlying behavioural sensitization;
and also the role that these DA systems play in drug-induced stereotypies.
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8.3. Pathological Outcomes of Dopamine Dysfunctions

In the earlier section, I pointed out that the dopaminergic disturbances
involved in behavioural sensitization are used to model brain dysfunc-
tions that underlie addiction and drug dependence. Addiction is a dis-
order involving compulsion and impulsivity; thus the neurobiological
adaptation underlying sensitization may favour the development of com-
pulsive–impulsive behavioural responses. This is one reason for wonder-
ing whether such changes might also be implicated in the spontaneous
stereotypies of captive animals, which often seem to have these charac-
teristics. Moreover, although classical behavioural sensitization is de-
scribed as enhanced locomotor responses to psychostimulant drugs,
sensitized rodents also show enhanced psychostimulant-induced stereo-
typies. That is, low doses of these drugs will be able to promote focused
stereotypies normally observable only at very high doses (see previous
paragraph on DA and stereotypies for details). In Section 8.3.1, I therefore
review in more detail the brain circuits that might mediate sensitization-
induced compulsion and impulsivity, plus those involved in drug-
induced stereotypies and their interrelationships.

8.3.1. Sensitization and addiction to psychostimulant drugs

Different theories identify a range of different psychological and neuro-
biological substrates for addiction, and a full evaluation and comparison
of such theories is beyond the scope of this chapter. This section will
focus on evidence on the relationships between the brain neurochemical
dysfunctions characteristic of sensitized animals and compulsive–
impulsive alterations of behavioural output seen in studies using behav-
ioural sensitization as a model of drug addiction.

Compulsive drug use is characterized by behaviour that may become
dissociated from subjective measures of drug value (Robinson and Ber-
ridge, 1993), i.e. drugs are taken in a compulsive manner even when they
yield little subjective reward. Such drug use is typically elicited by
specific environmental cues (e.g. the contexts and drug ‘paraphernalia’
associated with experience of drug effects; e.g. Cardinal et al., 2002). It has
therefore been hypothesized that exposure to addictive drugs promotes
brain alterations that increase conditioned reward, that is, enhance the
incentive value of stimuli associated with rewarding experience and
reduce inhibitory control mechanisms over behaviour (Jentsch and
Taylor, 1999; Robbins and Everitt, 1999). Indeed, Jentsch and Taylor (1999)
have proposed that impulsivity resulting from frontostriatal dysfunction,
plays an important role in addiction. Moreover, recent evidence further
indicates that repeated drug exposure alters cortical cognitive function,
and leads to the loss of inhibitory control mechanisms that normally help
to regulate behavioural responses (Jentsch et al., 2002). This alteration
of behaviour may well depend on the disruption of executive control
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provided by descending influences on striatal mechanisms from the pFC
(Shallice and Burgess, 1996; Everitt et al., 2001; Chapter 5, this volume).

As already discussed, the behavioural sensitization to psycho-
stimulant drugs is associated with the loss of inhibitory DA tone in the
pFC, leading to a loss of inhibitory control over NAc DA transmission
(Karler et al., 1998; Prasad et al., 1999; McFarland and Kalivas, 2001).
This condition may result from decreased DA release and/or decreased
DA D2 receptor signalling in the pFC. Although it was originally imagined
that such plasticity influenced mesoaccumbens DA release through excit-
atory inputs from pFC toward midbrain DA neurons, anatomical studies
have shown that pFC afferents to the VTA do not synapse on mesoaccum-
bens DA neurons (Carr and Sesack, 2000). So, the route of communication
between pFC and VTA DA neurons may be indirect (Everitt and Wolf,
2002). Whatever the exact mechanisms involved, it should be pointed
out that the disruption of DA transmissionwithin the pFCmay also remove
inhibitory control over other striatal regions too, notably the DS, the brain
region particularly focused on by Garner (Chapter 5, this volume), and
Lewis and colleagues (Chapter 7). Moreover, enhanced DA transmission
within the NAc facilitates DA transmission in its adjacent (dorsal) domain,
thus promoting a ventral-to-dorsal, NAc-to-DS progression (Haber et al.,
2000). The progressive involvement of DS DA transmission during such
processes is considered to play a major role in the development of the
‘inflexible’ behaviouralmode characteristic of addictive behaviour (Everitt
and Wolf, 2002). Indeed, addictive behaviour is inflexible, because it per-
sists despite considerable cost to the addict.

In conclusion, there is convincing evidence that corticostriatal dys-
functions related to behavioural sensitization to drugs might also be
responsible of the compulsive, impulsive and inflexible characteristics
of addictive behaviour. Furthermore, such changes may come to involve
regions of the basal ganglia additional to the NAc, namely the DS focused
in Chapters 5 and 7.

8.3.2. Brain dopamine and stereotyped behaviour: evidence from psychostimulants

The main evidence for an involvement of brain DA in stereotyped behav-
ioural output comes from the observation that psychostimulant drugs –
which enhance brain DA transmission – plus direct agonists of DA receptors,
all promote stereotypies (Robbins et al., 1990, for review; also see Chapter
7, this volume). Of course, DA agonists are not the only drugs that have
this behavioural effect, since for example, serotonin (5HT) agonists are
also known to induce stereotyped behaviour (see Curzon, 1990, for
review; also Box 7.2, Chapter 7, this volume). However, the aim of this
review is to identify the brain DA circuits that are specifically involved in
the mediation of pharmacologically induced stereotypies and sensitiza-
tion, and this is what I focus on below.
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Addictive drugs such as psychostimulants stimulate motor activation
in rodents. In rats, the initial response observable at low doses of the
psychostimulant amphetamine is a general increase of exploration
(psychomotor activation) (Robbins et al., 1990). With increasing dosage,
the pattern of effects undergoes major changes characterized by an in-
creasing response rate within a progressively reduced number of response
categories. The final output of this escalation is the expression of focused
head and oral stereotypies at very high doses (Robbins et al., 1990) (see
also Boxes 7.2 and 7.3, Chapter 7).

Amphetamine increases DA release in the mesocortical and mes-
oaccumbens areas already discussed in this chapter. It also increases
DA release in the nigrostriatal area (cf. Section 8.1 and Chapters 5 and 7).
However, low to intermediate doses of the psychostimulant are more
effective on mesoaccumbens than on nigrostriatal DA transmission, and
result in locomotion. Higher doses progressively enhance nigrostriatal DA
transmission, and it is this involvement that is paralleled by stereotypies.
Thus, studies employing either local infusion of amphetamine, or neuro-
toxic lesions of the brain DA systems, have identified the mesoaccumbens
DA system as responsible for stimulating the variable pattern of behav-
ioural responses to low doses, and the nigrostriatal DA system as respon-
sible for the focused stereotyped responses typical of the highest doses of
psychostimulant (Robbins et al., 1990). Moreover, direct stimulation of
the projecting field of the nigrostriatal system appears to be a necessary
but (importantly) not sufficient condition for the expression of DA-depen-
dent stereotypies (Robbins et al., 1990) (see also Boxes 7.2 and 7.3, Chap-
ter 7, this volume). Based on these observations, it has been proposed that
DA released by amphetamine within the NAc might be required to main-
tain the general stimulatory effect of these drugs and, at low doses, a
parallel, moderate DA release in the DS might allow the independent,
but coordinated, stimulation of somewhat distinct response elements
permitting quite complex sequences of behaviour to be performed (cf.
Box 7.2, Chapter 7). With increasing doses, the progressively greater
activation of the DS may occlude the behavioural responses arising from
the NAc. Therefore, amphetamine-induced stereotypies appear to depend
on the competitive co-activation of mesoaccumbens and nigrostriatal
DA systems.

As already discussed, the stereotyped responses to psychostimulants
are susceptible to both drug- and environmentally induced sensitization
(MacLennan and Maier, 1983; Reid et al., 1998). Indeed, the expression of
stereotyped responses at low doses of amphetamine in stress-sensitized
rats is considered a problem related with the induction of sensitization in
these animals, since it interferes with the right shift in the dose–response
curve for the locomotor effects of psychostimulants. The latter observa-
tion is very relevant in light of the previously discussed hypothesis that
one neurobiological mechanism of sensitization is a ventral-to-dorsal,
NAc-to-DS progression of the DA response.
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8.3.3. Summary

The neurobiological mechanisms underlying the phenomenon of behav-
ioural sensitization involve a progressive imbalance between cortical and
subcortical transmission in favour of the latter. This form of adaptation
leads to a reduced inhibitory control over behavioural output that may be
responsible for impulsive–compulsive responses. In addition, the pro-
gressive enhancement of nigrostriatal DA transmission may favour behav-
ioural rigidity and inflexibility and is involved in facilitation of
DA-dependent stereotypies (e.g. the characteristic head movements seen
as a result of amphetamine). These observations support the hypothesis of
a strong relationship between neurobiological adaptation underlying be-
havioural sensitization, the development of impulsive, compulsive and
inflexible patterns and drug-induced stereotyped behavioural responses.
Could similar processes occur during the development of cage stereo-
typies? This is what I discuss in Sections 8.4 and 8.5.

8.4. Stress and Dopamine in the Development and Expression of
Stereotypy

In the previous sections of this chapter we have evaluated evidence
pointing to:

1. The involvement of mesocorticolimbic DA transmission in behavioural
responses to stressful experiences, with different patterns of adap-
tation corresponding to helplessness versus sustained, active coping
attempts;
2. The involvement of dysfunctional mesocorticolimbic DA transmission
in the phenomenon known as behavioural sensitization – the exaggerated
response to psychostimulant drugs;
3. The profound effects of gene–environment interactions on mesocortico-
limbic DA functioning, and on coping responses, seen even in mature
organisms; and
4. The involvement of disturbedmesocorticolimbic DA transmission in the
mediation of compulsive, impulsive and inflexible behavioural patterns
(e.g. addiction), as well as in pharmacologically induced stereotypies.

In the following section, I use these points to create a connection
between stress and the development and expression of stereotypies in
caged animals.

8.4.1. Behavioural sensitization, stress and development of stereotyped behaviour

Environmentally induced enhanced behavioural responses to amphet-
amine, cocaine and morphine are observable following a range of different
experimentalprocedures.However, all seemtohave incommonthat theyare
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stressful.Thus the effects of all theseprocedures arepreventedby treatments
that interfere with stress-induced enhancement of circulating glucocorti-
coids (Marinelli and Piazza, 2002). Glucocorticoids are the prototypical
stresshormones (seeSection8.1);moreover, theymodulateDAtransmission
within the NAc as well as the behavioural effects of different types of
addictive drug (Marinelli and Piazza, 2002). Therefore, there is a wide
agreement that environmentalmanipulations that promote thedevelopment
of behavioural sensitization represent stressful situation for the animals.

None the less, as already discussed, the ability of such procedures to
promote sensitization depends on the genetic background of the animals.
Thus, individual housing promotes behavioural sensitization in rats (Mar-
inelli and Piazza, 2002), but not in DBA mice (Cabib and Bonaventura,
1997); andrepeatedrestraint and foodrestrictionalsopromotesensitization
in rats (Marinelli andPiazza, 2002)plusalsomiceof theDBAstrain–butnot
C57mice (Puglisi-AllegraandCabib,1997;Cabibet al., 2000b). In theearlier
sections I hypothesized that stereotypic behaviourmay share the neurobio-
logical substrates of behavioural sensitization. Since behavioural sensitiza-
tion is dependent on specific gene–environment interactions, the
development of stereotypies should depend on these interactions too.

Mice of the inbred strain C57 do not develop behavioural sensitization
to the locomotor stimulant effects of amphetamine when individually-
housed and food-restricted, while DBA mice do. However, mice from the
latter strain do not show behavioural sensitization when individually-
housed in a free-feeding condition (Cabib and Bonaventura, 1997; Cabib
et al., 2000a,b, 2002). These experiments were performed in mature male
mice and required a relatively short-lastingperiod of differential housing (14
days). The in-cage behaviour exhibited by each strain during this periodwas
also monitored daily, 30 min before food delivery. Mice of the C57 strain
exposed to the food-restricted condition showed a progressive increase in
non-stereotyped cage exploration. Such cage-cover climbing is part of cage
exploration; thus free-feeding mice and food-restricted mice of the C57
strain will climb on the cage cover, move around the cage, dig into the
ground, rear in the middle of the cage sniffing, and lean on the cage walls
sniffing at specific spots, these behaviours all being expressed in a random
sequence. Individually-housed, free-fed mice from both strains did not, in
contrast, show any kind of behavioural change. Finally, DBA mice showed
a progressive increase in stereotyped cage cover climbing (Cabib and
Bonaventura, 1997). These stereotyping mice just climb up and down from
the wiremesh of the cage-cover (Cabib and Bonaventura, 1997; see Fig. 8.5).

Interestingly, neither strainofmice showedstereotypedclimbingwhen
exposed to just 24 h of fasting (Cabib and Bonaventura, 1997): the response
was only seen in DBA mice after 2 weeks of differential treatment. This
suggests that this behavioural responsewasnot solelyelicitedby the state of
hunger per se, nor aimed at searching for food; but rather that the long-term
nature of the experience was the key. Moreover, following 14 days of food
restriction,mice of theDBAstrain also showed anenhanced response (i.e. a
sensitization) to the direct DA receptor agonist apomorphine, in a test for
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pharmacologically induced climbing (Cabib and Bonaventura, 1997). This
response is the prototypical DA-dependent behavioural stereotypy inmice
(drug-induced stereotyped behaviour may be species-typical in rodents)
and it is promoted by stimulation of the D2 post-synaptic receptors dis-
cussed earlier (Cabib et al., 1997; Puglisi-Allegra and Cabib, 1997). In con-
trast, food-restricted mice of the C57 strain showed a marked reduction of
apomorphine-induced climbing (Cabib and Bonaventura, 1997) (Fig. 8.6).

As already discussed, behavioural sensitization is the outcome of one
of two possible adaptations promoted by the interaction between specific
genotypes and specific (stressful) environmental conditions. Moreover,
the neurobiological adaptation that underlies behavioural sensitization
facilitates the maintenance of active behavioural coping in uncontrollable
stressful conditions. In contrast, the other type of adaptation sensitizes
the animals to behavioural helplessness. Interestingly, mice of the C57
strain appear more susceptible to the latter responses, and furthermore,
this susceptibility is enhanced by food restriction (Alcaro et al., 2002). In
contrast, mice of the DBA strain are less susceptible to helplessness and
its associated CNS changes, and this susceptibility is further reduced by
food restriction (Alcaro et al., 2002). These results support the view that
genetic factors determine both coping styles in stressful situations and
adaptation that favours maintenance of such coping styles in the face of
repeated or chronic stressful conditions. Moreover, the neurobiological
adaptation needed to maintain active coping renders the animals suscep-
tible to impulsive, compulsive and inflexible behaviour, to enhanced
sensitivity to the effects of addictive drugs, and to stereotypies within
their home-cage. Note that this type of stereotypy does not necessarily
represent a coping strategy per se, but is the ‘side effect’ of the genotype-
dependent adaptation to particular types of stressful conditions. Box 8.2
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further discusses strain-dependent differences in mouse stereotypy, to
assess whether the differences reported here extend to other strains.

8.4.2. Stress, coping and the expression of environment-induced stereotypies

At this point, it should be clear that stressful environmental conditions
can render some mature animals susceptible to developing stereotypic
alterations of their behavioural outputs, depending on their genotype.
This does not mean that these conditions immediately elicit stereotypic
responses in the animals, but instead that they give rise to an underlying
predisposition. Thus, just as behavioural sensitization is not expressed until
drug challenge, evenwhen promoted by prior environmental conditions, so
too many prior conditions give rise to changes that are not manifest as
stereotypy until the mice are exposed to particular eliciting factors.

The specific behavioural output expressed by a stress-sensitized
organism thus depends on the stimuli that it encounters. Since the neuro-
biological adaptation characteristic of sensitized subjects involves meso-
corticolimbic DA transmission, all stimuli that activate this system are
likely candidates as elicitors of stereotyped behaviour. As discussed,
mesocortical DA transmission is activated by mildly aversive stimuli: in
conditions of moderate aversive stimulation, pFC DA activation serves to
control subcortical DA transmission. However, background sensitization
promotes an imbalance that reduces cortical responses and facilitates
subcortical activation. Thus sensitization may render the animal more
susceptible to aversive stimuli, which will thus be more likely to elicit
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Box 8.2. Strain Differences in the Cage Stereotypies of Laboratory Mice

G. MASON

Cabib convincingly proposes that stress-induced brain sensitization contributes to stereotypy.
Her paradigm is a comparison of C57BL/6 (‘C57’) and DBA/2 (‘DBA’) mice in their reactions to
long-term stress, sensitivity to drug sensitization and climbing responses to sustained food
deprivation. However, she does not describe their behaviour in typical laboratory housing
conditions: do the strain differences discussed here predict the degree of stereotypy shown
night after night in their cages? The answer is yes, at least according to the one published study
to systematically compare cage stereotypies across multiple strains. Nevison et al. (1999) kept
ad libitum-fed male groups in two cage-types: standard barren cages merely lined with
bedding; and semi-enriched cages additionally containing nesting and shelter. For 4 weeks,
these were repeatedly videoed overnight. As predicted, DBAs showed more cage stereotypy
than C57s. In barren cages, they spent a mean of 1.7% observations stereotyping, compared to
the C57s’ 0.5%; while in semi-enriched conditions these levels increased to 10.0% for DBAs
and 1.3% for C57s. These data thus beautifully meet Cabib’s prediction for her two focal
strains (though the husbandry effect is rather unexpected; perhaps the barren conditions
induced the ‘behavioural despair’ also discussed in this chapter?).
This study also collated data on four other strains, allowing further predictions to be tested –

for if Cabib’s framework has generality, the highest-stereotypy strains should also be least
prone to ‘behavioural despair’ and most susceptible to stimulant sensitization. Nevison et al.
(1999) found that CBA/Cas always showed the most cage stereotypies, and TOs and C57s, the
least. The rank order of the intermediate stereotypers varied, however, being DBA > ICR(CD-
1) > BALB/c in semi-enriched cages, but ICR(CD-1) ¼ BALB/c > DBA in barren. Comparative
data on drug sensitization have not been published for these strains. However, pre-pulse
inhibition (PPI) data have been (Willott et al., 2003). These are consistent with Cabib’s prediction,
although only if we assume that the subjects were housed in semi-enriched, not barren, cages
(unspecified in the paper). Like schizophrenic humans and animals treated with DA agonists,
DBAs showed low PPI: less than BALB/cs, which in turn showed less than C57s. Turning to
models of depression, only two studies have investigated anhedonia/learned helplessness for
three or more of these strains: Lucki et al. (2001) and Pothion et al. (2004). Both found the DBA
versus C57 difference described by Cabib in this chapter; but other strain differences did not
inversely correlate with cage stereotypy. Thus CBAs were most prone, not least, to anhedonia;
while ICR(CD-1)s were more prone than BALBc/s to immobility in forced swim tests – not less
prone or similar as their cage stereotypy would have predicted. Thus so far, this only partially
supports Cabib’s hypothesis beyond her two model strains – with three possible explanations.
First, with data from so few strains, there may simply be insufficient replicates to test her idea
reliably (Box 3.2, Chapter 3, illustrates how good comparative studies require a large N (here,
of different strains) plus also need to control for phylogenetic relatedness). Second, the
Nevison cage stereotypy data may have come from mice housed differently from the ‘depres-
sion study’ subjects. Housing-type clearly affects the magnitude – and even the rank order – of
strain differences in cage stereotypy, and the extent to which similar variation occurs from one
laboratory to the next is simply unknown. Last, it could be that, just as Cabib herself proposes
here, stress-sensitization is only part of the full explanation: thus strain differences in mouse
stereotypy are determined by multiple additional factors too (e.g. Chapter 4, this volume),
which need factoring out before the hypothesis is tested further.
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stereotypies. Box 8.3 gives one possible example of such a phenomenon
in repeatedly stressed, individually-housed primates. On the other hand,
the mesocorticolimbic systems are also activated by rewards (Kelly and
Berridge, 2002), and by cues that predict rewards (Schultz, 2000). Thus
the presence of food or environmental changes that predict food delivery
may also activate the sensitized systems in an ‘abnormal’ way, eliciting
stereotypies. Box 8.1 by Spruijt and van den Bos discusses this idea
further, and Clubb and Vickery (Chapter 3, this volume) give some
examples from carnivores where this may be occurring.

Box 8.3. Stress and the Performance of Primate Stereotypies

M.A. NOVAK, J.S. MEYER, C. LUTZ and S. TIEFENBACHER

Repeated or sustained uncontrollable stress is a risk factor for the development of some
primate abnormal behaviour (cf. the argument developed in this chapter). For instance, the
prevalence of self-injurious behaviour (‘SIB’, e.g. self-biting, self-slapping and head-banging)
in rhesus monkeys is predicted by the age at which they are placed in those conditions,
and also by the number of veterinary procedures experienced (e.g. venipunctures): for more
details see Chapter 6. Furthermore, much converging evidence suggests that acute stress also
triggers bouts of both stereotypies and SIB in laboratory primates. Indeed general stress or
arousal more often seems the eliciting cue than the frustration of specific motivations (cf.
Chapters 2 and 3, this volume). For instance, both stereotypies and SIB increase during
increased sound levels (Berkson and Mason, 1964), and in the presence of a technician
wearing black ‘catch gloves’ as if preparing for capture (Cross and Harlow, 1965). A tone
previously paired with electric shock also increases SIB, compared to a similar but neutral tone
(Gluck et al., 1985). Monkeys with SIB often seem to self-bite in response to environmental
change: for example, increased in SIB has been associated with temporary social separation or
movement to a novel testing room (Suomi et al., 1975; Lutz et al., 2003), and even fairly
routine husbandry events such as moving monkeys to a new cage or changing their location
within their room (Pond and Rush, 1983). Self-biting also varied as a function of animal
caretaker activity (Novak, 2003).
Physiological data further point to an effect of stress. When laboratory-housed

monkeys were fitted with a heart-rate telemetry system, episodes of self-biting were preceded
by a significant rise in heart rate (Novak, 2003). Additionally, individuals with high cerebro-
spinal fluid (CSF) levels of corticotrophin releasing factor (CRF), a key anxiety-related neuro-
peptide in the brain (Strome et al., 2002), also had high rates of self-directed biting
(Tiefenbacher et al., 2002). Similarly, we found positive correlations between the amount of
stereotypic behaviour in rhesus monkeys and both their morning plasma cortisol concentra-
tions and levels of CRF in the CSF (unpublished results). Consistent with this, administering the
anxiolytic drug diazepam also reduced SIB in a subset of monkeys showing this disorder
(Tiefenbacher et al., 2005), while fluoxetine reduces stereotypies in vervet monkeys (Hugo
et al., 2003) – an effect possibly mediated by its anxiolytic action (though see Chapter 10, this
volume, for more on such pharmaceutical approaches). Primate stereotypies thus often seem
responses to stress. One intriguing possible reason – in addition to the effects described by
Cabib in this chapter – is that in some instances at least, performing these behaviours may help
alleviate this stress: see our review (Chapter 6, this volume) for more details.
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The mesocorticolimbic systems are not the only ones implicated. As
already discussed, corticostriatal circuits can be sensitized, as characterized
by a reduced frontocortical inhibitory control, enhanced mesoaccumbens
DA responding and hyperactivity of the DS. These alterations are thought to
further mediate the chain of impulsivity, compulsion and inflexibility.
Thus, once activated by either aversive or rewarding stimuli, this chain
may interfere with normal behavioural sequences. The specificmorphology
of the type of stereotypy thus elicited may then depend on species, current
experience, past experience and current developmental stage.

As an example, stereotyped cage-cover climbing in food-restricted
mice may possibly derive from food searching. Indeed, in standard con-
ditions, food would be located in a hopper that forms part of the cage-
cover. However, this does not mean that the stereotypy is an extremely
motivated form of functional food searching. After all, as we saw above,
animals fasted for 24 h do not show stereotyped climbing, and the stereo-
typy develops slowly over the first week of restriction. Furthermore, in
the food-restriction paradigm, food is placed on the cage floor, not the
cage-top food hopper (Cabib and Bonaventura, 1997). Instead, I suggest
that the response represents the disinhibited expression of a previously
functional response, even though this behaviour has no benefit in the
fasting paradigm. As already discussed, the behaviour was quantified
before daily food delivery and food was always delivered at the same
time (Cabib and Bonaventura, 1997). So, this may be identified as a
preprandial stereotypy activated by food expectancy. In non-sensitized
animals this would lead to a mild activation of mesoaccumbens DA
release controlled by the parallel activation of mesocortical DA response.
This condition keeps behavioural output under control of current, as
well as previously acquired, information (e.g. absence of food in
the cage-cover hopper) allowing the expression of a complete pattern
of cage exploration (as observed in C57 mice) – a response that may reflect
attempts to escape the cage (Chapter 4, this volume). Instead, sensitized
animals would respond with a large increase of mesoaccumbens
DA release that is no longer controlled by the mesocortical response
(Cabib et al., 2002). This state would free the most long-established
response (searching for food in the cage-lid food hopper) from inhibitory
control by the ongoing experience (lack of reward) or the more recently
acquired information (food is not there any more) (Ridley, 1994; Jentsh
et al., 2002). Finally, the activation of DA transmission in the DS, due to
the enhanced mesoaccumbens activation, would focus the behavioural
output on climbing by occluding all alternative responses (see previous
section).

In conclusion, in a sensitized organism either mildly aversive or
rewarding stimuli may activate mesoaccumbens DA transmission and
then a chain of dysfunctional responses from the corticostriatal system.
These responses alter ongoing, normal, behavioural output leading to the
expression of stereotyped responses.
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8.5. Discussion and Directions for Further Research

The hypothesis presented in this chapter is not meant to be exclusive:
behavioural stereotypies might be best interpreted as multi-factorial phe-
nomena (see e.g. Box 8.3), as are most behavioural phenotypes. Moreover,
developmental processes (Chapters 6 and 7, this volume) may represent a
major source of stereotypies in animals as well as in humans. None the
less, neurobehavioural adaptations to stressful environmental changes in
adulthood might help to explain the possibility of stereotypy develop-
ment in mature individuals.

One important point in this hypothesis is that the neurobiological
alterations we have discussed are not specific for stereotyped behaviour.
In clinical terms they may determine a liability to disturbance in
some specific genotype and in some specific conditions, while they are
not responsible for the specific phenotype that is expressed. Thus, neuro-
biological mechanisms involved in the phenomenon of behavioural
sensitization may be involved in the pathogenesis of schizophrenia, al-
though they do not explain the syndrome. Indeed, sensitization of dopa-
minergic transmission within the striatum underlies the expression of
‘positive symptoms’ of schizophrenia (such as hallucinations) during
the first psychotic episode and subsequent relapses (Laruelle, 2000).
Interestingly, in the classic description of the pathogenesis of schizophre-
nia made by Bleuler (1950), stereotyped behaviour is said to appear
before the clinical expression of the pathology. Moreover, disturbances
in the relationship between cortical and subcortical functioning, the
most relevant neurobiological alteration related to sensitization, have
been implicated in different human disorders either involving or not
involving stereotyped alteration of behavioural output (Ridley, 1994). If
the neurobiological bases of sensitization represent a common substrate
for different disturbances in very distant species (e.g. mouse cage stereo-
typies and human schizophrenia or addiction), they might well
be involved in other stereotyped responses across other species and
conditions. One possible test of this hypothesis would be behavioural
sensitization, the enhanced species-typical behavioural response to psy-
chostimulants, in stereotyping animals. Chapter 11 discusses such ideas
further.

Overall, the neurobiological hypothesis presented here thus inter-
prets animals’ stereotypies as symptoms of a pathological adaptation of
the CNS, and it implies the impact of pathogenically stressful experiences
or environments on susceptible genotypes. However, the results obtained
from comparing inbred strains of mice and different housing conditions
also indicate that the absence of stereotyped responses does not mean that
no pathological adaptations have occurred: a lack of stereotypy does not
necessarily imply either normality or low stress. Therefore, overall, there
is a need for more research aimed at investigating the outcomes of differ-
ent types of environmentally induced neuroplasticity and change.
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Editorial Introduction

Zoo animals provided some of the earliest and best described cases of stereotypic
behaviour, examples including the repetitive pacing of large carnivores
(Chapter 2, this volume) or the monotonous swaying of elephants. Because stereo-
typic behaviour often dismays the public, as well as causing concern about
welfare and stress, zoos have taken the lead in finding practical ways to reduce
it. Usually these attempts are through what is known as ‘environmental enrich-
ment’ – typically alterations to the enclosure, or additions of particular objects or
stimuli, made with the broad aim of increasing welfare. In this chapter, Swaisgood
and Shepherdson present an overview of the likely causes of stereotypy in zoo
animals, bringing together many of the ideas of the previous chapters: the frustra-
tion of specific motivated behaviours; a general lack of physical complexity and/
or sensory stimulation; and stress (though, rightly or wrongly, they downplay the
role of major CNS changes in zoo animals). They show how in practice this has
correspondingly led to enrichments designed to offer specific behavioural oppor-
tunities (often foraging-related), or to make enclosures more naturalistic, complex
or stimulating (although relatively few to date have aimed to reduce stress per se).
But how well does such enrichment work? After all, truly recreating natural
environments, or offering genuine opportunities to, say, hunt, will often be hard
if not impossible, and furthermore, the real psychological needs of most exotic
species are as yet unknown.

Happily, studies of enrichment and its effects on stereotyping zoo animals
have accumulated to the point where they are ripe for meta-analysis, which the
authors of this chapter have done to great effect. They pool and analyse around 20
papers, dealing with about 100 individuals across multiple taxa. Their findings
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include that those animals with the most time-consuming stereotypies attract the
most complex, multi-component ‘everything-but-the-kitchen-sink’ forms of en-
richment. While this makes it hard to assess exactly what aspects of it ‘work’,
this is an appropriate practical response and also seems effective, with the behav-
iour of these highly stereotypic animals being just as successfully reduced as is
that of much less stereotypic individuals. Indeed overall, Swaisgood and Shep-
herdson find an impressive degree of success, enrichments typically reducing
stereotypy-performance by half. It is notable, however, that not a single case
eliminated the behaviour altogether, making it even more pressing to ascertain
what ‘works’ and what does not. Are some types of environmental enrichment
better than others, for example? Surprisingly, not obviously so, though the authors
highlight multiple possible reasons for this. Enrichments that are implemented for
a long time, however, do seem more effective than more short-lived forms. Boxes
in this chapter further discuss the role of enrichment in the captive breeding of
pandas; the practical realities of implementing enrichment programmes in zoos;
the effects of enrichment on laboratory primates; and alarmingly, how the relative
effectiveness of different enrichments can depend on precisely how their influ-
ence on stereotypy is measured.

The authors end with a very thoughtful guide to future work. Research in zoos
is typically hampered by the small number of animals available, and also by the
difficulty of providing sufficient scientific control in an environment where the
primary goal, rightly, is to eliminate rather than merely understand stereotypies.
The chapter therefore ends with suggestions as to how research on stereotypies in
zoo animals could be improved – a topic potentially of great fundamental as well
as practical value.

JR and GM

9.1. Introduction

The focus of this chapter is on lessons learned from studies of enrichment
and stereotypy in the zoo community. Zoos have a rich history of pioneer-
ing work in this area, yet modern zoo research has not kept pace – and
perhaps cannot keep pace – with research on lab and farm species. We in
the zoo community have access to a diversity of species, making for
interesting comparative studies (see Chapters 1 and 3, this volume), but
our studies are often compromised by issues of limited sample sizes and
little experimental control. Zoo enrichment practitioners also face great
challenges in understanding the welfare of such a diverse array of wild
animals. However, a renewed effort in this arena will pay off consider-
ably, for no other community has so much unrealized potential.

Most modern zoos aim to present animals to their visitors in a way
that conveys information about natural history and fosters positive atti-
tudes to animals and their natural environments. Today the emphasis is
on using this connection to encourage visitors to make ‘environmentally
friendly’ choices that will benefit wildlife in the future. Zoos can also take
part directly in the conservation of wildlife by augmenting and re-estab-
lishing wild populations with individuals reared or bred in zoos
(e.g. Hutchins and Conway, 1995). Thus, zoos need to maintain a wide
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diversity of species with an emphasis on genetically sustainable, pheno-
typically normal populations of rare and endangered species (e.g. see Box
9.1). Given this background, many zoos are highly motivated to tackle
stereotypies when they occur in their animal collections for several key
reasons.

First, concern for animal well-being is a fundamental ethic of modern
zoos, and stereotypic behaviour is an indicator of potential welfare prob-
lems. Second, stereotypies may indicate stress, and the deleterious effects
of stress on reproduction and health have been widely documented (e.g.
Moberg, 2000; Shepherdson et al., 2004). Successful reproduction is cen-
tral to the ability of zoos to display and reintroduce endangered species.

Box 9.1. Enrichment and Captive Breeding Programmes for Endangered Species:
the Case of the Giant Panda

R. SWAISGOOD

In today’s zoo, and the conservation community at large, a prominent goal of maintaining wild
animals in captivity is to support efforts to conserve endangered species. The purpose of these
captive breeding programmes is to create a genetic reservoir as an insurance policy should the
species become extinct or genetically compromised in the wild. Because poor animal well-
being can be a significant obstacle to reproduction, much effort is made to monitor signs of
poor adjustment to captive conditions, including assessment of stress and abnormal behaviour,
and to determine what environmental provisions are necessary to sustain the species physic-
ally and psychologically (Shepherdson, 1994; Swaisgood, 2004b). The highly endangered
giant panda makes a good case study, illustrating just how integral such efforts are for
successful captive breeding. Notorious for their reluctance to breed in captivity, earlier efforts
focused on the role of olfactory communication in promoting libido (Swaisgood et al., 2000).
However, it soon became apparent that communication alone would not solve all breeding
problems. Many pandas suffered from relatively severe stereotypies, which appeared linked to
reproductive problems. Assuming that behavioural needs were therefore not being met,
researchers set out to devise an enrichment programme with the short-term goal of reducing
stereotypies and the long-term goal of increasing reproduction (Swaisgood et al., 2005b).
Initial tests showed that simple novel objects commanded the attention of pandas living in
impoverished conditions, and performed equally well compared with enrichments devised to
create opportunities to work for food. These enrichments led to a significant reduction in
stereotypies and signs of feeding anticipation, and also promoted behavioural diversity (Swais-
good et al., 2001). These tests also shed light on the motivation underlying stereotypy per-
formance. The novel objects served no biological goal other than the opportunity to perform
behaviours and/or gather information, yet the effects of this enrichment continued into the
aftermath of the enrichment interaction, suggesting that motivation to perform stereotypies was
influenced, i.e. effects were not just the result of taking up time to perform stereotypies. From
these initial insights researchers continued to expand the enrichment programme, often
adapting it to the needs of individual animals that still failed to reproduce (Zhang et al.,
2004). Eventually, the programme included enclosure redesign, dietary change (particularly
increased bamboo feeding) and other changes in basic husbandry practices: all this to much
effect, for this breeding centre in China grew from about 25 to nearly 80 animals in the space of
a few years post-implementation of this holistic programme (Swaisgood et al., 2005a,b).
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Third, the educational role of zoos can be compromised by animals dis-
playing stereotypies: stereotypic behaviour is not a good representation of
‘natural’ behaviour, and is frequently perceived negatively by zoo visitors.
Finally, abnormal behaviours may reduce the chances of an animal surviv-
ing in the wild, or indicate other problems that may negatively impact an
animal’s chance of surviving in the wild after release (Shepherdson, 1994;
Vickery andMason, 2003). Since stereotypies are rarely, if ever, seen in the
wild, the key to resolving them clearly must reside in making appropriate
changes to the zoo environment. These kinds of changes are usually en-
compassed by a general philosophy of animal husbandry termed ‘environ-
mental enrichment’, a term now almost synonymous with efforts to
improve animal well-being in the zoo community. The purpose of this
chapter is to review the effectiveness of environmental enrichment in
reducing stereotypic behaviour in zoo animals. In Sections 9.2 and 9.3,
we discuss enrichments and how they might tackle stereotypies, before
analysing their success in practice in Section 9.4.

9.2. What is Environmental Enrichment?

Environmental enrichment is a loosely defined term that describes
actions taken to enhance the well-being of captive animals by identifying
and providing key environmental stimuli (Shepherdson, 1998). Its con-
ceptual roots can be traced back at least to the beginning of the last
century, when primatologist Yerkes (1925) emphasized that captive ani-
mals should be given opportunities for both play and ‘work’ activities
comparable to those performed by wild animals. The concepts sub-
sequently grew in sophistication with the work of zoo biologists like
Heini Hediger, Desmond Morris, Hal Markowitz and many others work-
ing in related fields. Their important contributions have been described
elsewhere in greater detail (see Shepherdson, 1998).

Environmental enrichment aims to both pre-empt and cure stereo-
typies and other welfare problems. In practice, however, it is often react-
ive, and targeted at individuals or groups with overt behavioural
problems. Examples range from naturalistic foraging tasks to objects
introduced for manipulation, play and exploration, novelty and sensory
stimulation. Social stimulation, and even training by humans (e.g. Kaste-
lein and Wiepkema, 1988), are often described as enrichment. Renovating
old and ‘sterile’ exhibits and the construction of new exhibits, with the
design goal of providing enhanced opportunities for the expression of
natural behaviour patterns, are also forms of enrichment (e.g. Little and
Sommer, 2002). The activities performed in zoos in the name of environ-
mental enrichment thus cover a multitude of innovative, imaginative
and ingenious techniques, devices and practices, and the processes of
developing and monitoring these enrichments are ever being improved
(see Box 9.2).
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Box 9.2. Enriching with SPIDER

J. BARBER and D. SHEPHERDSON

Environmental enrichment in zoos and aquaria has historically been a fairly unstructured,
grassroots movement, with news of apparent successes spread by word-of-mouth, present-
ations at zoo-oriented conferences, newsletters like Shape of Enrichment (www.enrichment.org),
and other web-based means (e.g. www.enrichmentonline.org). Enrichment goals were
often rather unclear; ‘success’ poorly defined; enrichment choices somewhat arbitrary (often
based on precedent rather than specific end results) and evaluation very subjective, with little
done to report successes or failures consistently. Recent years, however, have seen a growing
call for a more formal, goal-oriented approach (e.g. Mellen et al., 1998; Mellen and MacPhee,
2001; Shepherdson, 2002). Indeed, in North America, legislation from the U.S. Department of
Agriculture in 1991 required facilities with non-human primates to develop formal enrichment
plans, and this prompted the American Zoo and Aquarium Association (AZA) to extend this
requirement to all animals in AZA-accredited collections. Using guidelines like the ‘SPIDER’
model, the AZA proposes that this process involve: Setting goals; Planning; Implementing;
Documenting; Evaluating and Readjusting (e.g. www.animalenrichment.org).
(S) Setting goals ideally involves knowing which behaviours are important for an animal’s

health and psychological well-being. Without data on what captive wild animals really need,
this typically comes from understanding the animals’ natural history, ‘gut feelings’ and general
observations. Goals might be to provide opportunities to perform natural behaviour patterns
(e.g. providing polar bears with hay to make day-nests, analogous to the tundra beds used by
some bears in the wild); and/or to increase cognitive stimulation (perhaps via ‘non-natural
approaches’ like computer terminals, or the human–animal communication involved in
training) and/or to reduce stereotypy.
(P) Enrichment suitability needs careful consideration by keepers, curators, veterinarians

and nutritionists during planning. The impact that enrichment may have on animal welfare is
considered, but also safety, cost, space availability and visitor reactions – since these influence
what is practical. Many exhibits were not initially designed to maximize animal welfare by
current standards, and so during planning/approval there can be conflict between what is in
the best interest of the animals, and the constraints of what is possible (e.g. not having space to
house a whole pride of lions) or suitable (e.g. not wanting to feed carnivores whole carcasses
in front of visitors).
(I) Implementation is the next step. Many factors impact the effectiveness of enrichment,

including where and when the enrichment is provided, how long it is given, and to which
animals (factors which remain relatively understudied). To be effective, enrichment needs to
be varied, and scheduled in advance.
(D) Documenting is important to record the animal’s response to enrichment initiatives.

Simple records of whether an animal uses the enrichment are currently the commonest form of
documentation. More scientific information on changes to the animals’ time-budgets, and
long-term physiological and behavioural data, are recorded less often, given the time invest-
ment and resources needed. The development of multi-institutional databases is an essential
next step for the future.
(E) Evaluating effectiveness uses such records and the clearly defined goals (see ‘S’) to

determine the extent to which an enrichment is successful. Formal, objective assessments
remain, however, an underutilized aspect of all enrichment programmes.

Continued
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Positive effects of appropriate enrichment are frequently found. In
research laboratories, animals reared in more enriched environments
show a variety of brain changes, demonstrate improved learning ability,
and are less emotionally reactive and more exploratory with novel objects
and places (e.g. Renner and Rosenzweig, 1987; and Chapter 7, this vol-
ume). Animals living in enriched environments may also exhibit lower
levels of pituitary-adrenal activation, and other indices of stress (Dantzer
and Mormede, 1981; Carlstead et al., 1993). Finally, enriched environ-
ments can promote a more diverse species-typical behavioural repertoire
and a concomitant reduction in stereotypies (see previous chapters, and
reviews in Shepherdson et al., 1998). This suggests a clear role for enrich-
ment in maintaining wild species in captivity, promising to increase suc-
cessful mating and rearing of offspring, and to promote the development of
more behaviourally competent candidates for reintroduction to the wild.

9.3. Reducing Stereotypic Behaviour with Environmental Enrichment:
Principles Underlying the Practice

As discussed in this book, there are a number of potential causal factors in
the development of stereotypic behaviour. Although all could be invoked
to explain cases of stereotypy in zoos, some are probably more relevant
than others. Some stereotypies in zoo animals doubtless stem from CNS
pathology due to factors such as abnormal development (cf. Chapters 6
and 7, this volume); while others may occur as a direct consequence of
veterinary health problems (e.g. dermatitis-induced stereotypic grooming,
Virga, 2003; see also Chapter 10). However, zoo stereotypic behaviours are
typically considered to be induced by an animal’s current environment,
and via the following potential causal factors:

1. Frustrated motivations to perform specific behaviours

Hughes and Duncan (1998) proposed that animals may suffer, and develop
stereotypies, in situations where they are motivated to perform behaviours
but are frustrated from performing them (see also Box 1.1 in Chapter 1;
and Chapters 2–4, this volume). They focused on appetitive behaviour,
i.e. behaviour patterns that precede and enable an animal to acquire a

Box 9.2. Continued

(R) The final step requires readjustments so that enrichment initiatives remain (or become)
effective. For example, enrichment can succeed or fail for many reasons – depending on which
animal it is given to, in the presence of which conspecific, where, or at what time. Some may
simply fail to evoke the desired behavioural response. Creativity, knowledge of the individual
animals, and a clear understanding of behavioural goals are the keys to success here.
As a process, SPIDER ideally guides the implementation of knowledge on a day-to-day

basis, to realize the true value of enrichment. It is a long way from the scientific experiments
reported in Chapters 2–8 of this book, but still represents a major advance, and perhaps could
even yield future data for further meta-analyses like those presented in this chapter.
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certain resource or attain a particular state (such as access to a conspecific,
a resting place, a cooler microclimate or food). However, frustrated
consummatory behaviour, e.g. ingestion, can also be important. For
instance, high levels of feeding motivation associated with insufficient nutri-
ent intake can, quite independently of opportunities to perform foraging
behaviours, lead to stereotypy performance (e.g. Rushen, 2003; Chapter 2,
this volume). In this case, both the stereotypy and the behaviours directed to
effective enrichments often seem to be analogues of the specific frustrated
natural behaviour (e.g. Shepherdson et al., 1993; Swaisgood et al., 2001; see
also Box 1.1, Chapter 1).

2. Paucity of behavioural opportunities
Zoo environments have traditionally provided few challenges, leaving
animals with large amounts of free time and no appropriate behaviour
with which to fill that time (e.g. Carlstead, 1996). This may cause
or enhance stereotypies either through reduced behavioural competition
(due to few competing activities; see e.g. Chapters 2 and 4 on ‘channel-
ling’), or by encouraging animals to perform stereotypies to self-stimulate,
e.g. to increase arousal to some optimal level (see Berkson and Mason,
1964; Mason, 1991).

3. Lack of sensory stimulation
Zoo environments may offer relatively little to perceive as well as to do;
furthermore, the stimulation they provide may be very unvarying and
predictable (e.g. Chapter 7, this volume). Animals in such stimulus-poor
environments may either reduce activity and stimulus-seeking behaviour,
or seek out stimulation, again perhaps through stereotypy (e.g. Carlstead,
1996). Furthermore, repeated behaviours may become more stereotyped
in form if the environment does not cause them to be varied (again see
Chapters 2 and 4 on ‘channelling’).

4. Stress
Stress is defined as: (i) the animal’s perception of a threat that challenges
internal homeostasis; and (ii) the behavioural and physiological adjust-
ments that the organism undergoes to avoid or adapt to the stressor and
return to homeostasis (Moberg and Mench, 2000; and Chapter 8, this
volume). Several aspects of the zoo environment may be a source of stress
to zoo animals. Humans, nearby predator species (e.g. Carlstead et al.,
1993), confinement with potentially aggressive conspecifics (Wieleb-
nowski et al., 2002a), and ambient noise levels (Owen et al., 2004) all
cause signs of stress. This may be exacerbated if the animal has no control
over its exposure to stress, nor any othermeans of coping. Stressmay result
when animals do not have control over salient environmental factors,
either reinforcing or aversive, i.e. where access to resources and even
stimulus feedback is no longer contingent upon behaviour (e.g. Sambrook
and Buchanan-Smith, 1997; Markowitz and Aday, 1998). Increasing the
degree of control animals have over their environments may thus be one
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mechanism by which more complex environments tend to reduce
stress and result in psychologically healthier animals (Wemelsfelder,
1993). Cabib (Chapter 8, this volume) discusses one way in which stress
may cause stereotypies. A further, functional hypothesis for a link
between stress and stereotypies is that paradoxically, animals under
stress may stereotype to reduce arousal to an optimal level (e.g. Mason,
1991; Carlstead, 1996; Mason and Latham, 2004; also Chapter 6, this
volume).

Based on these putative causal factors, a number of enrichment ‘strat-
egies’ have evolved to guide efforts to reduce stereotypic behaviour. These
strategies can be categorized as follows:

1. Mimicking nature
Almost a philosophical stance, this principle has long played a major role
in zoo enrichment (e.g. Hutchins et al., 1984). The aim is to stimulate
natural behaviours or try to mimic specific environmental factors import-
ant in the wild (dens, food items, social groupings, increased space, etc.).
The essence of this approach is that since species have evolved over many
generations to survive and thrive in their wild habitat, mimicking nature
should satisfy their motivational needs (see Section 9.3(1), earlier). Mim-
icking nature could also affect stereotypic behaviour through the other
mechanisms listed above. However, this is a ‘scatter shot’ approach: it
does not really seek to address a specific frustrated motivation, but rather
hopes that providing a more natural environment will satisfy psycho-
logical needs whatever they are. Veasy et al. (1996) outline the drawbacks
of an overly simplistic application of this concept, especially if the im-
plicit assumption is that everything in the wild is good for well-being.
Since this is obviously not the case, we are generally left with little
guidance as to which characteristics or behaviours of the wild environ-
ment should be mimicked and which should not, and therefore enrich-
ment practitioners typically resort to informed intuition.

2. Increasing the physical complexity of the environment
Specifically increasing physical, and temporal, complexity – without ne-
cessarily mimicking nature – may add biologically relevant information to
an animal’s enclosure, resulting in increased opportunities for exploration
and sensory stimulation, and perhaps alleviating sub-optimally low
arousal (Renner and Rosenzweig, 1987; Carlstead, 1996). It can thus pro-
vide hitherto absent behavioural opportunities through increased diversity
of substrates and physical structures. By providing a context within which
an animal can learn to increase its chance of achieving a desired goal
through the performance of appropriate behaviour, it can potentially pro-
vide greater contingency or control (thence reducing stress).

3. Increasing sensory stimulation
If sensory stimulus deprivation is suspected, then modifications to
the environment can be used to increase sensory stimulation per se
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(Carlstead, 1996). Changes to the environment may be similar to those for
increasing complexity, but greater emphasis is placed on stimulating the
five senses. For example, scents can be introduced, noises made, visual
complexity added (even video images have been tried), food varied in
texture and/or taste, and substrates added to provide varied tactile feed-
back. Social interactions may also function to increase sensory stimula-
tion (e.g. via allogrooming, olfactory stimuli, etc.).

4. Meeting specific frustrated motivations
This principle is essentially a refinement of mimicking nature, but with
the primary objective being to elicit the performance of specific behav-
iours. In practice, foraging behaviours are the most frequently targeted in
this category. These are appetitive behaviours judged particularly likely
to be important because they are essential for daily survival in the wild
(thence likely to be highly motivated), and most species spend most of
their waking hours foraging in nature. However, zoo animals often are fed
highly prepared diets that do not allow them to employ natural search,
acquisition and processing behaviours; and many observations do link
feeding and foraging with stereotypies (e.g. Falk, 1977; Carlstead, 1996;
Rushen, 2003; Young, 2003; and Chapters 2 and 3, this volume).

5. Removing sources of stress or providing coping options
In many cases the form and timing of the behaviour itself may indicate the
source of stress or frustration, and in these cases enrichment may consist
of removing the stressor or providing the animal with a means of coping
with the stressor. For example, leopard cats stressed by the close proxim-
ity of predators had lower corticoid and pacing levels when provided
with appropriate hiding places (Carlstead et al., 1993; see also Chapter 3,
this volume).

6. Providing enrichments that give the animal control
Markowitz (e.g. Markowitz and Aday, 1998) is best known for pioneering
this approach to enrichment. Over the years he and his co-workers have
engineered numerous devices that re-establish contingency between be-
haviour and various consequences. As an example, food delivery can be
made contingent upon the animal chasing artificial prey. This approach
has been extended to include numerous other control options in the cap-
tive environment (also reviewed in Sambrook andBuchanan-Smith, 1997).

These categories of enrichment strategy are neither exhaustive nor
mutually exclusive. A complex environment is likely, for example, to
contain more options for control and coping with stress, to increase
sensory stimulation, and to promote opportunities to perform behaviours
that meet specific motivational needs. To the extent that the increased
complexity is ‘natural’, complex environments may also mimic nature.
Furthermore, multiple strategies often are implemented together (in an
‘everything-but-the-kitchen-sink’ approach). Thus isolating and under-
standing the effects of these different strategies is in practice a daunting
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task.Yet ifwe are really to understandhowenrichmentworks and explain the
differential efficacy between enrichment strategies, this must be done. In the
literature analysis that follows, we have made a first attempt to do just this.

If implementing enrichments involves some challenges (see Box 9.1),
then research on enrichments involves even more. Zoos are not primarily
research institutions, and controlled experiments are challenging both
practically and ethically (Swaisgood et al., 2003b). Animals have to be
available to display to the public, and to undergo veterinary procedures
and many other events that may jeopardize a closely controlled experi-
mental design. Sample sizes are often small, and animals within an
enclosure are not statistically independent. Also, it may not be ethical
to continue with conditions that are clearly not helping or, conversely, to
return to baseline conditions when the experimental condition has
proved effective (see Chapter 10 for similar issues facing vets dealing
with companion animals). However, in spite of these problems, many
attempts have been made and published to evaluate the effectiveness of
enrichment in zoo animals. It is these we utilize below.

9.4. What can we Learn about Enrichment and Stereotypy
from an Analysis of Published Zoo-based Research?

9.4.1. Our literature review and analysis: methods

A review of the literature can provide insights into how zoo practitioners
tackle stereotypy with enrichment, and move us one step closer to under-
standing what works in practice. Here we share results from a quantitative
analysis of zoo-based published literature, and draw additional insights
from the specifics of some case studies.

For this analysis, we reviewed all papers published between 1990 and
2003 in three peer-reviewed journals: Animal Welfare, Applied Animal
Behaviour Science and Zoo Biology, where most peer-reviewed zoo en-
richment studies are published. Where appropriate, we refer to studies
published elsewhere, but the statistical analysis stems from only these
papers, to avoid possible biases associated with the ‘file drawer’ approach
(Lipsey and Wilson, 2001). We included only publications meeting the
following criteria: (i) the animals were studied in two different situations
that varied in terms of enrichment quality (i.e. control versus enriched);
(ii) the performance of stereotypies was quantitatively measured and
mean values were reported; and (iii) the study was conducted at a zoo-
logical park, aquarium or conservation breeding centre. Studies at bio-
medical research facilities were not included in this analysis (though see
Box 9.3 for the types of insight they can generate). We found 18 publica-
tions meeting these criteria, but our sample size was increased to 23
because some papers included more than one study or reported results
from two or more species. We refer to these 23 samples as ‘studies’. This
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small number of peer-reviewed studies may seem disappointing, but this
again speaks of the difficulty of carrying out first-rate research in a zoo
environment.

Before proceeding, some caveats on the analysis are necessary. First,
some of our data are not fully independent, for example, when two or
more species are given the same enrichment test at the same facility.
Second, our sample does not come from a random sample of zoo animals,
but instead emphasizes carnivores (6 ursids, 5 felids) and primates (5),
with 6 others coming from disparate taxa (3 seals, 1 elephant, 1 giraffe and
1 conure). It seems likely that these species are either more prone to

Box 9.3. The Effects of Enrichment in Biomedical Facilities: Some Insights into their Effects on
Laboratory Primates’ Stereotypies

M.A. NOVAK, J.S. MEYER, C. LUTZ, S. TIEFENBACHER, J. GIMPEL and G. MASON

In biomedical research laboratories, non-human primates are often kept in groups or pairs in
indoor facilities, and more rarely, in individual cages, a housing treatment particularly linked
with stereotypy (Chapter 6, this volume). In these various conditions, which environmental
enrichments reduce abnormal behaviour, and how might they act? Non-human primate data
yield two take-home messages relevant to this chapter. First, very different forms of enrich-
ments can be similarly effective at reducing abnormal behaviour. Second, sometimes some
abnormal behaviours but not others are affected by a given enrichment.
To illustrate the first issue, in individually housed rhesus monkeys, self-directed abnormal

behaviour can be reduced by exposure to a ‘musical feeder box’ (Line et al., 1990), placement
in an enriched playpen (Bryant et al., 1988) and adding a conspecific companion (Eaton et al.,
1994); while stereotypic pacing and other whole-body stereotypies can be decreased by
providing a foraging/grooming board (Bayne et al., 1991), a food puzzle feeder (Novak et al.,
1998), or substantially larger novel cages (Draper and Bernstein, 1963; Paulk et al., 1977).
Similarly in group-housed rhesus monkeys, adding foraging opportunities (by scattering food
in litter) to a standard cage, or increasing space allowance and climbing opportunities, both
effectively reduce stereotypic pacing, and to equal degrees (Gimpel, 2005). Together, such
findings suggest either that very diverse enrichments share a common important feature, such
as stress-reduction (Chapter 8, this volume), or instead that different enrichments act to tackle
stereotypies in varying, quite different ways (see this chapter for a list of likely means).
Turning to the issue of differential effectiveness on different forms of abnormal behaviour, in

three of the above studies of single-housed primates, enrichments successfully reduced whole-
body stereotypies, but failed to affect the self-directed abnormalities such as self-injurious
behaviour (Paulk et al., 1977; Bayne et al., 1991; Novak et al., 1998). Similarly in group-
housed rhesus monkeys, while extra space or foraging substrates reduced pacing, they failed to
reduce body-rocking or self-directed behaviours (Gimpel, 2005). This finding could indicate
that different types of environmental deficit are responsible for different types of abnormal
behaviour, in which case trying yet further diverse types of enrichment should prove effective
(see above for successful attempts to reduce self-directed stereotypies). Alternatively, it could
indicate that some abnormal behaviours are inherently harder than others to tackle, perhaps
because they are pathologies induced by early experience rather than direct products of
the current environment. Note, however, that even such pathologies may eventually
slowly respond to changes in housing, when these changes are sustained and appropriate
(Chapter 6, this volume).
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stereotypy or that zoo biologists are more concerned about their welfare – a
form of ‘targeting’ that we return to later in this chapter. Third, the sample
sizes for these studies are small (median ¼ 4, range ¼ 1–11). Fourth, a
further shortcoming is that many studies used several different forms of
enrichment simultaneously: often a veritable laundry list of enrichments is
used. Such approaches can offer little insight into the underlying basis for
stereotypy performance and its alleviation – they often address all four
putative causal factors underlying stereotypy, and indeed this is probably
precisely why such tactics are chosen. And herein lies the conundrum for
zoo-based research on enrichment: zoo practitioners, generally speaking,
are looking out for the welfare of their own animals first and foremost, and
often the solution to ‘problem behaviours’ must be found quickly. These
priorities do not lend themselves to the kind of careful experimental
designs that tease out the various hypotheses to explain stereotypy and
the effects of enrichment. Thus in our sample, 13 of 23 studies suffered
from the use of many diverse enrichments, making our task of identifying
‘what works and what does not’ exceedingly difficult.

To obtain a comparable dependent variable, we took the following
approach. Data reported in the original articles were in the form of simple
percent time stereotyping before and after enrichment, which we used to
calculate the percent change in stereotypy to standardize the measure (see
Box 9.4 for some relevant measurement issues here). Thus, a reduction in
stereotypy from 4% time to 2% time would be equivalent to a reduction
from 10% to 5%. This method is analogous in form to calculation of ‘effect
size’ using standard literature meta-analysis techniques (Lipsey and Wil-
son, 2001), with the exception that we did not correct for bias arising from
varying sample sizes in different studies. The formula for this correction
requires knowledge of the standard error, which was reported in only a
subset of the papers in our review. However, because paper sample sizes in
our analysis were small and varied little, giving each study equal weight in
the analysis probably introduces little bias. Although some authors
reported different forms of stereotypy (e.g. locomotor, oral, repetitive
movements), many reported results on composite stereotypies – an amal-
gamation of several stereotypic forms. While clearly much is to be learned
by an analysis of stereotypic forms that may vary in underlying motivation
(e.g. Mason, 1993; see also Chapters 2–4, this volume), our data therefore
did not permit this. Thus, all forms of stereotypywere lumped for analysis.

Our independent variable of interest – enrichment type – categorized
enrichment according to the following dimensions. First, to evaluate
whether enrichment targeted at feeding motivation was more effective,
we categorized enrichment as feeding only, non-feeding only or a mix of
both. Examples of non-feeding enrichment include enclosure modifica-
tions and provision of manipulable objects. Within the category of feeding
enrichment, we classified the enrichment further by what kind of foraging
behaviour was promoted – searching, extracting or processing. Second, we
tried to determine which enrichment strategies worked better than others.
We originally discussed six enrichment strategies or principles used in
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practice: mimicking nature; increasing environmental complexity or sens-
ory stimulation; enabling specific motivated behaviours; reducing stress
and giving animals control or contingency. These were based on the mo-
tivational principles discussed in Section 9.3. Of these categories, only
four were amenable to analysis; however, two – (5) removing the source of
stress and (6) providing enrichments that give animals control – were

Box 9.4. Evaluating Stereotypy Frequency in Enrichment Studies: Different Methods Lead to
Different Conclusions

S. VICKERY

Studies to determine the effect of environmental enrichment on stereotypies can differ in how
they evaluate stereotypy frequency. For example, stereotypy might be measured as a propor-
tion of all observations made across all hours (‘Method 1’) (e.g. Carlstead et al., 1991;
Shepherdson et al., 1993; Grindrod and Cleaver, 2001); as a proportion of observations
made during the period immediately after providing the enrichment (‘Method 2’) (e.g. Bloom-
strand et al., 1986; Powell, 1995; Tepper et al., 1999; Swaisgood et al., 2001: in these studies,
observation periods ranged between 30 min and 2 h after providing enrichments); or as a
proportion of all observations, controlling for the time an animal spends interacting with the
enrichment (‘Method 3’) (e.g. Swaisgood et al., 2001; Vickery, 2003). But do these three
methods lead to the same conclusions?
Data were collected during an enrichment experiment involving 14 individually caged

bears (8 Asiatic black bears (Ursus thibetanus: 4<, 4,), and 6 Malayan sun bears (Helarctos
malayanus: 4<, 2,)), and analysed using these three different methods (Vickery, 2003). The
enrichment experiment comprised five stages: ‘Pre’ – a 10-day pre-enrichment baseline; ‘Ob1’
– a 7-day object-only enrichment stage (e.g. cage furniture, heavy-duty plastic containers,
straw); ‘Obþfd’ – a 7-day stage of object (as ‘Ob1’) plus food enrichment (e.g. whole
coconuts, hidden food); ‘Ob2’ – an exact replicate of ‘Ob1’ and ‘Post’ – a 10-day post-
enrichment baseline. During each stage, the bears’ behaviour was observed between 0700
and 1800 h by scan-sampling from observation hides.
The three different methods of evaluating changes in stereotypy led to quite different

conclusions as to the enrichments’ effectiveness. When the measure used was total daily
stereotypy (Method 1), only object enrichments had a near significant effect, and only during
their first week of provision (GLM for ‘Ob1’ versus baseline: F1,11 ¼ 4.51; P ¼ 0.057). When
only stereotypy in the first hour after enrichment presentation was considered (Method 2), only
foraging enrichments were effective (GLM for ‘Obþfd’ versus baseline: F1,11 ¼ 9.09; P ¼
0.012). When stereotypy was assessed controlling for time spent using the enrichments
(Method 3), no effects at all were found. Therefore, these three different methods of evaluating
stereotypy clearly measure quite different things, and rank the enrichments differently. Differ-
ences between Methods 1 and 2, and Method 3 probably arose because only the latter controls
for effects due to time occupation/behavioural substitution, while differences between
Methods 1 and 2 are probably due to Method 2 overemphasizing the efficacy of enrichments
that are used most when first introduced. However, it is not clear which of these methods
reveals the most about an animal’s welfare; and these results also suggest that it will often not
be valid to compare enrichment studies or attempt to draw general conclusions from them if
their methods of quantifying stereotypy frequency differ.
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excluded because they occurred too infrequently and/or it was difficult to
determine the degree to which they applied to a given study.

We evaluated each of the 23 studies, ranking them on a four-point
scale for the four remaining categories:

1. Mimicking nature
By far the most frequent principle alluded to in the zoo enrichment
literature is the need to model captive environments after the stimuli
and behavioural opportunities present in nature. We tried to estimate
the extent to which the captive environment mimicked what would be
found in the wild for the species.

2. Increasing environmental complexity
Often enrichment practitioners attempt tomake the environmentmore com-
plex, varying the number and types of objects, stimuli and behavioural
opportunities, without paying much attention to what is ‘natural’. Indeed,
practitionersmayhope that artificial itemsserveasa functionalanalogues for
more natural ones (Forthman-Quick, 1984; Swaisgood et al., 2003a). Com-
plexity is a difficult concept (Sambrook and Buchanan-Smith, 1997). One
method is to sum the number of ‘features’ it takes to describe the enclosure,
but this only yields a facade of quantification. We took a more subjective
approach, summing the enrichment changes that appeared to increase
biologically relevant aspects of the environment. On a practical level these
aspects were the only ones regularly described by authors. Indeed given the
problem of quantifying complexity, Sambrook and Buchanan-Smith (1997)
conclude that ‘a subjective estimate is probably sufficient’ (p. 208).

3. Increasing sensory stimulation
This category overlaps somewhat with (2), but the emphasis is on provid-
ing multiple stimuli for different sensory modalities. Several studies
scored high in (2) but low in (3), suggesting redundancy was not too
problematic in practice.

4. Enabling highly motivated natural behaviours
Most examples here dealt with attempts to increase foraging behaviour. For
analysis, we evaluated studies based on how much animals were chal-
lenged to work for food, in terms of effort expended by the animals (see
also our previous paragraph on feeding and non-feeding enrichments).

We analysed the effects of enrichment type with a two-way ANOVA,
with enrichment category as one factor and taxonomic group (carnivore,
primate, other) included as a blocking variable to reduce any statistical
noise or confounding effects of phylogeny (see e.g. Box 3.2, Chapter 3, this
volume). Our results are given below. Note that because of the limitations
to our data-set, these are presented in the spirit of exploration, hopefully
driving future hypothesis-generation and testing.
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9.4.2. Results I: what kinds of enrichments were used?

As we noted in our methods, zoo enrichment practitioners often used a
diverse array of enrichments. Below we describe briefly some of these
enrichments before proceeding to the analysis.

In one type of enrichment commonly used, major permanent changes to
exhibits were made or altogether new exhibits were built. Often live vegeta-
tion such as grass, bushes and trees were planted extensively or other natur-
alistic items such as logs, stumps, branches, stones, rock ledges, artificial
vines, wading pools, substrate (e.g. leaves, dirt) and so forth were added.
These sorts of enhancements allow animals to climb, explore, dig, dirt-bathe
and generally stimulate sensory input and provide opportunities for physical
exercise and locomotor play. They also give animals some basic choices, for
example, to seek sunor shade for thermoregulation, to take cover fromvisitors
or other nearby animals or to seek a spotwhere they canviewpotential threats
from a safe position above ground (see Forthman et al., 1995; Poole, 1998).

The second common type of enrichmentwas theprovisioning ofmanipu-
lable objects, usually on a temporary basis. Different objects, such as plastic
balls, fresh branches, egg cartons, cardboard boxes and so forth are rotated
through the enclosures on an irregular basis. Feeding enrichments, the last
main typeused inzoos,were similarlydiverse.Generally speaking, thedesign
attempted to encourage one or more aspects of natural foraging behaviour.
Some were designed to increase the amount of time the animal spent search-
ing for the food, for example, by scattering the food around or hiding it under
or on topof objects in the enclosure. Forpredators, liveor simulatedpreywere
used to stimulate capture behaviour. A number of clever methods were used
to increase opportunities for animals to extract their food. Small food items
were placed inpuzzle feeders – hollowwooden or plastic objectswith holes –
forcing the animal to manipulate the feeder to get the food to fall through the
holes. Foodmay also be frozen in ice blocks, requiring the animal to bite away
the ice to get to the food. In one case, chimpanzeeswere givenhoneypotswith
20 different tools such as string andwire brushes, used to extract the honey in
a taskdesigned tomimic the ‘ant-fishing’ behaviour seen innature (Celli et al.,
2003). Finally, some enrichmentswere designed to enhance the handling and
processing behaviours occurring just before consumption, for example, by
adding browse or whole carcasses to the diet.

As mentioned briefly in the methods, many zoo enrichment practi-
tioners used a wide variety of these enrichments simultaneously. This
‘everything-but-the-kitchen-sink’ approach can produce dramatic results.
In one example (Grindrod and Cleaver, 2001), enrichments for common
seals included bottles, boxes, balls, trays, buoys, wood blocks, ice blocks,
mirrors, water spray, fountains, music, floating mats, islands, fish pulled
across the water and self-propelled bottles containing fish. Most of these
were given with and without fish hidden in or around the enrichment. It
is not surprising that these enrichments effected a reduction in stereotypy
from about 65% to 23% of the animals’ time. Clearly this strategy worked
well in this case. It is also an example of the creativity and energy used
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to recreate environments for zoo animals. But what aspects of it specifically
worked?It isdifficult todetermine.Wasitmostlyduetothewoodblocks?Were
hidden fish the key? This is a good example of excellent enrichment, but with
a relatively poor transfer of information to other facilities hoping to improve
the welfare of their animals. Short of reproducing the entire programme,
one does not learn how to use enrichments to achieve the desired effect.

Our hunch had been that such pragmatic ‘everything-but-the-kitchen-
sink’ approaches were most often adopted when there was a large prob-
lem to be solved. This was confirmed in our data-set when we determined
whether multiple and diverse environmental changes were made simul-
taneously (e.g. was the whole enclosure renovated and altered in many
ways?) or whether just a single strategy was taken (e.g. was a single or a set
of similar feeder devices or manipulable objects added?). In the studies
where many and diverse changes were made, animals performed stereo-
typies for significantly more time pre-enrichment (N¼ 13, mean ¼ 26.4%)
than in studies where only few changes were made (N¼ 10, mean¼ 7.9%,
F19 ¼ 4.8, P ¼ 0.04). This suggests that enrichment practitioners throw
more enrichment at animals displaying greater problems.

9.4.3. Results II: how well did enrichments work?

The most important question to begin with is, simply, does zoo enrich-
ment work? Our cross-study analysis of effect size shows that – at least in
these published studies – zoo enrichment works and it works quite well
(Fig. 9.1; repeated measures ANOVA: F1,20 ¼ 20.6, P ¼ 0.0002 with
Greenhouse–Geisser adjustment to correct for correlation of repeated
measures). Among carnivores, primates and other species, a reduction
in stereotypy performance of between 50% and 60% was observed
following the onset of the enrichment programme. However, it is also
essential to point out that in no case was stereotypy completely abolished.
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Fig. 9.1. Zoo enrichments significantly reduce stereotypy performance in various
species. Y-axis values represent the mean of study means (for all individuals included
in the study) for percent time spent performing stereotypies.
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One possible concern is that these observed effects may be merely short
term, and that once the novelty has worn off, the stereotypy levels will return
to pre-enrichment levels. If this is the case, our results will overstate the real
effectiveness of enrichment. To test this notion, we reasoned that studies of
longer duration should give subjects more time for habituation. However, we
found no such negative relationship between study duration and percent
change in stereotypy following enrichment. In fact, we found the opposite
i.e. that longer studies were associated with greater enrichment efficacy,
although this effect was marginally non-significant (r 2 ¼ 0.17, P ¼ 0.06;
median ¼ 4.5 months; range ¼ 0.5–16 months). These results indicate that
the enrichment effects were fairly robust to habituation, perhaps because so
many enrichments were comprehensive in scope (see earlier).

9.4.4. Results III: did some kinds of enrichment work better than others?

9.4.4.1. Feeding versus non-feeding enrichments

Of equal importance is to determine what kind of enrichments work.
Although this may vary with taxon (see below), it is instructive to take a
first look across all the species in our sample to see if any certain class of
enrichment stands out. This is justifiable because most of the theories for
why enrichment reduces stereotypy apply to most species. This may
provide insight into generalized underlying factors associated with
stereotypy performance in zoo animals.

As discussed above, this analysis was compromised by the fact that in
many studies, several different forms of enrichment were given. One
comparison we can make without such obfuscation is between enrich-
ments that were based on feeding, non-feeding or a combination of both.
Each study can be clearly classified into one of these three categories.
Given the predominance of the concept of feeding motivation in stereo-
typy performance and enrichment, one might predict that enrichments
with food are more effective than those without.

In our sample, however, this was not the case (Fig. 9.2). Feeding, non-
feeding or a combination of the two were all equally effective at reducing
stereotypies, in each case by 56–58% (F3,15 ¼ 0.48, P ¼ 0.63). Although
taxonomic groupwas included in themodel as a blocking variable to reduce
taxon effects on the results, it is possible that some taxa were more likely to
receive feeding enrichment than others. However, Table 9.1 suggests that
this is not the case, with carnivores, primates and other orders being equally
likely to ‘attract’ feeding enrichment from their caretakers. It may still be the
case, however, that caretakers are tailoring their enrichments to suit the
problem they are trying to solve – an issue we return to below.

9.4.4.2. Feeding enrichment: a closer look

Analysis of more specific details of enrichment strategies may uncover
some patterns. To examine this possibility, we further categorized each
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study of feeding enrichment according to the type of behaviour promoted:
search, extract, process or mixed. It is also possible – in most cases – to
determine whether feeding enrichment involved a change in the actual
diet or just a change in the presentation of food.

Examination of Fig. 9.3 suggests that the type of feeding task may
affect its success at reducing stereotypy levels, with extraction behaviours
being less successful at reducing stereotypies. However, all extraction
tasks were given to primates (Table 9.1), so feeding task is confounded
with taxonomic order. From this we can see that in the three cases in
which feeding enrichments were given to primates – all extraction tasks –
they performed poorly. By contrast, in the remaining studies where pri-
mates were given non-feeding enrichments (major exhibit changes), there
was almost 90% reduction in stereotypies. However, these studies with
primates are particularly difficult to interpret because pre-enrichment
levels of stereotypy fell in the range of 1–3% of the total activity budget,
far less than for other groups (see Figs 9.1 and 9.4): thus taxon and prior
stereotypy level were confounded. Similarly, all search tasks were given
to carnivores, thus again confounding feeding task with taxonomic group.
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Fig. 9.2. Enrichments with and without food did not differ in terms of their effectiveness
in reducing stereotypy performance.

Table 9.1. The frequency with which different taxonomic groups received feeding and
non-feeding enrichment or a combination of both.

Feeding Non-feeding Both Total

Carnivore 8 3 0 11
Primate 3 1 2 6
Other 2 0 4 6
Total 13 4 6 23

Search Extract Process Mixed Total

Carnivore 4 0 1 2 7
Primate 0 3 0 0 3
Other 0 0 2 0 2
Total 4 3 3 2 12
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Thus overall, it is unsurprising that the statistical model which controls
for such taxonomic effects, does not even approach significance for the
effects of feeding task on enrichment efficacy (F2,7 ¼ 0.53, P ¼ 0.61).

To understand fully how feeding enrichments influenced stereotypy
performance, it is necessary to know whether these enrichments involved
a dietary change or whether diet remained unchanged while opportun-
ities for feeding behaviours changed. The observed effects of any feeding
enrichment may result from improved nutrition, meeting ethological
needs to forage or both. Unfortunately, the authors did not always state
whether food used in enrichment involved a change in diet, so it was
impossible to test this. To distinguish between nutritional and ethological
needs hypotheses, it will be necessary for authors to report changes in
diet. Even so, there will be many instances where nutritional and behav-
ioural changes will occur together for many feeding enrichments. For
example, Stoinski et al. (2000) replaced the normal feed for elephants,
Bermuda hay, with an equal dry weight of natural browse, which dramat-
ically changes both diet and foraging behaviours (cf. Chapter 2, this
volume). This experimental constraint will be common in most studies
designed to increase the processing component (see below) of feeding
behaviour, whereas increasing search and extraction time can be easily
manipulated without changing diet. Thus, the role of processing behav-
iour, such as handling and mastication, will be more difficult to distin-
guish from nutritional needs. Future studies should strive to change the
amount of processing work without changing nutritional content.

9.4.4.3. The role of enrichment strategies

As outlined in Section 9.3, enrichment could address four potential
causes of stereotypy – sustainedmotivations to perform specific behaviours;
the paucity of behavioural opportunities; a lack of sensory stimulation;
and stress. As a result of this, several enrichment strategies or principles
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Fig. 9.3. Enrichments promoting different forms of foraging behaviour did not differ in
terms of their effectiveness in reducing stereotypy performance. Although extraction of
food appears least effective here, this effect can be explained more parsimoniously by
taxonomic effects (see text). (The y-axis ¼ % change in stereotypy.)
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are used in practice: mimicking nature; increasing environmental com-
plexity or sensory stimulation; enabling specific motivated behaviours;
reducing stress and giving animals control or contingency. Of these six
categories, we could assess the first four.

There are several caveats. Although we tried to be as objective and
consistent as possible when ranking studies according to these principles,
there is inevitably a subjective component to how studies were scored.
Since the studies were not designed to manipulate just one of these
principles/strategies, we cannot compare a relatively pure manipulation
of ethological needs with a relatively pure manipulation of physical
complexity. Therefore, the tests that follow compare one type of enrich-
ment to the combined effects of all other forms of enrichment in the
sample, not to control or to baseline conditions. Surprisingly, our analysis
found no association between the evaluated scale of any of the four
enrichment principles and the percent change in stereotypy (ANCOVA
with taxon as blocking variable: F1,18 < 0.74, P > 0.41). Even studies
rated highly across several principles did not fare better than those with
low ratings. The fact that none of the tests even approached significance
suggests that these measures of enrichment properties have little bearing
on how effective enrichment is at reducing stereotypy. Alternatively,
researchers could have tailored the enrichments to the specific problems
seen in their study subjects, an issue we return to later.

9.4.5. Results IV: taxonomic effects on enrichment and stereotypy revisited

Do some taxonomic groups spend more time performing stereotypies than
others? Clearly, different species have markedly different evolutionary
histories, biological make-up, life history characteristics and behavioural
temperaments. To the extent that these characteristics are shared by
related species, we might find that some groups are prone to perform
stereotypy at higher levels (see e.g. Chapter 3, this volume, on carnivores).
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Fig. 9.4. Baseline proportion of time spent performing stereotypies before enrichment
manipulations for different taxonomic groups.
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It certainly appears that taxa differ in their typical forms of stereotypy, as
we saw in Chapter 1, Fig. 1.2. For this analysis, we examined only the data
for pre-enrichment periods, and found that taxon did significantly affect
stereotypy performance (F3,20 ¼ 6.0, P ¼ 0.009; Fig. 9.4), with primates
being the least stereotypy-prone in our sample. Among the carnivores, cats
spent more time stereotyping than bears (22.6% versus 12.4%) (see Chapter
3 for a more detailed analysis of species-differences within the Carnivora).

Onemight speculate that the social housing prevalent for primatesmakes
them less vulnerable to stereotypy (Chapter 6, this volume), but the ‘other’
group also containedmostly socially housed animals that also displayed high
stereotypy levels. Further speculation on potential taxon-specific causes of
stereotypy seems imprudent with this limited data-set, though.

By contrast, these taxonomic groups did not differ in their response to
enrichment. We found no differences in the percent change in stereotypy
levels from pre-enrichment control periods to enrichment (F3,19 ¼ 0.29, P
¼ 0.75; Fig. 9.5). Enrichment effected a 50–60% reduction in stereotypy
performance for each of the three taxonomic groups. Thus, we conclude
that enrichment as currently used is effective regardless of taxonomic
affiliation, and also that pre-enrichment stereotypy levels do not deter-
mine how effective enrichment will be.

9.5. Conclusions and Directions for Future Research

What lessons can we learn from this first, and somewhat preliminary,
systematic analysis of the zoo literature on stereotypy and enrichment?

First, our results suggest that environmental enrichment does effect-
ively reduce stereotypy in zoo animals, at least in those studies that are
published in refereed journals. The good news was that in our sample,
enrichment on average halved the time spent performing stereotypies.
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Fig. 9.5. The percent reduction in stereotypy performance following enrichment in
different taxonomic groups.
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Clearly zoo enrichment practitioners are doing something right, and one
cannot help but be impressed by the creativity and diversity of effort
found in these enrichment programmes.

With such dramatic reductions, this result also offers great promise, by
suggesting that most stereotypies in zoos are not yet neurally ‘hard-wired’
and that they are still responsive to positive environmental change – even
though subjects were typically adult animals with pre-existing stereo-
typies (cf. e.g. Chapter 7; see Mason and Latham, 2004; see also Chapter
10, this volume).

Furthermore, as far as we could tell, such effects were not just trans-
ient and just due to novelty alone. Indeed longer-lasting enrichments
tended to have greater, not lesser, effects. This could be because longer-
lasting enrichment studies may have been better planned and executed,
given the long-term investment, or perhaps because some stereotypies are
resilient to enrichment and the cumulative effects of long-term enrich-
ment produce stronger effects.

However, a third finding, lest we be too joyful in our successes, was
that in no case was stereotypy completely abolished. This may indicate
that the enrichments used were always insufficient to tackle all under-
lying motivations to perform stereotypies. Perhaps we still do not under-
stand fully the underlying motivations for stereotypy in zoo animals. Or
alternatively, could stereotypies be both easily influenced by environ-
mental context yet not be fully extinguishable because of some neural
habit or a form of CNS dysfunction (cf. Chapters 5–8, this volume)? The
answer to this question seems unknown. Stereotypy abolishment, though
rare, has been reported (Mason, 1991; see also Chapter 10, this volume), but
there has been no systematic effort to evaluate the context in which abolish-
ment occurs. Large-scale change in basic husbandry and environment is the
most likely candidate to reduce stereotypies to nil in zoo environments. In
one instructive example, a male giant panda was moved from a small,
relatively barren pen to a larger, more naturalistic pen under completely
different feeding and animal care management, including a supplemental
enrichment programme. Before this environmental transformation, thismale
spentmore than one-third of his time pacing, but ceasedpacing permanently
(for at least 7 years) after the change (R. Swaisgood, unpublished data).
However, another male underwent a similar transition to a new and im-
proved environment, yet persisted in his tongue-flicking stereotypy. Are
some forms of stereotypy more easily abolished than others? (See Box 9.3
for similar examples from laboratory primates.) Or do individual tempera-
ment, developmental history, etc. explain these divergent anecdotes? Again,
these zoo data highlight some important unanswered research questions.

Our fourth main finding was that no type of enrichment seemed to be
more successful than any other. For example, we could find no evidence
that feeding enrichment was any more effective at reducing stereotypies
than non-feeding enrichment; and there are within-study examples, too,
where the two approaches were equally effective at reducing stereotypy
(e.g. Swaisgood et al., 2001). We also hypothesized that the type of
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feeding behaviour (e.g. searching, extracting, processing) promoted by
feeding enrichment might determine its efficacy, and again our analysis
failed to discover a relationship (although species differences in feeding
behaviour may have influenced this result). Given the prominence of the
surmised role that feeding motivation and frustrated foraging play in
stereotypy performance, this finding is rather surprising. We made one
last attempt to see if any universal factors were responsible for the efficacy
of enrichment, by examining the importance of four prominent enrich-
ment principles (mimicking nature, environmental complexity, sensory
stimulation, foraging challenge). However, again we came up empty-
handed, with enrichment strategies ranking high in one principle proving
no better than strategies ranking high in other principles. It is rather
disappointing that from this review, we have learned so little about
‘which enrichments work and which don’t’. So, what reasons could
there be for this?

First, we should acknowledge that confounding variables and limited
sample sizes greatly compromised our analyses. Thus, to give just one
example, we could conclude little about the taxon-specific effects of
different types of foraging enrichment. Or perhaps methods of scoring
stereotypy affected the results, and thence added noise, as discussed in
Box 9.4. Future surveys with larger sample sizes, and more equitable
representation across taxonomic groups, would be required to investigate
these issues adequately. A second possible reason is that none of the
variables examined here are truly important in determining successful
enrichment. We are reluctant to jump to this conclusion, but an alterna-
tive possibility could be merely that our schemes and scoring systems –
sometimes based on rather limited data – failed to encapsulate or rank the
properties of enrichment that really are differentially important to stereo-
typing animals. A third explanation for the apparently similar success of
diverse enrichments is that all the variables examined here were equally
valuable. Perhaps the most parsimonious conclusion is that more than
one factor is causal in stereotypy performance. Thus animals may well be
kept in conditions in which multiple factors give rise to stereotypies; for
instance, conditions could both thwart opportunities to perform foraging
behaviours and exploratory, stimulus-seeking behaviours. The box in
this chapter (Box 9.3) on laboratory primates, also illustrates how diverse
enrichments may be similarly effective at reducing stereotypies, presum-
ably working via different processes. Indeed, in a further study, not
reviewed by them, rhesus monkeys housed individually in small cages
showed reduced corticoid levels and abnormal behaviours even when
just given simple manipulable devices (Line et al., 1991). Thus, in the
most extreme situations, one might argue that ‘something, anything’
added to a stimulus-poor environment may have equally meaningful
effects on stereotypy (and perhaps other indices of welfare).

Finally, it is plausible that enrichment practitioners selected enrich-
ment intelligently based on the factors apparently operating in their own
study animals. Thus enrichment practitioners may have tailored enrich-
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ment to individuals and existing conditions (see Mellen and MacPhee,
2001), as well as to taxonomic group. Perhaps they successfully identified
which animals needed feeding enrichment (e.g. those pacing at the door
waiting to be fed), distinguishing them from those that needed more
general enhancements in their environment (e.g. those kept in small,
barren enclosures observed pacing at the cage boundary or displaying
escape-related stereotypies). Such creative and appropriate tailoring of
enrichment may obscure any universal patterns. If the enrichments
chosen are tailored for maximum appropriateness, this could well explain
why they all seemed to be similarly effective, and would clearly obscure
any differential enrichment efficacy that might be seen if their use was
more random. Indeed in our literature sample, we occasionally came
across authors who explicitly acknowledged such tailoring of enrichment
to the observed problem. For example, Baxter and Plowman (2001) pro-
vided giraffes with high-fibre meadow hay because the animals per-
formed oral stereotypies, believed to be caused by frustrated feeding
motivation (cf. Chapter 2, this volume). Furthermore, in our analyses we
showed, for example, that ‘everything-but-the-kitchen-sink’ approaches
were most likely to be adopted when stereotypy levels were high; and that
food extraction enrichments were given to primates more often than to
other taxa – again suggesting that the enrichments used in each study
were selected on a tailored, case-by-case basis.

Finally, our fifth and lastmain finding from the surveywas that different
taxa varied in the amount of pre-enrichment stereotypy. Zoo primates
showed low levels, a result nicely complementing the zoo and laboratory
comparisons given in Chapter 6, this volume. Carnivores, especially felids,
showed high levels. As it stands we cannot say why – this could reflect
biological differences betweenmammalian taxa, differences in typical hous-
ing or both – but future zoo research is ideally placed to investigate further.

So what can we conclude about the value of zoo work to the scientific
understanding of stereotypies? It is clear that there are many obstacles.
For example, practices like enrichment ‘tailoring’, and the use of simul-
taneously presented, multiple diverse enrichments, probably mean that
while zoo researchers will continue effectively helping their animals,
they will often contribute relatively little to understanding these behav-
ioural phenomena. However, zoo data can still have real value. For one,
the sheer diversity of species available for study at zoos could add tre-
mendously to our understanding of phylogenetic effects on stereotypy,
and allow the novel test of hypotheses (cf. Clubb and Mason, 2003;
Chapter 3, this volume). Thus zoo researchers have access to individuals
with varying evolutionary histories, life history strategies, foraging strat-
egies, ranging patterns, social systems and vastly different temperaments
and perhaps behavioural needs. Furthermore, zoo animals often differ too
in aspects of their early experience (see Box 7.1, Chapter 7, this volume).

So, which of these characteristics are associated with different forms
of stereotypy and how do they respond to different housing arrangements,
husbandry practices and enrichments? With an improved empirical
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arsenal, zoo enrichment practitioners stand ready to make major inroads
in this arena. Zoo studies are also valuable because they highlight the
research questions that impede the successful elimination of stereotypy.
For example, how does one prevent the development of stereotypies in
captive environments in the first place? Is prevention truly better than
cure? Although zoos contain plenty of animals that have never performed
stereotypies, no one to date has systematically analysed the factors re-
sponsible for stereotypy development. Future emphasis should be placed
on how to abolish stereotypies altogether, something that did not occur in
our sample, and which – as we saw earlier in this discussion – raised a
number of questions about the causation of stereotypy.

This literature review and meta-analysis has thus yielded some new
insights into stereotypies and enrichment, but also has been instructive in
highlighting some of the shortcomings of zoo enrichment research and
pointing to new directions that merit attention in the future. We would
like to see a zoo literature that enables a better understanding of the
causation and motivations underlying stereotypies, eventually allowing
enrichment strategies to be shaped out of a predictive theoretical frame-
work. If this can be achieved, the zoo community can greatly enhance its
contributions to the larger fields of animal welfare and applied ethology.
Below we enumerate several suggestions to facilitate this:

1. Study one or a few enrichments at a time, or otherwise allow the
separate effects of each type of enrichment to be measured.
2. Test specific predictions from motivational models attempting to ex-
plain stereotypy – for example by collecting additional data on stress
levels (e.g. Swaisgood et al., 2001; Wielebnowski et al., 2002a; Mason
et al., in press).
3. Analyse the effects of enrichment when the subjects are not directly
interacting with the enrichment, to determine whether it affects the motiv-
ation to perform stereotypies or just occupies animals’ time (cf. Box 9.4).
4. Conduct studies aimed at understanding the environmental and bio-
logical factors underlying the development of stereotypies, for example by
also looking at non- or low-stereotyping animals.
5. Conduct multiple-institution studies that increase sample size and
expand the generalizability of findings to various captive environments
(cf. some equine studies; Chapter 2, this volume). For experimental ex-
amples in zoos see e.g. Mellen et al. (1998); Wielebnowski et al. (2002b)
and Shepherdson et al. (2004), and for multi-institutional questionnaire
surveys see Bashaw et al. (2001).
6. Describe the form of stereotypies in detail, and analyse the effects of
enrichments on different stereotypy forms separately. If individual stereo-
typy forms occur too infrequently to merit separate analysis, at least
provide descriptive statistics (e.g. in table form) that may be used later
in meta-analyses.
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7. Examine the long-term effects of enrichments to rule out possible
novelty effects, understand how to avoid habituation, and reveal why
long-term enrichments may be more effective.
8. Design studies to determine the circumstances in which stereotypies
are abolished, not just diminished (even if this means using/reporting
anecdotes).
9. Report negative and non-significant findings on the effects of enrich-
ment on stereotypy, even if this means ‘hitching’ them on to more pub-
lishable positive results. Currently, only successful enrichment studies
are likely to be published.
10. Include low-stereotypers too. In evaluating our results, our sample
probably represents some of the worst cases of stereotypy in the zoo
community. It could be instructive (and potentially also valuable for
welfare – see Chapter 11, this volume), if less ‘alarming’ subjects also
merited large enrichment research projects.
11. Conduct further meta-analyses, incorporating non-journal data. To il-
lustrate, a better idea of the full amount of effort going into enrichment is
found in the numerous publications in unrefereed journals and conference
proceedings (e.g. Shape of Enrichment,AZA Proceedings; see also Box 9.2).

Overall, we recognize that, at times, the goals of research and promot-
ing well-being may run counter to one another in zoos. While on the one
hand we advocate controlled studies to understand the individual effects
of particular enrichments, we also acknowledge that the goal of optimal
well-being and reproduction will only be achieved through more holistic
approaches, incorporating many varieties of enrichment into basic hus-
bandry practices (Mellen and MacPhee, 2001; Swaisgood, 2004a). On the
other hand, holistic approaches will continue to involve educated guess-
work and ‘everything-but-the-kitchen-sink’ tactics, unless we fully under-
stand the causes of zoo animals’ stereotypies.
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Editorial Introduction

Like the zoo personnel of the previous chapter, practising veterinarians are often
charged with the challenging job of ‘curing’ stereotypic behaviour, and of doing so
despite negligible fundamental information on the motivational or neurophysio-
logical bases of the behaviours in question, and little good evidence as to the best
treatments. So, faced with a tail-chasing dog, a pet cat that has licked its belly
bald, or a much-loved horse that stubbornly crib-bites, what do vets do? What is
fascinating about the holistic approach described by Mills and Luescher is the
way that it picks up and mirrors many of the themes reviewed in this volume.
First, is the animal showing perfectly normal responses to an abnormal environ-
ment? For example, is it being exposed to frightening, agonistic or motivationally
conflicting situations that elicit perfectly relevant (if exaggerated, inappropriate
and undesirable) species-typical responses? Or has it learned associations be-
tween particular activities and the arrival of a reward (e.g. tail-chasing prompts
the owner to give it a toy)? In these instances, educating the owner into changing
their expectancies, their own behaviour, and/or the circumstances to which the
animal is exposed, may be the only treatments needed. Indeed multiple, diverse
changes in husbandry may well be appropriate, from changing the ways the
animal is fed to giving it more exercise, especially if the problem is severe or its
specific motivational basis cannot be ascertained. Furthermore, because the ani-
mals involved are typically more tractable than those of Chapter 9, these ap-
proaches can be supplemented with other behavioural techniques such as
habituation and conditioning through graded exposure to stimuli or the reinforce-
ment of alternative, substitute responses.

But what if the animal itself is psychologically abnormal in some way? This
can be a challenging judgement to make, but Mills and Luescher argue we can
reach given sufficient evidence on a subject’s previous experience and history, its
genetic (breed) predispositions, the extent to which multiple problematic aspects
of behaviour co-occur and the degree to which a problematic behaviour impairs an
animal’s physical health or its relationships with other individuals. In such
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instances, any environmental change that reduces general stress might be called
for, but veterinarians also have another potential means of effecting treatment:
the use of pharmacological compounds such as serotonin reuptake inhibitors
(SRIs). After all, these approaches are a well-used tool of doctors faced with
human patients with psychological or psychiatric problems (albeit that unlike
doctors, vets cannot use reported feelings and cognitions to help refine their
diagnosis).

Mills and Luescher do an excellent job in describing the pros and cons of the
various treatment approaches that vets can use, including a detailed overview of
the use ofmany pharmacological compounds. It is also striking that, unlike Chapter
9, they provide some examples of complete success. However, the authors also give
important warnings and caveats, especially about pharmacological approaches;
and they make strong recommendations for some surprisingly basic, much-needed
research into the effectiveness and the potential for side effects of such compounds.
They also return us to another theme that has recurred throughout the book: how
heterogeneous is stereotypic behaviour, and are there fundamental sub-types that
should be distinguished? As is argued powerfully in a contributed box, if we treat
one specific type of pathology as though it is another, not only may our treatments
fail, butwemay compromise animalwelfare further in the process. Furthermore, as
this chapter argues, terms like ‘stereotypy’, ‘obsessive–compulsive disorder (OCD)’
and ‘compulsive disorder (CD)’ either do or should have distinct meanings, and
this should be borne in mind despite the challenge of distinguishing and diagnos-
ing them in animals. Mills and Luescher also recommend that we use the broad
catch-all term ‘stereotypic behaviour’ for all apparently abnormal, apparently
functionless, repetitive behaviours – from the most clockwork-like forms of pacing
to the flexible wood-chewing of Chapter 2 or hair-plucking of Chapter 5. In this,
they do a useful service since this gives us an item of vocabulary that we perhaps
need, given our current state of knowledge, which does not imply a known or
unitary cause, an issue of definition we return to in Chapter 11.

GM

10.1. Introduction

10.1.1. Chapter overview

Abnormal repetitive behaviour is not unique to farms, laboratories and
zoos – it also occurs in the animals that humans keep for companionship.
These behaviours (Table 10.1 gives examples), and the strategies of the
veterinarians charged with alleviating them, are our subject here. This
chapter thus describes how ‘stereotypies’ and other abnormal repetitive
behaviours are approached in veterinary clinical practice, our aims being
to describe the challenges faced when tackling these behaviours; to refine
how key terms are used within the field; and to identify the issues around
which empirical data are still lacking.

We begin with a historical perspective of veterinary behavioural
medicine, and an introduction to the ‘systems view’ of problem behav-
iours that shapes our ownwork (this section).We then propose a framework
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to differentiate between forms of abnormal repetitive behaviour. Repeti-
tive behaviour problems are often labelled ‘compulsive’ in the veterinary
literature, but historically the difference between compulsive disorders
(CDs) and stereotypies has been unclear, and so we propose a distinction
(Section 10.2). We then discuss treatment in practice, and the potential
role of psychopharmacology (Section 10.3). The efficacy of the drugs
proposed for treating abnormal repetitive behaviour is then evaluated,
together with possible side effects (Section 10.4). We end with a summary
and highlight topics still requiring research.

10.1.2. A brief history of the science and practice of veterinary behavioural medicine

Early interest in behaviour problems, especially those of ‘companion
animals’ (e.g. pets) was led by Tuber 30 years ago, who proposed ‘animal
clinical psychology’ as a scientific discipline (Tuber et al., 1974): an
approach broadly resembling human clinical psychology (cf. e.g. Rosen-
han and Seligman, 1995) in relying on understanding a condition’s be-
havioural and environmental origins, and using this in treatment rather
than drug-use. As ethological approaches and the idea of animal clinical
psychology grew in acceptance within the veterinary profession, the
potential for interventions involving medicine (Dodman and Shuster,
1998) and surgery (Hart and Hart, 1985) also became realized. However,
it was not until 1997 that an international conference on ‘veterinary
behavioural medicine’ was held (Mills et al., 1997), with recent years
seeing a better appreciation of the diverse perspectives that have devel-
oped in this area. For instance, some authors (e.g. Overall, 1997; Pageat,
1998) have an approach more in line with human psychiatry than psych-
ology, advocating a medical paradigm in which problem behaviour is
viewed as having a physical cause within the animal that needs treatment
(Donaldson, 1998). This focuses attention on the need for intervention at

Table 10.1. Abnormal Repetitive Behaviours typically seen in certain breeds of dog and cat
(for images, see our section of the book’s website).

Breed/type Common Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour

Doberman Pinscher Flank-sucking
English Bull Terrier Spinning in tight circles/sticking head under or between

objects and freezing
Staffordshire Bull Terrier Spinning in tight circles
German Shepherd Tail-chasing (Overall and Dunham, 2002)
Australian Cattle Dog Tail-chasing (Blackshaw et al., 1994;

Hartigan, 2000)
Miniature Schnauzer Checking hind-end
Border Collie Visual fixations, e.g. shadow staring
Large breed dogs Persistent licking, causing granulomas
Siamese/Burmese cat Wool sucking (Luescher et al., 1991)
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the level of the individual patient rather than its environment. Table 10.2
summarizes the key differences between these ‘medical’ perspectives and
behavioural ones.

While appealing to methods familiar to veterinarians, the medical
approach has not been widely adopted, and its potential problems have
also been highlighted (e.g. Mills, 2003). These stem largely from the
concept that the subject animal is somehow diseased, when in fact
many behavioural problems are extensions of normal behaviour (see e.g.
Chapters 2–4, this volume). As we argue here, a more holistic perspective
is needed, recognizing the value of ethological and psychological, as well
as medical, perspectives when treating problematic behaviour.

10.1.3. The concept of behaviour problems in veterinary behavioural medicine

The definition of a ‘behaviour problem’ is subjective, because a behaviour
is only a ‘problem’ in the clinical sense when an animal’s owner judges
it unacceptable. Sometimes these behaviours are normal and adaptive,
for example a fear response following a traumatic experience, whilst
in other cases, they are maladaptive, e.g. a phobia (cf. Box 1.4,
Chapter 1).

A behaviour problem typically arises because of the sub-optimal
nature of the dynamic ‘system’ that includes the animal concerned, its
human companions, the physical and biological environment and the
relationships between these. The animal’s behaviour is a response to
that system. When sub-optimal, the system, or change in part of it, pro-
duces ‘tension’ which requires change elsewhere for all components to
adapt. Because all individuals will tend to try to optimize the environ-
ment for themselves, within their individual limitations, the change ini-
tiated by one component may be opposed by another part of it, potentially
resulting in further tension. This systems concept can be illustrated with
a typical potential problem scenario: an owner buys a second dog. This
produces a change in the social environment and the distribution of
resources within the home. The original dog responds to this on the

Table 10.2. Comparison of the different emphases of behavioural and medical approaches
to problem behaviour.

Behavioural model Medical model

Conceptualization
of the problem

The product of experience A physical illness

Causal emphasis The environment The individual
Treatment focus Signs of problem,

environmental causal factors
Physical correlates of the problem,
pathophysiological change

Treatment modalities Behavioural and cognitive
therapy

Physical interventions
(medical and surgical)

Typical practitioner Trainer or psychologist Veterinary surgeon
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basis of its evolutionary (i.e. canid-typical) behavioural tendencies, plus
ontogenetic factors (i.e. its individual life-history). This may involve
threatening the new dog, e.g. when it approaches certain resources, the
new dog perhaps then learning to avoid these. Depending on when these
behaviours occur, their form and the owner’s knowledge of canine behav-
iour, the owner may or may not become aware of them. The owner’s
response (or lack thereof) to these interactions then determines how the
system develops further. For example, if the resident dog growls at the
new dog when the owner is present and the owner considers this un-
acceptable, he may punish the dog, leading to further tension, which may
ultimately escalate to a more concerning situation.

This systems approach is the conceptual framework that we use in
this chapter, and that guides our treatment approaches. It has several
implications. First, for a behaviour problem to be fully understood, the
roles that all parts of this system play need to be recognized. Second, the
problem is only resolved when the person making the complaint is satis-
fied. This may involve bringing about a change in their own perceptions
or behaviour, as much as changing the ‘problem animal’ itself. Third, it is
possible to study objectively both the behaviour itself and the system the
animal is part of. Fourth, it highlights how pharmacological interventions
cannot be a ‘quick fix’: drug treatments for behaviour problems can never
be considered in isolation of the system’s other factors. In Section 10.3,
we discuss treatment approaches in more detail, but first, we define
different types of repetitive behaviour.

10.2. The Concept of Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour in Veterinary
Behavioural Medicine: Stereotypy, Stereotypic Behaviour
and Compulsive Disorder

10.2.1. Differentiating similar behaviours

The terms ‘stereotypy’, ‘stereotypic behaviour’ and ‘compulsive behav-
iour’ are all often used in veterinary behavioural medicine, sometimes as
a collective term for a range of repetitive behaviours, sometimes just for
particular types with particular features. Here, we categorize repetitive
behaviours more formally. We do this for three reasons. First, in the
veterinary literature there has been a tendency to describe almost any
apparently abnormal repetitive behaviour as a stereotypy and/or as a
compulsive disorder, creating confusion both within and beyond the
field. For example, practitioners may apply different terms to very similar
phenomena (see Box 10.1), and/or group what some would argue are
diverse phenomena under a single heading. Overall’s (1997), definition
of ‘obsessive [sic] compulsive disorder’, for example, includes ‘repetitive
stereotypic motor [or] locomotor . . . behaviours’ as well as ‘grooming,
ingestive or hallucinogenic behaviours that occur out of context’. Second,
a common underlying assumption of the veterinary medical approach is
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Box 10.1. The Concept of ‘Stereotypy’ in Veterinary Behavioural Medicine: Terminology
in Practice

D. MILLS

Thirty-two veterinary behaviourists from across Europe and North America, chosen for their
standing in the field, participated in research examining terminology in practice (data from
Sheppard and Mills, unpublished, courtesy of Ceva Sante Animale). Semi-structured inter-
views were undertaken, with each participant asked to list the five ‘key’ (i.e. most common)
features of the condition we termed ‘stereotypy’. Information relating to any preferred termin-
ologies was also gathered. Pairwise comparisons were made between subjects by calculating
the ratio of the number of reports (signs or treatment items) on which both participants agreed,
to the total number of reports given by both participants.
In relation to the term ‘stereotypy’, 22 of the 32 participants provided key features. Most of

the 10 who declined to do this did so because they considered ‘stereotypy’ a purely descriptive
term for a type of behaviour and not a diagnosis; thus in their opinion stereotypy might be one
of the signs of a range of disorders, but not a primary disorder in its own right (see Section
10.2.1). Sixteen of the 22 providing key features agreed these related to ‘stereotypy’, i.e. were
reasonably comfortable with that term; but six instead offered an alternative that they felt was
similar or potentially seen as such, but which they also felt was preferable, namely ‘compul-
sive disorder’ or ‘obsessive–compulsive disorder’. The proportion of subjects referring to each
of the following features is given below:

Repetitive movements – 100%
Behaviour is out of its normal context – 55%
Behaviour is performed very frequently or for prolonged periods – 50%
Caused by stressful environments – 32%
Behaviour is difficult to interrupt – 32%
Derived from normal behaviour patterns – 18%
Other specific features referred to by just 1 or 2 subjects – 10%

In relation to interruption of behaviour, it is worth noting that two subjects stated that the
behaviour could not be interrupted, whilst the others said this was possible (but often difficult).
The mean level of agreement on key signs between all 22 participants was not high: 0.34 out

of a maximum of 1.0 (0.3 amongst the 16 subjects using the term ‘stereotypy’, and 0.42
between the 6 preferring ‘compulsive disorder’). Sample sizes were too small for analysis, but
by inspection, there appeared no outstanding differences between the key signs offered by
subjects comfortable with the term ‘stereotypy’ and those preferring ‘obsessive disorder’ or
‘obsessive–compulsive disorder’.
Participants were then asked to identify the five most important treatment interventions for

the problem. Eighteen did so (10 for ‘stereotypy’, 8 for their preferred alternative term; thus
some subjects identified treatments but not key features). The proportion of subjects referring
to each of the following treatments is given below:

Medication – 100%
Specifically:
Tricyclic antidepressants (mainly clomipramine) – 89%
Specific serotonin uptake inhibitors – 28%
Monoamine oxidase inhibitors – 28%
Anticonvulsants – 11%

Teach alternative behaviours to identifiable triggers of the problem – 72%

Continued
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that the diagnostic label applied to a problem infers something about its
underlying biology. However, this clearly has not been the case (e.g. with
the term ‘stereotypy’), in either the veterinary or ethological literatures,
and we therefore suggest a scheme that distinguishes descriptive terms
from those implying particular mechanisms. Third, clearer distinctions
are important because of potential treatment implications: a significant
clinical difference between stereotypy and compulsive behaviours is de-
scribed in the human literature and needs to be embraced in the animal
literature.

Our proposed scheme is shown in Fig. 10.1. Note that in contrast to
other authors in this volume, we distinguish between ‘stereotypy’, and
‘stereotypic behaviour’. These terms are frequently used interchangeably
to describe repetitive, unvarying behaviour with no obvious function (e.g.
Mason, 1991 and all previous chapters). However, in such contexts the
terms are typically used merely descriptively, referring to a range of mech-
anistically varied conditions with superficial phenotypic similarity (see
also Mason, 1991). In contrast, we use the term ‘stereotypic behaviour’ for
behaviours that appear repetitive and stereotyped in form, but about which
we do not know, or are not concerned with, their mechanism. It is thus
merely descriptive (much like clinical terms such as ‘dermitis’ – a label of
evident changes saying nothing about the underlying cause, which may
vary between cases). Thus some stereotypic behaviours are not abnormal
(e.g. ritual courtship behaviour), and where they are, they may be a sign of
psychological changes, or instead of myriad medical diseases such as
tumours or post distemper viral encephalitic chorea (e.g. Oliver and Lorenz,
1993; Blackshaw et al., 1994), to name but two (see Luescher, 2002).

We suggest restricting the term ‘stereotypy’ to a specific subset of
stereotypic behaviours with the mechanistic basis outlined by Garner
(Chapter 5, this volume; see also Box 10.2 and Chapter 11) , i.e. manifest-
ations of recurrent or continuous perseveration (failures to inhibit all or
part of a response, leading to repetition), associated with basal ganglia
disruption. Our term ‘compulsive disorder’ applies to a distinct subset
again (although we do suggest some overlap). This, we propose to refer to

Box 10.1. Continued

Environmental manipulation/enrichment – 50%
Interrupt the behaviour – 39%
Avoid inadvertent owner reinforcement of the behaviour – 33%
Obedience training – 33%
Increase stimulation/activity – 33%
Change to management regime – 17%

NB: Whilst all considered thepotential value of pharmacological intervention, this does notmean
that they felt that pharmacological intervention is always required. The mean level of agreement
on key treatments between the 18 participants was 0.46 (0.43 amongst the 10 subjects using the
term ‘stereotypy’, 0.46 between the other 8). Again solely by inspection, subjects preferring the
two different terms did not seem to differ consistently in their treatment recommendations.
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those stereotypic behaviours arising from a failure to switch to more ap-
propriate goal-given environmental cues; and suggest that with future
refinement, this definition may include that they represent stuck-in-set
perseveration (failures to switch to a more appropriate behavioural set)
associated with prefrontal cortex disruption (Chapter 5, this volume; also
Box 10.2). However, for now a working definition (adapted from Hewson
and Luescher, 1996) might be: goal-directed behaviours originally associ-
ated with conflict or frustration, but subsequently shown outside of the
initial context, and abnormal-seeming because out of context, repetitive,
exaggerated or sustained. Differential responses to certain pharmacological
agents may also help to distinguish stereotypy from compulsive disorder,
although it is too simplistic to consider this as diagnostic. In particular,
given our current state of knowledge, one might suggest stereotypies
would respond to intervention with dopaminergic agents, but compulsive
disorders, to serotonergic agents (an issue discussed further below).

Note that not all compulsive disorders are stereotypic (see Fig. 10.1).
Thus some animals engage in largely static responses (e.g. visual fixations
and ‘star-gazing’ – see images on the book’s website), which they may
hold for considerable time, and are not repetitive in that bouts are not
seen successively. Note too the area of overlap we give between stereo-
typy and CD (see Fig. 10.1). This is for behaviours that might fulfil both

Abnormal
behaviour

Stereotypic
behaviour

Stereotypy

Compulsive
disorder

Clinical
behaviour
problems

Fig. 10.1. Our schema of the relationship between clinical behaviour problems,
abnormal behaviour, stereotypic behaviour, stereotypy and compulsive disorder. This
Venn diagram illustrates how abnormal repetitive behaviours may be conceptualized,
with ‘clinical behaviour problems’ and ‘stereotypic behaviours’ each encompassing
both normal and abnormal behaviours; only some stereotypic behaviours being
presented as behaviour problems by owners; and ‘stereotypy’ and ‘compulsive disorder’
each being specific subsets of abnormal stereotypic behaviour. Note that by ‘abnormal’
we mean a behavioural pathology sensu Box 1.4, Chapter 1. Note too that the areas
of the above ellipses are not supposed to represent the relative magnitudes of the
respective sets – data are simply not available to allow this. Furthermore, this schema
is provisional: thus all lines should be regarded as ‘blurred’ rather than as firm,
well-validated boundaries.
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sets of criteria, or that seem intermediate between them – something we
discuss further below.

To illustrate the very real importance of separating mechanism-based
diagnostic labels from the broader descriptive term ‘stereotypic’, we list
below several diverse reasons why a dog may ‘tail-chase’ – a not uncom-
mon stereotypic behaviour:

. Acute motivational conflict, i.e. when the animal has two or more
opposing but similarly strong motivations.

. Seizure, i.e. a spontaneous burst of electrical activity in the brain.

. Middle ear infection, with inflammation disrupting activity in the ad-
jacent peripheral nervous system controlling balance andmovement.

. Play.

. Pain within the tail or lower back, due to damage to the nerves, bones
or soft tissues.

. Pain around the region of the tail, including skin inflammation and
infections, impacted or infected anal sacs or trauma.

Box 10.2. Implications of Recognizing Mechanistic Differences in Abnormal Repetitive
Behaviour

J.P. Garner

Stereotypies and compulsive behaviours seem to reflect dysfunction in different behavioural
control systems (see Chapter 5; also Chapter 11, this volume). The differing roles of each
system lead to: different forms of ‘perseveration’ associating with each behaviour; differing
diagnostic criteria, proposed below; and possibly also the differing treatment strategies used in
humans (where stereotypies are explicitly excluded from, and are insufficient for, a diagnosis
of human OCD; and where stereotypies and compulsive behaviours seem to have clinical
differences, e.g. in Tourette’s syndrome, stereotypies respond well to ‘neuroleptics’ but poorly
to Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitors (SRIs), while impulsive/compulsive behaviours respond well
to SRIs but poorly to neuroleptics which are dopamine D2 receptor antagonists, (Cohen et al.,
1992; Scahill et al., 1997; Kossoff and Singer, 2001)).
Such differences may help to refine the treatment of animal Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour.

To illustrate, a behaviour such as fly-snapping, where the same identical movement can be
repeated over and over again, might be diagnosed as a stereotypy, and by analogy to humans
might then be expected to respond preferentially to neuroleptics; while a superficially similar
behaviour such as an apparent light fixation, where the same inappropriate goal is repeated
with flexible behaviour, might be diagnosed as a compulsive behaviour, and by analogy to
humans, expected to respond preferentially to SRIs.
If these two classes of behaviour really are different, why in the veterinary literature should

they appear to respond similarly to treatment? One potential reason is that a difference in
clinical response simply cannot be detected because the classes of behaviours are not clearly
distinguished. Another possibility is that, as discussed in this chapter, some drugs used to treat
stereotypies and compulsive behaviours in animals may induce a general suppression of all
behaviour. For example, a Parkinsonian general inhibition of volitional behaviour was report-
edly responsible for treatment effects of both serotonergic and GABAergic drugs in one study
in poultry (Kostal and Savory, 1996) where this mechanism was specifically investigated. This
indicates the need for future attention to this potential mechanism.

Continued
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. A learned response, aimed at attracting owner attention.

. Compulsive disorder (as defined above).

. Stereotypy (as defined above).

Yet despite its potential value, our scheme does have some caveats.
First, ‘compulsive disorders’ apparently share features with our current
definition of stereotypy, and at present differentiation at a clinical level
may be challenging. Second, the various explanations for a stereo-
typic behaviour are not mutually exclusive; for instance, a dog that starts
tail-chasing for one reason may subsequently learn to do it at other times

Box 10.2. Continued

Class of Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour (ARB)

Feature Stereotypies Impulsive/compulsive behaviours

Behavioural control
(executive) system

Contention Scheduling System
(CSS)

Supervisory Attentional System
(SAS)

Biological substrate of
the behavioural control
system

Basal ganglia motor system Prefrontal – caudate
circuit loops

Role of the behavioural
control system (NB:
see also Chapter 11)

Selecting and sequencing ind-
ividual responses, behaviour
chains and movements on the
basis of stimuli

Selecting and sequencing goals,
abstract rules or ‘cognitive-
attentional sets’; and inhibiting
contextually inappropriate
responses selected by the CSS

Neuropsychological
measure reflecting
behavioural control
system dysfunction
and correlated with
ARB class

Recurrent perseveration: the
inappropriate repetition of
responses (see Boxes 5.2
and 5.3)

Stuck-in-set perseveration:
the inappropriate repetition of
abstract rules or cognitive-
attentional sets with variable
responses (see Boxes 5.2 and 5.3)

Diagnostic criteria A motor pattern is repeated
inappropriately

A goal is repeated
inappropriately

. No apparent goal or function . Repeated inappropriate goal

. Behaviour is invariant with
every repetition

. Behaviour is flexible and goal-
directed with each repetition,
but may become secondarily
invariant

Most effective drugs
typically used in
humans

Neuroleptics, or atypical
neuroleptics. Opiate blocking
drugs are sometimes used,
particularly in self-injurious
forms

SRIs
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to gain attention. Third, this distinction between compulsive disorder
and stereotypy remains hypothetical (see also Chapter 11): it must be
appreciated that the diagnosis of stereotypy in this mechanistic sense
has not been validated – although steps have been made to validate the
diagnosis of compulsive disorder, as discussed later.

10.2.2. A historical perspective on abnormal repetitive behaviours: from
‘seizure’ to ‘OCD’

Historically, companion animal repetitive behaviours such as ‘fly-snap-
ping’, tail-chasing or fabric-sucking were often considered symptomatic
of seizures, and treatment – usually unsuccessful – attempted with seiz-
ure-controlling drugs. These behaviours were also frequently described as
stereotypies, with little consideration for the implications of this term.
Whilst seizures do remain a possibility (Dodman et al., 1996), in the early
1990s Luescher and colleagues proposed that many of these behaviours were
instead more homologous to the stereotypic behaviours of farm and zoo
animals (Luescher et al., 1991). At about the same time, researchers in the
USNational Institute forHealth recognized apparent similaritieswith human
obsessive–compulsive disorder (OCD) (Goldberger and Rapoport, 1991),
notably in the repetition of a behaviour apparently directed towards a par-
ticular goal. OCD is a common human psychiatric disorder (e.g. Karno et al.,
1988), and interest therefore developed in the value of companion animal
behaviours asmodels for evaluating potential pharmacological interventions.

10.2.3. Comparisons with humans: from OCD to CD

So how well do companion animal behaviours model human OCD? OCD
includes behaviours (compulsions) such as hand washing, checking,
arranging/ordering, counting and hoarding, accompanied by intrusive
thoughts (obsessions) such as concern of contamination, concern for
symmetry or pathological doubt (American Psychiatric Association,
1994). The compulsive behaviours are often reportedly carried out to
reduce discomfort, or to prevent a dreaded event (e.g. Anthony et al.,
1998), and the intrusive thoughts are often perceived as disturbing.
However, in humans, obsessions and compulsions do not closely
correspond (e.g. Summerfeldt et al., 1999), and in animals, we cannot
determine the occurrence of obsessions. Unlike obsessions, compul-
sions can be measured objectively (e.g. from the strength of their motiv-
ation and difficulty in arresting them). The term ‘compulsive behaviour’
(rather than OCD) is thus generally preferable for such behaviours in
non-humans.

However, even the similarities between human and companion animal
compulsive conditions are not fully known. Many of the behaviours in
companion animals are amenable to the same pharmacological treatment
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as OCD (Overall, 1992a–c; Rapoport et al., 1992; Luescher, 2002), but
differences also exist between human and companion animal conditions.
For example, some changes in blood cell count are typical for dogs with
compulsive disorder, yet not for humans with OCD (Irimajiri et al., 2003).
Furthermore, many human patients find their compulsive behaviours
senseless, embarrassing or disgusting – features it would be highly specu-
lative to suggest occur in animals.

In addition to these problems, we must remember too that veterinary
behavioural medicine is still young, and some of the behaviours widely
considered ‘compulsive disorders’ in fact better meet our proposed defin-
ition of stereotypies. There is currently negligible research to help resolve
this issue: it is one of the many gaps in our knowledge. One useful starting
pointmight be to investigate cases of apparent CD,which do not respond to
the normal treatment programme described later. Another might be to as-
certain a behaviour’s developmental history, and/or look at its behavioural
correlates. We develop these ideas further in the section below, and also
outline the current state of science relating to animal compulsivedisorders.

10.2.4. Refining the concept of compulsive disorder in animals

As discussed in Section 10.2.1, compulsive behaviours apparently reflect
recurrent expressions of motivated, goal-directed acts, at least initially. The
variabilityof thesebehavioursvarieswidely, however, and sodifferentiation
from stereotypy via form alone can be hard. Behaviours such as ‘fly-snap-
ping’, spinning or ‘hind-end-checking’ might superficially appear fixed,
goalless repetitions of motor patterns and thence stereotypy-like, but closer
inspection typically suggests that they are variable in form and appear goal-
directed. For example, Miniature Schnauzers that are ‘hind-end checkers’,
do not simply look at their hind-end in a constant fashion, but may turn
either way, or get up and check the floor where they have been sitting.

As well as careful observation, sometimes response to treatment may
help to differentiate compulsive disorders from stereotypies. For ex-
ample, feather-picking in parrots often appears compulsive in form, but
contrary to what we might then predict (see above), it may not respond
well in the long term to serotonergic agents (Mertens, 1997), but can be
suppressed with dopamine antagonists (Iglauer and Rasmin, 1993). Fur-
thermore, horses which reduced weaving as a result of environmental
intervention with a mirror showed a simultaneous reduction in appar-
ently impulsive threatening behaviour (McAfee et al., 2002). This might
suggest that weaving, in at least some horses, is associated with poor
abilities to modulate a wider range of goal-directed behaviour and thence
is a compulsive disorder, not a stereotypy as frequently implied. Again
this supposition has circumstantial support from drug effects: Nurnberg
et al. (1997) found in one case that weaving was more effectively con-
trolled with an agent used to control OCD in people (a serotonin reuptake
inhibitor (SRI)) than with an agent used to control the stereotypies
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associated with psychoses such as schizophrenia (a dopamine antagonist
or neuroleptic). Current work by one of us (DM) aims to investigate this
hypothesis more empirically.

It is thus not always 100% clear how compulsive behaviours relate to
stereotypies; indeed as discussed below, we believe they may sometimes
interrelate. More work is therefore needed to validate the veterinary
diagnosis of compulsive disorder (see also Hewson, 1997; and Chapter
11, this volume). In the current absence of a definitive diagnostic clinical
test, in practice it is based partly on excluding other behavioural and
medical conditions, on historical data, plus close observation. The defin-
ing criteria and diagnostic process will, however, undoubtedly be refined
in the future. For example, although the value of this clinically remains to
be assessed, the work of Garner and colleagues suggests that animals
exhibiting either stereotypy or compulsive behaviour are likely to
show a range of other, very specific, behavioural traits (see Box 5.2, and
Chapter 5).

10.2.5. Developmental considerations: a link between compulsive disorder and
stereotypy?

Many repetitive behaviour problems are initially associatedwith behavioural
conflict and frustration, ‘conflict’ being the presence of two opposing, simi-
larly strong motivations (e.g. approach and withdrawal), and ‘frustration’, a
situationwhere an animal is motivated to perform a behaviour but prevented
fromdoing so.Avarietyof behaviours are causedby frustrationor conflict (see
Box 1.1, Chapter 1). However, with prolonged or repeated conflict, they
apparently shift away from this normal, acute response and become general-
ized to other contexts of high arousal. For example, horsesmay start to weave
before feeding, but over time weave in other situations associated with high
arousal, ultimately appearing to weave spontaneously.

As the threshold of eliciting arousal decreases, the number of eliciting
contexts increases and the compulsive behaviour becomes more frequent.
On the basis of clinical experience, it would thus seem that with repeated
or prolonged conflict/frustration, these behaviours potentially become
‘emancipated’ from their original context; exaggerated, repetitive or sus-
tained; and triggered in a variety of situations by progressively lower
levels of arousal. Such a developmental pattern has also been reported
in some laboratory rodents (reviewed by Würbel in Chapter 4).
This change may be because dopaminergic responses within the mesoac-
cumbens and/or nigrostriatal systems change in response to stress (e.g.
Cabib et al., 1998; Chapter 8, this volume). We speculate that this
also reflects a shift from prefrontal to basal ganglionic regulation of the
behaviour (Norman and Shallice, 1986; Chapter 8, this volume), and if so,
it may be at some point in this process that a compulsive behaviour
should actually be considered a stereotypy. This may have clinical rele-
vance, since it has also been observed that with time, environmental
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manipulation alone becomes less likely to reduce stereotypic behaviour
in rodents in the laboratory (reviewed by Lewis et al. in Chapter 7),
while likewise, in a range of cases of compulsive disorder, treatment
outcome was negatively affected by problem duration (Luescher, 1997).
Thus compulsive disorders in dogs and cats that had been present for
a longer time were less likely to be treated successfully – e.g. via
psychopharmacological intervention, typically serotonergic – than were
problems with more recent onsets.

Our developmental hypothesis remains speculative, but the coinci-
dence of events deserves scientific investigation, and elucidating the
nature of the relationship would represent a significant clinical advance.
Current research by one of us (DM) is investigating these factors further in
horse stereotypic behaviour.

10.2.6. Conclusion

Our proposed definitions of stereotypic behaviour, stereotypy and com-
pulsive behaviour highlight that:

. not all repetitive or ‘stereotypic’ behaviour is abnormal, nor obsessive
or compulsive;

. ‘stereotypic’ is often the term best used, since it is descriptive only,
implying no knowledge of mechanism;

. stereotypies and compulsive disorders should be considered different
categories of stereotypic behaviour; and

. other causes of repetitive behaviour require consideration (for
instance sometimes there may be a recurrent physical trigger for the
behaviour – such as a poorly fitting bridle as in some forms of
head-shaking in the horse (Cook, 1980) – or an internally derived
but normal response to pain, e.g. in neuralgic forms of equine head-
shaking (Newton et al., 2000)).

We also highlight how, despite our definitions, stereotypy and
compulsive disorder can be hard to distinguish in practice, and we
hypothesize that in some instances, they represent a developmental con-
tinuum.

10.3. Treatment Approaches to Stereotypic Behaviour in Veterinary
Behavioural Medicine

Next, let us look at how veterinarians deal with stereotypic behaviour in
practice. We start by outlining two aspects of context – the scientific
background of the work, and the practical and ‘human’ constraints affect-
ing treatment – before describing the environmental, behavioural and
pharmacological approaches used in treatment.
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10.3.1. Scientific basis and associated problems

Veterinary behavioural medicine in practice occurs in the context of a
clinic. It tends to focus on individual cases rather than on populations,
and demands practical solutions over scientific precision. The develop-
ment of veterinary behavioural medicine has thus been primarily prag-
matic rather than theoretical (see Chapter 9 for similar issues in
environment enrichment). Furthermore, research funding opportunities
are limited; and the few active researchers often have to exploit clinical
case material and so, for ethical reasons, may not utilize untreated con-
trols (e.g. placebo-treated animals), instead comparing treatments that
they believe will be effective (again see Chapter 9, for a parallel situation
when allocating enrichments). Together, this means that scientific
research into any given problem is often rare, and of a variable standard.
In addition, information, opinions and ideas are often communicated
within the profession by word of mouth, and via non-peer-reviewed or
limited-peer-reviewed texts, and so are subject to less rigorous criticism
than might occur in other fields.

To some extent this is merely because, as we have seen, the field is
young; and it does perhaps explain why terms like ‘stereotypy’ and
‘compulsive’ disorder have been used so interchangeably, and/or applied
to phenomena whose real underlying causes are unknown (see Section
10.2.1). But it also means that when practitioners are faced with the task
of managing stereotypic behaviour, they often have a dearth of scientific
support.

10.3.2. Practical considerations and constraints when choosing treatments

Aswe have seen, veterinary behaviour medicine primarily responds to the
concerns of owners. Thus another important aspect of context is that the
veterinarian typically treats stereotypic behaviour through the mediation
of an animal owner. One implication of this is that the ideal treatment
programme may be impossible. A veterinarian has no power to enforce a
treatment strategy, and the final treatment programme is formulated in
consultation with the client. If they object to certain types of drug-use, for
example, or demand a rapid response (for instance, to save an animal from
being re-homed or euthanased), this shapes how the veterinarian must act.

In some instances, it may also be impractical to address the likely
causal factors of the problem; or they may simply be unknown. When the
causal factors are unknown, the veterinarian may be left with a range of
possibilities (‘differential diagnoses’). Furthermore, multiple conditions
may be present in a single case. In such instances, it may be necessary to
start treatment simply on the basis of the most likely cause of the problem,
or using the least specific treatments in the clinician’s professional opin-
ion (whilst also ensuring that no harm is done by the treatment).
Approaches other than tackling possible causal factors may also be
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taken. For example, if the causal stimuli are known but cannot practicably
be eliminated, the animal’s perception of these may be modified (e.g.
through behaviour therapy) to make them less influential. When control
or perception of the causal factors cannot be manipulated, it may instead
be possible to redirect the behaviour on to another substrate, for example
a horse that repetitively crib-bites may be taught to crib-bite on to a rubber
board (a ‘cribbing-board’). This clearly does not resolve the ongoing activ-
ity, but it reduces the damage otherwise done to the stable and the horse’s
teeth. Finally, an intractable problem behaviour may, as a last resort,
simply be physically prevented, for example by muzzling or placing a
‘cribbing-strap’ (see book’s website for photo) on a horse that crib-bites
(though this may cause it additional frustration: see Box 2.3, Chapter 2).

These very different strategies for behaviour problem management
clearly have divergent welfare implications for the animal, as we sum-
marize in Table 10.3. This diversity of strategy reflects the needs of
veterinarians not just to improve the functioning and welfare of the
animal, but also to please the client, prevent damage to property and
take public safety seriously (see also Chapter 9 for similar considerations
in enrichment use).

As a final potential constraint, note the need for client compliance.
For instance, treatment is typically best instigated progressively, primar-
ily because the number of tasks set affects owner compliance – and so
ultimately treatment success (Takeuchi et al., 2000). Progress must also be
reviewed regularly, with response to treatment being used to assess client
compliance, as well as to help evaluate the need for any further investi-
gation into the problem or additional types of intervention.

10.3.3. Treating stereotypic behaviour in companion animals

In Section 10.1.3, we discussed how problem behaviours result from sub-
optimal systems of which the animal is but a part; and in Section 10.2.1
we outlined the many potential causes of stereotypic behaviour. Above,
we illustrated the constraints within which veterinarians often operate.
These issues all shape how companion animal stereotypic behaviour is or
should be treated in practice.

A medical assessment is essential first, so that relevant medical con-
ditions can be identified and treated. Possible examples include middle
ear infection or tail/sacral pain in association with tail-chasing (cf. Sec-
tion 10.2.1); while dermatological investigation and treatment, or the
surgical excision of a painful lesion, could be important in a case of
self-mutilation. Videotape analysis of the behaviour might also reveal an
underlying medical condition, such as a post-ictal phase (a brief period of
lethargy and confusion) following a seizure.

When the stereotypic behaviour seemsmore behavioural/psychological
in origin, then the animal’s ‘behavioural history’ is used to diagnose prob-
lems and guide treatment. Some properties of the behaviour itself can be
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useful. For instance, to help distinguish between play, acute conflict behav-
iour, compulsive disorder and long-established stereotypy, one would
assess what behaviour is shown, including ‘body language’/‘facial expres-
sions’ indicating affect; the severity and frequency of the problem and
ideally also use videotape to assess the behaviour’s consistency, constancy,
potential for disruption, context and the extent towhich it is stereotypy-like
or instead apparently goal-directed. Such information might then suggest
likely pharmacological treatments (see Section 10.2.1).

However, pharmacological treatments should not be used without
assessing, first the risks involved (see below), and second, cues and
causes within the animal’s environment that highlight alternative or

Table 10.3. Broad welfare implications of different strategies aimed at treating problem
behaviour.

Treatment strategy
Potential welfare
benefits

Potential welfare
problems

Preventing performance
of the behaviour

Reduces harm of
ongoing behaviour

Does not address the
underlying cause

May restrict the ability of
the animal to adapt to
its environment (see also
Box 2.3, Chapter 2)

Removing causal factors
underlying the behaviour

Resolves welfare issues
related to the aetiology
and performance of
the behaviour

May reduce the welfare of
others affected by
the change

Change the perception
of stimuli

Resolves welfare issues
related to the performance
of the behaviour

Changes may extend
beyond the target and so
interfere with normal
functioningEliminates perception of a

poor environment

Redirect the behaviour
towards another substrate

If other individuals are affected
by the ongoing behaviour,
their welfare may be improved

May not improve the
welfare of the patient

Encourage other behaviours
to compete for expression
with the problem behaviour

Resolves welfare issues related
to the performance of the
behaviour

The alternative behaviours
may also be a
consequence of poor
welfareMay reduce the impact of threats

in the environment

Broadly speaking, the strategies listed above may be achieved by a variety of methods, from environmental

manipulation to chemical intervention. Thus, for example, drugs can operate via several of these mechan-

isms: heavy sedation will prevent the behaviour; anxiolytics may alter the perception of the environment;

and in some cases drugs may correct the causal factor if this is a central disturbance in neurochemistry.

Note that every specific treatment has its own specific risks additional to those proposed here (for more

details see Cooper and Mills, 1997).
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additional treatment routes. One example might be a need to control
inadvertent reinforcement by the owner. Close examination of what trig-
gers the stereotypic behaviour, people’s reactions to it, and how the
animal behaves immediately afterwards may all indicate this; for in-
stance, performance only in the owner’s presence, and certain expres-
sions of owner concern, might suggest conditioning by, say, owner
attention or the delivery of a treat. Altering owner–pet interaction
would then clearly form a central part of treatment. Another important
potential proximate cause in the environment is acute motivational con-
flict or frustration, perhaps generalized to a range of arousing stimuli.
Investigating such factors as when and where the behaviour occurs, and
the behaviour’s target, can be ways of identifying an association between
the behaviour and environmental conflicts, thereby highlighting treat-
ment routes via behavioural modification (e.g. training and psycho-
therapy to alter the perception of a stimulus so that it becomes less
threatening), and/or environmental management (e.g. avoidance/elimin-
ation of particular situations).

General stress reduction measures are also frequently warranted: any
environmental factor resulting in frustration (e.g. no exercise off property
for dogs), conflict (e.g. inconsistent interaction with the owner) or stress
(e.g. conflict with another individual; separation anxiety; even disease)
may potentially contribute to the problem. These frequently arise as a
result of confinement, and the frustration of motivations such as those for
social interaction or exploration (cf. Chapter 9, this volume). For example,
repetitive locomotory behaviours in horses are more common amongst
socially isolated animals (Luescher et al., 1998; Bachmann et al., 2003),
while in dogs, clinical experience indicates that these problems are more
common in animals who do not receive sufficient exercise. Lack of
predictability and control may also arise from inconsistent owner–animal
interactions, via e.g. lack of training to commands and thus inconsistent
use of commands, the inappropriate use of punishment, or an inconsist-
ent routine. Casual interaction with the owner may thus need to be
avoided, and replaced with highly structured interactions using a
command–response–reward format. For example, a Miniature Schnauzer
that licked its inner thigh excessively and also frequently stared at the
ceiling and froze in this position was successfully treated by avoiding
casual interaction; providing interaction only in a command–response–
reward format; obedience training; avoidance of punishment; and
increased, regular exercise (A. Luescher, personal observation).

Here, it should be recognized that different breeds have specific
needs, as reflected by their varying prevalences of stereotypic behaviour.
Repetitive locomotory behaviours in horses are particularly common in
thoroughbred and warm-blood types (Luescher et al., 1998; Bachmann
et al., 2003), for example, while specific repetitive behaviours have recog-
nized breed predispositions amongst household pets (e.g. as listed earlier
in Table 10.1). Overall and Dunham (2002) even suggest a possible
association between the form of the behaviour and purpose for which a
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breed was developed: herding breeds often present with tail-chasing,
while guarding breeds and dogs bred for focal attention tend to present
with apparent hallucinations. Furthermore, individual temperament may
also predispose an animal to compulsive problems, because the primary
problem is linked to sensitivity to stressors. Thus there is overlap
between proximate causes and predisposing factors. In general, the animal
should therefore be provided with an environment with an appropriate
balance of predictability and control considering not only its species and
breed, but also its individual nature (Wiepkema and Koolhaas, 1993).

In cases where causes of stress cannot be removed, it may be possible
instead to desensitize the animal to the stressful situation. Such behav-
iour therapy includes graded exposure to the eliciting situation and
response prevention (Abel, 1993; March, 1995). Treatment can also in-
volve pharmacological intervention and behaviour modification. For
example, ‘response substitution’ can also be used as a behaviour modifi-
cation technique. This involves distracting the animal from the perform-
ance of the behaviour, issuing a command for a non-compatible
behaviour, and reinforcing the latter. For example in one case (AL), a
Border Collie that chewed its right foot compulsively was trained to lie
with its head flat on the floor between its paws. Whenever he showed any
inclination to chew his foot, the dog was provided with a distraction and
given a command for lying down in the described position, and then
rewarded for obeying. With time, the reward was delayed more and
more so that the dog had to stay in the position for increasing time before
receiving the reward. After 1 week of continuous training, the compulsive
behaviour had disappeared and did not recur.

If an animal’s stress reactivity or other aspects of behaviour seem intrin-
sically unusual, and/or environmental changes simply cannot be effected, yet
other measures still may be taken, especially pharmaceutical approaches. A
general behavioural assessment can determine whether the animal is behav-
ing normally in other contexts, further directing treatment choice. For
instance, Overall and Dunham (2002) report that nearly 75% of dogs with
apparent compulsive disorder had an additional concurrent issue, most
commonly attention-seeking, impulsive aggression, or separation anxiety,
perhaps reflectingmoregeneralproblemsof behavioural or emotional control.
Some individuals may also appear generally anxious, perhaps having
physiological predispositions that are less amenable to environmental ma-
nipulation but could be helped via medical interventions that reduce the
impact of stressors (e.g. pharmacological interventions to reduce anxiety).
Table 10.4 summarizes treatment recommendations for compulsive disorder.

10.4. Drugs in the Treatment of Stereotypic Behaviour

From Section 10.3, we can see that drugs are not always needed and, if
employed, are an adjunct to environmental and behavioural modification.
Furthermore, drugs inevitably involve a risk of side effects (see later) –
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risks that differ from the behavioural and environmental strategies dis-
cussed above. It should also be recognized that, in some cases, drug
therapy may not be treating the true cause but instead stimulating a
system which masks the symptoms: thus drugs may sometimes only be
treating the signs rather than the cause of the problem.

All this does not, however, mean that chemical interventions are
unjustified. For one, rapid behavioural control may be insisted upon by
the owner. Some further general guidelines can also be recognized. Medi-
cationmay be necessary in animals that are emotionally predisposed to the
problem (see above); and also in longer standing cases, which otherwise
appear to have a poorer prognosis (Luescher, 1997). Furthermore, some
agents may also help to improve the response to, and speed of, training,
through enhancingmemory (especially the serotonergic agents; King et al.,
2000) or sensitivity to rewards (especially inhibitors of monoamine oxi-
dase B; Mills and Ledger, 2001). They may therefore be utilized to minim-
ize the time taken for responses to occur with psychological intervention.

The most commonly recommended agents for abnormal repetitive
behaviours enhance serotonin levels, modulate dopamine activity, or
antagonize the opiate system. The use of such drugs is discussed in the
following section. We start with some general caveats about interpreting
drug action (see Section 10.4.1).

10.4.1. Drug action: a basic primer

No one transmitter, receptor or drug relates directly to or acts independ-
ently on any specific behaviour. Furthermore, as Chapters 5–8 illustrate,
the neuroanatomical and neurophysiological links within the brain are
complex and interrelated. Whilst many drugs primarily affect one neuro-
transmitter system or receptor sub-type, they are not always exclusive in

Table 10.4. Treatment recommendation for compulsive disorder (based on Luescher, 2002).

. Identify and remove cause of conflict, frustration and specific stressors which trigger the
behaviour, or desensitize animal to these stimuli (see also Chapter 9, this volume)

. Reduce general stress within the environment
� Avoid inconsistent interactions, and instigate structured exercises
� Provide animal with opportunities to control aspects of its environment (see also Chapter 9,
this volume)

� Provide a consistent, but not monotonous, routine
� Stop all forms of punishment administered by the owners
� Ensure diet and exercise regime are balanced

. Consider potential for pharmacological intervention, and possibly dietary manipulation to
increase systemic uptake of tryptophan

. Consider need for response substitution
� May require prevention of compulsive behaviour at first
� Distract and reward animal for other behaviours, when compulsive behaviour is anticipated
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effect, and by affecting one system may induce changes in different
systems elsewhere, either directly or indirectly as the body compensates.
Furthermore, drugs given by mouth or by injection do not just go to the
specific regions of the brain associated with the problem, but affect the
relevant receptors wherever they are found in the body: one reason why
side effects can result. Thus if a drug reduces general activity, for ex-
ample, through sedation or some other mechanism such as inducing
nausea, it might theoretically also reduce repetitive behaviour as a mere
consequence. Furthermore, doses used may mean that the consequent
tissue levels of neurotransmitter are many times higher than the natural
endogenous level (Shankaran and Gudelsky, 1998) and potentially result
in effects that extend beyond the specificity of the known transmitter–
receptor interaction. Thus drugs may be operating by chemically flooding
the system to produce an extreme response that only resembles the de-
sired condition at the phenomenological level (face validity) but not the
mechanistic level (construct validity) (Nesse and Berridge, 1997). This
potential problem exists when interpreting the results of experiments
designed to both generate and eliminate stereotypic behaviour pharma-
cologically (see Box 7.3, Chapter 7). Thus until neurophysiological mech-
anisms behind a condition are fully elucidated we must consider the
possibility that response to a particular medication potentially may be
operating at only a phenomenological level (controlling the signs) rather
than at a mechanistic one (affecting the cause). These issues are well
illustrated by the results of Nurnberg et al. (1997) who reported on the
use of three different types of psychoactive medication in a single case of
weaving in a horse (an opiate antagonist – naltrexone; a sedative anti-
psychotic – acepromazine and a serotonergic antidepressant – paroxe-
tine). In this case, all reduced weaving to some extent, with paroxetine
producing a 95% reduction, acepromazine a 40% reduction and naltrex-
one a 30% reduction. Whilst it might be argued that these different levels
of effect reflect the different roles of the various transmitter systems
involved in regulating the behaviour, these results might also reflect
varying levels of inhibitory side effects.

Thus although drugs in the next section are grouped according to
their main known receptor interaction, they are not necessarily receptor-
specific and their effects may actually be due to their action on other
receptor systems, or to other unknown interactions.

10.4.2. The pharmacological treatment of stereotypic behaviour – evidence
of efficacy

There have been very few relevant controlled studies on drug efficacy (see
Box 10.3 for an outline of best practice and the abbreviations used in drug
administration). In fact, only serotonergic agents have been shown clinic-
ally effective in any form of randomized, controlled studies on any captive
animal (Hewson et al., 1998a), the remaining direct evidence coming from
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Box 10.3. The Use and Testing of Pharmacological Compounds: Clinical Trials, Experimental
Studies and Intervention Studies

A. LUESCHER

Clinical trials assess the effect of an intervention strategy, while keeping other determinants of
outcome constant. A clinical pharmacological trial is usually preceded by one study to
establish dose range and drug safety, and a pilot study on a few patients demonstrating likely
benefits. The clinical trial then tests effectiveness in a large number of patients, in real-world
situations, as well as identifying side effects.
Randomized controlled clinical trials are the standard of excellence. A sample of patients is

recruited that is as representative of the population of affected individuals as possible. Clear
inclusion/exclusion criteria need to be applied (although these limit the population to whom the
results can be generalized), e.g. recruiting patients with a specific condition necessitates an
accepted method of diagnosis (in the best case, an accepted gold-standard diagnostic test; in the
worst case, expert agreement). The sample is then divided randomly (in a formal randomized or
matched manner) into two groups with comparable prognoses (e.g. for compulsive disorder, with
similar breed, ageand sexdistributions, and similar clinical signs, severities andproblemdurations).
Both groups are treated identically, with the exception that the treatment group is exposed to the
intervention under test, and the control group, to a standard intervention or placebo treatment. (For
ethical and legal licensing reasons, the effect of the intervention strategy is often compared to the
best-proven or established treatment, and only under certain circumstances to a no-treatment
control). In clinical trials involving behavioural drugs, treatment and control groups need to either
get no behaviour and/or environmental modification at all, or get the same, standardized (and
therefore simple!) behaviour and/or environmental modification. To avoid subjective bias, the
experimenter and the animal owner have to be ‘blinded’ as to which group subjects belong to;
knowledgeof treatment allocationmayotherwise influence initial randomization, interactionswith
animal owners (inducing a bias in them) and outcome measurement. The outcome also has to be
measurable unequivocally and objectively, using validated tools. The ‘Gold Standard’ procedure
for trial conduct is laid out in published international guidelines to good clinical practice (GCP).
Finer details of the trial design depend on how many patients can be recruited and other

factors. The most straightforward design is a ‘parallel arm study’, where after a baseline period
without treatment, the two groups are followed for some time, one getting the experimental,
the other the control treatment. At the end, the two samples are compared. Another common
design is the ‘crossover’ trial, in which one sample first gets Treatment A, then (potentially after
a ‘wash-out’ period, dependent on the rate of metabolism and excretion of the drug) Treatment
B, while the other sample first gets B, then A. Comparison then is generally made within
subject, comparing its disease state at the end of the first versus the end of the second period;
order of treatment potentially being controlled for statistically. This crossover design is useful
when large numbers of patients cannot be recruited, since each subject is its own control.
(See e.g. Fletcher et al., 1996 for more details.)

Dosing and delivery abbreviations:

P.O. – per os (by mouth)
i.v. – intravenously
s.c. subcutaneously
sid – once a day
bid – twice a day

Usually drugs are dosed on a live body weight basis (kg), but where there is a narrow safety
margin, surface area (m2) may be used to obtain a dose more consistent with metabolic rate.
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case studies. If there are few sound data for companion animals, there are
nil for exotic species; and so if drugs are to be used on such animals (see e.g.
Box 10.4), it must be recognized that therapeutic doses remain largely
unknown, and that dosing regimes extrapolated from other species could
carry serious potential risks to the health of the animal.

It also needs to be recognized that without a consensus definition for
different forms of abnormal repetitive behaviour, different authors have to
date defined similar terms differently and, conversely, may have de-
scribed different conditions similarly (e.g. see Box 10.1). These caveats
must be borne in mind as we discuss the evidence below. See Box 10.3 for
dosing and delivery abbreviations.

10.4.3. Drugs acting on serotonin receptors

10.4.3.1. Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitors (SRIs)

Compounds that inhibit the synaptic reuptake of biogenic amines includ-
ing 5-HT, and thus their degradation by the presynaptic neuron, are be-
lieved to potentiate the actions of these molecules. However, their
therapeutic effect may be delayed by several weeks. This indicates that
their effect is not simply due to the accumulation of neurotransmitter in the
synapse, but possibly due to a cascade of other events triggered by the
accumulation of neurotransmitter (Baldessarini, 1996b). For example, auto-
receptors desensitize as a consequence of chronic administration of an SRI,
resulting in greater release of serotonin, while reuptake is still inhibited
(Baldessarini, 1996b). The concentration of serotonin in the synapse fol-
lowing treatment with these compounds does not exceed three to five times
the normal value (Fuller, 1994). Serotonin is not only released at synapses,
but also from axonal swellings on the nerve and acts on many peripheral
targets (Sanders-Bush and Mayer, 1996). The increase of serotonin at the
serotonergic synapse after application of an SRI therefore might not be as
important in the treatment of compulsive disorder as previously believed.
The study of reuptake inhibitor action is further complicated by the fact
that their effect may differ for different brain regions (Fuller, 1994).

We usually use SRIs for several weeks or more after a satisfactory
therapeutic effect has been achieved, before attempting to wean the pa-
tient off the drug over 3–4 weeks. ‘Weaning’ off the compound should
then always be attempted, but is not always successful (i.e. clinical signs
return), necessitating long-term drug administration (possibly for years).
Note too that the use of the drug should always be accompanied by
behaviour modification.

Because SRIs indirectly reduce the density and sensitivity of sero-
tonin receptors, a ‘rebound effect’ (i.e. a period of greatly reduced seroto-
nergic functioning and recurrence of problem behaviours) is possible
following abrupt discontinuation of the drug. Such a rebound has been
observed in dogs when clomipramine was discontinued abruptly (C.J.
Hewson, personal communication, Prince Edward Island; D. Mills,
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Box 10.4. Pacing, Prozac and a Polar Bear

E.M.B. POULSEN and G. CAMPBELL TESKEY

‘Snowball’ was an adult female polar bear (Ursus maritimus), who spent much of her day
pacing. She was born in captivity in 1969, and lived with a conspecific at the Calgary Zoo in
an 836 m2 concrete pit enclosure. Archives indicate that at the age of 2.5, she began to display
the stereotypies common in captive polar bears. Over the years, several interventions were
attempted, but all failed to abolish the behaviours. These included an unspecified tranquilizer,
enrichment programmes, naturalistic enclosure redesign and diet variation. Snowball also had
recurring hair loss that again had never been successfully treated. This involved the loss of the
whole hair (the hair was not broken) primarily on the flank region. Therefore, in 1993, 22 years
after her pacing first appeared, we decided to try another approach. We reasoned that after
two decades of impoverishment, Snowball likely had a neurological disorder that could not
simply be reversed by attempts to improve the enclosure. We began by videotaping her during
daylight hours (7:00 to 16:00) to quantify her behavioural repertoire. We discovered that she
spent ca. 70% of this time pacing, and that while pacing she also had a facial tic and a
repetitive vocalization like a ‘huff’ or cough. These behaviours were very unvarying, occurring
in very specific locations within the enclosure to the extent that Snowball always placed her
paws in the exact same spot. Since humans can show drastic reductions in compulsive
behaviours (which can be highly stereotypic) following the usage of specific serotonin reup-
take inhibitors (SSRI), we thought we would try this in Snowball. The Eli-Lilly pharmaceutical
company donated quantities of the SSRI ProzacT. In consultation with veterinarians we arrived
at a dosage range of 0.62 to 1.32 mg/kg, derived from human dosages and accounting for the
polar bear’s large fat deposits and a significant scaling factor. After much discussion with zoo
staff, we reached a broad-based consensus and began administering the drug in Snowball’s
food. We continued the videotaping and analysis of her behaviour. The trial was in an A-B-A
form, each phase lasting approximately 5, 14 and 24 weeks, respectively.
Over the next weeks, the amount of time Snowball spent pacing gradually reduced, and she

spent more and more time engaged in normal-seeming behaviours like walking about the
whole enclosure, swimming, interacting positively with the other polar pear and looking at the
zoo visitors. After about 8 to 9 weeks of drug administration the stereotypic behaviours ceased.
An unanticipated but positive side effect also emerged: her recurring hair loss vanished.
Snowball did not appear to display any deleterious side effects. It was then time to take her
off the drug to see if the pacing would return. The drug was withdrawn. For several weeks
Snowball remained free of stereotypic behaviours, but then they began to return, and within a
few months after cessation of the drug she had returned to her pre-drug level of pacing. Within
a year of the completion of this study she was euthanased for a medical problem unrelated to
the use of the drug (hip degeneration). However, it is likely that this condition would have
been exacerbated by her previous constant locomotion.
Thus certain forms of pharmacotherapy can provide behavioural and potential welfare

benefits to captive animals. However, we urge that such animals should be housed according
to their species-specific nutritional, environmental and social needs such that these problems
do not emerge in the first place. We also hope that if other zoos use pharmacologic treatments,
they do so in conjunction with real improvements in naturalistic enclosure design and
environmental enrichment programmes (see also Mills and Luescher, this chapter).
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personal communication, 1997). It is therefore recommended that the drug
be withdrawn gradually towards the end of treatment, by decreasing dose
(but not dose frequency) (Hewson and Luescher, 1996).

SRIs are heterogeneous and include the tricyclic antidepressant, clomi-
pramine, and atypical antidepressants such as the ‘specific’ serotonin
reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) fluoxetine, paroxetine and sertraline. While
clomipramine has side effects in commonwith other tricyclics and, through
its first metabolite chlordesipramine, also affects norepinephrine reuptake,
the atypical antidepressants appear to have fewer side effects (Baldessarini,
1996a). These compounds are considered in more detail below.

CLOMIPRAMINE. Clomipramine is the only tricyclic antidepressant with anti-
obsessional activity in humans. However, like the other tricyclics,
clomipramine has anticholinergic effects. It may thus affect micturition
(i.e. urination behaviour), cause gastrointestinal disturbances, and lower
the seizure threshold as a side effect. At high doses, it may also affect
heart function, producing sinus tachycardia and arrhythmias, and can
be mildly hypotensive. Clomipramine also reduces REM sleep and has
some sedative properties. Occasionally, irritability and aggressiveness
are seen as side effects (Product Monograph, 1996a; D. Mills, personal
observation). Clomipramine should not be given with monoamine
oxidase inhibitors, anticholinergic agents or antihistamines. Caution
has to be exercised if clomipramine is used with SSRIs, neuroleptics,
e.g. haloperidol (compounds which are discussed further below), or
benzodiazepine anxiolytics, e.g. diazepam, since these drugs increase
the plasma concentration of clomipramine (Product Monograph, 1996a).

A randomized, placebo-controlled crossover clinical trial involving
51 dogs diagnosed with a variety of compulsive disorders (such as self-
licking and tail-chasing) found that clomipramine was about four times
more likely to improve the condition than placebo (Hewson et al., 1998a).
As further examples, Goldberger and Rapoport (1991) used clomipramine
in an experimental single-blind trial for the treatment of acral lick gran-
uloma (a condition involving repetitive licking of a specific area of a limb)
in dogs, with the tricyclic antidepressant desipramine as a control. Six
out of nine dogs showed a reduction in licking as rated by the owner.
Rapoport et al. (1992) also found only such serotonergic agents to effect-
ively control acral lick granuloma in dogs. A dose of 3 mg/kg P.O. sid was
subsequently recommended for treatment of dogs (Marder, 1991). For
cats, a dose of 1 mg/kg P.O. sid clomipramine is generally recommended.
A significant reduction in three cases of apparently ritualistic stereotypic
motor behaviour in dogs was also reported when clomipramine was used
at a dose of 3 mg/kg P.O. bid for several months, in combination with
counter-conditioning (Overall, 1994). Clomipramine has also been used,
with much more limited success, to control feather-picking in birds
(Grindlinger and Ransay, 1992). Seibert et al. (2004), in a placebo-con-
trolled study of 11 feather-picking cockatoos (6 ‘pickers’ and 5 ‘mutila-
tors’), reported that clomipramine at 3 mg/kg P.O. bid was effective in
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eight of the birds at 6 weeks. Seven of the eight birds began to improve at 3
weeks with significantly greater improvement noted at 6 weeks. However,
one clomipramine-treated bird (a self-mutilator) was worse at 6 weeks,
and the remaining two treated birds were unchanged. No adverse events
were reported during the study period.

OTHER TRICYCLIC ANTIDEPRESSANTS. Other tricyclics have been tried, with one
publication suggesting that amitryptiline was associated with
improvement in about 60% of cases of cats and dogs with ‘OCD’ (as
defined by the authors), compared to 83% for clomipramine (Overall and
Dunham, 2002). Amitryptiline has a much weaker effect on serotonin
reuptake and thus this apparent relatively high efficacy is somewhat
surprising; however, given the nature of the controls in this particular
study, it cannot be concluded that the amitryptiline itself explains the effect.

FLUOXETINE. Fluoxetine is the most commonly used SSRI in companion
animal practice and has also been used in captive exotic species
(Poulsen et al., 1996; Chitty, 2003; Hugo et al., 2003; e.g. Box 10.4) –
although, as with clomipramine, success in controlling feather-picking in
birds is limited (Mertens, 1997).

Fluoxetine specifically inhibits the reuptake of serotonin by blocking
presynaptic uptake channels, i.e. it makes the serotonin released into the
synapse last longer. Because of its specificity, it does not have the anti-
cholinergic side effects of the tricyclics. Fluoxetine’s first metabolite,
norfluoxetine, has similar potency and specificity as a reuptake blocker
(Fuller et al., 1991). Fluoxetine and norfluoxetine have a much longer
half-life (1 day and 2.1 to 5.4 days, respectively; Product Monograph,
1996b) compared to clomipramine (1.5 to 9 h; Hewson et al., 1998a),
which means less frequent dosing is required.

A double-blind, randomized placebo-controlled study of fluoxetine
on 62 dogs with acral lick lesions, concluded that the drug was effective
in controlling the condition over a 6-week period, and during a 2-month
follow-up treatment period both licking behaviour and lesion scores
continued to improve (Wynchank and Berk, 1998). Three treatment trials
compared clomipramine with desipramine, fluoxetine with fenfluramine
and sertraline with placebo, respectively, in the treatment of canine acral
lick granuloma (Rapoport et al., 1992). For 5 weeks, 3 mg/kg clomipra-
mine, desipramine or sertraline, or 1 mg/kg fluoxetine or fenfluramine
were given. Clomipramine and fluoxetine produced similar clinical
effects, with an approximately 40% reduction of licking compared to
controls. Sertraline resulted in an approximately 20% reduction in self-
licking. However, lethargy, loss of appetite, diarrhoea and growling were
reported in the clomipramine group; and lethargy, loss of appetite and
hyperactivity with fluoxetine treatment (Rapoport et al., 1992). In another
study, one dog treated with fluoxetine, at approximately 0.5 mg/kg P.O.
sid, exhibited dilated pupils and developed fibrogingival hyperplasia (a
form of growth of the gums of the mouth). After several years of continued
treatment, however, the dog did not develop renal or hepatic problems
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(Overall, 1995). Successful treatment of compulsive tail-mutilation in a
Bichon Frise dog with 1 mg/kg fluoxetine P.O. sid for 3 weeks has been
reported (Melman, 1995). The recommended dose of fluoxetine for dogs
and cats varies between authors, with some recommending 0.5 to 1 mg/kg
P.O. sid (Marder, 1991; Mills and Simpson, 2002), and others twice this
dose (Landsberg et al., 2003).

OTHER SPECIFIC SEROTONIN REUPTAKE INHIBITORS. Paroxetine is another SSRI frequently
used in practice. It has a shorter half-life than fluoxetine and no active
metabolite. It is therefore more quickly eliminated from the system, and so
it is particularly important that the dose of paroxetine be ‘tapered’
gradually at the end of treatment to avoid recurrence of the signs.
Paroxetine also has anticholinergic side effects, like the non-specific
SRIs. Side effects are dose-dependent. Therefore, it is better to use a low
dose and wait (for up to 4 weeks) to evaluate the therapeutic effect, rather
than startwith a high dose or increase the dose rapidly: the latter procedure
produces a more rapid onset of therapeutic effect, but also increases the
risk of side effects. Sertraline has a similar action and side effect profile to
fluoxetine, with a shorter half-life and less-active metabolite.

10.4.3.2. Serotonin agonists

BUSPIRONE. Buspirone is used for the symptomatic relief of excessive
anxiety in human patients with generalized anxiety disorder (Product
Monograph, 1993), and therefore has been of interest to those supposing
a link between abnormal repetitive behaviours and anxiety. However,
buspirone is an agonist at 5HT1A autoreceptors, and so decreases the
synthesis and release of serotonin; it also increases dopamine and
noradrenaline turnover (Baldessarini, 1996b). It is thus not considered
effective for treatment of OCD in humans (Baldessarini, 1996b) and was
found ineffective as an adjuvant to fluoxetine in humans (Grady et al.,
1993). Buspirone was likewise ineffective in the treatment of an
apparently compulsive circling dog, and may even exacerbate the
problem (Overall, 1995).

10.4.3.3. Serotonin precursors: tryptophan as a dietary route to treatment?

It may be possible to influence serotonin metabolism with the nutritive
amino acid, L-tryptophan (Teff and Young, 1988). L-tryptophan is a
serotonin precursor (Fuller, 1994), but competes with other large neutral
amino acids for uptake into the brain (Fenstrom and Wurtman, 1972). Its
effect on brain serotonin levels is thus dependent on the amino-acid
profile of the diet (Hedaya, 1984; Colombo et al., 1992). Its uptake is
improved by circulating insulin, as stimulated by dietary sugars and
arginine. Thus careful dietary formulation is essential to maximize the
effectiveness of supplementation (Clark and Mills, 1997). L-tryptophan at
0.05 and 0.1 mg/kg reduced performance of a stereotypic head twist by
about a third in one horse (Bagshaw et al., 1994). L-tryptophan has been
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recommended for the clinical treatment of equine compulsive behaviour
at 2 g/day for a typical horse (McDonnell, 1996), although doses as high as
5 g/day may be necessary (D. Mills, personal observation). L-tryptophan
has also been used to control repetitive self-mutilation in captive pri-
mates (Weld et al., 1998).

10.4.4. Drugs acting on dopamine receptors

The dopamine antagonist, haloperidol, has been shown to inhibit stereo-
typic behaviour in voles (Kennes et al., 1988) and pigs (von Borell and
Hurnik, 1991), but not compulsive behaviour in dogs. Whilst SRIS, such as
clomipramine, may help to reduce OCD symptoms in humans through
their additional effect on dopaminergic structures (Kelland et al., 1990;
Altemus et al., 1994), dopamine antagonist monotherapy is not usually
effective in reducing compulsive rituals in OCD patients (McDougle et al.,
1994a). By contrast, dopaminergic agents may perhaps appear the obvious
choice for treating stereotypies (Chapters 5–8, this volume). Potentially
effective drugs that interact with the dopaminergic system fall into two
broad groups: the neuroleptics (anti-schizophrenic or antipsychotic drugs),
including haloperidol, pimozide and phenothiazines; and the monoamine
oxidase inhibitors.

Typical neuroleptics act mostly on D2 receptors. After oral adminis-
tration, there is extensive first-pass metabolism by the liver. Neuroleptics
tend to be eliminated slowly from the body and the metabolites are gener-
ally not active (Baldessarini, 1996a). In practice, however, these agents are
not widely used because of serious side effects. In humans, neuroleptics
reduce initiative, spontaneous motor activity, interest in the environment,
and the manifestation of emotion or affect, although intellectual functions
are retained. In rodents, unconditioned escape and avoidance behaviour is
not affected, but conditioned avoidance may be reduced (Product Mono-
graph, 1992). Low-potency antipsychotics such as acepromazine have a
marked sedative effect. High-potency antipsychotics such as fluphenazine
are not sedative at clinical doses, but are more likely to produce extra-
pyramidal side effects such as tremor, rigidity, hypersalivation, bradyki-
nesia and motor restlessness. With higher doses, seizure risk increases.
Hypotension, hyperthermia, sedation, arrhythmias and dermatologic
reactions may be further side effects (Baldessarini, 1996a). The role of
neuroleptics is also limited because of the risk of behavioural side effects
that – ironically – include stereotypy-like behaviours termed tardive
dyskinesia. The use of neuroleptics on animals thus has serious potential
welfare implications, even if they control the problematic behaviour.

10.4.4.1. Neuroleptics

HALOPERIDOL. Haloperidol is perhaps the best-known neuroleptic, with a
recommended dose rate of 20 mg/m2 in the French veterinary literature,
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where it appears to be more widely discussed than elsewhere (Pageat,
1998).

The authors’ experience in the use of haloperidol is very limited, but
a dose of 1–2 mg bid orally invariably resulted in undesirable behavioural
effects in the experience of one of us (AL). Haloperidol has been used
experimentally in cats, at a dose of 0.1–0.2 mg/kg to counteract dopamine-
induced stereotypy (Cools and van Rossum, 1970). Furthermore, a single
injection (2 mg/kg i.v.) in a double-blind placebo-controlled study of 20
cats with excessive grooming found evidence of a sustained improvement
in this behaviour at least 4 months later (Willemse et al., 1994). In parrots,
haloperidol has been used effectively to treat feather picking (Iglauer and
Rasmin, 1993; Lennox and Van Der Heyden, 1993, 1999). However, there
are important breed differences in sensitivity, with Quaker parakeets, and
Umbrella and Moluccan cockatoos, requiring lower dosages (Ritchie and
Harrison, 1994). Haloperidol appears to work best in cockatoos and in
cases of self-mutilation, further supporting the idea that there are mech-
anistically different forms of stereotypic behaviour (Welle, 1998).

PHENOTHIAZINES. Phenothiazines are quite non-specific agents: they interact
with neurotransmitter systems other than dopamine (e.g. serotonin and
norepinephrine), have antihistaminic and anti-tryptaminergic properties
and may produce extrapyramidal side effects (Baldessarini, 1996a).

Long-acting formulations of phenothiazines, such as fluphenazine
enanthate or decanoate, may be of interest for the treatment of animals
that are difficult or dangerous to dose orally. If such preparations are to be
used, an appropriate dose rate needs to be established first with a short-
acting compound. Recommended therapeutic doses of fluphenazine in
companion animals are 50 mg/m2 (Pageat, 1998) but this has yet to gain
wide acceptance and the authors have no experience of this agent for the
treatment of compulsive disorder.

OTHER POTENT NEUROLEPTICS. The French literature (Pageat, 1998) refers to other
related neuroleptics related to haloperidol, which may be used to control
stereotypic behaviour in dogs. These include pimozide (4–12 mg/m2),
sulpiride (100–500 mg/m2), tiapride (100–600 mg/m2) and thioridazine
(30 mg/m2). Any of these might theoretically be considered as an
augmenting agent in cases that are refractory to SRI monotherapy
(McDougle et al., 1994a,b), but the risks and implications of
intervention – especially in terms of side effects – are important and
must be fully explained to the client.

10.4.4.2. Monoamine oxidase inhibitors

General monoamine oxidase inhibitors block the metabolism of a wide
range of monoamine neurotransmitters including dopamine, norepineph-
rine and serotonin. They may have hypertensive side effects, resulting
from an interaction with the amino-acid tyramine in the diet. Selegiline
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(L-deprenyl) irreversibly inhibits the degradation of monoamine oxidase B
(MAO-B) only, by binding to the enzyme’s active site, and so does not
have these interactions. Selegiline principally inhibits the reuptake of
dopamine and secondarily that of noradrenaline (Knoll, 1981; Paterson
et al., 1990). Whilst there have been no peer-reviewed publications, its
efficacy has been reported especially in relation to compulsive licking in
several small cases series in both cats (Landsberg et al., 2003) and dogs
(Pageat, 1998). Response is reported to be rapid and efficacy high (>80%).

10.4.5. Drugs interacting with opioid receptors

Opioid antagonists include naloxone, naltrexone and nalmefene. Their
effect is mostly on mu opioid receptors, but to a lesser effect on kappa and
delta receptors (Reisine and Pasternak, 1996). Side effects in man include
nausea and a general suppression of behaviour, and so their direct role in
modulating stereotypic behaviour remains equivocal (see also Box 1.3,
Chapter 1, this volume). Nausea might theoretically bring about a general
suppression in behaviour, which could also reduce the level of repetitive
behaviour, especially oral/ingestive behaviours including oral stereoty-
pies. Careful analysis of the total time budgets of patients receiving such
medication might be a useful first step towards trying to determine
whether such a phenomenon occurs in captive animals.

10.4.5.1. Naloxone

When given orally, naloxone is almost completely metabolized in the liver
(first pass metabolism) before reaching the systemic circulation. If given
intravenously, it is also cleared very quickly. Intramuscular administration
produces a more prolonged effect. In dogs, a half-life of about 70 min has
been established after intravenous administration (Pace et al., 1979).

Naloxone can temporarily inhibit tail-chasing in dogs (Brown et al.,
1987). A single dose of 0.2 mg/kg injected subcutaneously stopped a 7-
month-old male Bull Terrier from chasing its tail for approximately 3 h.
Because of the need for a parenteral route and the short-lived clinical
effect, the use of naloxone in dogs is impractical. However, a double-
blinded crossover study found that a single injection of naloxone (1 mg/kg
s.c.) in 12 cats appeared to suppress excessive grooming for between 2.5
weeks and 6 months (Willemse et al., 1994).

10.4.5.2. Naltrexone

Naltrexone is a more potent opiate antagonist than naloxone, and even
when administered orally, has a clinical effect that lasts 24 to 72 h in
humans. Oral naltrexone has been recommended for use in companion
animals because of a presumed long half-life in these species. However,
the half-life appears similar to that of naloxone in the dog (Pace et al.,
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1979) and is considerably less than that reported for humans (Garret and
el-Koussi, 1985). In humans, the first metabolite (6-beta-naltrexol) is also
an active opiate antagonist, with a half-life of approximately 13 h. In dogs,
however, naltrexone is not metabolized to 6-beta-naltrexol, but conju-
gated and excreted in urine and bile (Garret and el-Koussi, 1985). The
clinical dose of naltrexone for companion animals is between 2.2 (White,
1990) and 4.4 mg/kg/day orally (Marder, 1991). Naltrexone may cause
liver damage at higher doses.

In one study, 11 dogs with stereotypic self-licking, chewing or
scratching were injected subcutaneously with naltrexone 1 mg/kg, or
nalmefene 1 to 4 mg/kg (Dodman et al., 1988b) and these behaviours
were reduced for at least 90 min in seven subjects. In an ‘open-label’
trial, dogs with acral lick dermatitis were given 2.2 mg/kg orally once or
twice per day. This resulted in owner-reported cessation or substantial
decreases in the amount of licking and re-epithelization of the lesion in 7
of the 11 dogs (White, 1990). One dog treated for compulsive tail-chasing
with naltrexone at 2 mg/kg orally every 6 h, developed intense general-
ized pruritus (itchiness of the skin), which subsided when the dose was
reduced to 1 mg/kg every 6 h (Schwartz, 1993).

Opioid antagonists have also been used experimentally to reduce
crib-biting in horses (Dodman et al., 1987). Naloxone injected intraven-
ously at 0.02 to 0.04 mg/kg suppressed cribbing for an average duration of
20 min. Three cribbing horses administered naltrexone intravenously at
0.04 to 0.4 mg/kg greatly reduced or suppressed the behaviour completely
for 1.5 to 7 h (although their weaving was relatively unaffected). Nalme-
fene given intramuscularly or subcutaneously to five horses at 0.08 to 0.1
mg/kg was effective for between 1.5 and to almost 7 h. Sustained-release
formulations can extend that time to several days in some cases, but are
not available commercially. The relatively short duration and parenteral
administration route limit the practical application of these drugs.

10.4.5.3. Hydrocodone

The opiate agonist hydrocodone has been used orally at 0.25 mg/kg for the
treatment of canine acral lick dermatitis, with complete remission of
licking in one, and partial remission in two, of the three treated dogs
(Brignac, 1992).

10.5. Summary and Conclusion

The veterinary profession has a range of potential treatments for behav-
iour problems including psychotherapy, enrichment strategies, surgery
and medicine, and through the work of able practitioners, veterinary
behavioural medicine has undoubtedly improved the quality of life for
many companion animals. However, the management of a given case is
currently part science and part art, dependent upon both the therapist’s
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knowledge and judgement. Furthermore, the clinician’s ‘treatment path’
also needs to recognize the particular problem of concern to the owner, as
well as the potential animal welfare implications of both the problem
behaviour and its treatment.

In recent years there has been growing interest in the similarities
between human psychiatric issues (especially OCD) and companion ani-
mal stereotypic behaviour, and thence in the potential of psychopharma-
cology to manage such problems. However, as we have seen, the practical
application of the limited scientific information on the effect of drugs on
animal stereotypic behaviour is not always straightforward. Many other
factors must be considered both when trying to effect a successful treat-
ment, and also when interpreting the effects of a chemical compound. For
example, stereotypic behaviour might be suppressed in some cases –
especially in species for which there is negligible research, such as exot-
ics – as a result of either the normal side effects of some agents, or even
overdosing to the point of sedation. It is thus currently unwise to make
simple generalizations about pharmacological treatments for stereotypic
behaviour: the clinical use of medicines in any given instance should be
considered somewhat experimental, with each patient monitored care-
fully for potential side effects or adverse reactions, and the results put
into the public domain. Psychopharmacological intervention should thus
never be used as a ‘quick fix’ for individuals wishing to keep animals in
an unacceptable environment. In these cases, rehoming should be con-
sidered. However, if an owner refuses to allow this, then therapeutic
intervention may help to alter the patient’s perception of the poor envir-
onment and thus improve its quality of life. This applies just as much to
zoo animals as it does to companion animals. Drugs do not justify keeping
animals in unsuitable conditions and should not be considered as an
alternative to good husbandry; none the less it could be argued that a
‘pill-popping polar’ is happier than one that is deprived of medication in
the same environment, when rehousing is not possible. Pharmaceutical
therapy may also be useful when some fundamental aspect of animal
temperament or behavioural functioning seems involved. Thus overall,
when used with care, and (importantly) used along with other ap-
proaches, drug treatments can play an important role in overall therapy.

So what scientific research is needed to better support practitioners?
Unfortunately, there have been as yet no large-scale placebo-controlled
studies into the use of psychopharmacology for treating stereotypic
behaviour in animals, nor specific investigation into its potential side-
effects. This is clearly a major need. Even smaller-scale studies are cur-
rently few and far between. It is also ironic that the species humans
choose as companions, and apparently greatly care for, are also the ones
for which we have the least basic scientific information on the causes of
stereotypic behaviour. Clearly there is an urgent need for more research,
at both fundamental and applied levels. Partly, this would be valuable for
helping clinicians improve the scientific bases of their treatment ration-
ales. One crucial focus here is how to distinguish between different forms
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of abnormal repetitive behaviour. Recent work helping to objectively differ-
entiate specific forms of stereotypic behaviour (reviewed elsewhere in this
volume; see e.g. Chapters 5 and 11) may help in this respect, especially if it
can be adapted to clinical tests which help to refine treatment choice. Our
own attempted schema gives some preliminary guidelines to veterinarians,
but is still very provisional. Fundamental information would also help in
preventing stereotypic behaviours before they even emerge. Improvements
in management (e.g. environmental enrichment), and owner education all
clearly have major roles to play in their aetiology, but more research is
needed to further identify the best preventative approaches. In the future,
perhaps it would also be fruitful to develop breeding strategies to produce
animals better adapted to their environment, and/or, given the apparent
efficacy of tryptophan in some cases, to explore ‘psychodietetics’.

However, while repetitive behaviour problems in companion animals
still occur, the potential for veterinary intervention will remain. Depend-
ing on the circumstances of that animal, psychopharmacological inter-
vention may often be justifiable – even with our current state of
knowledge – on both welfare and practical grounds.
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11 Stereotypic Behaviour in Captive
Animals: Fundamentals and
Implications for Welfare and
Beyond

G. Mason

Department of Animal and Poultry Science, University of Guelph, Guelph,
Ontario, NIG 2W1, Canada

Editorial Introduction

To end, I synthesize the previous chapters plus some additional literature. I also
outline outstanding research questions for future work – and for the next edition
of this book.

First, I look at the fundamental causes of stereotypic behaviour. I show that the
three main causes of repetition are disinhibition (as implicated in perseveration),
reinforcement, and sustained elicitation by internal or external stimuli; the three
main causes of predictability are environmental constancy, routine-formation, and
the repeated elicitation of very specific action patterns; and the three main types of
‘source behaviour’ are escape attempts, surrogates for natural behaviour patterns,
and a third category ofmore puzzling, heterogeneous forms (some ofwhich probably
reflect dysfunction). I discuss two mechanisms in more detail than previous chap-
ters: the processes underlying normal routine-formation; and the various types of
perseveration stemming from the (mal)function of different brain regions. I particu-
larly focus on the system targeted by Cabib in Chapter 8, showing that this could
underlie forms of ‘affective’ perseveration, and, correspondingly, distinct stereotypic
behaviours – additional to the ‘motor’ and ‘stuck-in-set’ dichotomy proposed in
Chapters 5 and 10. I then summarize how captivity induces the repetition inherent
in stereotypic behaviour: by causing frustration; and/or by altering CNS functioning
through stress and/or through impeding normal development.

Next I consider the practical and ethical implications of stereotypic behav-
iour. I argue that environments that induce it typically also reduce animal welfare.
However, at the individual level, ‘coping’, and the ‘scar-like’ effects of routine-
formation and early experience, may eliminate close correspondence between the
behaviour and underlying stress and frustration. Indeed paradoxically, highly
stereotypic individuals often fare better in these inadequate environments than
their less active peers: patterns that could reflect coping, or perhaps instead the
activity-reducing effects of some other psychological or physical conditions. Last,
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I discuss the extent to which stereotypic behaviour indicates brain malfunction. I
argue that while some forms do not (e.g. those of normal humans or free-living
wild animals), some definitely do (e.g. many of those in Chapter 6). As for farm,
laboratory and zoo animals, whether some or all of their stereotypic behaviours
indicate CNS malfunction is an intriguing, disturbing possibility that needs more
research.

Throughout, I use the term ‘stereotypic behaviour’ in the broad sense recom-
mended in Chapter 10. However, I end by questioning the value of classifying a
behaviour solely according to ill-defined aspects of phenotype, and suggest that
neither this nor the standard definition (repetitive, unvarying with no apparent
goal of function) actually reflect how people use terms like ‘stereotypic behaviour’
in practice. I therefore propose a new definition centred on the causal mechanisms
of repetition: that stereotypic behaviours are repetitive behaviours induced by
frustration, repeated attempts to cope, and/or CNS dysfunction. Where such
causal factors are unknown, I recommend the blander term, ‘Abnormal Repetitive
Behaviour’ (ARB; cf. Chapter 5). I also suggest that stereotypic behaviours should
be sub-categorized into frustration-induced and malfunction-induced forms, the
former being maladaptive but readily reversible responses of normal animals to
abnormal environments, and the latter, a spectrum of pathologies – some of which
warrant the more precise label ‘stereotypy’ (cf. Chapters 5 and 10) – evidenced by
various forms of abnormal perseveration and/or direct signs of impaired in CNS
functioning.

GM

11.1. Introduction

11.1.1. Outline of this chapter

In this final chapter, I argue that stereotypic behaviour involves diverse
mechanisms which are differentially involved across different forms, which
explain different aspects of the behaviour, and which likely represent a
spectrum from the responses of a normal animal to an abnormal environment,
through to the pathological signs of profound brain dysfunction. I begin by
synthesizing the previous chapters plus additional literature, first asking
some fundamental questions (Section 11.2): overall, what behavioural pro-
cesses account for the repetitive nature of stereotypic behaviours, and for the
very predictable, unvarying nature of some? And what determines the form
displayed, be it pacing, rocking or chewing? For each issue, three main
processes emerge as most important, from which I select two to discuss in
moredetail than in thepreceding chapters. First, I look at thedifferent types of
perseveration that could correlate with repetition, elaborating on the form
hinted at in Chapter 8 by Cabib, and comparing this with those reviewed by
Garner and colleagues in Chapters 5 and 10. Second, I look at motor learning
processes that could render an initially variable behaviour more predictable
and routine-likewith time and repetition. I endwith an overview of the likely
routes by which captivity induces stereotypic behaviour.

In Section 11.3, I move on to the ethical and practical implications of
stereotypic behaviour. Overall, what does it say about captive animals’
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welfare, and do stereotypic individuals always have poorer welfare than
non-stereotypic ones? Do some forms of stereotypic behaviour indicate
brain malfunction in captive animals? And if at least some forms do, does
this have practical implications? In the final section, as discussed further
below, I propose new definitions for ‘stereotypic behaviour’ and ‘stereo-
typy’. In this, as in all the sections, I also highlight outstanding research
questions.

11.1.2. Stereotypic behaviour: scope and definitions

As we have seen in this volume and its website, captive animals show
diverse forms of repetitive behaviour which baffle, intrigue or worry us.
Many broadly fit the classic, decades-old definition of ‘stereotypy’, in
being ‘unvarying and repetitive . . . with no apparent goal or proximate
function’ (see previous chapters). However, different cases meet this
description to very different extents. Some are highly unvarying: route-
tracing Amazon parrots and polar bears, for instance, may place their feet
in exactly the same location each time they repeat a circuit (e.g. Wechsler,
1991; Garner et al., 2003b); but in others, in contrast, a variety of postures
and movements are employed (as in self-biting or hair-plucking, cf. e.g.
Chapters 4–6), animals seeming to have an inflexibility of goal rather than
an inflexibility of action pattern. A similar spectrum occurs in the degree
of repetition: at one extreme are long, continuous bouts of repeated
movements (each bout of route-tracing or spot-pecking by caged canaries,
for instance, typically involves 15–100 reiterations; Keiper, 1969); while
at the other extreme are cases like the pet dog that keeps staring at a light –
its stance is still each time, and this behaviour occurs intermittently, and
yet it is recurrent day after day, week after week (cf. e.g. Mills and
Luescher, Chapter 10). Furthermore, assessment of that final defining
feature of ‘stereotypy’, its apparent lack of goal or function, is typically
very subjective – the caveat apparent probably there just to save us from
being precise about something so hard to assess!

So, given this descriptive, imprecise definition, it is unsurprising that
very diverse behaviour patterns have been pooled under this label. It is
equally unsurprising that when certain repetitive behaviours are not
termed ‘stereotypies’, this typically is not for clear, objective reasons.
Thus some behaviours are quite arbitrarily given alternative labels in-
stead, such as ‘compulsive behaviour’ in some companion animal cases,
‘redirected behaviour’, e.g. belly-nosing in piglets, and even ‘exercise’ for
wheel-running (e.g. Box 4.2). The quandary of definition has been raised
repeatedly in the preceding chapters (especially Chapters 2, 4, 5 and 10).
In Section 11.4, I therefore revisit this issue, asking whether it is useful to
have a classification based purely on phenotype, and even whether un-
varying and repetitive . . . with no apparent goal or proximate function
accurately captures all that people mean when using the terms ‘stereo-
typy’ or ‘stereotypic behaviour’ in practice.
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In the following sections, however, rather than worry too much about
this or be sidetracked by questions like ‘how unvarying is ‘‘unvarying’’?’, I
am going to follow Mills and Luescher’s pragmatic recommendation (see
Chapter 10), and use their broad, heterogeneous catch-all term ‘stereo-
typic behaviour’ for all apparently functionless, repetitive behaviours. I
thus use this to encompass cases from the most clockwork-like, rhythmic
forms of pacing and nodding, through to the more flexible wood-chewing
of Chapter 2, hair-plucking of Chapter 5 and self-biting of Chapter 6. This
term, encompassing a broader group than Garner’s ‘Abnormal Repetitive
Behaviour’ (see Chapter 5), is convenient because it does not imply any
known or unitary cause. I will also avoid the term ‘stereotypy’, until my
final section (11.4), because of recent calls to restrict it to cases with a
known and specific aetiology (see Chapters 5 and 10).

11.2. Fundamentals: the Behavioural Processes Involved in Stereotypic
Behaviour

11.2.1. What behavioural processes account for the repetitive nature of stereotypic
behaviours?

Overall, the repetitive nature of stereotypic behaviour seems to arise for
three main reasons. These are not mutually exclusive, and so potentially
may act in concert. The first involves sustained or recurrent eliciting
stimuli in the animal’s internal or external environment; the second,
reward and reinforcement (e.g. ‘coping’); and the third, perseveration or
its correlates.

11.2.1.1. Sustained elicitation

The first explanation for sustained repetition is that motivationally sali-
ent factors (e.g. releasing stimuli in the environment) elicit the prolonged
and/or recurrent performance of specific normal behaviour patterns.
Thus for instance, sustained nutritional deficits and/or the appetite-
enhancing effects of small amounts of food were hypothesized to elicit
repeated foraging behaviours in captive ungulates (e.g. food-deprived
sows; see Bergeron et al., Chapter 2); the absence of a suitably tunnel-
like den, perhaps combined with the concave shape of cage corners,
to trigger stereotypic digging in caged gerbils; and the aversiveness of
the cage environment combined with the salience of odours outside,
to repeatedly elicit escape-attempts in laboratory mice (both discussed
by Würbel in Chapter 4).

That the behavioural responses to these stimuli do not habituate or
extinguish could suggest that they are reinforced, continuing because of
correlations between their performance and some positive outcome (as
discussed further below). Alternatively, some ‘constraint on learning’
(sensu e.g. Shettleworth, 1972) could mean that the responses cannot be
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suppressed despite failing to be beneficial. To illustrate with examples
from research on learning, natural foraging behaviours often spontan-
eously appear in animals trained to expect food, and persist despite
delaying obtaining the reward (‘misbehaviour’; e.g. Timberlake and
Lucas, 1989); while the punishment of escape responses often fails to
suppress them, sometimes even enhancing them further (e.g. Mackintosh,
1974). This inappropriate type of stimulus-induced response may be
even harder to suppress if elicited by ‘super-normal’ stimuli: oyster-
catchers, for instance, presented with very large fake eggs will attempt
to roll them into their nest, and even choose them over normal eggs
despite being far too big to actually brood (e.g. Tinbergen, 1951). Thus
stimulus-response links that are evolutionarily reliable or important can
be tricked by artificial situations into triggering bizarre, counterproduc-
tive actions.

Relevant to stereotypic behaviour are those stimulus–response links
perhaps involved in ungulate foraging, at least as envisaged by the ‘frus-
trated food search’ and ‘inflexible time budget’ hypotheses (see Chapter
2); and in the sustained escape attempts or shelter-seeking efforts of caged
rodents (Chapter 4) – which Würbel suggests may have evolved to simply
persist until successful. However, we still do not fully understand the role
of such effects in stereotypic behaviour, and they remain an open topic for
future research. Could normal motivational mechanisms really account
for activities that are repeated thousands of times a day, or can they only
explain less extreme forms of stereotypic behaviour? And are some spe-
cific natural behaviours inherently likely to be elicited in a sustained
manner, due to the way their control mechanisms have been shaped by
natural selection? So far, we really do not know.

11.2.1.2. Reward and reinforcement

Despite superficially seeming functionless, some stereotypic behaviour
may have reinforcing consequences. Thus in this volume we have seen
that wheel-running is a reinforcer for rodents (Box 4.2); that bouts of self-
injurious biting in primates correlate with reductions in physiological
stress (Chapter 6); and that the oral stereotypic behaviours of several
ungulates are linked with short-term reductions in heart rate, while
crib-biting by horses shows ‘rebound’ performance if prevented for a
time, and non-nutritive sucking by calves has physiological effects likely
contributing to satiety (reviewed in Chapter 2). We have even seen that
pet animals may perform repetitive behaviours to obtain attention or
treats from their owners (see Chapter 10).

Furthermore, there are numerous verbal reports that stereotypic
behaviours can be satisfying, calming and/or reinforcing for humans
(reviewed by Mason and Latham, 2004); numerous papers showing that
the performance of certain natural behaviour patterns is inherently
reinforcing for animals (e.g. Mason et al., 2001); and numerous accounts,
again from humans, of repetitive activities like chanting, exercise and
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dancing being stress-relieving (e.g. reviewed by Mason and Latham,
2004). Thus it could well be that some specific natural behaviour patterns
are self-reinforcing (‘do-it-yourself enrichments’: Mason and Latham,
2004); that repetition per se has emergent benefits (‘mantra effects’:
Mason and Latham, 2004); or that stereotypic behaviour has some
other positive effects; see Chapter 2 for further possibilities). It could
even be that such effects have yet further benefits still, through giving
animals more control over their state (cf. the classic papers by Weiss
et al., cited in Box 1.3; plus work reviewed in Chapter 9 and by Berkson,
1996).

This general idea – that some stereotypic behaviour helps animals to
cope – is a long-standing one, and although certain hypothesized mech-
anisms for it have now been discredited (see Box 1.3), it clearly remains a
live issue today. Nevertheless, more evidence is still needed to ascertain
its true role in stereotypic behaviour: so far, there is not a single case in
which we know for sure, both that beneficial consequences arise from the
stereotypic behaviour (rather than merely correlating with it), and that
this causes repetition via reinforcement. This is a fascinating area for
future research.

11.2.1.3. Behavioural disinhibition

The third and final main explanation for repetition is behavioural disin-
hibition, as manifest for instance in ‘perseveration’: the generalized ten-
dency to inappropriately repeat recently performed or otherwise
prepotent behaviours (e.g. as reviewed in Chapter 5). Such tendencies
vary naturally between normal individuals (e.g. see Chapter 5), change
with age (e.g. Hauser, 1999; Ridderinkhof et al., 2002, Tapp et al., 2003),
and also increase with acute stress (e.g. reviewed Mason and Latham,
2004) or, more profoundly, with early social deprivation (see Chapter 6).
So far, in every case investigated to date, captive animals with high levels
of stereotypic behaviour have proved more generally perseverative, e.g.
taking longer to extinguish a learned response that is made unrewarding.
Examples from stereotypic rodents, birds and bears were reviewed by
Garner in Chapter 5, and more recently this has also been shown in rhesus
monkeys with self-injurious biting (Lutz et al., 2004), and in stereotypic
horses (Hemmings et al., 2006). Strictly speaking, of course, such correl-
ational findings do not show that altered behavioural control causes
stereotypic behaviour (although this seems most parsimonious; and cir-
cumstantial evidence comes from mice, whose extinction scores predict
how stereotypic they are several weeks later: Latham, 2005). Furthermore,
questions also remain as to whether such effects hold for all stereotypic
behaviour; whether this necessarily indicates CNS malfunction (see Sec-
tion 11.3.2); and the precise mechanisms involved. Overall, however,
perseveration and its correlates appear important in stereotypic behav-
iour, and look a fruitful topic for further research. I discuss the different
potential mechanisms below, in Section 11.2.4.
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11.2.2. What behavioural processes account for the predictable, unvarying nature of
some stereotypic behaviours?

Some apparently functionless behaviours are repetitive (e.g. a dog chasing
and rechasing a ball), and yet not so ‘unvarying’ that anyone would term
them stereotypic. In contrast, the most extreme examples of stereotypic
behaviour are extraordinarily predictable from one performance to the
next. So what could account for this sort of predictability? Overall, there
seem to be three main reasons, again not mutually exclusive. The first is
the repeated production of similar actions for reasons endogenous to the
animal; the second, an unvarying environment that simply does not
require behaviours to be modulated; and the third, a developmental
shift in the way behaviour is controlled, low variability emerging through
‘routine-formation’ (e.g. procedural learning).

11.2.2.1. The reiteration of particular actions

Some action patterns are always produced in a similar way, as if instruc-
tions for them are coded in the central nervous system. Examples include
certain grooming movements in infant rodents, and the patterned step-
ping evident even in utero in many mammals (reviewed by Berridge,
1994); some bird calls (e.g. the ‘cuck-oo’ of the cuckoo); and many con-
summatory behaviours (see e.g. Box 1.1). Such ‘Fixed Action Patterns’
were the focus of many ethological texts of the 1950s–1970s; and are still
studied as part of some current work on birdsong, invertebrate escape
responses, central pattern generators, etc. (see Chapter 1). These, if eli-
cited in a continuous sequence, would obviously generate very predict-
able stereotypic behaviours. However, individual movements – learnt
ones, not just innate – can also be reiterated similarly like this, if the
brain regions responsible for action selection call up the same movement
repeatedly. This occurs in forms of motor perseveration (as discussed
further in Section 11.2.4). Thus overall, in this first type of process,
predictability is an inherent by-product of the mechanistic causes of the
behaviour’s repetition.

11.2.2.2. Environmental predictability

The second cause of predictability is, in contrast, exogenous to the ani-
mal: an unvarying environment. After all, as Clubb and Vickery comment
in Chapter 3, ‘there are only so many ways an animal can walk around in a
small square cage’. That stereotypic behaviour might be predictable sim-
ply because there is no great reason to vary it, was first suggested decades
ago by zoo biologists like Hediger and Morris (reviewed in Mason, 1993).
More recently, this also formed the core of Lawrence and Terlouw’s
‘channelling’ hypothesis (Lawrence and Terlouw, 1993; see Chapters 2
and 4): focusing on the oral behaviours of pigs, they suggested that
‘strongly motivated behaviour is highly modified or channelled by the
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environment into the few simple behavioural elements allowed by
the available incentives’, and ‘thus the behavioural variability . . . of
foraging sequences should reflect the variability of the foraging environ-
ment’. This hypothesis is supported with anecdotal evidence, both from
pigs in environments differing in complexity (see Chapter 2) and also
from carnivores. Thus the rhythmic pacing of caged mink or bears can
appear extremely unvarying, but if stimuli in and beyond the cage change,
so too do these animals’ behaviours – quickly shifting in location to
follow the sounds of a passing feeding-machine, or instantaneously chan-
ging in form so as not to collide with a moving cage-mate or a new
obstacle placed in the animal’s way (Mason, 1993; Vickery, 2003). Pre-
dictability of form could therefore simply reflect the lack of environmen-
tal change or external stimuli needing responding to; and thus be quite
independent of the causes of the behaviour’s repetition. This intuitive
and sensible idea has not, however, yet been formally and quantitatively
investigated.

11.2.2.3. Routine-formation

The third likely process to explain predictability involves stereotypic
behaviour decreasing in variability over time due to progressive changes
in the behaviour’s control. This idea crops up repeatedly in the literature
(e.g. reviewed by Mason, 1991a,b; Mason and Latham, 2004; and Chapter
4), with possible examples including the pre-feeding locomotion of mink
(Mason, 1993) and escape movements of early weaned mice (see Chapter
4). Such changes may be due to the normal processes, perhaps arising
through repetition, underlying phenomena like the ‘crystallization’ of
song in maturing young birds or development of ‘routines’ (e.g. the well-
used pathways of rodents, or habits and motor skills of humans; see
Section 11.2.5). However, although the idea is oft-repeated in the litera-
ture on stereotypic behaviour, so far it is little backed with good quality
data. Only a few studies on pigs (Cronin, 1985), bears (Mason and Vick-
ery, 2004) and mink (Mason, 1993) show statistical changes in predict-
ability with age or repetition, and, as far as I know, only the latter reports
data that are both quantitative and longitudinal, i.e. following individuals
over time. In addition, there has been no serious investigation of possible
mechanisms (something I return to in 11.2.5); little research into whether
observed increases in predictability parallel the many other changes said
to occur during ‘establishment’ (as reviewed in Chapters 3 and 4); and
most importantly, no work into whether effects are really caused by the
repetition of the behaviour, or instead are mere correlates of it (with both
repetition and predictability being, say, products of increased time in
captivity and/or increased age at assessment, cf. Chapter 7). Here, like
the previous potential explanation, predictability is again a secondary
property of the stereotypic behaviour, quite unrelated to its primary
cause of repetition (although it may then increase bout number; see
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Section 11.2.5): an issue that will be important when we discuss different
types of perseveration (Section 11.2.4).

11.2.3. What determines the form of a stereotypic behaviour?

This book and its website depict repetitive chewing, tail-chasing, pacing,
self-biting, swimming, tongue-rolling, fur-plucking and many other
stereotypic behaviours that differ, not just in repetition and rigidity,
but also in their basic unit of repetition. This aspect of form is often
related to taxonomic group (see Figure 1.3), and also to timing
(with, across a whole range of species, pre-feeding stereotypic behaviour
typically being locomotory, but post-feeding, oral; see Chapters 2 and 3).
So what determines the action that is repeated, i.e. a stereotypic behav-
iour’s ‘source behaviour’ (cf. Mason, 1991b)? Once again I present three
broad explanations, although my third category is not a very tidy one.

11.2.3.1. Surrogates for natural activities

The first group of source behaviours comprises activities like vacuum or
redirected movements (see Box 1.1) which resemble a specific natural
behaviour pattern (albeit one constrained by captivity). For example,
finches deprived of nesting material may stereotypically pluck and
carry their own feathers (see work by Hinde, reviewed by Mason, 1993).
Similar likely examples in this volume include, once again, the foraging-
like oral movements of ungulates, induced by unnatural dietary regimes
(Chapter 2), and the stereotypic digging of gerbils deprived of a suitably
tunnel-like den (Chapter 4); as well as the digit-sucking, self-clasping
and body-rocking of young primates denied normal maternal contact
(Chapter 6; Berkson, 1996), plus the object-sucking often seen in other
newly weaned young mammals (see Box 6.2). Thus here, the cause
of repetition can be inferred from the behaviour’s very form: animals
repeat X’ because deprived of X, where X is a natural behaviour pattern
and X’ its surrogate. Some cases may simply represent stimulus-induced
responses, performed as normally as they can be in the constraints
of captivity; while others may well be accompanied by motivational
frustration (which perhaps is then partially alleviated if X’ has motiv-
ational consequences that help redress states caused by the lack of X; see
Section 11.2.1).

11.2.3.2. Escape attempts

The second broad group of source behaviours consists of escape attempts.
One of the earliest accounts, from Meyer-Holzapfel on the pacing of a
dingo separated from its pack, was illustrated in Chapter 3 (Box 3.1). Later
came experimental work from Duncan andWood-Gush in the early 1970s,
showing how food-frustration led hens to pace against the doors of their
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cages (reviewed in Mason, 1993), and Chapter 4 highlights more recent,
elegant experimental work on the bar-mouthing of laboratory mice. Fur-
ther likely examples from the preceding chapters include the pacing of
some young mammals when separated from their mothers (see Novak
et al., Chapter 6, plus Box 6.2). Clubb and Vickery (Chapter 3) even
suggest that escape attempts underlie all the pacing typical of captive
carnivores – since this behaviour is often directed at enclosure boundar-
ies, and is increased by a multitude of factors that make the enclosed area
aversive or regions outside it attractive. Thus here, animals deprived of X
do not try and replace it with X’, but instead attempt to remove them-
selves from the frustrating situation.

11.2.3.3. And the rest . . .

Finally, we have a third group whose origins are more problematic be-
cause they are neither obvious surrogates for particular thwarted natural
activities, nor attempts to escape. Here, either the deprivation of X leads
to A, B and C (to pursue the notation above), or X’ is repeated despite no
deprivation of X. For example, frustrated ranging may underlie the pacing
of a polar bear, perhaps by enhancing motivations to escape (as reviewed
in Chapter 3), but it cannot explain the repetitive ‘huffing’ noises these
animals sometimes make as they pace (e.g. Box 10.4). The deprivation of
maternal contact may motivate compensatory digit-sucking, self-clasping
and body-rocking, but how it leads to eye-poking, or placing a hind-leg
behind the head, is much harder to explain (see Chapter 6). Furthermore,
animals that groom themselves or conspecifics to excess (see Chapters
4–5), have clearly not been deprived of the chance to groom in a more
naturalistic manner, any more than humans who tooth-grind at night (e.g.
Pingitore et al., 1991) have been deprived of normal chewing. Thus in
this last group, the source behaviour seems to reveal little about the
behavioural or environmental deficit responsible for repetition.

We could perhaps call this third group of puzzling actions ‘displace-
ment activities’, to reflect their apparent irrelevance (cf. Box 1, Chapter 1),
but this would merely be a label, not an explanation. So what could
explain them? One idea raised in Chapter 8 by Cabib, and by Spruijt
and van den Bos in accompanying Box 8.1, is that some stereotypic
responses are exaggerated appetitive behaviours resulting from excessive
responsiveness to any and all cues predicting reward (a suggestion I
develop further in Section 11.2.4). Another hypothesis from Spruijt and
van den Bos is that intrinsically rewarding activities are performed
repeatedly when animals are chronically stressed, almost as a means of
self-comfort (Box 8.1). This idea somewhat resembles Swaisgood and
Shepherdson’s broader proposal (albeit referring to enrichment-use) that
for animals in very barren environments, just doing ‘something, any-
thing’, may be better than nothing (see Chapter 9). Mason and Latham
(2004) in turn hypothesized that the repetition of simple actions could be
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rewarding via ‘mantra effects’, the form of action again being quite arbi-
trary. In other instances still, arbitrary actions might be reinforced by
outside events, conditioned by the adventitious arrival of food (see e.g.
Mackintosh, 1975 and Timberlake and Lucas, 1989 on ‘superstitious
responses’ in pigeons) or by a distressed owner’s attempts to control a
pet’s behaviour (see above and Chapter 10). Some actions may even self-
stimulate acupuncture sites (see Chapter 6). Finally, some forms may
instead best be explained through the mechanics of CNS dysfunction:
just as different amphetamine effects reflect different sites of action (e.g.
Box 7.3), and the distinctive choreas of Huntingdon’s disease arise from
quite particular basal ganglial pathologies, so too may some captive ani-
mals’ stereotypic behaviours simply be by-products of specific malfunc-
tions in particular circuits.

11.2.4. Where repetition correlates with perseveration, what different processes
could be involved?

As Chapters 5 and 7 discuss, the initiation, termination and sequencing of
behaviour patterns depends on loops within the forebrain, which run
from the cortex and back again through the basal ganglia. These allow
cortical information to be processed by the basal ganglia before being
relayed to further cortical areas important in producing behaviour. The
basal ganglia have thus been said to ‘translate intention into action’ (e.g.
Graybiel, 1998, quoting James Parkinson). These loops, sometimes given
different names by different authors, include the motor/skeletomotor/
sensorimotor loop; the prefrontal/cognitive loop; the limbic/motive
loop; and the oculomotor loop (e.g. Rolls, 1999; Haber, 2003; Columbia
University Medical Center, 2005; see also Fig. 7.2 and Box 7.2). As Chap-
ters 5 and 7 describe, all involve an indirect pathway which is inhibitory,
plus a direct pathway which is excitatory; thus inhibition of the indirect
pathway or stimulation of the direct pathway both activate movement,
although this can occur in a variety of ways and, depending on the exact
mechanism and loop involved, have a variety of behavioural effects.

Although usually functioning in parallel, these loops have somewhat
dissociable functions and effects (see Chapter 5). However, importantly,
they are not closed nor completely independent. They influence each
other (e.g. Kalivas and Nakamura, 1999; Rolls, 1999; Haber et al., 2000;
Haber, 2003), something little touched on in this volume (though see
Chapter 8). They are also, as we have seen, influenced by other pathways,
especially midbrain inputs (e.g. the nigrostriatal pathway to the motor
loop: Chapters 5 and 7; and the mesoaccumbens pathway to the limbic
loop: Chapter 8), with cortical dopamine also modulating the descending
projections from the cortex: important during sensitization to stereotypy-
inducing drugs, and in stress-induced behavioural disinhibition (e.g.
Karler et al., 1998, McFarland et al., 2004). Furthermore, each loop can
be functionally and anatomically subdivided (e.g. Rolls, 1999, Chudasama
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et al., 2003). Thus despite the dichotomy proposed in Chapters 5 and 10,
there are several forebrain loops, and furthermore, they are neither discrete
nor indivisible (e.g. Chudasama et al., 2003): their complexities and
distributed functions are a topic of much ongoing research, and the map-
ping of functions and dysfunctions onto anatomy is a work in progress.
These caveats aside, however, the altered functioning of these different
loops often seems to affect the properties of behaviour in different ways
(e.g. yielding different types of perseveration), and they may even ultim-
ately underlie different classes of stereotypic behaviour – a hypothesis first
raised for captive animals by Garner (see Chapter 5 and Box 10.2). Below, I
therefore look at these possible effects in more detail, starting with the
loops discussed by Chapter 5, 7 and 10, before presenting the brain regions
focused on by Chapter 8 in a similarly ‘systems level’ way.

11.2.4.1. The motor loop and stereotypic behaviour

The motor loop arises from various parts of the sensory and motor cortex,
enters the basal ganglia at the putamen of the dorsal striatum, and returns
to regions of the cortex involved in motor/premotor control: see Chapters
5 and 7. As these chapters review, this system matches stimuli to suitable
responses, functioning to ‘call up’ and thence generate appropriate be-
havioural actions. It is thus directly important for the selection of specific
motor ‘programs’ and thence the control of skeletal musculature. When it
malfunctions, it causes problems with initiating individual movements
(e.g. Parkinson’s disease) or with suppressing them (e.g. amphetamine
stereotypy). As Chapter 5 reviews, dysfunctions in this pathway also
cause particular forms of motor or response perseveration, in which
individual actions are repeatedly performed.

How to assess the role of this system in captive animals’ stereotypic
behaviour? Perhaps a first screen is observation: any stereotypic behav-
iour whose movements vary from one repetition to the next cannot be
related to this type of perseveration (though similarity from one repetition
to the next is, in contrast, insufficient evidence on its own, since as
Section 11.2.2 shows, such predictability could arise in other ways).
The first experiment to address this question examined how stereotypers
responded when learned responses were put into extinction (Garner and
Mason, 2002). With hindsight, this was rather naı̈ve, since motor perse-
verations are not the only forms to attenuate extinction (as we will see
below), but such approaches could be made more relevant by observing if
repeated responses made in extinction are always similar (e.g. always
using the nose, left paw, etc.): necessary – if again not sufficient – to
infer motor perseveration. A more elegant approach, however, is sug-
gested by Garner (see Chapter 5): to use tests that probe animals’ spon-
taneous tendencies to generate repeated responses by asking them to
‘gamble’ for rewards by, say, pressing one of several, arbitrary, operant
levers for a randomly delivered treat. Such tests have shown that highly
stereotypic blue tits, Amazon parrots and mice do indeed spontaneously
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generate more predictable sequences of responses (Garner et al., 2003a,b;
see also Chapter 5). More invasive tests of this hypothesis could probe
animals’ sensitivities to the stereotypy-inducing effects of amphetamine
and similar, to see if levels of captivity-induced stereotypic behaviour
predict levels of stimulant-induced stereotypy (cf. e.g. Box 7.3); use the
techniques employed by Lewis et al. (see Chapter 7), focusing on the
putamen; or look at gene expression in the putamen, as correlates with
cocaine-induced stereotypies in monkeys (Saka et al., 2004).

11.2.4.2. The prefrontal loop and stereotypic behaviour

Also discussed in this volume is the prefrontal loop (see Chapters 5 and
10) which arises from the parietal cortex and other regions, inputs the
basal ganglia through the head of the caudate (again part of the dorsal
striatum), and then projects to the lateral/doroslateral prefrontal cortex.
Functionally, this has been described as a ‘supervisory attentional sys-
tem’ key in planning, impulse control and other high-level, organizational
aspects of behaviour. Thus as Chapters 5 and 10 review, damage or
alteration to this loop can impair abilities to plan, such that for example
complex behaviours are not sequenced appropriately or to completion. In
tests of perseveration, such subjects also show a particular form called
‘stuck-in-set’, characterized by difficulties in changing the rules or ‘atten-
tional sets’ used to guide behaviour (such as transferring a learned skill to
a new situation, or altering what is attended to if the type of stimuli that
need to be monitored are changed, e.g. Wallis et al., 2001). This system
has been implicated in some obsessive–compulsive disorders in humans
(e.g. Harris and Dinn, 2003), but what role does it play in captive animals’
stereotypic behaviour? So far we have just one, though very neat, piece of
evidence: using tests for stuck-in-set perseveration, mice which exces-
sively overgroom and pluck the fur of other animals were shown to have
greater difficulties in these tasks than control animals (see Chapter 5).

11.2.4.3. The limbic loop and stereotypic behaviour

The limbic loop is Cabib’s focus in her discussion of stress–sensitization
(Chapter 8). It arises in the temporal lobes, anterior cingulate cortex,
hippocampal formation and orbitofrontal part of the prefrontal cortex,
loops into the ventral striatum (e.g. the nucleus accumbens), and returns
to input on the anterior cingulate and the medial/orbitofrontal parts of the
pre-frontal cortex. As Chapter 8 mentions, it regulates motivational as-
pects of behavioural control, such as responding to cues learnt to predict
reward, putting effort (e.g. lever pressing) into obtaining reward, and
responding to novelty (see references cited in Box 8.1; plus Kalivas and
Nakamura, 1999; Rolls, 1999; Robinson and Berridge, 2003; Salamone
et al., 2005). Thus it is important in appetitive behaviour, changes in its
functioning particularly affecting the motivational control of these activ-
ities. For example, animals become persistent in extinction tests (e.g.
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Reading et al., 1991, reviewed by Rolls, 1999), but we also see more
specific changes too. For instance, amphetamine injected into the nucleus
accumbens of rats quadruples the lever-pressing they show when a cue
predicting sugar is presented. It does this despite not increasing their
baseline lever pressing for reward, nor the apparent pleasure they get
from sugar, and thus seems to enhance the effect that motivationally
relevant cues have on behaviour (reviewed by Rolls, 1999; Wyvell and
Berridge, 2000). Nucleus accumbens lesions also lead to impulsive
choices by rats, in which they cannot resist the lure of a small but
immediate reward, even in preference to a large but delayed one (Cardinal
et al., 2001). Likewise, marmosets with lesions to the orbitofrontal cortex
become impaired in their ability to perform a ‘detour task’ where they
have to reach around a transparent partition to gain food. Instead, despite
the barrier, they try to grab directly at the treat (Wallis et al., 2001). This
type of response, where motivationally important cues elicit relevant, yet
impulsive and unsuccessful, behaviour has been termed ‘affective persev-
eration’ (e.g. Hauser, 1999). This is quite distinct from the stuck-in-set
behaviour emphasized in the previous section; thus orbitofrontally
lesioned marmosets also become impaired in ‘reversal learning’ (e.g. A
is paired with a treat and B not; but the situation is then reversed so that A
should now be ignored), without being hampered in their abilities to shift
attention to new tasks or stimulus-types (Clarke et al., 2005; see also Dias
et al., 1996 and Hauser, 1999).

In terms of stereotypic behaviour, this system (especially the nucleus
accumbens) underlies the locomotor responses shown to stimulant drugs
(e.g. reviewed in Box 7.3; and by Rolls, 1999), while the orbitofrontal
cortex is also implicated in some forms of human obsessive compulsive
disorder (OCD) (e.g. Harris and Dinn, 2003; Szechtman and Woody, 2004;
Mataix-Cols et al., 2004). Fuchs et al., (2004) also implicate it in internally
driven compulsions, such as compulsive drug-taking (with Chapter 8
giving further references), as well as in impulsive responding to external
cues. So is this loop involved in captive animals’ stereotypic behaviours?
As we have seen, Chapter 8 presents a case for its role in the stereotypic
cage-climbing of stressed, food-restricted DBA mice, behaviour that Cabib
argues is an exaggerated response to the cues offered by the (now empty)
food hopper. Furthermore, individual frequencies of oral stereotypies
(specifically chain-chewing) in tethered pigs positively correlate with
the degree of locomotion they show if treated with amphetamine (Ter-
louw et al., 1992), just as predicted if the former are accumbens-mediated.
Most recently, crib-biting horses have also been found to have around
double the accumbens D1 and D2 receptor densities of non-stereotypic
controls (McBride and Hemmings, 2005). But how to investigate this
possibility further, and in other ways? Aside from drug responses, or
the types of detailed neurophysiological measures of Chapters 7 and 8,
non-invasive behavioural tests could investigate whether stereotypic in-
dividuals show exaggerated responses to multiple different types of pre-
dicted rewards (cued food, cued mating opportunities, cued enrichment
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delivery, and so on); impulsivity when faced with reward cues, even
when delays or detours would be more beneficial; and difficulties in
suppressing learnt responses when previously rewarded cues are still
present (as in reversal learning; or in extinction tests in which a ‘reward
light’ is left on). This is an exciting, so far unexplored, area for future
research.

11.2.4.4. The oculomotor loop and stereotypic behaviour

This final loop controls the eye movements used for looking in different
directions, e.g. following moving targets (‘saccades’). It is thus unlikely to
be involved in most stereotypic behaviours, and was not mentioned by
the previous authors. However, its damage or dysfunction can cause
oculomotor perseverations. Schizophrenics, for instance, show poor abil-
ities to suppress certain unwanted or unnecessary eye movements under
test (e.g. Muller et al., 1999; Barton et al., 2005). So could severe alteration
in this loop lead to oculomotor stereotypic behaviour? Distinctive repeti-
tive eye-rolling has been observed in veal calves (see Broom and Leaver,
1978; Fraser and Broom, 1990), and it could be revealing to screen them in
the type of tests used to investigate abnormal saccades in humans. In the
future, it might also be worth looking more closely at smaller captive
animals (e.g. rodents), so as not to overlook any abnormal eye movements
that they might be displaying.

11.2.5. Where predictability increases with repetition and/or length of time in
captivity, what mechanisms are involved?

Although several earlier chapters alluded to ‘establishment’ – a change in
the nature of stereotypic behaviour with time or repetition – none dis-
cussed how this might come about. Here, I therefore review some relevant
processes and suggest how they could be investigated. With repetition,
normal behaviour patterns can shift into routines with forms of automatic
processing (Mason and Turner, 1993; Toates, 2001) loosely known as
‘central control’ (Fentress, 1976; Martiniuk, 1976), e.g. procedural learn-
ing (e.g. Graybiel, 1998; Jog et al., 1999; du Lac, 1999; Marsh et al., 2005).
These changes enable individuals to execute regularly performed or fast
movements with minimal cognitive processing or need for sensory feed-
back (Fentress, 1973, 1976), speed touch-typers providing one good ex-
ample.

Several processes are implicated in these changes. For example, at a
fine motor level, individual actions become ‘ballistic’ or ‘open loop’, i.e.
executed without the need for feedback (e.g. proprioception). The brain
simply generates fixed motor instructions, which are then executed with-
out sensory guidance (e.g. as in the normal pecking of pigeons, during
which the eyes are reflexly closed; Wohlschlager et al., 1993), and even,
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in studies of humans, despite instructions to cease moving (e.g. Salt-
house, 1985). Typists, for example, asked to stop cannot do so in the
middle of typing the short and common word ‘the’ (Kerzel and Prinz,
2003). A second process (or, more likely, processes: see e.g. Marsh et al.,
2005) allows longer, more complex behaviours to become ‘automated’.
With repetition (e.g. practice, in the case of human skills), behaviour
patterns come to need less cognitive monitoring. As a result, the individ-
ual can perform the sequence faster, and do other activities simultan-
eously (e.g. play the piano while talking: Mechner, 1995; or, in mice,
groom while monitoring a novel environment: Fentress, 1976). This
seems to be because each component of a sequence becomes dependent
on cues from the preceding component, instead of on external cues
(Mechner, 1995): thus each action simply triggers the next, a process
sometimes termed ‘chunking’ (e.g. Graybiel, 1998). The term ‘habit’ as
used by experimental psychologists applies to similar changes that also
give recurring behaviours a rigid quality; actions performed repeatedly to
gain a reward become less and less modifiable by changes in the quality of
that reward (see e.g. Dickinson, 1985[N1]; Killcross and Coutureau, 2003).
Brain regions important in these motor changes with repetition are the
cerebellum and striatum (e.g. Graybiel, 1998; Jog et al., 1999; de Luc, 1999;
Passingham, 1996).

So could motor or procedural learning be involved in stereotypic
behaviour? ‘Central control’ has long been invoked as a cause of
‘establishment’, but despite its plausibility, and growing understanding
of how repeated actions become skills or habits, this hypothesis really has
not been systematically tested. Evidence for this idea would include the
following changes to the behaviour pattern with repetition (in addition to
increasing predictability): increased speeds of performance; improved
abilities to attend to external events without ceasing to perform the
behaviour; and some odd ‘side effects’. First, if interrupted in the middle,
a routine-like sequence may need restarting from the beginning. This can
be observed in some musicians (Mechner, 1995); in greylag geese egg-
rolling with their bills (Tinbergen, 1951); and in rats in a choice maze
which, if disturbed half-way down a run, may return to the ‘start box’
before repeating their choice (Lashley, 1921). Second, an action with
similar characteristics to a component of a sequence may trigger the rest
of the sequence, even if quite inappropriate; as Norman (1981) put it,
‘pass too near a well-formed habit and it will capture your behaviour’ (see
also Mechner, 1995; and note the difference from motor perseveration,
where similar actions should inhibit each other – see Chapter 5). Third,
with decreased attention paid to the control of the behaviour itself, one
might see what has been observed in a pacing hunting dog (Fentress, 1976),
and in rodents running along habitual trails (Fentress, 1976; Berdoy, 2003;
Latham and Mason, 2004): collisions with obstacles newly placed in the
way. Note too that although that some individuals may have pre-existing
general tendencies to routine-formation (e.g. Benus et al., 1987, 1990) –
once again, probably detectable via extinction tests – the developmental
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changes in a stereotypic behaviour should be specific to that sequence:
not simultaneously evident across a suite of behaviours (which would
instead indicate more generalized changes, e.g. disinhibition, occurring
with age, stress, and/or time in captivity; cf. Chapters 5, 7 and 8; and
Section 11.2.4).

11.2.6. So overall, why do captive animals perform stereotypic behaviour?

We can see from the preceding chapters and the synthesis above that
overall, captive animals perform stereotypic behaviour for the following,
non-mutually exclusive, reasons:

1. Internal states induced by the captive environment, and/or cues exter-
nal to the animal, persistently trigger or motivate a specific behavioural
response;

and/or

2. The environment creates a state of sustained stress which affects how
the cortical-basal ganglia loops elicit and sequence behaviour, resulting in
abnormal behavioural disinhibition;

and/or

3. A past, early rearing environment has affected CNS development,
again resulting in abnormal behavioural sequencing, with effects evident
long past infancy.

Speculatively, future work might even reveal other effects of captivity too,
such as diets or stress levels which exacerbate how aging impairs the
brain (see e.g. Vallée et al., 1999; Milgram et al., 2004), or increased risks
of the streptococcal infections that can trigger anti-basal ganglia auto-
immune disease (e.g. Edwards et al., 2004, Snider and Swedo, 2004) –
just two possible further topics for future research.

Processes (1)–(3) above explain how captive environments induce
behavioural repetition, but do they fully account for the sustained occur-
rence of stereotypic activities day after day, week after week, year after
year? Perhaps they do (we do not know), but in some cases this might, as
we have seen, be further promoted by endogenous effects such as reinfor-
cing consequences from the behaviours. Note too that in some cases, the
motivational or behavioural control effects of captivity would addition-
ally cause, not just repetition, but also, inherently similar behaviours to
be reiterated with little variability. Alternatively, in other cases, as we
have seen, such predictability may be superficial, either being a mere
artefact of the predictability of the environment or instead just emerging
naturally through repetition.

This overview should help us as we now turn to the ethical and
practical implications of stereotypic behaviour in captive animals.
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11.3. Implications for Animal Welfare and Animal Normalcy

11.3.1. What does stereotypic behaviour say about animal welfare?

Throughout this book (especially Chapters 2–8), the theme has been that
stereotypic behaviours emerge when a large discrepancy exists between
the conditions offered by captivity and an animal’s preferred and/or
naturalistic state. The brief of the authors was to discuss how these have
their effects, not to consider animal welfare per se. However, looking at
how such discrepancies act does give fundamental insights into stereo-
typic behaviours’ likely links with welfare (a term I use to refer to an
animal’s subjective affective or emotional state). I therefore start with this
framework, before briefly reviewing the empirical data linking welfare
and stereotypic behaviour.

When they are the product of thwarted motivations to perform spe-
cies-typical behaviours or to escape, then stereotypic behaviours are very
likely to reflect aversive mental states, since preventing highly motivated
behaviours often causes stress (see any animal welfare text). Importantly,
as Chapter 2 emphasizes, this may be true even when the behaviours
elicited do not look predictable or stereotyped (cf. the stone-chewing of
hungry pigs housed outdoors). In some instances, however, such frustra-
tion-induced stress may be somewhat rectified, if the behaviour itself
reduces the underlying motivation. Such effects could well complicate
links between stereotypic behaviours and welfare (e.g. Mason and
Latham, 2004). Furthermore, if they become routine-like and triggered
by a growing range of cues, stereotypic behaviours might track underlying
motivational states less closely. Again, this would blur the correspond-
ence between the degree of stereotypic behaviour performed and an
individual animal’s stress levels (cf. Dantzer, 1986; Mason and Latham,
2004).

If a stereotypic behaviour is instead the product of ongoing unavoid-
able stress which induces changes in the CNS, then this too is also likely
to be accompanied by poor welfare. Furthermore, when the limbic loop is
affected by such changes (as suggested in Chapter 8; see also 11.2.4), then
the resulting stereotypic behaviours could perhaps correlate with the
types of strong, persistent feeling of ‘something being wrong’ linked to
limbic loop dysfunction in some human OCDs (Robinson and Berridge,
2003, Szechtman and Woody, 2004; Maltby et al., 2005).

Finally, if early rearing environments have caused lasting CNS
changes, then this has more complex implications for welfare. Such
early environments may well have caused very poor welfare at the time
that they impinged on normal CNS development (see e.g. Chapter 6).
Furthermore, like the limbic loop effect suggested above, the malfunc-
tions induced might be accompanied by lasting fearfulness into adult-
hood (see e.g. Chapter 6; plus review by Mason and Latham, 2004), such
that stereotypic behaviours correlate with poor welfare long after the
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original insult to development. However, it is also possible that lasting
effects of early experience are mere behavioural ‘scars’, products of past
stress but no longer reflecting poor welfare (cf. e.g. Dantzer, 1986; Mason,
1991b; Mason and Latham, 2004). It could even be that certain early
environments impair brain development without ever being stressful or
aversive (just as, say, hypoxia is not aversive to many animals, despite
being very detrimental to functioning). In this instance, an animal may be
rendered dysfunctional and stereotypic without ever having experienced
poor welfare.

Small wonder, then, that although stereotypic behaviour is generally
held to indicate poor welfare, empirically its links with other welfare
measures (e.g. HPA functioning, reproductive success, etc.) are not al-
ways clear-cut. For instance, it has long been known that some aversive
environments – e.g. very cold ones, or ones involving unpredictable
electric shock – do not induce stereotypic behaviour, instead eliciting
huddling or crouching (e.g. reviewed Mason, 1991a, 1993; Mason and
Latham, 2004). In this book, we have also seen that wild-caught or en-
riched-reared animals placed in barren environments as adults typically
show far less stereotypic behaviour than do animals raised in such con-
ditions all their lives (see Chapter 7) – despite presumably finding these
conditions far more frustrating. Furthermore, sometimes animals given
enrichments show enhanced stereotypic behaviour (reviewed Mason and
Latham, 2004), perhaps because habit-like forms (see Section 11.2.5) are
‘slipped into’ when similar actions are performed, even when those
actions involve enrichment-use.

However, despite these counter-examples, typically environments or
treatments leading to stereotypic behaviour are empirically linked with
greater signs of poor welfare (see e.g. Figure 2a, Chapter 1). Indeed many
known or likely examples of this have been given in this volume. These
include exposing pigs to chronic calorie-restriction (stereotypic behav-
iours increasing with the degree of dietary restriction; Chapter 2), and
food-restricting mice (Chapter 8); plus depriving ungulates of fibre (Chap-
ter 2). Indeed in ungulates, stereotypic behaviours could well reflect
discomfort or even pain from gastro-intestinal acidosis (see Chapter 2).
Further cases where poor welfare may be directly implicated in the
emergence of stereotypic behaviours include exposing animals to in-
escapable aggression (Chapters 3 and 4); the pacing of wild canids faced
with noisy human crowds (see Figure 5, Chapter 3) and of other carni-
vores prevented from ranging (see Chapter 3); the responses of maternally-
deprived infants in a range of species, often greatest the younger they are
when deprived (Chapter 6); the self-injurious behaviours of laboratory
primates, as predicted by the number of previous ‘blood-draws’ and other
aversive events (Chapter 6); and perhaps the effects of housing gerbils
without a naturalistic den (Chapter 4). If all these stereotypic behaviours
do indeed represent aversive states like stress, fear and pain, then this is
of enormous welfare concern, especially considering the many millions of
individuals affected worldwide (see Chapters 1–2).
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Within such environments, however, one often finds some individ-
uals with very high levels of stereotypic behaviour, and others with little
or none. Do these differences reflect differential adaptation to the captive
environment? Should we selectively breed from such non-stereotyping
individuals, in order to reduce welfare problems? It would seem not,
since paradoxically, individuals that spontaneously develop high levels
of stereotypic behaviour often seem to fare better than identically treated
but non-stereotypic conspecifics (see Figure 1.2b). Two recent examples
illustrate this with reproductive success: farmed mink with spontan-
eously high levels of pacing and similar have the greatest litter sizes and
lowest infant mortality rates (Jeppesen et al., 2004; see also Mason and
Latham, 2004), as do caged African striped mice with high levels of
jumping and looping (van Lierop, 2005). If stereotypic behaviour
has beneficial psychological consequences (see Section 11.2.2), or
physical ones such as improved gut health (Chapter 2) or better physical
fitness (cf. e.g. Jeppesen et al., 2004), then such effects are perhaps not
surprising.

Unfortunately, however, there is an alternative explanation for such
findings: that rather than stereotypic behaviour having benefits, not being
stereotypic indicates an even more detrimental state. For instance, Novak
and colleagues, and Cabib, suggest that depression-like states can be an
alternative to stereotypic behaviour: the former describe primate infants
newly separated from their mothers as protesting and pacing for a day or
two, before lapsing into ‘despair’ (Chapter 6), while Cabib presents a more
neurobiological account of how sustained, uncontrollable stress can, in
some mouse strains, reduce tendencies to stereotype and instead promote
‘learned helplessness’ (Chapter 8). This also fits with some accounts of
intensively farmed sows: Cronin (1985) found that the less-stereotypic
females were less responsive to novel stimuli, and he judged them as ‘less
normal’ than stereotypers (Cronin, 1985; though cf. Schouten and Wiep-
kema, 1991); these sows also typically proved to be the individuals which
had ‘protested’ most when first tethered (Schouten and Wiepkema, 1991).
Other illnesses or forms of physical capacity might also reduce stereo-
typic behaviour too: hypo-kinetic diseases like Parkinsonism (cf. some
drug-induced forms; see Chapter 10), for instance, would likely reduce
active, whole-body stereotypic behaviours, as would conditions like arth-
ritis or muscle fatigue.

Together with the findings of Lewis and colleagues that barren-
housed non-stereotypic deer mice have brains quite different from en-
riched-housed non-stereotypers (see Chapter 7), this indicates diverging
reasons for a lack of stereotypic behaviour: some positive (when enrich-
ment-related), but some decidedly negative for welfare. This is an important
topic to investigate further. It also suggests that Table 1.1 might better
reflect the true extent of global animal welfare problems by emphasizing
the total numbers of individuals housed in stereotypic behaviour-induc-
ing conditions, not just the proportion developing this behaviour. Such
findings also have two practical implications, in suggesting that selecting
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against stereotypic behaviour, or physically preventing animals from
performing it (cf. Box 2.3, and Table 10.3), are both likely to be counter-
productive for animal welfare. If we want to reduce stereotypic behaviour
and improve welfare simultaneously, improving captive conditions will
usually be the key (Mason et al., 2006).

11.3.2. Does all stereotypic behaviour indicate pathology?

Chapters 5–8 and 10 present stereotypic behaviour as at least sometimes
the product of CNS pathology. Could it always indicate this type of
malfunction? This issue could help us understand the relationships be-
tween stereotypic behaviour and welfare, as discussed above, and could
also help us better evaluate environmental enrichments for captive ani-
mals, since dysfunctional animals may well take a long time to respond
(reviewed by Mason and Latham, 2004). It could also help improve the
validity of some rodent research models (see Chapter 5), and perhaps
even increase the reintroduction success of captive-bred animals in con-
servation projects (Vickery and Mason, 2003, 2005).

Broadly speaking the term ‘pathology’ has been used in two ways in
this volume. Würbel (Box 1.4) recommends using it in normative way,
comparing the feature in question with the equivalent in some well-
defined control group (e.g. wild or free-living animals). Lewis and col-
leagues, in Chapter 7, arguably do this too, when citing the ‘law of
stereotypy’ as used in some human medicine. However, Würbel’s recom-
mendation is not that we solely compare outward phenomema, but in-
stead compare underlying mechanisms. This is to enable us to distinguish
truly malfunctional changes from ‘maladaptive’ ones (sensu Mills, 2003)
in which normal animals produce unusual responses when placed in
unusual environments (cf. our fake-egg-preferring oyster catcher of Sec-
tion 11.2.1). Nevertheless it is still not clear how this approach would
distinguish adaptive long-term responses to challenging environments
(cf. e.g. phenotypic plasticity) from non-adaptive ones. Novak and col-
leagues instead adopt a consequentialist approach, describing stereotypic
behaviour as pathological if taking up excessive time or causing self-harm
(Chapter 6). However, Würbel’s concern with this is that something like
fever might then be termed pathological. Overall, then, perhaps the best
definition combines both approaches: thence stereotypic behaviour is
pathological if caused by neurological, neurophysiological or behavioural
differences from those of wild, free-living or very enriched-housed ani-
mals, and if such changes also have no functional value in any context or
have demonstrably have harmful consequences. We might add that such
changes should be hard to rectify (cf. examples in Chapter 6 and 7): a trait
instantly reversible with enrichment is, intuitively, perhaps not one we
would call pathological.
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Stereotypic behaviours are clearly not always pathologies. Perhaps
the best evidence comes from normal, healthy humans, who show stereo-
typic behaviours from babyhood right through to adulthood (e.g. Thelen,
1979; Rago and Case, 1978); indeed at least three of this book’s authors
(myself included) regularly finger-chew, knee-joggle and pace! Such ac-
tivities are not malfunctional even where they correlate with persever-
ation (see e.g. Happaney and Zelazo, 2004 on the compulsive-like
behaviours of normal human children; also Zohar et al., 1995 as cited in
Chapter 5), since some degree of persistence or perseveration is itself a
perfectly adaptive feature of normal behaviour (e.g. Benus et al., 1987,
1990; Hauser, 1999). Stereotypic behaviours have also been seen in free-
living wild animals with no other signs of impaired function, e.g. stone-
playing and wrist-biting in Japanese macaques (Grewal, 1981; Huffman,
1984), circling by hedgehogs (e.g. Boys-Smith, 1967), tongue-playing by
wild giraffes (Veasey et al., 1996), and transient pacing by polar bears
(Ames, 1993). At the other extreme, in contrast, some stereotypic behav-
iours clearly are pathological, such as those of deprivation-reared mon-
keys, described in Chapter 6 as being caused by changes in brain
functioning, accompanied by cognitive deficits, potentially resulting in
self-injury, and very hard to reverse. A range of less clear-cut cases occurs
between these extremes. The stereotypic behaviour of barren-reared deer
mice, for example, reflects CNS development differing from that of en-
riched-reared animals, yet seems reversible, at least up until a certain age
(Chapter 7); while the behaviourally activating effects of stress-induced
sensitization (Chapter 8) could perhaps be adaptive responses to chal-
lenge, at least for free-living mice.

While we may not yet know the full picture in these – and many other
– instances, it is worth questioning whether pathological changes under-
lie the stereotypic behaviours so evident across zoo, farm and laboratory
animals. For instance, while sham-chewing, chain-mouthing farmed sows
were considered by Chapter 2 primarily as normal animals seeking for-
aging outlets in a energy-deficit, physically restrictive world, it is perhaps
telling that like Chapter 8’s mice, their stereotypic behaviour does not
emerge straight away, but instead appears gradually, after a few weeks of
tethering (Cronin, 1985), with its correlation with amphetamine-respon-
siveness not evident until 3 months of this treatment (Terlouw et al.,
1992). Could the frustration of food restriction, the anxiogenic effects of
acidosis (Hanstock et al., 2004) and/or inescapable gastric discomfort,
cause progressive CNS stress sensitization? Furthermore, these animals
would have been removed far earlier from their mothers than would
happen naturally, and we know that extremely early-weaning (at least)
does affect piglets’ dopaminergic (Fry et al., 1981, Sharman et al., 1982)
and serotinergic (Sumner et al., 2002) systems (see further discussion in
Chapter 2 and Box 6.2). The circumstantial evidence is thus rather
compelling, and fully assessing the degree to which captive animals
have CNS dysfunction should thus be a major future research goal.
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11.4. Redefining and Classifying Stereotypic Behaviours

I introduced this chapter by describing the standard definition of stereo-
typies – repetitive, unvarying with no apparent goal of function – as
bland, and potentially not very useful. Here, I argue that this definition
pools too many diverse phenomena; puts the focus on traits which are
either secondary to the key issues (how unvarying a stereotypic behaviour
is) or so hard to measure as to be useless (whether or not there is a goal or a
function); while omitting features typically implicit whenever people
discuss these behaviour patterns. I therefore propose that we replace it
with a new definition based on biological causal factors. I also suggest
how we might classify and subdivide these behaviours in the future.

11.4.1. Redefining stereotypic behaviour

I have often been asked ‘Is such-and-such a stereotypy?’, with such-and-
such variously being a dog chasing a ball, a toddler sucking its thumb,
a piglet performing belly-nosing, a rodent wheel-running, and so
forth. However, despite the formal definition given above and elsewhere,
the people posing this question were not asking ‘Is such-and-such repeti-
tive, unvarying, and with no apparent goal of function?’ After all, they
could assess that perfectly well for themselves! Instead, they were
really asking: ‘Does this individual have a problem?’ Veasey et al. (1996)
were some of the few to make this explicit: in their paper on giraffe
behaviour, they expressly did not class the tongue-playing of wild indi-
viduals as stereotypic because it was not linked with food restriction
nor with enclosure. I suggest that, like these authors, we acknowledge
the implicit baggage usually attached to the terms ‘stereotypy’ and ‘stereo-
typic behaviour’, rendering it explicit in a new definition: stereotypic
behaviour is repetitive behaviour induced by frustration, repeated
attempts to cope, and/or CNS dysfunction. In captive animals, these
stem from a deficit in housing or husbandry, where a deficit means
something that the animal would change if it could (e.g. a motivational
deficit linked with frustration; a health deficit linked with nausea or
pain; or a safety deficit causing fear), or that causes a pathological
change. Where we simply do not know the biological cause (as, for
example, is often the case for zoo animals – see Chapter 9), a better
term may instead be the Abnormal Repetitive Behaviour (ARB) of
Chapter 5.

This definition reflects how most people use the term in practice,
turns the question ‘Is such-and-such a stereotypic behaviour?’ into an
interesting and relevant one, and indeed reflects why researchers find
such behaviours worthwhile topics for study. It means we can stop
worrying about whether a foetus sucking its thumb in utero (see Mason,
1993) has a stereotypy, or whether a dog happily chasing a ball and a cat
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kneading a pillow while purring loudly are stereotypic: they are not. The
behavioural mechanisms involved in these cases might help a full under-
standing of true stereotypic behaviour, but they are benign examples of
rhythmic behaviour that we should simply not be side-tracked by.

Furthermore, this new definition now focuses on the behaviours’
mechanistic causes rather than on their phenotypes. My proposed defin-
ition thus omits reference to how unvarying the behaviour is. If it is useful
to exclude the kneading cat or thumb-sucking foetus, so too do I believe it
useful not to exclude the hungry pig sporadically stone-chewing in a
muddy pasture, or animals plucking out their own or others’ pelage in a
variable manner. Some (similar) behaviours could look more predictable
than this merely because they are performed in a very stable environment,
or because they have been rendered habit-like with repetition – and I
therefore suggest that ‘predictability’ is simply too trivial to be a defining
characteristic. I also omit ‘lack of apparent goal or function’ from the
new definition. This is partly because this is hard to quantify (at what
point does drinking become ‘polydipsia’?), but also because if future
research shows the tongue-rolling of cows to be an effective way of
reducing foregut acidity, for example (cf. Chapter 2), I would like to
term it ‘stereotypic’ nonetheless, since it is a response to an environmen-
tal deficit, plus closer to the arguably less functional oral stereotypic
behaviour of horses than to anything from a cow’s normal repertoire.

11.4.2. Categorizing stereotypic behaviours

From this framework, I now build on the suggestions of Garner, Mills
and Luescher (Chapters 5 and 10), and of Latham and Würbel (Box
4.2) that stereotypic behaviours should be sub-categorized according
to their underlying causes. Like them, I suggest that the causes of
repetition are key, i.e. the primary distinguishing features of different
stereotypic behaviours. Other mechanisms involved in stereotypic
behaviours (the extent to which they are reinforced; the extent to
which they have become habits over time; their origins in terms of
source behaviours) then cut across this basic categorization, further
providing useful ways to describe, explain and compare the features of
individual cases.

Rather like the old division between ‘cage stereotypies’ and ‘depriv-
ation stereotypies’ (cf. Mason, 1991a, 1993; Novak et al., Chapter 6), but
focusing on biological mechanism rather than environmental cause, I
therefore suggest the following:

1. The term ‘frustration-induced stereotypic behaviour’ should be used
for repetitive behaviours driven directly by motivational frustration,
fear or physical discomfort. These behaviours need not be the product
of any underlying abnormality (they are maladaptive, not malfunctional).
Their source behaviours reflect this deficit, deriving from rapidly
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emerging attempts to find a surrogate for a missing normal behaviour,
to escape from confinement, or to otherwise alleviate a problem; and
they are abolished immediately by a specific change in husbandry that
successfully rectifies this underlying deficit. Furthermore, such changes
should reduce them in a ‘dose-dependent’ way – the most strongly
preferred treatments being most effective in reducing the stereotypic
behaviour.
2. The term ‘malfunction-induced stereotypic behaviour’ should be used
when early rearing or chronic stress impairs brain functioning. These
behaviours are the product of pathology; co-occur with a suite of
other effects (e.g. quantifiable changes in CNS physiology/anatomy; spe-
cific forms of perseveration, etc.); and may involve source behaviours that
do not closely reflect the original cause of repetition. In a suboptimal
environment, they emerge slowly or in a discontinuous manner; and are
correspondingly slow or difficult to reverse, as well as being potentially
reversible by any one of a ranges of factors that helped the underlying
deficit, even if not the original cause of the problem.

Expanding and overriding the bimodal scheme proposed in Chapters
5 and 10, I also hypothesize that malfunction-induced stereotypic behav-
iours should be subdivided according to the brain system most affected –
or perhaps more usefully, since the precise anatomical localization of
dissociable executive processes is sometimes difficult or controversial
(e.g. Chudasama et al., 2003), according to the type of behavioural dys-
function implicated, as reviewed in 11.2.4. Thus I hypothesize that mal-
function-induced stereotypic behaviours might be subdivided into:

. motor stereotypic behaviours (or what Chapters 5 and 10 propose to
be ‘true stereotypies’: akin to psychostimulant-induced stereotypies;
correlating with motor perseveration; and modulated by the motor
loop);

. cognitive-loop-related stereotypic behaviours (akin to some human
OCDs; and what Chapters 5 and 10 propose to correlate with stuck-
in-set perseveration);

. affective or limbic stereotypic behaviours (akin to other human OCDs,
and also to amphetamine-induced hyper-locomotion; should correl-
ate with impulsivity/impaired reversal learning; perhaps most amen-
able to treatment with serotinergic agents [see e.g. Clarke et al., 2005]);

and, in some special cases:

. oculomotor stereotypies, (caused by malfunction of the oculomotor
loop).

Note that each of my two broad causes of repetition (frustration and
malfunction) is continuous across a spectrum: thus animals may be not,
mildly, or highly frustrated; not, slightly or extremely malfunctional, and
so on. Furthermore, these causes can potentially co-occur in syndromes
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within the same individual (e.g. as different forms of perseveration seem
to in schizophrenia; Harris and Dinn, 2003). In some cases, they may then
combine to determine the overall levels of stereotypic behaviour. For
instance, in barren-housed isolated adult mice, perseverative responding
in extinction only significantly correlates with stereotypic behaviour if
motivational factors (individual differences in the animals’ motivations to
escape their barren cages and reach enrichments) are statistically con-
trolled for (Latham, 2005) – suggesting that both frustration and malfunc-
tion are at work in these animals. In other cases, different causal factors
may predict different aspects of stereotypic behaviour (e.g. bout-length
versus bout-repetitiveness, or form versus overall frequency; e.g. as sug-
gested in Chapter 5); or even result in different, dissociable forms of
stereotypic behaviour within the same individual or group of individuals,
as occurs for instance in laboratory mice and autistic children (reviewed
in Chapter 5). The various causal factors may also vary in their relative
importance over the lifetime of an individual, or even over a short time
span if acute stress or attentional demands temporarily increase the
effects of perseveration or central control (see Fentress on murine
grooming, e.g. in Mason, 1993; Gimpel, 2005). Thus the categories I
propose are not mutually exclusive, and also draw somewhat artificial
boundaries across continua. Nevertheless, they may help us classify,
and even treat, stereotypic behaviours in a more biologically meaningful
way, and according to the primary cause underlying repetition – some-
thing argued valuable by Chapters 5 and 10.

11.5. In Conclusion

Overall, this book has given us a range of explanations for captive ani-
mals’ stereotypic behaviours. Some have been based on an understanding
of a species’ natural behavioural repertoires, social and sensory worlds,
ecological niche, and the effects captivity has on frustration or specific
aspects of physiological functioning. These help explain why captive
animals may repeatedly perform behaviours that resemble attempts to
escape, or thwarted elements of the natural behavioural repertoire.
Other explanations have been based on the effects of captivity on the
neurotransmitter levels, receptor densities, metabolic activity and
synaptic connectivities of specific parts of the mid- and forebrains.
These account for the similarities between some forms of captivity-
induced stereotypic behaviour and behaviours induced by certain
drugs, or evident in some human clinical conditions, and they help
explain why some forms are so persistent or accompanied by, say,
propensities to self-harm.

Reviewing the evidence presented in this volume and elsewhere, I
have proposed a scheme whereby stereotypic behaviours are classified
according to the mechanisms underlying their repetition, spanning a
spectrum from frustration-induced to malfunction-induced. I have also
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suggested other mechanisms for investigation, to fully explain all the
various properties (predictability, form, etc.) of stereotypic behaviours;
plus I have suggested ways of subdividing my basic classificatory scheme
according to e.g. the nature of associated perseveration. Testing this
scheme, for its usefulness in guiding research, and in developing more
effective means of treating these behaviours and improving welfare, will
rely on the continued combined inputs of ethology, neuroscience and
veterinary medicine. By the next edition, perhaps we will be able to
judge its success.
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